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WALKABILITY

Walking is the most basic form of transportation. Nearly 
ever trip starts and ends as a pedestrian, including trips that 
involve use of an automobile. As such, pedestrian mobility has 
been a factor in the design of places and communities since 
early settlements. With the steady increase of automobile 
usage, the design of places and communities has changed 
to become more vehicle-oriented and less pedestrian-
oriented.

The Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization’s 
(IMPO) Regional Pedestrian Plan is a framework for the 
creation of a regional pedestrian network. It is the intention 
of the IMPO to create a balanced transportation system 
throughout Boone, Hamilton, Hancock, Hendricks, Johnson, 
Marion, Morgan, and Shelby counties that considers the 
need of the pedestrian in a manner similar to the need of the 
automobile. A pedestrian is an individual traveling on foot 
(a walker) or an individual using a wheelchair (motorized or 
non-motorized) or other mobility device.

Terms like “walkable” and “walkability” are commonly used 
to describe a broad range of community design features that 
support walking, such as a mix of land uses, road network 
design, and provision of pedestrian facilities and amenities. 
According to University of Washington researchers, the 
walkability of a place is determined by three characteristics: 
1) the quality of the route, 2) the quality of the destination, 
and 3) the quality of the area. A community’s walkability 
is often equated with its location desirability and quality 
of life. Source: Schmitz, Adrienne & Scully, Jason, Creating 
Walkable Places, Urban Land Institute, 2006. The IMPO’s 
Regional Pedestrian Plan incorporates these three identifi ed 
walkability characteristics (quality of route, destination, and 
area) to create a comprehensive pedestrian network that is 
a reference for communities to utilize as opportunities occur 
for the inclusion of pedestrian facilities in development or 
redevelopment areas.

The walkability of a place is determined by the: 1) quality of the route, 
2) quality of the destination, and 3) quality of the area.

CHAPTER 1: PROJECT INTRODUCTION
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INDIANAPOLIS METROPOLITAN 
PLANNING ORGANIZATION

Throughout the United States, each urbanized area with 
a population of 50,000 or more is required by federal 
regulations to have a designated Metropolitan Planning 
Organization (MPO). The MPO’s responsibility is to conduct 
a continuing, cooperative, and comprehensive transportation 
planning process. In the Indianapolis region, the City of 
Indianapolis, Department of Metropolitan Development 
(DMD) is the designated MPO.

Currently, all MPOs are governed by federal legislation called 
the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Effi cient Transportation 
Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU). The MPO 
planning process is a prerequisite for the area receiving federal 
funds for airport, transit, and highway improvements.

The Indianapolis MPO (IMPO) is responsible for 
transportation planning for the “urbanized” area defi ned by 
the most current Census, in addition to the area anticipated 
to be urbanized by the year 2020. This area is known as 
the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The current MPA is 
based on the 2000 Census and includes all of Marion County 
and portions of surrounding Boone, Hamilton, Hancock, 
Hendricks, Johnson, Morgan, and Shelby counties, where 
suburban growth has occurred. Transportation planning by 
the IMPO is regional in scope because the transportation 
system is larger than local governmental boundaries, and 
improvement programs require the cooperation and 
participation of all levels of government in all areas within 
the MPA.

The IMPO’s planning efforts and recommendations are 
developed in cooperation with the Indianapolis Regional 
Transportation Council (IRTC). The IRTC is comprised of 
members representing counties, cities, and towns within the 
MPA, with State and Federal oversight agencies. 

In addition to the Regional Transportation Plan, the IMPO 
has several other current studies that have helped to 
inform the direction of this plan’s recommendations. These 
studies include the Regional Bike Route System, DiRecTions: 
Regional Rapid Transit Study, and the Multi-Modal & Public 
Space Design Guidelines. With all of these planning efforts, 
including the Regional Pedestrian Plan, the IMPO is creating a 
system to connect people and destinations with multi-modal 
facilities by expanding the transportation options beyond 
the personal automobile. Source: Indianapolis Metropolitan 
Planning Organization’s Web site (www.indympo.org).

The MPO’s eight-county Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) is shown in 
light and dark blue above. The MPA is the study area boundaries used 
in this Regional Pedestrian Plan.
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PURPOSE OF PEDESTRIAN PLANNING

The Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization 
(IMPO) recognizes the importance of walking and planning 
for the pedestrian. Like planning for roads and the vehicular 
transportation system, the Regional Pedestrian Plan is regional 
in scope to encourage the establishment of a connected 
pedestrian system that crosses county and municipality lines, 
providing opportunity for continuous pedestrian activity 
throughout the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).

There are two primary types of pedestrian trips - trips for 
recreation and trips for function. There are also trips that 
are both. Planning for strictly recreational pedestrian trips 
is relatively straightforward. As long as the route and path 
are safe and comfortable, it will serve its purpose and be 
used. Planning for the utilitarian, or functional, trips is more 
complex in that it requires an understanding of origins, 
destinations, adjacent land uses, and potential confl icts 
between transportation modes. It is known and accepted 
that many alternative transportation systems, in particular 
pedestrian and bicycle facilities, are used for recreational 
purposes. Typically, transportation use is a function of need, 
where recreational use is a function of leisure. When initially 
developed, these systems oftentimes are used primarily for 
recreation because they may be isolated, do not link to other 
routes or facilities, or do not provide access to destinations. 
As connections are made and urbanization and development 
occurs along or near an alternative transportation route, 
the system takes on a new role - less recreation, more 
transportation.

The Regional Pedestrian Plan is a multi-year effort to 
document and highlight the pedestrian demand, both for 
transportation and recreational purposes, throughout 
the IMPO’s eight county region. This plan is a guide to 
integrating the pedestrian mode of travel into the overall 
regional transportation system and should be considered a 
tool by every county and municipality within the MPA. The 
IMPO’s purpose in developing a regional plan for pedestrian 
connectivity is to meet its regional transportation goals, 
which include:

 Reducing reliance on the automobile;
 Developing a balanced and intermodal transportation 

system;
 Emphasizing accessible multi-modal opportunities; 

and
 Improving the quality of life for citizens in the 

region.

The intent of the Regional Pedestrian Plan is to connect people and 
destinations with multi-modal facilities - connecting local jurisdictions, 
connecting counties, and connecting Central Indiana.
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METHODOLOGY

The Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (IMPO) Regional 
Pedestrian Plan planning process began in 2003 with the 
creation of a pedestrian plan for Center Township in Marion 
County. From there, in 2004, the pedestrian planning 
process expanded to the remaining eight townships in 
Marion County. In 2005, the plan boundaries extended to 
the entire Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA), which includes 
all of Marion County and portions of Johnson, Morgan, 
Hendricks, Boone, Hamilton, Hancock, and Shelby counties. 
In mid-2006, all pedestrian planning efforts from previous 
years were assembled to generate the IMPO’s Regional 
Pedestrian Plan for the entire MPA. 

All phases of the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning effort 
were guided by project steering committees. These 
committees, comprised primarily of county/city/town staff 
from representative jurisdictions throughout the MPA, met 
on a regular basis, provided input, direction, and feedback 
on the planning process and recommendations. In addition 
to the members of the steering committees, the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan planning efforts have involved many other 
elected offi cials, county/city/town staff, State and Federal 
agencies, and interested stakeholders throughout the 
MPA. These individuals were consulted though personal 
interviews, focus group discussions, and public meetings. 
Stakeholders from all phases of the planning process were 
invited to participate in a regional pedestrian connectivity 
discussion at the Regional Pedestrian Plan Workshop and 
Public Meeting on July 26, 2006. More than 60 individuals 
participated in this event, representing organizations and 
jurisdictions throughout the MPA. Information regarding 
specifi c meeting dates, participants, and materials presented 
is documented in Chapter 6 – Appendix.

Center Township (Marion County) 
Pedestrian Plan (2003)

Center Township (Marion County) 
Pedestrian Plan (2003)

IMPO’s Regional Pedestrian Plan

Planning Process (2003 – 2006)

IMPO’s Regional Pedestrian Plan

Planning Process (2003 – 2006)

Marion County Pedestrian Plan (2004)
Marion County Pedestrian Plan (2004)

MPA Region Outside Marion County 
(2005)

MPA Region Outside Marion County 
(2005)

Final Comprehensive MPA Regional 
Pedestrian Plan for Boone, Hamilton, 

Hancock, Hendricks, Johnson, Marion, 
Morgan & Shelby Counties (2006)

Final Comprehensive MPA Regional 
Pedestrian Plan for Boone, Hamilton, 

Hancock, Hendricks, Johnson, Marion, 
Morgan & Shelby Counties (2006)

Center Township (Marion County) 
Pedestrian Plan (2003)

Center Township (Marion County) 
Pedestrian Plan (2003)

IMPO’s Regional Pedestrian Plan

Planning Process (2003 – 2006)

IMPO’s Regional Pedestrian Plan

Planning Process (2003 – 2006)

Marion County Pedestrian Plan (2004)
Marion County Pedestrian Plan (2004)

MPA Region Outside Marion County 
(2005)

MPA Region Outside Marion County 
(2005)

Final Comprehensive MPA Regional 
Pedestrian Plan for Boone, Hamilton, 

Hancock, Hendricks, Johnson, Marion, 
Morgan & Shelby Counties (2006)

Final Comprehensive MPA Regional 
Pedestrian Plan for Boone, Hamilton, 

Hancock, Hendricks, Johnson, Marion, 
Morgan & Shelby Counties (2006)
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PLAN VISION, GOALS, AND OBJECTIVES

A vision statement was created by the steering committee 
through the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process 
that prefaces all goals, objectives, and recommendation 
development. This vision is a description of how the 
progression of the Metropolitan Planning Area’s (MPA) 
pedestrian system will advance over the long-term. It 
is intended that this is a 20-year vision statement, and 
subsequently, a 20-year plan. 

The Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning 
Area will be a regional network of diverse, 
walkable, bikeable, and transit-friendly 
communities linked by a comprehensive 
multi-modal system that provides access 
to home, work, education, commerce, 
transit, and recreation. This vision 
recognizes the importance of balance 
among all transportation modes, 
connects transportation and land use, 
and understands that economic and 
community development is sustained 
by the region’s quality of life and 
environmental health.

From this vision statement, a series of 11 goals and seven 
objectives were developed by the steering committee. Each 
goal is a long-term end toward which all pedestrian planning 
and system development activities will be directed. Each 
objective is a specifi c, measurable, intermediate end that is 
achievable and progression towards a goal. In other words, 
the goal is the “what” and the objective is the “how.” 

Regional Pedestrian Plan goals that support the vision 
statement include:

 Create walkable communities;
 Encourage sustainable places to live;
 Improve mobility;
 Provide safe routes to school;
 Connect pedestrians with transit;
 Improve environmental conditions;
 Promote healthy lifestyles;
 Link and expand greenways;
 Meet or exceed Americans with Disabilities Act 

(ADA) standards;
 Foster partnerships and coordination; and
 Encourage commerce and economic development 

opportunities.

The Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Area will be a regional network 
of diverse, walkable, bikeable, and transit-friendly communities linked 
by a comprehensive multi-modal system that provides access to home, 
work, education, commerce, transit, and recreation. 
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Objectives related to the Regional Pedestrian Plan, that 
support the vision statement and pertain to the 11 goals 
include: 

1. Improve the balance between transportation and land 
use planning to encourage pedestrian links among a 
network of walkable communities.

 Review ordinances to ensure that all land use 
categories require pedestrian facilities.

 Encourage adoption of the Regional Pedestrian Plan in 
each jurisdiction.

 Encourage master plan development within individual 
communities.

 Review state level pedestrian-related legislation and 
recommend pedestrian-friendly legislation.

2. Increase pedestrian activity.
 Encourage physical infrastructure that supports 

walking in safe, comfortable, and inviting 
environments.

 Maximize the impact of local investment by creating 
a pedestrian network that links as many pedestrian 
destinations as possible.

 Overcome barriers to a complete network by 
addressing localized issues of safety, crime, and 
comfort.

 Ensure mobility for all users.
 Encourage context sensitive design in the 

development of transportation facilities.

3. Promote the region’s communities as safe, desirable,  
 and walkable places to live, work, and play. 

 Establish education and outreach to market each 
community’s pedestrian systems.

 Highlight the social, economic, environmental, and 
health-related benefi ts of area pedestrian amenities 
and networks.

4. Improve the region’s environment and air quality.
 Encourage walking in lieu of short automobile trips.
 Encourage a seamless pedestrian network among 

modes of transportation. 
 Incorporate the principles of urban forestry into the 

design of pedestrian facilities.

5. Use the Regional Pedestrian Plan as a framework to  
 guide local implementation.

 Engage the public and private sectors to develop 
a balanced, affordable, and effi cient multi-modal 
transportation system.

 Encourage partnerships with organizations and 
agencies to implement pedestrian systems as a part 
of all public and private improvements in the right-

An objective of this plan is to promote the region’s communities as safe, 
desirable, walkable places to live, work, and play.
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of-way, including road construction, reconstruction, 
traffi c calming, intersections, transit, and drainage 
improvements, where feasible. 

 Partner with organizations and agencies early and 
throughout the improvement process.

6. Encourage changes to capital improvements, ordinances, 
and regulations to ensure a linked, safe, and maintained 
system.

 Educate policy-makers and implementing agencies 
about the benefi ts of a linked, networked pedestrian 
system and the best way to achieve and maintain 
that system.

 Supplement government investment with private 
sector investment.

 Leverage construction activities to include pedestrian 
facilities.

 Establish a community standard for good design of 
pedestrian systems.

7. Use the linked network to provide pedestrian access to  
 commercial activity centers.

 Recognize pedestrians as a potential customer base.
 Cluster development near pedestrian infrastructure.
 Encourage human-scaled architecture in new 

commercial development to capitalize on market  
demand.    

BENEFITS OF A CONNECTED PEDESTRIAN 
SYSTEM

Walking is considered a form of alternative transportation 
and the benefi ts of alternative transportation are numerous. 
The U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway 
Administration is an advocate and promoter of alternative 
transportation and its related benefi ts. Alternative 
transportation serves as a critical link throughout the overall 
transportation network, providing pedestrian access to 
home, work, education, commerce, transit, and recreation. 
Because alternative transportation systems provide such 
fundamental services to the public, they should be designed 
to meet the needs of the maximum number of potential 
user groups. 

People with disabilities, who live in areas without accessible 
alternative transportation networks, and do not have access 
to automobiles face a greater risk of becoming isolated from 
the community and unnecessarily dependent upon others 
to perform routine activities such as grocery shopping. An 
all-inclusive approach to alternative transportation facility 
design will ensure that the needs of all potential users are 
addressed, including people with disabilities. 

Encourage partnerships with organizations and agencies to implement 
pedestrian systems as a part of all public and private improvements 
in the right-of-way, including road construction, reconstruction, traffi c 
calming, intersections, transit, and drainage improvements, where 
feasible. 
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Alternative transportation systems can enrich the livability of 
a community; they provide opportunity for a population that 
does not have, or chooses not to have, access to a vehicle. 
Commercial districts with alternative transportation access 
will have a larger customer base. In addition, all people 
will be able to participate more easily in the community if 
a system is available because they can reach their desired 
destinations more easily. Neighborhoods that incorporate 
and are connected to an alternative transportation system, 
that encourages walking, become safer because there are 
more people on the street. A broader range of consumer, 
social, and recreational opportunities is available in areas 
that connect to an alternative transportation network.

The mindset of those who plan, design, develop, and construct 
private sector improvements is evolving to recognize the 
human and economic benefi ts of alternative transportation 
systems. Incorporating alternative transportation facilities 
in developments makes the product more attractive to 
customers, resulting in increased sales and premiums for 
sites adjacent to the systems. The mindset is shifting away 
from including facilities because of regulatory requirements 
and towards including facilities as a response to customer 
demand. Benefi ts of alternative transportation systems 
include: 

 Healthy lifestyles. As opportunities for walking 
are increased, reliance on the automobile decreases. 
Alternative transportation systems remove physical 
barriers and create safe, pleasant environments to 
walk.

 Increased property values. An alternative 
transportation system is considered an amenity and 
it increases property values and infi ll development 
potential in established areas. For instance, homes 
within a half-mile of the Monon Trail in Indianapolis 
command a sales premium of $13,059. If this premium 
is applied to all 8,862 homes within this distance 
of the trail, the total increase in property values 
in Marion County is $115.7 million. Source: Indiana 
Center for Urban Policy and the Environment, Indiana 
University-Purdue University, 2003 (www.urbancenter.
iupui.edu).

 Smart growth. Inclusive transportation systems 
encourage less dependence on the personal 
automobile and allow a community to grow in 
an economically, environmentally, and socially 
responsible way, where reliance on non-renewable 
resources is limited.

Communities recognize the economic and health benefi ts to providing 
pedestrian facilities for residents and visitors.
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 Reduced congestion. Progressive communities are 
realizing that the way to alleviate congestion and 
gridlock is not to build more roads, but to reduce the 
number of vehicles on the street by using alternative 
forms of transportation, in particular for short trips.

 Neighborhood organizing element. A pedestrian 
system provides a physical infrastructure that 
encourages social interaction.

 Economic development. Alternative transportation 
systems spur economic development in response to 
user demographics. Six Indiana communities were 
studied to determine that, on average, 47 percent 
of trail users earn $40,000 to $80,000 per year and 
20 percent earn more than $80,000 per year. Source: 
Percentage Income Distribution of Trail Users, Indiana 
Trails Study, 2001.

 Links to public gathering places. Alternative 
transportation systems connect districts (or 
concentrated land uses), provide a stage for public 
activities, and create community.

 Improved mobility. Alternative transportation 
systems create independence and transportation 
options for those who do not drive, whether due to 
health, environmental stewardship, age, disability, or 
preference. These options should be available to all 
as a basic choice.

 Safe Routes to School (SR2S). If children walk to 
school, they become familiar with their neighborhoods 
and community and a healthy lifestyle is instilled as a 
way-of-life. Newly passed federal legislation creates 
a funding source for SR2S efforts.

 Quality of life. Alternative transportation systems 
contribute to a community’s amenities and assets, 
which are used to determine its desirability. Improving 
a community’s quality of life increases the ability to 
retain and attract residents and commerce.

Alternative transportation systems create independence and transportation 
options for those who do not drive.
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HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT

The Regional Pedestrian Plan has been developed as a tool 
for each county and local jurisdiction in the Metropolitan 
Planning Organization’s (IMPO) Metropolitan Planning 
Area (MPA) to use as a reference for all future planning 
and development projects. As the region’s transportation 
planner, the IMPO has created this plan to document 
pedestrian demand and communities’ desires for facilities 
throughout the MPA. Ultimately, it is a local decision to 
approve or adopt the Regional Pedestrian Plan and implement 
its recommendations, which will entail determining the 
appropriate route, facility type, material, prioritization, 
timing, funding, and responsibility for all pedestrian facilities. 
It is proposed that each MPA county and local jurisdiction 
consult this plan when the opportunity for the creation 
or expansion of the regional pedestrian system arises. For 
instance, if a developer proposes a new retail center along a 
road identifi ed as an opportune pedestrian route, it is desired 
that the county or local jurisdiction require the developer to 
provide pedestrian facilities along the perimeter road as well 
as within the development site. The provision of pedestrian 
facilities in one development assists in the establishment of 
an overall regional pedestrian network.

It is not the intention of the Regional Pedestrian Plan to 
prioritize pedestrian projects for each jurisdiction, identify 
specifi c funding sources for each jurisdiction, or review 
and recommend specifi c ordinances for each jurisdiction. 
Implementation of this plan and construction of projects 
are local decisions and are dependent upon local priorities, 
community values, and funding availability. This plan offers a 
regional perspective of pedestrian connectivity.

This document is organized into six chapters. Chapters 1, 
2, 5, and 6 of the plan are applicable to all areas within the 
MPA. Chapters 1, 2, and 5 explain the vision, methodology, 
planning process, education and outreach techniques, plan 
framework, and next steps. Chapters 3 and 4 are specifi c 
to the eight counties within the MPA. Separate Chapters 
3 and 4 have been created for Marion, Johnson, Morgan, 
Hendricks, Boone, Hamilton, Hancock, and Shelby counties. 
Several planning and transportation-related terms are used 
throughout this document. For reference, a summary of 
commonly used terminology is provided in the Chapter 6, 
Appendix. Chapter 6 also includes documentation of the 
three-year planning process. 

The Metropolitan Planning Organization created this plan to document 
pedestrian demand and communities’ desires for facilities throughout 
the Metropolitan Planning Area.
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PEDESTRIAN FACILITY 
CLASSIFICATIONS

Pedestrian facility terminology was developed during 
the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process.  This 
vocabulary is used throughout this document and the plan 
recommendations. It is the intention of this plan to introduce 
this terminology to all jurisdictions and stakeholders 
throughout the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) to ensure 
pedestrian planning and facility development consistency. 
Five pedestrian way (PW) facilities are used throughout the 
plan’s recommendations:

Local Sidewalk. A local sidewalk is a hard surface walkway, 
for exclusive pedestrian use, along the side of a street, within 
the right-of-way. It is fundamental to the regional pedestrian 
system and is found in residential neighborhoods and 
commercial areas. It is intended to provide safe, convenient 
access for area residents and visitors and provides connection 
to a larger pedestrian system. Typically, the inclusion of 
local sidewalks is determined on a case-by-case basis. Note: 
because of their pervasiveness, local sidewalks are not mapped as 
a part of the Regional Pedestrian Plan. However, their importance 
to the completion of the desired network is relevant to this study 
and, therefore, local sidewalks are recommended in all residential 
neighborhoods.

Collector Sidewalk. A collector sidewalk is a hard surface 
walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the side of a 
street, within the right-of-way. It forms the primary grid of 
pedestrian facilities that provides access to destinations. In 
comparison to the local sidewalk following local streets, a 
collector sidewalk follows primary and secondary streets, 
streets with transit, and streets that complete the pedestrian 
network.

Multi-Use Path. There are two types of multi-use paths 
that differ by their environment and context. Both are a 
hard surface way for shared use by multiple alternative 
transportation users, for instance pedestrians, bicyclists, 
and other non-motorized users. 

a. Multi-Use Path within road right-of-way. This path is a 
hard surface way along, but separated, from a street. 
The path is designed for two-way pedestrian, bicycle, 
and non-motorized traffi c and may be located on 
one or both sides of the street. This type of facility 
is commonly found along streets adjacent to non-
pedestrian oriented land uses, such as industrial, 
and with limited access to an interior vehicular 

A collector sidewalk forms the primary grid of pedestrian facilities that 
provides access to destinations.

CHAPTER 2: FUNDAMENTALS OF THE PEDESTRIAN SYSTEM

The local sidewalk is fundamental to the regional pedestrian system.

A multi-use path within a road right-of-way.
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or pedestrian network. This type of facility is also 
commonly found in areas that are transitioning in 
land use from rural to suburban or suburban to 
urban and adjacent to new residential developments 
in rural and suburban communities.

b. Multi-Use Path within off-street right-of-way. A hard 
surface way that forms a highway of the pedestrian 
system, this multi-use path is located along a corridor 
that is not associated with an active vehicular 
thoroughfare. Examples include paths along natural 
features, utility lines, or rail lines (active or unused). 
The path is designed for two-way pedestrian, bicycle, 
and non-motorized traffi c, and may collocate with 
a separate, parallel facility offering opportunity for 
other types of alternative transportation uses, such 
as boats or horses.

Urban Greenway. An urban greenway is a separated hard 
surface walkway with parallel bikeway within a street right-
of-way. It is a multi-use facility that follows a street, but 
features a physical separation between uses. The urban 
greenway is designed for two-way pedestrian, bicycle, and 
non-motorized traffi c, separated from vehicular traffi c.

Crossing. A crossing is a critical point of intersection, where 
two or more facilities meet or a facility meets a physical or 
natural barrier, such as a vehicular thoroughfare or stream. 
It is a link that connects all other facility classifi cations, 
extending the network and limiting obstructions. Note: 
because of their pervasiveness, individual crossings are not 
located on the plan diagrams. However, their importance to 
the completion of the desired network is relevant to this study. 
Therefore, in all instances where pedestrian facilities intersect, 
meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or cross a physical or natural 
barrier are considered “critical crossings.” Critical crossings 
require the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in their 
design and traffi c management. 

Details regarding the design and recommended requirements 
of the above-described facility classifi cations are outlined in 
the “Design Guidelines for Pedestrian Facilities” section of 
this chapter.

The Monon Trail is an example of a a multi-use path within off-street 
right-of-way. Photo courtesy Greenways Foundation.

An urban greenway features parallel and separated pedestrian and 
multi-use facilities within a street right-of-way. 

Crossings, points of intersection where two or more facilities meet or a 
facility meets a physical or natural barrier, are critical to the integrity of 
the overall regional pedestrian system.
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PEDESTRIAN PLANNING AND LAND USE

Dan Burden, executive director of Walkable Communities, 
Inc., a not-for-profi t consulting fi rm that assists 
communities create better pedestrian environments, states 
that a pedestrian-friendly environment is “… not about 
transportation, but about land use.” To create places that 
prompt pedestrian activity, several elements are necessary:

 Destinations that attract people;
 Community built at a pedestrian scale, meaning that 

distances are short enough to walk and buildings are 
close to the sidewalk;

 Destinations that are connected by a continuous, safe, 
convenient, comfortable, and attractive pedestrian 
network; and 

 Facilities that are safe from crime, traffi c, and weather 
conditions.
Source: Schmitz, Adrienne & Scully, Jason, Creating  

 Walkable Places, Urban Land Institute, 2006.

It is with these land use considerations in mind that two 
types of transportation-related land use designations are 
also identifi ed in the Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian 
corridor and pedestrian district concepts are planning tools 
that serve multiple purposes – transportation, economic 
development, and quality of life. With successful partnering 
among implementing departments or agencies within each 
jurisdiction and among adjacent jurisdictions, it is intended 
that these selected areas can utilize funds and resources from 
multiple sources to realize regional pedestrian connectivity. 
Two transportation-related land use designations are 
identifi ed in the plan:

Pedestrian Corridor. A pedestrian corridor is a street 
segment characterized by a linear distribution of dense 
mixed uses supported by adjacent residential land use 
and served by co-linear transit routes. It is a quarter-mile 
in width, or an eighth-mile from the street center, and a 
fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. A pedestrian 
corridor designation will require coordination among 
local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. planning, 
engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the business 
community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are identifi ed in this 
plan based on the following selection criteria:

 Corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area);

 Corridor is at least one mile in length;
 Corridor does not have a gap in adjacent pedestrian 

destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or fi ve-
minute, walk;

Pedestrian corridors are characterized by a linear distribution of dense mixed 
uses connected by a comfortable, convenient, and attractive pedestrian facility.

The pedestrian corridor and pedestrian district concepts are planning 
tools that serve multiple purposes – transportation, economic 
development, and quality of life. 
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 Plan recommends a pedestrian facility along corridor 
(collector sidewalk, multi-use path or urban 
greenway); and

 Transit is located along the corridor (a favorable 
variable, but not a requirement).

Pedestrian District. A pedestrian district is an area 
characterized by a density of mixed uses and clustered 
pedestrian destinations within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting 
central or multiple transit nodes. These are areas that have, 
or are intended to have, high pedestrian activity and where 
priority is given to make walking the transportation mode 
of choice for trips within the area. It is intended that a 
pedestrian district feature an internal pedestrian system with 
links to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). Pedestrian districts are identifi ed in this plan 
based on the following selection criteria:

 District hosts cluster of related or complementary 
uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk;

 Distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and

 District is linked by a recommended pedestrian 
facility (collector sidewalk or multi-use path).

Six types of pedestrian districts have been identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan:

1. Central Business Pedestrian District. A central business 
pedestrian district is an area, often referenced as 
“downtown,” that is characterized by a dense and 
close-coupled mix of land uses including commercial, 
retail, cultural, hospitality, governmental, educational, 
institutional, a strong residential component, and 
remainder historic industrial uses that are often 
adapted to more urban center uses. This mix 
and density of uses creates the economic and 
user population base imperative for multi-modal 
transportation and walkability. The district is bounded 
and bisected by several multi-modal corridors, where 
transit and pedestrian activity are prevalent.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian District. A village mixed-
use pedestrian district is an area characterized by 
a dense clustering of various types of destinations 
and activities. This pedestrian district is typically 
located along or bounded by a multi-modal corridor 
where building ground fl oor uses are primarily 
oriented to pedestrian interest, access, and services 

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density of mixed 
uses and clustered pedestrian destinations within a fi ve-minute walk, 
supporting central or multiple transit nodes.

Downtown Indianapolis is identifi ed as a Central Business Pedestrian 
District, characterized by a dense and close-coupled mix of land uses 
including commercial, retail, cultural, hospitality, governmental, educational, 
institutional, a strong residential component, and remainder historic 
industrial uses.
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such as commercial, retail, entertainment, and 
hospitality. Contiguous or adjacent dense residential 
development is served by, and economically 
supports, the non-residential land uses. Its residential 
population proximity justifi es optimization of 
pedestrian facilities, links to the regional alternative 
transportation network, and is supported by a larger 
demographic including the automobile user. A village 
mixed-use pedestrian district is a historic downtown, 
smaller in scale than a central business pedestrian 
district, or a neighborhood commercial area 
adjacent to dense residential neighborhoods. Newer 
town center and lifestyle center developments, with 
adjacent residences, are also considered a village 
mixed-use pedestrian district. A visible pedestrian 
presence is essential to the social appeal of the 
district and its economic viability.

3. Cultural Pedestrian District. A cultural pedestrian 
district is designated by local jurisdictions as a special 
area offering a concentration and unique mix of arts, 
cultural, and hospitality activities. This pedestrian 
district is typically an overlay of another pedestrian 
district, most often a central business or village 
mixed-use pedestrian district. Special gateway and 
recurring identity features that refl ect the unique 
nature of the district can be expressed as public art 
and as unique design expression of infrastructure 
and street furnishings. A visible pedestrian presence 
is essential to the social appeal of the district and its 
economic viability. 

4. Campus Pedestrian District. A campus pedestrian 
district is an area characterized by a concentration 
of similar or related non-retail, non-residential 
uses such as a cluster of education, corporate, 
governmental, or institutional uses. A growing trend 
within campus environments is the provision of 
closely linked day-care, restaurant, and convenience 
retail uses, as well as adjacent residential. Such 
inclusion becomes more viable along a contiguous 
accessible multi-modal corridor. This pedestrian 
district is typically located along or bounded by a 
multi-modal corridor and is organized around a 
central open space, plaza, or shared recreational/
athletic resources. The environment is pedestrian in 
nature with the ability to circulate within the campus 
by alternative transportation modes that reduce the 
need for short automobile trips within the district, 
as well as provide mid-day recreational walking. The 
adjacent multi-modal corridor provides an external 
link to the regional alternative transportation  
network.

A Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian District, such as Downtown Danville, 
historic downtown, smaller in scale than a central business pedestrian 
district.

A Cultural Pedestrian District is designated by local jurisdictions and is 
typically an overlay of another pedestrian district. 

A Campus Pedestrian District an area characterized by a concentration 
of similar or related non-retail, non-residential uses such as a cluster of 
education, corporate, governmental, or institutional uses. Photo courtesy 
Ball State University, College of Architecture & Planning.
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5. Transit-Oriented District. A transit-oriented pedestrian 
district is an area of dense mixed-use development 
oriented around a central transit node with a high 
concentration of residential development within 
walking distance of the transit station. This pedestrian 
district is typically located along or bounded by 
a multi-modal corridor. The retail and services 
component of the transit-based development also 
serves and, is supported by, commuter automobile 
users and the adjacent residential population. The 
transit station serves not only the walkable zone but 
is supported by additional transportation modes. 
transit-oriented pedestrian district development 
is a key element of a comprehensive multi-modal 
transportation network, particularly one that 
incorporates fi xed route segments that links high-
density transit nodes.

6. Village Residential. A village residential pedestrian 
district is an area characterized by a clustering of 
residences, both single and multi-family. Pedestrian 
connections are encouraged between residential 
clusters to reduce the number of short automobile 
trips within the district. The environment is pedestrian 
in nature with links to internal destinations within 
the district and the adjacent external pedestrian 
system and multi-modal corridor. Traffi c calming 
slows automobile traffi c to facilitate pedestrian 
safety. Note: similar to local sidewalks, village residential 
pedestrian districts are pervasive throughout the 
Metropolitan Planning Area and are not mapped as 
a part of the Regional Pedestrian Plan. However, the 
internal pedestrian network in all village residential 
pedestrian districts is critical for continuous pedestrian 
connectivity throughout the region.

Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts are still in development in the 
Indianapolis region. This district is an area of dense mixed-use development 
oriented around a central transit node with a high concentration of 
residential development within walking distance of the transit station. 
Illustration courtesy www.baltimoreregionaltransitplan.com. 

The Village Residential Pedestrian District is the most prevalent 
pedestrian district. These districts often feature an internal pedestrian 
network (e.g. local sidewalk) that connects to a larger pedestrian system 
(e.g. collector sidewalk or multi-use path).
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REGIONAL PEDESTRIAN SYSTEM

The Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (IMPO) Regional 
Pedestrian Plan is a framework for each county and local 
jurisdiction within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) to 
use and implement as each community is able. The IMPO’s 
charge is regional transportation planning. As stated before, this 
plan is regional in scope and concept. The intent is to provide 
pedestrian connections that cross county/city/town limits. 
This document and corresponding recommendation maps are 
organized by county – Boone, Hamilton, Hancock, Hendricks, 
Johnson, Marion, Morgan, and Shelby. In each county section, 
specifi c facility, corridor, and district recommendations are 
addressed. Each sidewalk and path segment or connectivity 
opportunity is an integral part of this plan’s integrity. 
The MPA regional map relates to the plan vision stated in 
Chapter 1, highlights the opportunities for cross-jurisdictional 
connections and pedestrian plan coordination, and illustrates 
how individual county recommendations relate to the overall 
regional pedestrian system.

The Regional Pedestrian Plan is a framework for each county and local 
jurisdiction within the MPA to use and implement as each community 
sees fi t. 
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DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR PEDESTRIAN 
FACILITIES

Design guidelines are provided as part of the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan to assist in the implementation of the plan’s 
recommendations and in the development of a regional 
pedestrian network. The design guidelines are intended to 
provide a community standard for good design throughout 
the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). They have been 
developed to encourage creativity, interest, and variety, 
and to build upon local heritage and character to develop 
and maintain places as effi cient, sustainable, and vital 
communities in which to live, work, learn, and spend leisure 
time. They are an additional tool and are not intended to 
limit the creativity of the designer or the identity of each 
community within the MPA.  These guidelines are a reference 
with the fundamental purpose of ensuring pedestrian safety 
and facility continuity.  

As defi ned by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), 
“Context sensitive solutions (CSS) is a collaborative, 
interdisciplinary approach that involves all stakeholders to 
develop a transportation facility that fi ts its physical setting 
and preserves scenic, aesthetic, historic and environmental 
resources, while maintaining safety and mobility. CSS is an 
approach that considers the total context within which a 
transportation improvement project will exist.” Benefi ts of 
CSS include: 

 Reaching consensus with all stakeholders before the 
design process begins;

 Conserving environmental and community 
resources; 

 Shortening the project development process by 
gaining consensus early, and thereby minimizing 
litigation and redesign, and expediting permit 
approvals; 

 Saving money; 
 Building support from the public; 
 Assisting with prioritization and allocation of scarce 

transportation funds in a cost-effective way;
 Facilitating group decision making; and 
 Serving the public interest, building communities, and 

leaving a better place behind.

Beyond simple dimensions for sidewalks and pathways, these 
guidelines for the Regional Pedestrian Plan integrate CSS 
into the design of pedestrian facilities for the Metropolitan 
Planning Area (MPA). CSS takes into account the environment 
while maintaining safety and mobility for planning and design 
of transportation facilities and infrastructure. With the 
involvement of concerned citizens and other stakeholder 
groups, multi-modal facilities can be designed that are 
compatible with community values and resources. In addition 
to the surrounding environment, all potential users are 

Context sensitive solutions (CSS) considers the environment, such as a 
residential neighborhood or a historic district, while maintaining safety 
and mobility for planning and design of transportation facilities and 
infrastructure
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considered in the construction and reconstruction of 
facilities. In other words, instead of installing a standard fi ve-
foot sidewalk that is a customary four feet from the curb, 
regardless of surroundings, context sensitive solutions respect 
the adjacent land uses. Through the provision of pedestrian 
facilities, consideration of the natural and built environments, 
respect for values and resources, and creative design, a 
community can become and remain livable and provide a high 
quality of life for its residents.

It is intended that these guidelines be applied by a qualifi ed 
design professional. Local conditions often make applying 
specifi c solutions challenging. However, even when a specifi c 
guideline cannot be met, the designer should attempt to 
fi nd the solution that best meets the majority of the facility 
guidelines, and identify those guidelines that cannot be met.

GUIDELINE ORGANIZATION

This section is organized, fi rst by the types of pedestrian 
facilities recommended throughout the MPA, and, second, by 
the adjacent amenities and activities that may occur outside 
of the immediate pedestrian travel area, or pedestrian way.  
These adjacent amenities and activities are organized into 
“component zones.”

Pedestrian Facilities

PW Pedestrian Way: Area where pedestrians travel.
 PW: Sidewalk (local and collector)
 PW: Connector Path
 PW: Multi-Use Path (within road right-of-way)
 PW: Multi-Use Path (within off street right-of-

way)
 PW: Urban Greenway

CZ Crossing Zone: Area where pedestrians or other 
non-motorized modes interface with and traverse 
through motorized transportation zones Note: 
Not shown in the diagram on the next page.

Component Zones

CHZ Clear Height Zone: Vertical distance between a 
transportation facility and the lowest overhead 
obstruction.  Note: There is not a separate design 
guideline for the CHZ, rather it requirements are 
addressed in all other zones.

FZ Frontage Zone: Area of interaction between the 
pedestrian way and grade-level uses.

PAZ Pedestrian Activity Zone: Area for public gathering 
in both public and private spaces.
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SZ Separation Zone: Area of protection between 
the roadway and the pedestrian way that 
contains various utilities, signs, and streetscaping 
elements.

Each pedestrian facility and component zone includes a 
defi nition, recommendations for the dimensions and design 
of the facility/zone, and how it can be applied in the MPA. 
Cross-sections and photographs illustrate the facility 
and zone characteristics and help articulate the desired 
outcome.    

Pedestrian facility zones. The diagram above illustrates the spatial 
relationships among the component zones. Pedestrians on the sidewalk, 
located in the pedestrian way (PW), are protected from vehicular traffi c 
by the separation zone (SZ) and protected from the adjacent land use 
by the frontage zone (FZ) and the pedestrian activity zone (PAZ).
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DEFINITION

The pedestrian way is an area where pedestrians travel 
within a continuous, clear pathway. The pedestrian way 
is intended to provide safe, convenient, and comfortable 
pedestrian access to activities and destinations along major 
streets, connections between and among neighborhoods, 
and links to transit, recreational, and institutional uses. The 
pedestrian way is accommodated in the form of a sidewalk, 
multi-use path, or urban greenway. 

Most of the street system in the MPA’s urbanized area 
has already been built and, in many cases, the existing 
pedestrian way is too narrow to accommodate the 
following recommended widths.  Competing needs for 
space in a constrained multi-modal corridor can be resolved 
by compromising on the minimum required clearance for 
some or all of the zones, acquiring additional right-of-way, 
reducing vehicular travel lanes, or granting of easement on 
private property.  The resolution of such confl icts in any 
given circumstance must be balanced between the confl icting 
uses and adjusting the magnitude of the solution to fi t the 
magnitude of the project.

There are four types of pedestrian ways recommended 
in the Regional Pedestrian Plan: 1) sidewalks, 2) multi-use 
paths, 3) urban greenways, and 4) connector paths. 

The pedestrian way is intended to provide safe, convenient, and 
comfortable pedestrian access to activities and destinations along major 
streets, connections between and among neighborhoods, and links to 
transit, recreational, and institutional uses.  

Pedestrian way (PW) in an urban context.

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY
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GUIDELINES

PW 1.0 All pedestrian ways should be in compliance 
with American Disabilities Act (ADA) standards 
and accessible to all users. 

PW 2.0 The pedestrian walking route should be 
continuous, obvious, and not require 
pedestrians to travel out of their way 
unnecessarily.

PW 3.0 The primary pedestrian way should be located 
along building fronts.  

PW 4.0 Demarcate the pedestrian way with an six-
inch, minimum, contrasting material frame 
(pavement   band, where appropriate) along its 
outside edges to provide pavement delineation 
of the pedestrian space and clear, recognizable 
boundaries for the frontage and separation 
zones and appurtenances. 

PW 5.0 Connect the primary pedestrian way to 
parking lots, parking structures, and pedestrian 
activity zones with secondary pedestrian ways 
to create a complete pedestrian network on 
the site and within the district. 

PW 6.0 Pedestrian way should be, at a minimum, fi ve 
continuous feet wide, with a preferred width of 

The pedestrian walking route should be continuous, obvious, and not 
require pedestrians to travel out of their way unnecessarily.

Pedestrian way (PW) in a suburban context, shown as a ten-foot wide multi-use path

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY
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In pedestrian districts or areas where pedestrian traffi c is high, a width 
of twelve or more feet is desirable to accommodate groups of pedestrians 
passing each other.

Decorative paving should be installed as part of an overall plan in order 
to encourage a coordinated appearance.

The pedestrian way should be a level, fi rm, and stable surface resistant 
to slipping, and kept in good repair.

six feet. In pedestrian districts or areas where 
pedestrian traffi c is high, a width of 12 to 16 
or more feet is desirable to accommodate two 
groups of pedestrians passing each other.

PW 7.0 The pedestrian way should be a minimum of 
ten feet if the facility is shared with other uses, 
such as bicycles.  

PW 8.0 The pedestrian way should be clear of all 
obstructions, including furniture, trees, utility 
poles, street vendors, door swings, etc. 

PW 9.0 The pedestrian way should be a level, fi rm, and 
stable surface resistant to slipping and kept in 
good repair. 

PW 10.0 The pedestrian way should be provided along 
both sides of multi-modal corridors.

PW 11.0   Provide railings, barriers, curbs, and a clear 
pedestrian way on both sides of vehicular 
bridges in multi-modal corridors and pedestrian 
districts.

PW 12.0 Adjacent to the pedestrian way there should 
be places for adjacent pedestrian activity zones 
for standing, visiting, and sitting.   

PW 13.0 The pedestrian way should have a desirable 
microclimate and have a sense of psychological 
and visual comfort for its users. 

PW 14.0 Provide plantings and street trees in the 
adjacent separation zone, wherever possible. 

PW 15.0 Encourage awnings, at a height greater than 
nine-feet, to protect pedestrians from sun, 
rain, and snow.

PW 16.0 Buffer the pedestrian way and bicycle zone 
from vehicles, and provide safe pedestrian 
crossings. 

PW 17.0    The pedestrian way should connect to other 
pedestrian ways or complete a pedestrian way 
loop.

PW 18.0     The pedestrian way should contribute to the 
character of neighborhoods and pedestrian 
districts and strengthen their identities. 
Encourage the inclusion of local character and 
identity in the design of the pedestrian way. 

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY
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Provide railings, barriers, and a clear pedestrian way on both sides of 
vehicular bridges in multi-modal corridors.

Buffer the pedestrian way and bicycle zone from vehicles, and provide 
safe pedestrian crossings.

PW 19.0 Maintain a clear height zone of nine feet 
throughout the pedestrian way to keep it 
free of signs, awnings, tree branches, or other 
obstructions. 

PW 20.0 Encourage pedestrian scale paving patterns and 
materials, for example brick or patterned and 
scored concrete, in pedestrian districts. All 
design elements shall conform to local plans, 
codes, and ordinances. 

PW 21.0 Minimize and discourage unsightly or obtrusive 
equipment, such as trash dumpsters, heating/
air conditioning equipment, etc., near the 
pedestrian way. 

PW 22.0 Minimize or discourage surface parking lots 
and auto-oriented businesses along pedestrian 
ways in pedestrian districts. 

PW 23.0 All grates within the pedestrian way should 
be fl ush with the level of the surrounding 
pavement and, where possible, shall be located 
outside the minimum through pedestrian way, 
and should meet all ADA standards. 

PW 24.0 Accentuate primary entrances to buildings 
from the pedestrian way to provide indications 
of entrance locations. 

PW 25.0   Large buildings, which front multiple corridors, 
should provide multiple entrances.  Building 
entrances that connect to a central lobby 
should be distributed on different facing façades 
to connect directly with the pedestrian way. 

PW 26.0     Public art and artistic crafting of building 
materials can help distinguish building 
entrances. 

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY
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A sidewalk can utilize the existing corridor if the right-of-way is wide, 
or may require agreement and an easement from adjoining property 
owners. Consider the dedication of public right-of-way or easement as a 
requirement for obtaining a building permit or land use approval.

SIDEWALK GUIDELINES

Local Sidewalk. A local sidewalk is a hard surface walkway, 
for exclusive pedestrian use, along the side of a street, within 
the right-of-way. It is fundamental to the regional pedestrian 
system and is found in residential neighborhoods and 
commercial areas. It is intended to provide safe, convenient 
access for area residents and visitors and provides connection 
to a larger pedestrian system. Typically, the inclusion of local 
sidewalks is determined on a case-by-case basis. 

Collector Sidewalk. A collector sidewalk is a hard surface 
walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the side of a 
street, within the right-of-way. It forms the primary grid of 
pedestrian facilities that provides access to destinations. In 
comparison to the local sidewalk following local streets, a 
collector sidewalk follows primary and secondary streets, 
streets with transit, and streets that complete the pedestrian 
network.

SW 1.0 All sidewalks should be in compliance with 
American Disabilities Act (ADA) standards and 
accessible to all users. 

SW 2.0 Local sidewalks should be a minimum width of 
four feet, with a fi ve-foot width recommended. 
Each neighborhood need and preferences vary 
due to the wide variety of street functions in 
neighborhoods.

SW 3.0 Collector sidewalks should be a minimum 
width of fi ve feet, with an eight foot width 
recommended.  A 12 to 14 foot width is 
recommended in dense pedestrian districts.

SW 4.0 Incorporate sidewalks into the design and 
layout of roads. 

SW 5.0 Sidewalks can utilize the existing corridor if the 
right-of-way is suffi ciently wide, or may require 
agreements with adjoining property owners. 

SW 6.0 Exits and entrances should be designed to 
minimize pedestrian confl icts.  Alley access and 
parking structures located in the interior of 
the block are encouraged.

SW 7.0    Decorative paving such as brick and/or 
patterned concrete is encouraged in pedestrian 
districts.  It is recommended that decorative 
paving be installed as part of an overall plan in 
order to encourage a coordinated appearance 
within the district. 

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - SIDEWALK
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SW 8.0 Consider the dedication of public right-of-
way or easement for the pedestrian way as a 
requirement for obtaining a building permit or 
land use approval. 

SW 9.0 Competing needs for space within a corridor 
can be resolved by acquisition of additional 
right-of-way, public walkway easements, 
narrowing of vehicular lanes, or reducing the 
number of vehicular lanes. 

Local Sidewalk Guideline - urban context

Local Sidewalk Guideline - suburban context

9’

9’

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - SIDEWALK
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Collector Sidewalk Guideline - urban context

Collector Sidewalk Guideline - suburban context

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - SIDEWALK
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CONNECTOR PATH GUIDELINES 

A connector path is a hard-surface bicycle and pedestrian link 
between key destinations, not accessible by automobile. 

CP 1.0 All connector paths should be in compliance with 
American Disabilities Act (ADA) standards and 
accessible to all users.

CP 2.0 Provide short pedestrian connectivity between 
destinations and among facilities with an eight-
foot minimum path.

CP 2.1 Provide a ten-foot recreational path if both 
pedestrians and bikes are accommodated.

CP 2.2 Secure a 20-foot right-of-way or easement if 
pedestrian and bike facilities are separated.  

CP 3.0 Use bollards or physical barriers to restrict 
vehicular traffi c access to the path, if necessary. 

CP 4.0 Consider bridges and other structures as 
“connectors.” 

CP 5.0 Connector paths within pedestrian districts can 
also link destinations within the district, such as 
commercial land uses, athletic fi elds, parks and 
neighborhoods.

Connector paths allow neighborhoods to connect without the usual 
vehicular traffi c, promoting walkability, healthy living, and better 
communities.

Connector path between two homes on a cul-de-sac.

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - CONNECTOR PATH
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Multi-use paths are the preferred facility in many areas of the 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).

A multi-use path is a hard surface path for two-way shared use by 
bicycles and pedestrians.

MULTI-USE PATH GUIDELINES

Multi-Use Path. There are two types of multi-use paths 
that differ by their environment and context. Both are a 
hard surface way for shared use by multiple alternative 
transportation users, for instance pedestrians, bicyclists, 
and other non-motorized users. 

a. Multi-Use Path within road right-of-way. This path is a 
hard surface way along, but separated, from a street. 
The path is designed for two-way pedestrian, bicycle, 
and non-motorized traffi c and may be located on 
one or both sides of the street. This type of facility 
is commonly found along streets adjacent to non-
pedestrian oriented land uses, such as industrial, 
and with limited access to an interior vehicular 
or pedestrian network. This type of facility is also 
commonly found in areas that are transitioning in 
land use from rural to suburban or suburban to 
urban and adjacent to new residential developments 
in rural and suburban communities.

b. Multi-Use Path within off-street right-of-way. A hard 
surface way that forms a highway of the pedestrian 
system, this multi-use path is located along a 
corridor that is not associated with an active 
vehicular thoroughfare. Examples include paths 
along natural features, utility lines, or rail lines 
(active or abandoned). The path is designed for two-
way pedestrian, bicycle, and non-motorized traffi c, 
and may collocate with a separate, parallel facility 
offering opportunity for other types of alternative 
transportation uses, such as boats or horses.

MUP 1.0 All multi-use paths should be in compliance with 
American Disabilities Act (ADA) standards and 
accessible to all users. 

MUP 2.0 Consider requiring dedication of public right-
of-way or easement in order to obtain a building 
permit or land use approval, if existing right-of-
way is insuffi cient. Should meet jurisdictional 
standards for regionally consistent identity and 
wayfi nding systems.

MUP 3.0 As suburban multi-modal corridors transition 
to urban multi-modal corridors, the space 
utilized for the multi-use paths should be 
converted to bike lanes with a parallel and 
separate pedestrian way. 

A multi-use path is a hard surface path for two-way shared use by 
bicycles and pedestrians.  

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - MULTI-USE PATH
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MUP 4.0 A multi-use path facility should be ten-feet wide 
at a minimum with two-foot wide shoulders 
hard paving with clear height zone of nine-feet. 
A 12-foot wide path is desired.

MUP 5.0 Provide center line/marker delineation for 
two-way multi-use travel. 

MUP 6.0 Multi-use paths should have suffi cient structural 
depth for the pavement to support maintenance 
and emergency vehicles.

MUP 7.0 Place utilities underground within a multi-
use path right-of-way to remove them from 
roadway corridors. This provision may require 
utility easements to allow shared use.

MUP 8.0 Provide the safest, most direct route for multi-
use paths that are within the line of side of the 
pedestrian. Indirect routes may be ignored by 
pedestrians in favor of a less safe, more direct 
route. 

MUP 9.0 Provide a bridge, tunnel, or other separation 
from vehicular traffi c at busy intersections as 
most path users expect continued separation 
from traffi c. Do not add substantial out-of-
direction travel at crossings as path users will 
then bypass the safe crossing.

Multi-use path, a facility option for the pedestrian way (PW). Multi-use paths are a transition from suburban to urban development.

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - MULTI-USE PATH
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Multi-use path along a busy vehicular corridor.  A suburban site is in transition to becoming more urban with pedestrian-friendly businesses along 
the right-of-way line.  Connector paths create pedestrian entrances to both sides of the buildings, and break up large internal parking lots.  Both 
pedestrians and cyclists access the pedestrian activity zones (PAZ) as local destinations.

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - MULTI-USE PATH
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Maintain separation between the multi-use path and vehicular traffi c. 

Multi-use paths should be incorporated into the design and layout of 
roads and interstates.

Places to pause should be incorporated at crossings and at regular 
intervals along the path where sitting, views, and activities can result.

MUP 10.0 Where grade separation structures cannot 
be justifi ed, signalization or other measures 
should be provided to reduce confl icts. Where 
possible, provide a median island on muti-lane 
roadways as a refuge. 

MUP 11.0 Incorporate places to pause at crossings and at 
regular intervals along the path where sitting, 
views, and activities can result. 

MUP 12.0 Where a multi-use path crosses a roadway 
at a grade-level intersection, the alignment 
should be made to curve so it is not parallel 
to the roadway to increase the visibility of 
approaching path users and/or a circular place 
to pause should be provided. 

MUP 13.0 Provide lighting in secluded areas along multi-
use paths for security purposes. 

MUP 14.0 Provide a clear height zone of ten-feet at under-
passes. These are often less expensive than 
over-passes as the clear height zone is less than 
that required for crossing over a roadway. 

MUP 15.0 Provide fences or railings along high-speed 
highways or as needed to provide protection 
along steep side slopes and waterways. 

MUP 16.0 Only provide fences or barriers where needed 
for safety reasons. Place as far away from the 
path as possible.

MUP 17.0  Avoid duplication of fences, such as a fence on 
the right-of-way and a fence to keep pedestrians 
off freeways. 

MUP 18.0 Avoid the “cattle-chute” effect caused by 
placing high chain-link fence on each side of a 
path. 

MUP 19.0 Utilize a consistent wayfi nding system across 
jurisdictional boundaries.

MUP 20.0 Incorporate multi-use paths into the design 
and layouts of roads, bridges, and underpasses 
to create a safe, connected, and uninterrupted 
system.

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - MULTI-USE PATH
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MUP 21.0 Terminate multi-use paths at controlled 
intersections or dead-end streets that connect 
to the multi-modal network.

MUP 22.0 Rail bank all rail corridors for future alternative 
transportation 

MUP 23.0 Encourage the use of sustainable, high 
performance, effi cient and environmentally 
responsible construction materials.

MUP 24.0 Require new utility easements to share right-of-
way with bicycle and pedestrian paths. Develop 
development commitments to existing utility 
easements to allow shared use.

MUP 25.0 In areas where multi-use paths are along and 
within natural corridors and environmentally 
sensitive areas, provide continuous wildlife 
paths. 

MUP 25.1 Create, share, or preserve continuous 
corridors that provide regional connectivity. 

MUP 25.2 Provide opportunity for shared use and 
multiple constituencies to become engaged 
with development and management. 

MUP 25.3 Provide access to and sense of traffi c-free open 
space or linear “green space.” 

MUP 26.0 Transit is a parallel use that can be 
accommodated within an off-street right-of-
way.  Space requirements will vary according 
to the transit mode. 

MUP 27.0 Separate parallel facilities for other alternative 
transportation or recreation uses.

MUP 27.1 Separate a multi-use path facility from rapid 
or bus transit facility with a fence, spatial 
distance, landscape, or other aesthetic barrier 
to maintain safety.

MUP 27.2 Accommodate parallel recreational uses 
where space and appropriate natural features 
are available.  Examples include water trails for 
canoeing or boating, hiking and/or equestrian 
trails.

Multi-use paths within off-street right-of-way provide transportation as 
well as recreation. The bicycles and pedestrians have separate paths 
delineated by paving patterns and materials.

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - MULTI-USE PATH
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Multi-use path within off-street right-of-way with parallel transit corridor.

Multi-use path within off-street right-of-way with parallel excursion 
train.

MUP 28.0  Where appropriate equestrian trailheads can 
be located, equestrian pathways are encouraged 
as parallel facilities to multi-use paths.

a. Equestrian trails should be composed of 
materials other than asphalt, concrete, 
or gravel.

b. Provide two (one for each direction) 
horse dismount blocks at all bridge and 
road crossings.

c. Provide equestrian hitching posts at key 
locations.

d. Provide alternate equestrian crossings 
at bridge locations.

e. Provide appropriate signage and 
wayfi nding along the path. 

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - MULTI-USE PATH
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PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - MULTI-USE PATH

Multi-use path within off-street right-of-way with a parallel equestrian trail.

Multi-use paths within off-street right-of-way can have a parallel 
recreation component when there is space available, and appropriate 
equestrian trailheads as termini for the equestrian user.  

Multi-use paths may have one-way pairs, to accommodate a large 
numbers of users.  
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URBAN GREENWAY GUIDELINES

An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. It is a 
multi-use facility that follows a street, but features a physical 
separation between uses. The urban greenway is designed 
for two-way pedestrian, bicycle, and non-motorized traffi c, 
separated from vehicular traffi c.

UG 1.0 All urban greenways should be in compliance with 
American Disabilities Act (ADA) standards and 
accessible to all users. 

UG 2.0 Provide an urban greenway bicycle component 
(multi-use path).  The path should be a minimum 
of eight feet wide with center line/marker 
delineation for two-way bicycle travel. 

UG 3.0 Encourage the use of sustainable, high 
performance, effi cient and environmentally 
responsible construction materials.

UG 4.0 The urban greenway should provide dedicated 
traffi c signal phases at busy intersections to 
minimize crossing confl icts with turning vehicles.

The urban greenway is parallel and separated bicycle and pedestrian paths within the street right-of-way.

This urban greenway buffers a two-way bicycle path with parallel 
pedestrian way on the left side of the photo behind the stone wall.

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - URBAN GREENWAY
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The urban greenway has parallel and separated paths for bicycles and 
pedestrians buffered from traffi c within the street right-of-way.

UG 5.0 Provide an 18-inch minimum ridable/tactile surface 
as a delineated clear zone between the bicycle 
path and bollards or other buffer elements such 
as signage, light poles, and utilities. 

UG 6.0 A clear height zone of nine feet should be 
maintained. 

UG 7.0 The urban greenway should have consistent paving 
and furnishings to identify the trail as a distinct 
corridor with a unique sense of place. 

UG 8.0 The urban greenway should have a lush and well-
maintained landscape component to provide 
shade and seasonal visual interest, mitigate traffi c 
noise, repel street debris, and further reinforce 
that the trail is a visually distinct and identifi able 
corridor. 

UG 9.0 Utilize a consistent wayfi nding system across 
jurisdictional boundaries. 

UG 10.0 The urban greenway should be lit at comfortable, 
glare-free levels for safe nighttime use, and in a 
style that provides continuity and identity. 

UG 11.0 The urban greenway should have suffi cient 
structural depth for the pavement to support 
maintenance and emergency vehicles.

UG 12.0 Place utilities underground within the bicycle 
zone corridor. This provision may require utility 
agreements.

UG 13.0 Provide frequent and convenient access to 
destinations within line-of-sight and the overall 
multi-modal network. 

UG 14.0 Provide a bridge, tunnel, or other separation from 
vehicular traffi c at busy intersections as most path 
users expect continued separation from traffi c. 
Do not add substantial out-of-direction travel at 
crossings as path users will then bypass the safe 
crossing.

UG 15.0 Where grade separation structures cannot be 
justifi ed, signalization or other measures shall 
be provided to reduce confl icts. Where possible 
provide a median island on muti-lane roadways as 
a refuge. 

UG 16.0 Incorporate places to pause and pedestrian 
activity zones at crossings, and at regular intervals 
along the path where sitting, views, and activities 
can result. 

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - URBAN GREENWAY
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UG 17.0 Where the urban greenway path crosses a roadway 
at a grade-level intersection, the alignment shall 
be made to curve so it is not parallel to the 
roadway to increase the visibility of approaching 
path users and/or a circular place to pause shall be 
provided. 

UG 18.0 Provide a clear height zone of ten-feet at under-
passes. These are often less expensive than over-
passes as the clear height zone is less than that 
required for crossing over a roadway. 

UG 19.0 Provide fences or railings along high-speed 
highways or as needed to provide protection 
along steep side slopes and waterways. 

UG 20.0 Only provide fences or barriers where needed 
for safety reasons. Place as far away from the path 
as possible.

UG 21.0 Avoid the “cattle-chute” effect caused by placing 
high chain-link fence on each side of a path. 

UG 22.0 Terminate the urban greenway at controlled 
intersections or dead-end streets that connect to 
the multi-modal network.

UG 23.0 Incorporate the urban greenway into the design 
and layouts of roads, bridges, and underpasses 
to create a safe, connected, and uninterrupted 
system. 

PW: PEDESTRIAN WAY - URBAN GREENWAY
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DEFINITION

The crossing zone is the area where pedestrians and other 
non-motorized users interface with and traverse through 
motorized transportation zones via pedestrian markings, 
signage, and signalization.  Multi-modal crossing activities are 
concentrated at street corners and under certain conditions 
at mid-block.  These are places where the modes converge 
and the design of the crossing affects the speed of travel 
through an intersection.  Visibility and safety are critical 
criteria for all users of the multi-modal transportation 
system.

A crossing is a critical point of intersection, where two or 
more facilities meet or a facility meets a physical or natural 
barrier, such as a vehicular thoroughfare or stream. It is a 
link that connects all other facility classifi cations, extending 
the network and limiting obstructions.

Multi-modal crossing activities are concentrated at street corners and 
mid-block. Image courtesy: Dan Burden.

Pedestrians interface with vehicles in the crossing zone.

GUIDELINES

CZ 1.0 All crossings should be in compliance with 
American Disabilities Act (ADA) standards and 
accessible to all users.  In addition, all ramps should 
meet ADA and local jurisdiction requirements.

CZ 2.0 Clear street corners of all obstructions and 
allow enough space to accommodate pedestrians 
crossing all motorized transportation lanes.  The 
crossing zone should also accommodate curb 
ramps, transit stops, where appropriate, and 
space for interaction among pedestrians. 

CZ 3.0 The obstruction free area of a street corner, also 
known as the “clear sight triangle,” is the space 
between the curb and the line created by extending 
the property or right-of-way line to the curb 
face.  Signal poles, street lights, telephone poles, 
hydrants, trees, benches, signs, controller boxes, 
private uses, and other vertical elements should 
not be located in this area. The exception is low 
bollards or planters to separate pedestrians from 
traffi c or low posts for pedestrian call buttons.  
These exceptions should be either less than two-
and one-half-feet in height or taller than nine feet 
to allow the “clear sight triangle.” It is critical that 
pedestrians on the corner have an unobstructed 
view of bicyclists and vehicles, and that motorists 
in the vehicle travel zone can easily see waiting 
bikes and pedestrians. 

CZ 4.0 Utility poles are frequently located at street 
corners. When a utility pole within a crossing  

Plant material or furnishings not greater that 30 inches in height may 
occupy the clear sight triangle in the crossing zone to give readability at 
the corner for vehicles and direct pedestrians to the crosswalk.

CZ: CROSSING ZONE
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Utilize consistent crossing standards appropriate to facility type.

zone is to be replaced, ideally, it should be placed 
outside the crossing zone.  In the cases where 
one utility pole obstructs the crossing zone and 
hosts the crossing signal for both intersecting 
streets, the single pole should be replaced with 
two poles, if possible.

 CZ 5.0 In general, the smaller the curb radius, the better 
for pedestrians.  A tight curb radius provides more 
room for pedestrians at the corner, allows more 
fl exibility in the placement of curb ramps, results 
in a shorter crosswalk, and requires vehicles to 
slow as they turn the corner.  

CZ 5.1 The presence of a parking or bicycle lane creates 
an effective radius for the curb that is smaller than 
the turning radius required by the design vehicle.

CZ 5.2 The designer must balance all factors, keeping in 
mind that the chosen radius should be the smallest 
possible for the circumstances. The radius may be 
as small as three-feet where there are no turning 
movements, or fi ve-feet where there are turning 
movements and adequate street width and a 
larger effective curb radius created by parking or 
bicycle lanes.

CZ 6.0 Provide curb ramps to accommodate the grade 
transition from the street to the raised pedestrian 
way. 

CZ 6.1  Design all ramps to meet ADA and local 
jurisdiction requirements. 

CZ 6.2 Design all ramps to prevent water from ponding 
at the base.  

CZ 6.3 Construct a separate curb ramp for each crosswalk 
at a corner, or two ramps at most corners.

CZ 7.0 Create curb extensions, where possible, to 
shorten the crossing distance, provide additional 
space at the corner, and allow pedestrians to see 
and be seen before entering the crosswalk. 

CZ 7.1 Employ curb extensions in all pedestrian districts 
except where there are extenuating design 
considerations such as the turning radius required 
for vehicles using the street.

CZ 7.2 Provide curb extensions into one or both sides of 
a corner, where space allows.

CZ: CROSSING ZONE
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Special paving is encouraged at crossings to highlight an important street 
or pedestrian connection. 

Indicate mid-block crossings with pavement markings and warning 
signs.

CZ 8.0 Utilize special paving at crossings to highlight 
an important street or pedestrian connection.  
Public art may be incorporated into the surface 
design.  Other options include:  the use of brick 
or interlocking concrete pavers, a special border 
consistent with adjacent pedestrian way features, 
a unique paving pattern or design within the area 
to highlight an intersection.

CZ 9.0 Provide countdown crosswalk signals.

CZ 10.0 Indicate mid-block crossings with pavement 
markings and warning signs.

CZ 11.0 Utilize unique pavement striping for multiple 
mode crossings (pedestrian, bicycle, etc.) rather 
than  typical pedestrian-only crosswalk striping. 
This is particularly relevant in multi-use path 
crossings of roadways. 

CZ 12.0 Consider four-way stops for all modes in instances 
where multi-use paths cross roadways.

CZ 13.0 Provide street signs and wayfi nding systems 
that are legible and visible for all users, including 
pedestrians and bicyclists, in addition to vehicles.    

CZ 14.0 Locate crosswalks at a distance that is  comfortable 
to cross a street and related to the frequency of 
uses that generate crossings (retail, transit stops, 
etc.). 

CZ 15.0 Areas with many activity generators, such as 
pedestrian districts, should employ frequent 
crossing opportunities (ideally 200 to 300 feet). 

CZ 15.1 Areas with fewer activity generators can employ 
less frequent crossing opportunities. 

CZ 15.2 Locate refuge islands along corridors where 
traffi c signals are infrequent to allow pedestrians 
opportunity to cross one segment of the street to 
a relatively safe location, out of the vehicle travel 
zone, and then continue across the next segment 
in a separate traffi c gap.

CZ 15.3 Use grade separated crossings (e.g. skywalk, 
tunnel, etc.) only where it is not possible to 
provide an at-grade facility, such as crossing a 
freeway, major highway, or waterway.

CZ: CROSSING ZONE
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Pedestrian crossing on street with median.

CZ: CROSSING ZONE
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Mid-block crossings in pedestrian districts allow pedestrians more convenient access to adjacent land uses. 

CZ: CROSSING ZONE
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Multi-use path crossing at unsignalized roadway.

CZ: CROSSING ZONE
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Multi-use path at an unsignalized roadway with a refuge island.  This feature allows pedestrians the opportunity to cross each street segment 
safely.  

CZ: CROSSING ZONE
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A splitter island is used to create safe pedestrian crossings at complicated intersections.

CZ: CROSSING ZONE
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Curb extensions shorten the crossing distance and allow pedestrians to see and be seen before entering the crosswalk.  Curb extensions are 
particularly desirable in pedestrian districts. 

CZ: CROSSING ZONE
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DEFINITION

The pedestrian activity zone creates outdoor living spaces in 
the built environment.  The zone is a planned or impromptu  
destination along the pedestrian way and can contribute to an 
area’s economic vitality, provide respite from urban activity, 
and create a sense of community.  The activities in the zone 
generate interest along the streetscape and adjacent land 
uses, where walking and social gathering are encouraged 
and appealing. Examples of activity zone elements include 
sidewalk cafes, public art, seating areas, plazas, and street 
retail.

 

Pedestrian activity zone (PAZ) in an urban context.

Uses and attractions in the pedestrian activity zone create planned 
or impromptu destinations along, but do not interrupt, the pedestrian 
way. 

“The urban thirst for new experiences and 
stimulation are so great that creating 
oases for people to hang out in, meet people, 
and swap ideas, underlies the concept of 
the pedestrian activity zone.”

~ David Sucher

PAZ: PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY ZONE
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GUIDELINES

PAZ 1.0 Create a pedestrian oriented environment at 
the street level that is safe, accessible, visually 
pleasing, and comfortable. 

PAZ 2.0 Build projects to connect with the pedestrian 
way. 

PAZ 3.0 Permeate lower level of building façades with 
windows and doors, i.e. no blank walls.

PAZ 3.1 Place the front door where it is visible from, and 
directly facing, the pedestrian way.  

PAZ 3.2 Provide interesting displays, or showcase the 
interior activities in building windows visible to 
passersby. 

PAZ 4.0 Allow acceptable uses such as: food and drink 
purchase, outdoor recreation, public art display, 
and pedestrian resting places in the pedestrian 
activity zone. 

PAZ 5.0 Locate all furniture, canopies, railings, and other 
accessories used in pedestrian activity zone 
outside of the pedestrian way. 

PAZ 6.0 Expand retail sales fl oor by allowing retailers to 
use the public right-of-way, without impeding the 
pedestrian way, and where permitted by the local 
jurisdiction.

Windows along the building wall are a part of the pedestrian activity 
zone and create interest and a sense of security along the pedestrian 
way.

Pedestrian activity zone (PAZ) in a suburban context.

“People come to cities for contact. That’s 
what cities are, is meeting places.”

~ Christopher Alexander

PAZ: PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY ZONE
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PAZ 6.1 Locate opportunities for additional outdoor 
retail space (e.g. outdoor seating for restaurants, 
temporary vendors, seasonal pushcarts, etc.) 
in the pedestrian activity zone, along, but not 
interrupting, the pedestrian way. 

PAZ 6.2 Meet or exceed all ADA design criteria and 
jurisdiction requirements pertaining to temporary 
and permanent sidewalk retail.

PAZ 7.0 Use public art as both an image enhancement and 
an economic development tool in districts. 

PAZ 7.1 Connect public art to the pedestrian way through 
paths, gathering spaces, or views.

PAZ 7.2 Public art can include stand-alone pieces such as 
sculpture and fountains; artisan-crafted details in 
the environment such as unique paving, railings, 
or architectural details; and programmed events 
such as performances, interactive street theater, 
temporary installations, projected images, and 
soundscapes. 

PAZ 7.3 Public art should promote interaction and 
communication among people who use the 
pedestrian activity zone. Interaction can be by 
means of touch, movement, and play that offer 
different day and night experiences.

PAZ 7.4 Public art should refl ect the unique character, 
heritage, and place of the Indianapolis region and 
the specifi c location of the project.

PAZ 7.5 Public art shall meet or exceed all ADA design 
criteria for movement through and around the 
space and pertinent jurisdiction requirements.

PAZ 7.6 Public art proposals shall consider existing art 
master plans and the context of the site within 
that master plan, if applicable. 

PAZ 7.7 Developers are encouraged to incorporate art 
into new project design.

PAZ 7.8 Public art should be incorporated into public 
infrastructure projects such as bridges and transit 
systems.

PAZ 7.9 Any built element is an opportunity for art.

PAZ 7.10 Public art should communicate a relationship to 
the place, create a sense of joy and delight, and 
stimulate play and creativity.

Outdoor dining is a common and desirable use in the pedestrian activity 
zone. In this example, the restaurant retail space is extended into the 
public right-of-way, but outside of the pedestrian way.

Public art adds interest and variety to streetscapes and districts.

Public art should communicate a relationship to the place, create a 
sense of joy and delight, and stimulate play and creativity.

PAZ: PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY ZONE
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PAZ 7.11 Public art shall be subordinate when related to a  
signifi cant landmark building or landscape.  

PAZ 7.12 Public art shall be relevant to its location and 
not convey a false sense of history that can 
overshadow or detract from adjacent resources 
or districts. 

PAZ 7.13 Public art shall be of durable materials, have 
a maintenance plan, and have criteria for 
removal should its upkeep or program become 
unsatisfactory to the local jurisdiction. 

PAZ 8.0 Create views, variety of seating options, and 
landscape development in plazas, open spaces, 
and resting areas.

PAZ 8.1 Place plazas, open spaces, and sitting areas in 
easily accessible locations. 

PAZ 8.2 Provide a continuous edge of permeable 
pedestrian activity along the building edge of a 
plaza.

PAZ 8.3 Frame views to visually link the plaza with its 
context, where appropriate. 

PAZ 8.4 Provide one linear foot of seating per each 
perimeter linear foot of the plaza.

PAZ 8.5 At least 50 percent of recommended seating 
may be secondary, i.e. in the form of steps, wide 
planter walls, retaining walls, or turf mounds (a 
seat is usually fi gured at 30 inches wide).

PAZ 8.6 Position seating and railings to accommodate 
people watching.

PAZ 8.7 Provide for a variety of seating locations to 
accommodate the needs of various users and 
abilities.

PAZ 8.8 Include linear or circular seating to encourage 
interaction.

PAZ 8.9 Provide a variety of seating options, including 
backless benches, right angle arrangements, or 
moveable chairs and tables to accommodate 
groups. Seats longer than fi ve feet shall have arms 
or interruptions at regular intervals to minimize 
skateboard attractions and provide pedestrian 
supports.

PAZ 8.10 Design spaces to include the abilities and interests 
of diverse user groups. 

Resting areas with seating options are important elements of the 
pedestrian activity zone.

Benches provide opportunity for resting, socializing, and people 
watching.

Plazas and open spaces create opportunity for formal and informal 
community events.

PAZ: PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY ZONE
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PAZ 8.11 Provide seating in both shaded and sunny areas.  
Shade is created by trees, trellises, canopies, 
umbrellas, or building walls. 

PAZ 8.11 Provide seating in both shaded and sunny areas.  
Shade is created by trees, trellises, canopies, 
umbrellas, or building walls. 

PAZ 9.0 Locate sitting areas, plazas, and small open 
spaces where they will get the most use without 
compromising the transportation function of the 
pedestrian way.

PAZ 10.0 Include water and/or fountains for visual attraction, 
traffi c noise screening, and microclimate cooling. 

Fountains provide visual attraction, traffi c noise screening, and 
microclimate cooling.

A roll out volleyball court pad and moveable net create an instant activity 
feature for this pedestrian activity zone in New York City.

PAZ: PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY ZONE
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DEFINITION

The frontage zone is the area between the pedestrian way and 
the building or property line.  The zone allows pedestrians 
a comfortable “shy” distance from building fronts, fences, 
hedges, railings, or other property line indicators while 
maintaining a clear pedestrian way.

As an exception, the frontage zone may house elements that 
would typically be located in the separation zone, should 
a separation zone not be present.  Elements and fi xtures 
may include transit shelters, utility poles, controller boxes, 
and traffi c and parking signs.  Locating of these items should 
not impede on future building opportunities; items in the 
frontage zone should be moveable or temporary.  In some 
cases, acquisition of additional right-of-way or provision of 
permanent easements may be required.  

Plantings in the frontage zone protect the pedestrian from the building 
edge and offer aesthetic enhancement to the streetscape. 

A line in the concrete demarcates the frontage zone and provides 
an organizing element for items such as planters and furniture. The 
pedestrian way remains clear. 

FZ: FRONTAGE ZONE
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Four-feet frontage zone width from the adjacent parking lot in this 
suburban example.

Permeable, lower level building uses should be lighted at night for safety 
along the pedestrian way.

GUIDELINES

FZ 1.0 Maintain a clear pedestrian way. 

FZ 2.0 Accommodate elements such as stairs, stoops, 
rails, bay windows, awnings, canopies, overhangs, 
signs, fl ags, banners, marquees, cornices, brackets, 
fences, walls, and planters by varying the frontage 
zone widths and complying with jurisdictional 
requirements and building codes.   

FZ 3.0 Demarcate the frontage zone with a continuous 
score line in the concrete or pavement band, 
where appropriate, along its edge to provide 
pavement delineation of the pedestrian way and 
clear, recognizable boundaries for the zone and 
its appurtenances.

FZ 4.0 Use vegetative or hard surface ground covering in 
the frontage zone; no gravel, dirt, or other loose 
materials that may drift into the pedestrian way 
are permitted.

FZ 5.0 Ensure that all projecting signs, awnings, and 
other overhead objects that may encroach on the 
pedestrian way, from the frontage zone, meet the 
minimum clear height zone requirement in the 
pedestrian way. 

FZ 6.0    Locate overhead covering (e.g. awning) in the 
frontage zone at building entrances, where it 
meets the pedestrian way, to offer the pedestrian 
protection from sun and rain.  

FZ 7.0    Prevent automobile, truck, and transit stopping 
and parking in the frontage zone. 

FZ 8.0    Light the permeable, lower level building uses in 
the frontage zone and adjacent to the pedestrian 
activity zone at night. Light level can be reduced 
in the later evening hours until dawn.

FZ 9.0    Utilize fi xtures attached to the face of buildings, or 
indirect illumination from and/or within buildings, 
as part of the district or corridor lighting plan. 

 

 MIN.
 

3’

FZ: FRONTAGE ZONE
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Frontage zone (FZ) in a suburban context.

Frontage zone (FZ) in an urban context.

FZ: FRONTAGE ZONE
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DEFINITION

The separation zone protects pedestrians from vehicle 
traffi c in the adjacent roadway. It is also the area where 
elements such as street trees, signal poles, utility poles, 
street lights, controller boxes, hydrants, signs, parking 
meters, driveway aprons, grates, hatch covers, and street 
furniture are properly located and where people alight from 
parked cars.

The protection function of the separation zone is an 
important safety feature for pedestrians, especially along 
corridors with high volumes of vehicular traffi c.  In addition, 
the separation zone allows adequate room for ramps and 
crossings.

The separation zone’s (SZ) primary function is to protect pedestrians in 
the pedestrian way from the vehicles in the street parking zone and the 
vehicle travel zone. 

Separation zone (SZ) in an urban context.

SZ: SEPARATION ZONE
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GUIDELINES

SZ 1.0 Maintain a clear pedestrian way, entrances to 
buildings, and visibility.

SZ 2.0 Construct the separation zone as the area of 
protection between the pedestrian way and the 
vehicle travel zone.  

SZ 3.0  Demarcate the separation zone with a continuous 
score line in the concrete or pavement band, 
where appropriate, along its edge to provide 
pavement delineation of the pedestrian way and 
clear, recognizable boundaries for the zone and 
its appurtenances.

SZ 4.0 Locate all street furniture, including trees, signal 
poles, utility poles, lights, controller boxes, 
hydrants, signs, parking meters, driveway aprons, 
grates, hatch covers, and newspaper boxes within 
the separation zone, outside of the pedestrian 
way.

SZ 5.0 Avoid confl icts between pedestrians in the 
pedestrian way and utility equipment in the 
separation zone.

SZ 5.1 Avoid confl ict with separation zone utility 
equipment and vehicular sight lines.

SZ 5.2 Locate utilities underground.  

SZ 6.0 Provide a wide curb in pedestrian corridors and 
districts for passenger exit from parked cars.  
Minimum width: 12 inches; recommended width: 
16 inches.

Adjacent to the pedestrian way, the separation zone allows space for a 
tree lawn and bicycle parking.

Separation zone (SZ) in a suburban context.

Maintain a clear pedestrian way.

SZ: SEPARATION ZONE
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SZ 7.0 Landscape with a combination of trees, shrubs, 
ground cover, lawn, or other appropriate 
treatment in the separation zone, except for 
paved pedestrian access ways.

SZ 8.0 Plant trees in the separation zone following the 
“Right Tree, Right Place” approach.

SZ 8.1 Vary the separation zone width to avoid disturbing 
the root systems of existing trees when installing 
new pedestrian facilities.  This may require an 
easement for the pedestrian way if avoidance of 
existing trees causes the pedestrian way to be 
located outside of the public right-of-way.

SZ 8.2 Offset tree plantings and provide a wider 
separation zone, in the presence of overhead 
utility lines, so the tree canopy will avoid 
confl icts.

SZ 8.3 Create visual continuity by planting trees of the 
same form and character along particular blocks 
or streets.  Trees on adjacent streets or blocks 
should be a different species to avoid monoculture 
plantings.  Specifi c locations such as pedestrian 
activity zones and signifi cant building entrances 
may use different species to distinguish from the 
street tree in the separation zone.

SZ 8.4 Choose street trees that can accommodate the 
branching clear height zone, are low maintenance, 
have low water requirements, are disease 
resistant, tolerant of urban conditions, and have 
seasonal interest.  This follows the “Right Tree, 
Right Place” approach to urban forestry.

SZ 8.5 Locate large trees along corridors wider than 90 
feet.  Large trees should also be used to highlight 
corners, provide cover for large pedestrian 
activity zones, or as accents against the skyline.  
However, trees should not interfere with public 
or traffi c sign visibility.

SZ 8.6 Locate medium trees on corridors less than 90 
feet wide.

SZ 8.7 Locate medium trees with narrow spread 
canopies in mid-block areas to provide visual 
relief and scale defi nition to large walls, shade and 
canopy for the pedestrian way and pedestrian 
activity zones, and establish large areas of color 
above eye level.

Wide curbs within pedestrian districts allow passenger exit from parked 
cars. 

Separation zone (SZ) in relation to adjacent zones and amenities.

SZ: SEPARATION ZONE
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SZ 8.8 Group trees in common planting areas, with the 
allowance of a minimum four foot width (fi ve feet 
desirable), and with three-feet minimum planting 
depth.

SZ 8.9 Place street trees a minimum distance of three 
feet from the back of the curb to the center line 
of the trunk.  

SZ 8.10 Meet standards outlined in the American 
Association of Nurserymen’s “American Standard 
for Nursery Stock” publication regarding tree 
root balls and sizing.

SZ 8.11 Recommend minimum tree size: two-inch caliper 
or 12 to 14 foot height, whichever is greater for 
separation zone.  Branching should start no lower 
than seven feet with the ability of the tree form to 
accommodate an eight-foot clear height zone for 
the pedestrian way and 14 feet over the vehicle 
travel lane as it grows.

SZ 8.12 Cover the plant pit with tree grates that meet 
ADA requirements, align with paving pattern 
score lines, and consider adjacent pedestrian 
activities, where intruding into the pedestrian 
way.  

SZ 8.13 Maintain a minimum of three feet between the 
tree trunk and bicycle travel lane, where adjacent 
to a bicycle zone, or place a barrier or grate to 
create a recovery zone for bicyclists.

SZ 8.14 Maintain a minimum of fi ve feet between the 
tree trunk and vehicle travel lane, plant in raised 
planters protected by a curb, or plant behind a 
highway barrier, where adjacent to a vehicle travel 
zone.

SZ 8.15 Maintain at least ten feet between the tree trunk 
and the building line, where adjacent to a building 
or building overhang/awning or other protrusion.

SZ 8.16 Require adjacent property owners to maintain 
plantings in the separation zone.  Maintenance 
includes:

a. Pruning standards as published by the 
American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) A300 Pruning Standards.

b. Bi-annual fertilization for trees based 
upon soil testing.

Group trees in common planting areas.

A hanging planter in the separation zone adds color above eye level 
while maintaining the pedestrian way’s clear height zone.

SZ: SEPARATION ZONE
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c. Approved mulch application evenly 
within the drip line and to a depth of 
three inches.  Mounding mulch or over 
mulching is harmful to trees and may 
cause disease, rodent injury, or rot in 
the roots and/or trunk.

SZ 8.17 Topping trees is not allowed. A topped tree loses 
its natural shape, thus decreasing the amount 
of cooling and air cleaning it provides.  Topping 
also starves the tree and makes it more prone to 
insects and disease.  New growth is commonly 
weak-wooded, and may be hazardous to people 
and property nearby.

SZ 8.18 Consult with local jurisdiction for additional 
requirements, procedures, and permits.

SZ 9.0 Select ground level plants that suit the location 
and function.

SZ 9.1 Use annual, perennial, or arrangements with 
natural grasses, ground covers, shrubs, and vines 
to provide visual and seasonal interest within 
the overall design of tree rows and separation 
zones.  

SZ 9.2 Give preference to native plants, as appropriate.

SZ 9.3 Maintain view requirements to avoid blocking 
sight lines at intersections.  Consider mature 
height and mass of plants in regard to meet this 
requirement.

SZ 10.0 Use vegetative or hard surface ground covering in 
the frontage zone; no gravel, dirt, or other loose 
materials that may drift into the pedestrian way 
are permitted.

SZ 10.1 Accommodate trees and landscaping through 
planting pockets in pedestrian districts.

SZ 10.2 Use textured, scored, colored, or contrasting 
materials to create distinction for pedestrian 
way. 

SZ 10.3 Coordinate decorative paving plan throughout 
pedestrian districts and adjacent areas.

SZ 11.0 Locate driveway aprons outside of the pedestrian 
way, with the sloped portion entirely within the 
separation zone.  

SZ 11.1 Maintain the pedestrian way pavement and 
pattern at a cross slope of 1:50 (one foot high, 50 
feet long) across the driveway.  

Where intruding into the pedestrian way, cover the plant pit with tree 
grates that meet ADA requirements.

Use textured, scored, colored, or contrasting materials to create 
distinction for the pedestrian way.

Maintain the pedestrian way across vehicle access points.

SZ: SEPARATION ZONE
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SZ

3’ M
IN. 

PW

5’ M
IN.

FZ

6” M
IN.

RAMP

VARIES

2% MAX.
ALLEY/DRIVEWAY

Locate driveway aprons outside of the pedestrian way, in the separation 
zone.

PW
5’ M

IN.

FZ
6” M

IN.

RAMP

VARIES

ALLEY/DRIVEWAY

2% MAX.

5% MAX.

5% MAX.

Although it is not preferred, the driveway may intrude on the pedestrian 
way, if there is not suffi cient space for a separation zone. However, the 
driveway slope cannot exceed two percent.

The clear height zone (CHZ) is the vertical distance between the facility 
and the lowest overhead obstruction.

SZ 11.2 Where necessary to keep the driveway slope 
from exceeding 1:10 (one foot high, ten feet long), 
the sidewalk may be partially dropped to meet the 
grade at the top of the apron.  This is preferred 
to extending the sloped apron into the pedestrian 
way.

SZ 12.0 Provide appropriately scaled lighting for 
pedestrian, bicyclist, and transit user safety 
in respective zones and facilities. Meet local 
jurisdiction requirements for illuminance levels. 

SZ 12.1 Direct light downward (i.e. full cut-off) to avoid 
light pollution.

SZ 12.2 Choose light color consistent with overall district 
plan.

SZ 12.3 Choose light fi xture type and design consistent 
with overall district plan, along a single block, and 
jurisdiction requirements. 

SZ: SEPARATION ZONE
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PLANNING PROCESS AND QUALITATIVE 
ANALYSIS

The Metropolitan Planning Organization (IMPO) began 
planning for a regional bicycle and pedestrian system in 
1993. The outgrowth of that planning process resulted in 
an evolving bicycle system plan that has been consistently 
implemented with continual roadway improvements. Due to 
the complexity of attempting to plan a regional bicycle and 
pedestrian system at one time, and funding restrictions, the 
IMPO began pedestrian system planning in projects of smaller 
scope from which lessons could be learned and applied 
across larger systems and areas of the region. As such, the 
Marion County component of the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
is a multi-year, multi-phase planning effort that established 
the methodology for the entire Metropolitan Planning Area 
(MPA) regional pedestrian planning initiative.

In 2001, the IMPO completed the Indianapolis Special 
Neighborhood Study, a prototype pedestrian system study 
focusing on the means and methods of integrating multi-
modal transportation modes into an existing neighborhood. 
Results from the Indianapolis Special Neighborhood 
Study are the foundation of the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
recommendations. In 2002, the strategy for the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan methodology was established. The planning 
process began with a plan for downtown Indianapolis, 
specifi cally the feasibility of the Cultural Trail initiative, 
then expanded to Center Township, then to the remaining 
townships in Marion County, and then to the entire MPA 
region, culminating in this fi nal report.

Marion County’s pedestrian system was under study 
throughout 2003 and 2004. During this time, the planning 
team collected data, reviewed documents, toured the 
county on a township-by-township basis, and met regularly 
with a steering committee. Input was gained throughout the 
project from both implementing agencies and community 
stakeholders. Steering committee members served as key 
contacts for participating departments and agencies, while 
additional public input was gathered through township 
administrators, fi eld checks, township focus group meetings, 
and a general public meeting. Additional comments were 
received at special stakeholder meetings and presentations 
throughout the duration of the project. 

The planning team reviewed several planning documents 
provided by the City of Indianapolis and other agencies, 
including: Marion County Comprehensive Plan (2002), Marion 
County Thoroughfare Plan (2002), Greenways Master Plan 
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2002, Indy Parks interim greenways & trails, Marion County 
bike route map, IndyGo transit system map, National Road 
Heritage Trail Development Guide (2006), Cultural Trail Route,  
Hoosier Rails to Trails Council trail maps, and the draft 
Indiana State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan (2006)

The IMPO hosted several township focus group discussions 
to review proposed pedestrian improvements with township 
stakeholders. The overall Regional Pedestrian Plan concepts 
were presented and participants worked with the planning 
team to modify maps and recommended pedestrian routes. 
The IMPO invited Marion County school administrators 
to a Multi-Modal Task Force meeting to discuss walk 
to school policies and accepted walking boundaries for 
students. Administrators from Indianapolis Public Schools, 
City of Speedway Schools, City of Beech Grove Schools, 
and all township schools were invited to participate in this 
discussion. Additionally, the planning team met with the 
incorporated municipalities of Marion County, including the 
cities of Beech Grove, Indianapolis, Lawrence, and Southport 
and the Town of Cumberland. The purpose of these 
meetings was to introduce the Regional Pedestrian Plan, gain 
local insights into pedestrian needs and initiatives underway, 
and make the local jurisdictions aware of the project and 
its implications on their jurisdiction. The Marion County 
component of the Regional Pedestrian Plan was presented 
to the general public on October 20, 2004. Project analysis 
and recommendations were displayed for public review and 
comment. Forty-fi ve participants attended this fi nal public 
meeting.

The information gathered through data collection, 
conversations with city/town/township staff and elected 
offi cials, observations from site tours, and public input 
all contribute to the qualitative analysis included in the 
creation and evolution of the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
recommendations.

DEMOGRAPHICS, LAND USE PATTERNS, 
AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The basis for the quantitative analysis used as the basis for 
the Regional Pedestrian Plan recommendations are based on 
demographics, land use, and transportation planning. This 
analysis illustrates the pedestrian demand, which is supported 
by information other than the communities’ desires, by the 
categorization of destination and trip generators. 

Home of the State Capitol, Marion County is the State of 
Indiana’s largest county in terms of population, with more 
than 863,000 residents (2005). Its population is projected 
to increase modestly in the next few years to approximately 
866,000 residents by 2010. With more than 92 percent 

In the Indiana State Traisl, Greenways and Bikeways Plan, the Indiana 
Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) and the Indiana Department 
of Transportation identifi ed a series of “backbone” trails throughout the 
State. All of these trails are identifi ed in the IMPO’s Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and provide connection to systems outside of the Indianapolis 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).
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of residents, Indianapolis is the County’s most populated 
community. As the State Capitol, Indianapolis is the 12th 
largest city in the United States, based on population. Other 
incorporated municipalities in Marion County include 
Lawrence (4.7 percent of County population), Beech Grove 
(1.6 percent), Speedway (1.4 percent), and Southport (0.2 
percent) (2005). Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

The median age of a Marion County resident is 34.6 years. 
Nearly 19 percent of the population is school age (between 
age 5 and age 17) and more than 11 percent of the population 
is over the age of 65 (2004). Marion County is the most 
diverse county in the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). 
Seventy-one percent of the population is “white alone,” 
more than 25 percent is “black alone,” and more than fi ve 
percent is Hispanic or Latino (2004). Source: U.S. Census 
Bureau.

More than 81 percent of Marion County residents are high 
school graduates and more than 25 percent hold a bachelor’s 
degree or higher. In comparison, the State of Indiana has a 
high school graduation rate of 82 percent and 19 percent of 
Indiana residents hold a bachelor’s degree or higher. The per 
capita, or per person, income of a Marion County resident 
is $34,914 annually (State of Indiana, $30,204 annually) 
(2004) with a median household income of $41,416 annually 
(State of Indiana $43,323 annually) (2003). Source: Indiana 
Department of Education; U.S. Census Bureau.

More than 439,000 Marion County residents are employed. 
The County’s unemployment rate is 5.3, higher than the 
State unemployment rate of 5.1 (June 2006). The most 
commonly identifi ed professions of employed Marion County 
residents, as categorized by the 2004 North American 
Industry Classifi cation System (NAICS), are: government 
(11.9 percent); manufacturing (10.8 percent); health care and 
social service (10.7 percent); retail trade (9.9 percent); and 
accommodations and food service (7.0 percent). Source: U.S. 
Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Seven percent of the employed population commutes 
outside of Marion County for work. Of all commuters, 
more than 34 percent commute to Hamilton County. A 
smaller percentage commutes to Hendricks County (16.7 
percent), Johnson County (15.8 percent), Hancock County 
(4.6 percent), and Boone County (3.4 percent) (2004). 
Source: Indiana Department of Revenue.

Eleven percent of the land in Marion County was undeveloped 
agricultural land or wooded lots until 1997. Franklin and 
Decatur townships have the most remaining agricultural land 

Indianapolis is the 12th largest city in the United States, based on 
population.
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and are under the most development pressure. The vehicular 
transportation infrastructure is under enormous pressure 
to provide commuter routes and access to dispersed land 
use throughout the County. This development pressure, 
combined with an older urban core, has resulted in Marion 
County having many different pedestrian environments, 
including urban, suburban, rural, industrial, and recreational. 
Within these environments, the development scale ranges 
from sparse farmland to a dense urban environment. When 
UniGov annexed the unincorporated areas of the County 
into the City of Indianapolis, many of the neighborhoods 
were not built to urban standards. Thus, the evolution of the 
County’s urban form has created challenging environments 
in which the pedestrian is not consistently accommodated. 
However, as areas are developed, for instance in Franklin and 
Decatur townships, or redeveloped elsewhere in the County, 
there comes the opportunity for inclusion of pedestrian 
facilities to create or continue a pedestrian network among 
destinations – home, work, education, commerce, transit, 
and recreation.

The basis for the Regional Pedestrian Plan is the understanding 
that an effi cient pedestrian network begins with adequate 
pedestrian facilities where they are needed most. Certain 
elements of urbanized areas create and attract more 
pedestrian traffi c than others. Mapping attributes such as 
neighborhoods, schools, parks, cultural venues, and centers 
of commerce provide a starting point in identifying demand 
for a pedestrian facility. These attributes are typically along 
major vehicular thoroughfares, which are also likely to carry 
pedestrian traffi c. 

Pedestrian generators and destinations illustrate demand 
for pedestrian facilities. Areas with dense and numerous 
generators and destinations require the most developed 
facilities and represent areas where investment in the 
pedestrian system will be most effi cient and benefi cial. The 
following “Land Use and Pedestrian Demand” analysis maps 
demonstrate where the pedestrian demand exists in Marion 
County based on accessibility and the following demographics, 
land use, and transportation planning characteristics:

 Access to Home;
 Access to Work and Commerce;
 Access to Recreation;
 Access to Education;
 Access to Transit; and
 Walkability Factors of Social Justice.

In the map referencing “Access to Home” residential land 
use is mapped with a 5 minute, or quarter mile, walk buffer 
surrounding it.  The purpose of this map is to show where 

The basis for the Regional Pedestrian Plan is the understanding that an 
effi cient pedestrian network begins with adequate pedestrian facilities 
where they are needed most, such as “Access to Education.” 
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the demand for pedestrian facilities exists in Marion County, 
based on where residents live.  The City of Indianapolis 
Department of Metropolitan Development provided land 
use information in the form of existing land use/zoning 
classifi cation shapefi les. This information is the foundation 
for the “Access to Home” analysis map.  

In the maps referencing “Access Work and Commerce; 
Recreation; and Education,” each representative land use 
and recommended multi-use path (within an off-street 
right-of-way) is mapped with a 20 minute, or one mile, 
walk buffer surrounding it. The purpose of these maps is 
to show where the demand for pedestrian facilities exists 
in Marion County, based on where residents work, attend 
school, and play. The City of Indianapolis Department of 
Metropolitan Development provided land use information in 
the form of existing land use/zoning classifi cation shapefi les. 
This information is the foundation for the “Access to Work/
Commerce” analysis map. Additionally, each of Marion 
County’s ten largest employers, in terms of number of 
employees, and each township’s ten largest employers, in 
terms of number of employees, are identifi ed on the map. The 
“Access to Recreation” map uses data locating recreational 
facilities provided by Marion County, local jurisdictions, 
and the Indiana Geographic Information System (INGIS) 
Atlas (Indiana Geological Survey). School location data was 
provided by the Indiana Geographic Information System 
(INGIS) Atlas (Indiana Geological Survey), Social Assets and 
Vulnerabilities Indicators (SAVI), and local jurisdictions.

The “Access to Transit” map indicates the IndyGo routes 
shown by level of ridership in addition to potential or future 
transit developments and park-n-ride stops used for express 
buses, a temporary service offered during the reconstruction 
of Interstates 65 and 70 in downtown Indianapolis in 2003. 
Like other analysis maps, a 20 minute, or one mile, walk 
buffers each route. The purpose of this map is to illustrate 
where the demand for pedestrian facilities exists in Marion 
County, based on where a transit route and subsequent 
transit stops are proposed.

The “Walkability Factors of Social Justice” analysis map is 
created based on information from the 2000 U.S. Census 
and Marion County Census tracts and block groups. Seven 
social justice proxy factors are used to illustrate pedestrian 
facility demand based on demographic characteristics of 
Marion County. These factors include:

Pedestrian demand analysis included documenting IndyGo transit 
routes.
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 Minority populations;
 Hispanic populations;
 Poverty;
 Unemployment;
 Disability factors (including sensory and physical);
 Use of public transportation to work; and 
 Walk to work.

The demographics of each Census block group for each 
identifi ed factor is compared to the Marion County average. 
When a factor is higher than the Marion County average, 
that creates a greater demand for pedestrian facilities based 
on social justice. Each of the seven factors is a layer on the 
map, where an area exhibits a greater demand, the area is 
depicted in dark red. For instance, when compared to the 
Marion County average, if a Census block group has a higher 
percentage of minority population, poverty, unemployment, 
disabled residents, and use of public transportation for all 
factors, then the Census block group would be identifi ed 
in darker red demonstrating a demand for pedestrian 
facilities.

The following maps were developed based upon information 
and data provided by, IGIC (formerly INGISI), SAVI, IMAGIS, 
IMPO, IDNR, IUPUI-(LUCI), Hoosier Rails to Trails Council, 
and local jurisdictions/municipalities.
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ACCESS TO HOME
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people live, three hierarchies were established. A 
quarter-mile walk zone (fi ve-minute walk) is shown around 
a concentration of residential land uses. The most important 
demand was determined to be the ability to walk between 
the densest residential districts. The cyan color shows a 
quarter-mile walk zone from the residential areas with more 
than 15 residential units per acre, the dark gray shows a 
quarter-mile walk zone from residential areas with eight 
to 15 residential units per acre, and the light gray shows a 
quarter-mile walk zone with eight residential units per acre 
or less.
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ACCESS TO WORK
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people work, two hierarchies were established. The 
most important demand was determined to be the ability 
to walk to work to one of the township’s largest employers. 
A one-mile walk zone (20-minute walk) is shown around 
the largest employers. The yellow color shows the area of 
greatest demand and the dark gray shows a quarter-mile 
walk zone (fi ve-minute walk) from commercial and retail 
land uses, indicating additional demand.  
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ACCESS TO RECREATION
Pedestrian access to recreation facilities expands Marion 
County’s recreational amenities and enhances the user 
experience. To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian 
facilities, three hierarchies were established. The most 
important demand was determined to be the ability to walk 
one mile (20-minute walk) from major destination parks and 
active and/or near-term greenways as shown in purple.  The 
dark gray shows secondary priority by a one-mile walk zone 
(20-minute walk) from minor destination parks and future 
and/or long-term greenways. The light gray shows a third 
priority with a one-mile walk zone (20-minute walk) from 
parks with golf courses and other special uses.   
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ACCESS TO EDUCATION
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
educational centers, three hierarchies were established. The 
most important demand was determined to be a one and 
one-quarter-mile walk zone (30-minute walk) from Campus 
Pedestrian Districts shown above in red. Specifi cally in 
this diagram, Campus Pedestrian Districts with a focus on 
educational facilities are highlighted. An educational campus 
may include one or more schools, in close proximity, 
coupled with athletic facilities, administrative offi ces, library, 
park, etc. The dark gray shows a one and one-quarter-mile 
walk zone (30-minute walk) from high schools, indicating 

secondary demand.  The light gray shows a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) from all other schools indicating 
lower demand.  
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ACCESS TO TRANSIT
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
transit routes, three hierarchies were established. The most 
important demand was determined to be the ability to walk 
to the highest ridership routes and potential transit stops. 
In the map above, a one-mile walk zone (20-minute walk) is 
shown in dark blue (20-minute walk) from IndyGo’s highest 
ridership routes and potential transit stops. The light gray 
shows a one-mile walk zone (20-minute walk) from IndyGo‘s 
lowest ridership routes, indicating a secondary demand.
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WALKABILITY FACTORS OF SOCIAL JUSTICEWalkability Factors of Social Justice is determined from 
2000 U.S. Census tracts. Proxy factors include: Minority 
Populations, Hispanic Populations, Poverty, Unemployment, 
Disability Factors, Sensory Disabilities, Physical Disabilities, 
and pedestrian factors such as the use of Public Transportation 
to Work, and Walk to Work. These factors are grouped 
into fi ve categories. Each group is determined from the 
number of proxy factors where the blockgroup population 
is above the county population average. The darker the red, 
the more proxy factors, and the higher the demand for 
pedestrian facilities.  
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EXISTING AND PLANNED PEDESTRIAN 
FACILITIES

There are many complex factors that need to be considered 
as the Regional Pedestrian Plan moves forward. Understanding 
the existing Marion County’s physical conditions, 
governmental policies, pedestrian planning and development 
projects currently underway provide a foundation for 
understanding where change needs to occur. Currently, 
Marion County’s transportation systems, including transit, 
vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian, are managed by different 
entities. Together, they are the complete transportation 
system for the Indianapolis region. The common mode 
among all is the pedestrian. 

Current pedestrian system planning consists of the 
greenways system and existing sidewalks. IndyGo is 
beginning a bus shelter study, which has revealed the 
fragmented system of pedestrian access to transit stops. 
The Indianapolis Department of Parks & Recreation plans 
greenways. Sidewalks are a component of the Marion County 
Thoroughfare Plan as required by zoning classifi cation. This 
plan documents where the County’s existing sidewalks are 
located. The City of Indianapolis’ Department of Public 
Works is continually adding and repairing sidewalks, based 
on need and opportunity during major capital projects. 

The Indianapolis Parks & Recreation’s Greenways Master Plan 
2002 informs a large part of the Marion County component 
of the Regional Pedestrian Plan. This plan “describes the 
community’s vision for a regional network of linear open 
space that connects neighborhoods and promotes recreation, 
fi tness, alternative transportation, and conservation.” It 
describes the 20 greenway corridors as the “backbone” of 
bike and pedestrian plans within Indianapolis. As such, the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan incorporates these corridors in the 
plan diagrams and recognizes the importance of providing 
pedestrian connections to the identifi ed greenways and 
recreational amenities. The defi nition of a greenway, 
according to the plan, is a linear open space that connects 
park components to form a cohesive park, recreation, and 
open space system. The Regional Pedestrian Plan illustrates 
the Indianapolis greenway system by its facility type, a multi-
use path within an off-street right-of-way. Indy Greenway 
corridors mentioned in the Regional Pedestrian Plan include 
the B&O Rail Corridor, Buck Creek Greenway, Central 
Canal Towpath, Crooked Creek Greenway, Eagle Creek 
Greenway, Fall Creek Greenway, Grassy Creek Greenway, 
Indian Creek Greenway, Little Buck Creek Greenway, 
Monon Rail Trail, Mud Creek Greenway, Pennsy Rail 
Corridor, Pleasant Run Greenway, Pogues Run Greenway, 
White River Greenway, and White Lick Creek Greenway.

The Monon Trail provides pedestrian, along with bicycle, connectivity 
from downtown Indianapolis to Carmel, with further planned extension 
into Hamilton County.
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The Indianapolis Cultural Trail initiative is underway 
to provide pedestrian and bicycle connectivity to 
neighborhoods, entertainment venues, and six designated 
Cultural Districts. Additionally, the Cultural Trail will be the 
downtown pedestrian and bicycle hub for the entire central 
Indiana greenway system. Construction is scheduled to begin 
in 2007 and be completed in six stages over three years.

Marion County, and Indianapolis in particular, is unique to 
the rest of the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) in that 
there is a historic element to the pedestrian infrastructure.  
In the early 1900s, due to overcrowding and pollution in 
U.S. cities, a movement known as City Beautiful emerged as 
a solution to urban problems. The City Beautiful movement 
was a collection of beautifi cation efforts including park and 
boulevard planning, establishment of civic centers, tree and 
fl ower planting, pollution regulation, and trash removal. 
In 1908, the City of Indianapolis’ Park Board solicited the 
services of George Kessler, one of the preeminent landscape 
architects in the nation. Kessler was a leading fi gure in the 
City Beautiful movement. Kessler’s work in Indianapolis is 
the foundation of the Greenways Master Plan 2002, and thus, 
a large part of the Marion County component of the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan. 

The Indianapolis Historic Park and Boulevard System unites 
individual parks and curvilinear watercourse-based parkways 
with an array of east-west and north-south boulevards 
to create a countywide network of transportation and 
recreation corridors. These corridors were established to 
“guide the city’s growth, conserve the natural environment, 
limit water pollution, and provide fl ood control.” This historic 
transportation and urban design plan, by stated design intent, 
was to improve the quality of life for Indianapolis residents, 
foster economic growth, equate Indianapolis with other 
world-class cities, and preserve the natural environment for 
sustained, long-term growth and development of the city 
and the region. It was intended that these historic corridors 
be what we would now call “multi-modal corridors” serving 
automobiles, bicyclists, and pedestrians. While originally 
designed for a slower-paced community, restoring the multi-
modal function is underway by Indy Parks. As the pedestrian 
system is developed, replaced, and maintained along this 
historic system, it is important to address the pedestrian 
facility in the overall context. Pedestrian connectivity, 
sensitivity to the environment, and recognition of the historic 
value and identity elevates the prominance of these routes 
to the backbone of the Marion County pedestrian system. In 
2002, the Indianapolis Historic Park and Boulevard System 
was placed on the National Register of Historic Places.

The Indianapolis Historic Park and Boulevard System unites individual 
parks and curvilinear watercourse-based parkways with an array of 
east-west and north-south boulevards to create a countywide network 
of transportation and recreation corridors.

As the pedestrian system is developed, replaced, and maintained along 
the Historic Park and Boulevard System, it is important to address the 
pedestrian facility in the overall context.
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REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY

The Regional Pedestrian Plan recommends a pedestrian system 
throughout the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The plan 
documents the demand for pedestrian connections based 
on qualitative and quantitative analyses. Results from these 
analyses are recorded as recommended pedestrian facilities, 
corridors, and districts.

Pedestrian facility types are recommended based on existing 
facilities, land uses, potential users, location, and the 
community’s desires. Information gathered from the City 
of Indianapolis’ Department of Metropolitan Development, 
Parks & Recreation Department, and Department of Public 
Works has been included in the plan. In some cases, a 
facility is recommended along a corridor that currently has 
a pedestrian facility. These recommendations reinforce the 
demand for the facility and the need to maintain, sustain, 
and continue to build upon the regional pedestrian system. 
Design guidelines are included in the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
that illustrate options and variations for several types of 
pedestrian facilities and adjacent activity areas. Ultimately, it 
is a local decision to approve or adopt the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and implement its recommendations, which will entail 
determining the appropriate route, facility type, material, 
prioritization, timing, funding, and responsibility. 

In Marion County, facility recommendations are organized 
by township. The City of Beech Grove is shown on a 
separate map, as it straddles the lines of three townships. 
All other incorporated jurisdictions, outside of Indianapolis, 
are included in one township.

CENTER 
TOWNSHIPWAYNE 

TOWNSHIP
WARREN 

TOWNSHIP

LAWRENCE 
TOWNSHIP

PIKE  
TOWNSHIP

PERRY 
TOWNSHIPDECATUR 

TOWNSHIP
FRANKLIN 
TOWNSHIP

City of 
Southport

City of 
Beech Grove

City of 
Speedway Town of 

Cumberland

City of 
Lawrence

WASHINGTON 
TOWNSHIP

Recommendations for the Marion County pedestrian system are 
organized by township - Center, Decatur, Franklin, Lawrence, Pike, 
Perry, Warren, Washington, and Wayne. Additionally, the City of Beech 
Grove’s recommendations are shown on a separate map, as it straddles 
the lines of three townships.
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FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

Center Township Facility Recommendations

1. Collector Sidewalk
Collector sidewalks are the pervasive facility in 
Marion County, in particular in Center Township, 
the most urban of all the County’s townships. These 
sidewalks are proposed where demand for such 
facilities is high, near residential neighborhoods, 
commercial areas, and destinations. The plan depicts 
where collector sidewalks currently exist, shown in 
pink, and where additional facilities are needed, shown 
in red. The current condition of existing sidewalks 
may not meet the defi nition of a Regional Pedestrian 
Plan collector sidewalk. As major development, 
redevelopment, or capital improvement projects are 
undertaken, it is recommended that sidewalks are 
constructed, preferably by the developer, following 
the collector sidewalk guidelines.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, 
is along major roads and outside of districts. 
Multi-use paths within roads rights-of-ways are 
recommended along industrial land uses and where 
land use is transitioning from rural to urban. There 
is a desire to document the pedestrian connection 
opportunities in the redeveloping areas of Center 
Township, specifi cally in areas that are redeveloping 
from industrial to other commercial uses. When 
redevelopment occurs, pedestrian facilities should be 
included in the site development, preferably installed 
by the developer, to provide connection within the 
development (through an internal sidewalk network, 
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for example) and perimeter connection to other 
destinations throughout the township and county. 

2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists.  

Identifi ed multi-use paths within off-street rights-of-
ways in Center Township include:

 WHITE RIVER WAPAHANI TRAIL: White River 
Wapahani Trail is planned to follow the entire 
length of the river within Center Township. Part 
of the Indy Greenways Plan, this trail currently 
provides a critical north south connection on 
the west side of downtown, north of Washington 
Street. The proposed trail south of Washington 
Street is not yet built.  

 CENTRAL CANAL TOWPATH: Central 
Canal Towpath is built from 30th Street at the 
connection to the White River Wapahani Trail 
north through Center Township to Broad 
Ripple and links to the Monon Trail. This trail 
provides a route for commuters into downtown 
Indianapolis from Broad Ripple.  

 FALL CREEK TRAIL: Fall Creek Trail is planned 
to follow the entire length of Fall Creek within 
Center Township. Part of the Indy Greenways 
Plan, this trail will provide pedestrian access 
from the northeast. Segments of this trail are 
completed at Fall Creek Place and north of the 
Monon Trail.  

 MONON TRAIL: The Monon Trail is an open 
and very active trail that is completed from 10th 
Street in downtown Indianapolis through Carmel. 
The trail is commonly used for recreation and 
for commuting downtown.  

 POGUES RUN TRAIL: Pogues Run Trail on the 
east side has segments that are complete.  The 
Basin Trail and a portion through Brookside 
Park are complete. 

 

The City of Indianapolis’ Department of Public Works has incorporated 
improvements to pedestrian facilities with its major capital project along 
38th Street between Center and Washington townships.
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 WARREN RAIL TRAIL: This trail is planned to 
connect to Pogues Run Trail, north of 21st Street 
and extend into Warren Township following a 
former rail line.

 PLEASANT RUN TRAIL: Pleasant Run Trail is 
complete from Ellenberger Park to Garfi eld 
Park and then connects to Eagle Creek Trail 
with a Multi-Use Path within the road right of 
way along Raymond Street..  This trail provides 
access to many as it weaves through the 
southeast side connecting neighborhoods and 
parks.  

3. Urban Greenways
The Urban Greenway in Center Township includes 
the Cultural Trail route with additional connections 
to nearby off street Multi-Use Paths.  The function 
of this urban greenway is to connect the converging 
off-street facilities in downtown Indianapolis. It 
is a separated hard surface walkway with parallel 
bikeway within a street right-of-way. Shown in dark 
green on the diagram, it is a multi-use facility that 
follows a street, but features a physical separation 
between uses. The urban greenway is designed for 
two-way pedestrian, bicycle, and non-motorized 
traffi c, separated from vehicular traffi c. The urban 
greenway routes follow:

 Cultural Trail Route.
 Kentucky Avenue south to proposed White 

River Greenway.
 South Street from Kentucky Avenue to Virginia 

Avenue.
 Indiana Avenue north to proposed Fall Creek 

Greenway.
 10th Street from Monon Trail to Pogues Run at 

Arsenal Technical School.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern 
throughout Center Township. It can be assumed that 
any growth and development will create additional 
vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment of the 
pedestrian system and individual pedestrian safety. 
As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are considered 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.
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LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Center Township Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized 
by a linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by 
adjacent residential land use and served by co-linear transit 
routes. It is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from 
the street center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to 
the other. A pedestrian corridor designation will require 
coordination among local jurisdiction departments or 
agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) 
and the business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, 
merchant’s association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are 
highlighted in orange, over a recommended pedestrian 
facility, in the plan. They have been selected based on the 
following criteria: 1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing 
or planned mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at 
least one mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap 
in adjacent pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter 
mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian 
facility along corridor (collector sidewalk, multi-use path or 
urban greenway); and 5) transit is located along the corridor 
(a favorable variable, but not a requirement). Recommended 
pedestrian corridors in Center Township include:

 38th Street (Crown Hill Cemetery to Emerson 
Avenue)

 34th Street (Meridian Street to Emerson Avenue
 30th Street (Meridian Street to Emerson Avenue)
 25th Street (College Avenue to Sherman Drive)
 22nd Street (Meridian Street to Monon Trail)
 16th Street (Monon Trail to Interstate 70)
 10th Street (Bellefontaine Street to Emerson 

Avenue)
 Washington Street (Belmont Avenue to Regional 

Center Central Business District to Emerson 
Avenue)
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 Prospect Street (Shelby Street to Pleasant Run)
 Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard (Fall Creek Trail to 

Interstate 65)
 Meridian Street (Troy Avenue to Regional Center 

Central Business District to 38th Street)
 Shelby Street (Troy Avenue to Prospect Street)
 Sherman Drive (Pleasant Run Greenway to 38th 

Street)

Center Township Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Center Township include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
The Regional Center is designated a central 
business pedestrian district. This area has its own 
set of ordinances and guidelines to protect historic 
resources, the urban fabric, and the integrity of 
the pedestrian system. The Regional Center also 
incorporates other types of pedestrian districts 
including cultural, campus, transit-oriented, and 
village residential.

The Canal and White River State Park is designated as Cultural 
Pedestrian District. 
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2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
Fountain Square, outside, but adjacent to the Regional 
Center is identifi ed as both a village mixed-use 
pedestrian district as well as a cultural pedestrian 
district. The Martindale-Brightwood Neighborhood 
is also identifi ed as a village mixed-use pedestrian 
district.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
As an overlay of the central business and village 
mixed-use pedestrian districts, fi ve of the City of 
Indianapolis’ six designated Cultural Districts are 
located in the Regional Center (Center Township). 
They include:

 Canal and White River State Park, a museum 
and cultural attractions corridor featuring a zoo 
and gardens, history, and recreational leisure and 
sports activities centered along a canal walkway 
(multi-use path);

 Fountain Square, a historic residential 
neighborhood with a commercial center of 
artists and retail;

 Indiana Avenue, a historic commercial district 
of Indianapolis' African American community, 
especially known for his music history;

 Massachusetts Avenue (Mass Ave), adjacent to 
several historic residential neighborhoods, an 
arts and theater district featuring live theater 
and music venues, galleries, retail, and restaurants; 
and 

 Wholesale District, an entertainment center 
with retail, restaurants, sporting venues, and 
hospitality accommodations.  

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
School clusters and education facilities, like the 
Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) facility at Meridian 
and 34th streets, Arsenal Tech, Harshman, and Potter 
schools on the Near Eastside, Ivy Tech State College 
at Meridian Street and Fall Creek Parkway, and 
Martin University in the Martindale-Brightwood 
Neighborhood, are all labeled as campus pedestrian 
districts. Additionally, campus pedestrian districts 
are within the Regional Center central business 
pedestrian district, for example, the BioCrossroads 
area and the Indiana University Purdue University 
Indianapolis (IUPUI) campus. 
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5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
The Regional Center is identifi ed as a transit-
oriented pedestrian district.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Center Township. Because of 
this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region. Included in this designation are all residential 
historic districts such as the Old Northside, Ransom 
Place, Fletcher Place, Lockerbie Square, among 
others.
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FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use paths, 
and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard surface 
walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the side of a 
street, within the right-of-way. There are two types of multi-
use paths that differ by their environment and context. Both 
are a hard surface way for shared use by multiple alternative 
transportation users, for instance pedestrians, bicyclists, 
and other non-motorized users. An urban greenway is 
a separated hard surface walkway with parallel bikeway 
within a street right-of-way. Facility type recommendation 
is determined based on existing infrastructure, land uses, 
potential users, location, and community desires.

Decatur Township Facility Recommendations

1. Collector Sidewalk
Collector sidewalks are the pervasive facility in Marion 
County. Like Franklin Township, Decatur Township 
is relatively undeveloped when compared to other 
areas within Marion County. Collector sidewalks 
are recommended in areas within the Township that 
currently have or are under development, primarily 
residential. The plan depicts where collector 
sidewalks currently exist, shown in pink, and where 
additional facilities are needed, shown in red. The 
current condition of existing sidewalks may not meet 
the defi nition of a Regional Pedestrian Plan collector 
sidewalk. As major development, redevelopment, 
or capital improvement projects are undertaken, 
it is recommended that sidewalks are constructed, 
preferably by the developer, following the collector 
sidewalk guidelines.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, is 
along major roads and outside of districts. Multi-use 
paths within roads rights-of-ways are recommended 
along industrial land uses and where land use is 
transitioning from rural to urban. There is a desire to 
document the pedestrian connection opportunities 
in the developing areas of Decatur Township. When 
development occurs, pedestrian facilities should be 
included in the site development, preferably installed 
by the developer, to provide connection within the 
development (through an internal sidewalk network, 
for example) and perimeter connection to other 
destinations throughout the township and county. 
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2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists.  

Identifi ed multi-use paths within off-street rights-of-
ways in Decatur Township include:

 WHITE RIVER WAPAHANI TRAIL: The 
proposed White River Wapahani Trail forms the 
east boundary of Decatur Township. It follows 
the White River and is a component of the 
adopted Indy Greenways Plan.

 WHITE LICK CREEK GREENWAY: The White 
Lick Creek Greenway, also a component of the 
adopted Indy Greenways Plan, is located along 
the west boundary of Decatur Township, west 
of Indianapolis International Airport.  

 LITTLE BUCK CREEK GREENWAY: Little Buck 
Creek Greenway, included in the Indy Greenways 
Plan, the trail was built by the developer of 
the adjacent community and then donated to 
Indy Greenways. It plans to connect along the 
proposed extension of Southport Road to 
connect Decatur and Perry townships.   

 INDIANA SOUTHERN RAILROAD TRAIL: A 
trail is proposed along the Indiana Southern 
Railroad corridor that follows Kentucky Avenue 
(State Road 67). This line is currently active; part 
of this line may be relocated in the future. If at 
some point this rail corridor becomes available, 
this would be a prime pedestrian corridor for 
Decatur Township and for access to downtown 
Indianapolis from surrounding areas such as 
Plainfi eld in Hendricks County and Mooresville 
in Morgan County. Collocation of this trail, 
paralleling the active line, is also a possibility.

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Decatur 
Township.
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4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern 
throughout Decatur Township. It can be assumed that 
any growth and development will create additional 
vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment of the 
pedestrian system and individual pedestrian safety. 
As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are considered 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.

LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Decatur Township Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized 
by a linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by 
adjacent residential land use and served by co-linear transit 
routes. It is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from 
the street center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to 
the other. A pedestrian corridor designation will require 
coordination among local jurisdiction departments or 
agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) 
and the business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, 
merchant’s association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are 
highlighted in orange, over a recommended pedestrian 
facility, in the plan. They have been selected based on the 
following criteria: 1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing 
or planned mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at 
least one mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap 
in adjacent pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter 
mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian 
facility along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); 
and 5) transit is located along the corridor (a favorable 
variable, but not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian 
corridors in Decatur Township include Kentucky Avenue/
State Road 67 from Tibbs Avenue Raceway Road and the 
Hendricks County line. 
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Decatur Township Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Decatur Township include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Decatur Township.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
West Newton, a historic remnant downtown, is 
identifi ed as a village mixed-use pedestrian district.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Decatur Township. 

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
The cluster of Decatur Township Schools and 
proximate library near the intersection of Kentucky 
Avenue and Thompson Road creates a campus 
pedestrian district. 
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5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
No transit-oriented pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Decatur Township.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Decatur Township. Because 
of this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region. 
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FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

Franklin Township Facility Recommendations

1. Collector Sidewalk
Collector sidewalks are the pervasive facility in Marion 
County. Like Decatur Township, Franklin Township 
is relatively undeveloped when compared to other 
areas within Marion County. Collector sidewalks 
are recommended in areas within the Township that 
currently have or are under development, primarily 
residential. The plan depicts where collector 
sidewalks currently exist, shown in pink, and where 
additional facilities are needed, shown in red. The 
current condition of existing sidewalks may not meet 
the defi nition of a Regional Pedestrian Plan collector 
sidewalk. As major development, redevelopment, 
or capital improvement projects are undertaken, 
it is recommended that sidewalks are constructed, 
preferably by the developer, following the collector 
sidewalk guidelines.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, is 
along major roads and outside of districts. Multi-use 
paths within roads rights-of-ways are recommended 
along industrial land uses and where land use is 
transitioning from rural to urban. There is a desire to 
document the pedestrian connection opportunities 
in the developing areas of Franklin Township. When 
redevelopment occurs pedestrian facilities should be 
included in the site development, preferably installed 
by the developer, to provide connection within the 
development (through an internal sidewalk network, 
for example) and perimeter connection to other 
destinations throughout the township and county. 
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2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists.  

Identifi ed multi-use paths within off-street rights-of-
ways in Franklin Township include:

 BUCK CREEK TRAIL: Buck Creek Trail is a 
planned trail that starts in Warren Township and 
follows Buck Creek south to Acton. This is a 
component of the Indy Greenways Plan.  

 BIG FOUR TRAIL: This trail is proposed along 
the Big Four Rail Corridor. In the past, the 
corridor had three tracks, currently only one 
track is used by the railroad. This multi-use 
facility is proposed to be collocated with the 
one remaining active rail line.    

 BEECH GROVE PEDESTRIAN PARKWAY: 
Beech Grove Pedestrian Parkway has been 
included as part of the proposed greenways.  
Beech Grove’s Parks Master Plan outlines this 
route and development is underway as a means 
to connect and “green” the city. This parkway 
extends from Bethel Avenue along Lick Creek 
south and north to the location of the proposed 
civic center. See Beech Grove map for details.

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Franklin 
Township.
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4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern 
throughout Franklin Township. It can be assumed that 
any growth and development will create additional 
vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment of the 
pedestrian system and individual pedestrian safety. 
As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are considered 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.

LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Franklin Township Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 
A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Franklin Township include Emerson Avenue from Shelbyville 
Road to Troy Avenue. 
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Franklin Township Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Franklin Township include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Franklin Township.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
Wanamaker and Acton, historic remnant downtowns, 
are identifi ed as village mixed-use pedestrian 
districts.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Franklin Township. 

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
The cluster of Franklin Township Schools and near 
the intersection of Franklin Road and Edgewood 
Avenue creates a campus pedestrian district. 
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5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
No transit-oriented pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Franklin Township

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Franklin Township. Because 
of this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region. 
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FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

Lawrence Township Facility Recommendations

1. Collector Sidewalk
Collector sidewalks are the pervasive facility in 
Marion County. Most residential neighborhoods in 
Lawrence Township have access to major vehicular 
thoroughfares and an existing or recommended 
pedestrian system network featuring collector 
sidewalks. The collector sidewalk grid is at an 
approximate one-mile increment south of 56th Street, 
where residential land use is prevalent. The collector 
sidewalk network is less frequent north of 56th 
Street when residential development is interrupted 
by different types of land uses such as Fort Benjamin 
Harrison State Park, Geist Reservoir, Fall Creek, the 
Interstates 69 and 465 interchange, and the signifi cant 
big box commercial development at and around 
Castleton Square Mall. The plan depicts where 
collector sidewalks currently exist, shown in pink, 
and where additional facilities are needed, shown 
in red. The current condition of existing sidewalks 
may not meet the defi nition of a Regional Pedestrian 
Plan collector sidewalk. As major development, 
redevelopment, or capital improvement projects are 
undertaken, it is recommended that sidewalks are 
constructed, preferably by the developer, following 
the collector sidewalk guidelines.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, is 
along major roads and outside of districts. Multi-use 
paths within roads rights-of-ways are recommended 
along industrial land uses and where land use is 
transitioning from rural to urban. A multi-use path 
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within a road right-of-way is recommended along 
Binford Boulevard, south of the Interstates 69 and 
465 interchange. Collector sidewalks are, overall, the 
preferred facility.

2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists. 

Identifi ed multi-use paths within off-street rights-of-
ways in Lawrence Township include:

 FALL CREEK TRAIL: This greenway is part of 
the Indy Greenways Plan. The trail is planned to 
extend from the current termini at 56th street 
to Skiles Test Park and to extend the entire 
length of Fall Creek within Lawrence Township. 
There may be alternate options available for 
passing through Fort Harrison State Park. There 
is a built 1.5-mile loop just south of 79th Street. 
The trail picks up again at 96th Street as a Multi-
Use Path within Road Right-of-Way along Fall 
Creek Road.     

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Lawrence 
Township.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern 
throughout Lawrence Township. It can be assumed 
that any growth and development will create 
additional vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment 
of the pedestrian system and individual pedestrian 
safety. As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are considered 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.

Pedestrian facilities are recommended in congested areas, like 82nd 
Street near Castleton Square Mall.
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LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Lawrence Township Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 
A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Lawrence Township include:

 82nd Street (Washington Township Line to Hague 
Road)

 56th Street (Interstate 465 to Pendleton Pike)
 38th Street (Emerson Avenue to Carroll Road/

Hancock County line)
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Lawrence Township Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Lawrence Township include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Lawrence Township.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
Lawrence City Center and Oaklandon are identifi ed 
as village mixed-use pedestrian districts, as is a 
proposed mixed-use development along 38th Street 
near the Hancock County line.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Lawrence Township. 

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
The cluster of Lawrence Township Schools North 
and proximate library, along 71st Street and Hague 
Road, and Lawrence Township Schools Central, along 
56th Street, are both identifi ed as campus pedestrian 
districts. 
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5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
Castleton Square Mall is identifi ed as a transit-
oriented pedestrian district. 

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Lawrence Township. Because 
of this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region. 
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FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

Perry Township Facility Recommendations

1. Collector Sidewalk
Collector sidewalks are the pervasive facility in 
Marion County. Most residential neighborhoods 
in Perry Township have access to major vehicular 
thoroughfares and an existing or recommended 
pedestrian system network featuring collector 
sidewalks. The eastern two-thirds of the Township 
is more developed residentially and commercially, 
due to the presence of the White River along the 
western township line. Therefore, the locations of 
collector sidewalks are more frequent in these more 
developed areas. The plan depicts where collector 
sidewalks currently exist, shown in pink, and where 
additional facilities are needed, shown in red. The 
current condition of existing sidewalks may not meet 
the defi nition of a Regional Pedestrian Plan collector 
sidewalk. As major development, redevelopment, 
or capital improvement projects are undertaken, 
it is recommended that sidewalks are constructed, 
preferably by the developer, following the collector 
sidewalk guidelines.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, is 
along major roads and outside of districts. Multi-use 
paths within roads rights-of-ways are recommended 
along industrial land uses and where land use is 
transitioning from rural to urban. No multi-use 
paths within road right-of-ways are recommended 
for Perry Township; collector sidewalks are, overall, 
the preferred facility.
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2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists. 

Identifi ed multi-use paths within off-street rights-of-
ways in Perry Township include:

 WHITE RIVER WAPAHANI TRAIL: The 
proposed White River Wapahani Trail forms the 
western boundary of Perry Township. This trail 
follows the White River and is a component of 
the adopted Indy Greenways Plan.  

 BEECH GROVE PEDESTRIAN PARKWAY: 
Beech Grove Pedestrian Parkway has been 
included as part of the proposed greenways.  
Beech Grove’s Parks Master Plan outlines this 
route and development is underway as a means 
to connect and “green” the city. This parkway 
extends from Bethel Avenue along Lick Creek 
south and north to the location of the proposed 
civic center. See Beech Grove map for details.

 Interstate 69 TRAIL: A trail is proposed to be 
part of the Interstate 69 extension, currently, 
State Road 37 does not have any pedestrian 
facilities and separates east of State Road 37 from 
west of State Road 37. This trail would allow for 
connectivity on the west side of Perry Township, 
as well as become an integrated component of 
the thoroughfare system. The trail along State 
Road 37 connects with Little Buck Creek and 
a greenway designated along Wicker Road to 
connect with White River Wapahani Trail and 
Decatur Township. 

 LITTLE BUCK CREEK GREENWAY: Little Buck 
Creek Greenway, another component of the Indy 
Greenways Plan, is located just north of Southport 
Road behind residential neighborhoods and 
along Southport Road. It is planned to connect 
along the proposed extension of Southport 
Road west into Decatur Township. 

A collector sidewalk is recommended along Southport Road in Perry 
Township.

The City of Southport has a multi-use path within the right-of-way of 
Southport Road in Perry Township.
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 PERRY UTILITY TRAIL 1: A power line utility 
corridor has also been identifi ed as a potential 
route for a multi-use path within an off-street 
right-of-way. This route has the potential to 
connect from McFarland Road to White River 
Greenway.  

 PERRY UTILITY TRAIL 2: A shorter segment 
of utility corridor is also proposed between 
East Street and McFarland Road, just south 
of Edgewood Avenue. This would provide 
connectivity between the residential 
neighborhoods, connect to a park, and possibly 
to a future commuter transit line.

 PERRY UTILITY TRAIL 3: A utility corridor has 
been identifi ed to connect neighborhoods just 
east of Harding Street to Harding Street.  

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Perry 
Township.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern 
throughout Perry Township. It can be assumed that 
any growth and development will create additional 
vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment of the 
pedestrian system and individual pedestrian safety. 
As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are considered 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.
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LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Perry Township Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 
A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Perry Township include:

 Meridian Street (Troy Avenue to Hanna Avenue)
 East Street (Troy Avenue to County Line Road)
 Madison Avenue (Troy Avenue to County Line 

Road)
 Emerson Avenue (Troy Avenue to Shelbyville Road)
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Perry Township Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Perry Township include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Perry Township.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
The City of Southport and the City of Beech Grove 
Main Street/Business District are both identifi ed as 
village mixed-use pedestrian districts.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Perry Township. 

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
The cluster of Perry Township Elementary, Middle, 
and High schools, near State Road 135 and Stop 
11 Road, and the University of Indianapolis campus, 
along Hanna Avenue, are both identifi ed as campus 
pedestrian districts.
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5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
No transit-oriented pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Perry Township.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Perry Township. Because of 
this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region. 
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FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

Pike Township Facility Recommendations

1. Collector Sidewalk
Collector sidewalks are the pervasive facility in 
Marion County. Most residential neighborhoods 
in Pike Township have access to major vehicular 
thoroughfares and an existing or recommended 
pedestrian system network featuring collector 
sidewalks. The plan depicts where collector sidewalks 
currently exist, shown in pink, and where additional 
facilities are needed, shown in red. The current 
condition of existing sidewalks may not meet the 
defi nition of a Regional Pedestrian Plan collector 
sidewalk. As major development, redevelopment, 
or capital improvement projects are undertaken, 
it is recommended that sidewalks are constructed, 
preferably by the developer, following the collector 
sidewalk guidelines.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, is 
along major roads and outside of districts. Multi-use 
paths within roads rights-of-ways are recommended 
along industrial land uses and where land use is 
transitioning from rural to urban. Multi-use paths 
within a road right-of-way are recommended along 
Zionsville, Georgetown, Lafayette Road, Moore 
Road, and Guion roads. 
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2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists. 

Identifi ed multi-use paths within off-street rights-of-
ways in Pike Township include:

 EAGLE CREEK TRAIL: The Eagle Creek Trail, 
part of the Indy Greenways Plan, is planned to 
connect 79th Street to Eagle Creek Park at 
Lafayette Road. Throughout the park, there are 
internal trails. The trail resumes at 56th Street, 
through Pike Youth Soccer Fields, south to 38th 
into Wayne Township.  

 LITTLE EAGLE CREEK TRAIL: This connection 
extends from Northwestway Park south along 
Little Eagle Creek Trail south to 56th Street.

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Pike 
Township.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern 
throughout Pike Township. It can be assumed that 
any growth and development will create additional 
vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment of the 
pedestrian system and individual pedestrian safety. 
As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are considered 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.
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LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Pike Township Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 
A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Pike Township include:

 86th Street (Interstate 465 to Township Line Road)
 Michigan Road (96th Street to 62nd Street)
 71st Street (Interstate 65 to Michigan Road)
 Lafayette Road (56th Street to 38th Street)
 38th Street (Dandy Trail to Lafayette Road)
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Pike Township Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Pike Township include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Pike Township.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
New Augusta, a historic remnant downtown, is 
identifi ed as a village mixed-use pedestrian district.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Pike Township. 

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
The cluster of Pike Township Schools and proximate 
library, near 71st and Zionsville Road, is identifi ed as 
a campus pedestrian district. 
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5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
Lafayette Square Mall is identifi ed as a transit-
oriented pedestrian district. 

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Pike Township. Because of 
this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region. 
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FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

Warren Township Facility Recommendations

1. Collector Sidewalk
Collector sidewalks are the pervasive facility in 
Marion County. Most residential neighborhoods in 
Warren Township have access to major vehicular 
thoroughfares and an existing or recommended 
pedestrian system network featuring collector 
sidewalks. The collector sidewalk grid is at an 
approximate one-mile increment. The plan depicts 
where collector sidewalks currently exist, shown in 
pink, and where additional facilities are needed, shown 
in red. The current condition of existing sidewalks 
may not meet the defi nition of a Regional Pedestrian 
Plan collector sidewalk. As major development, 
redevelopment, or capital improvement projects are 
undertaken, it is recommended that sidewalks are 
constructed, preferably by the developer, following 
the collector sidewalk guidelines.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, is 
along major roads and outside of districts. Several 
multi-use paths within roads rights-of-ways are 
recommended where collector sidewalks need 
connections to other facilities. 

2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
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path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists. 

Identifi ed multi-use paths within off-street rights-of-
ways in Warren Township include:

 PENNSY TRAIL: The Pennsy Trail is a proposed 
trail that will extend from Pleasant Run Parkway 
and Arlington Avenue, east to Kitley Avenue, 
south to the Pennsylvania Rail Corridor and 
east to Carroll Road/Hancock County. In 
Cumberland, there are additional neighborhood 
connections. This will be both a recreation and 
a transportation resource for the East Side of 
Indianapolis. This trail is a component of the 
National Road Heritage Trail, a route planned 
across the state of Indiana, connecting many 
trails and numerous communities across eight 
counties. 

 POGUES RUN TRAIL: A portion of Pogues Run 
is planned along the stream, north of the Basin 
Trail. Should the interstate ever be reconstructed, 
it would be desirable to provide a safe underpass 
or connection to the Massachusetts Avenue 
cultural pedestrian district that connects with 
the Lawrence City Center village mixed-use 
pedestrian district. 

 PLEASANT RUN TRAIL: Pleasant Run Trail is 
completed from Raymond Street to Ellenberger 
Park.  

 GRASSY CREEK TRAIL: This planned trail 
would extend from just south of 38th Street, 
along Grassy Creek, south to Buck Creek. This 
is a trail that would serve as a great resource for 
eastern Warren Township, linking Warren Rail 
Corridor 1, Pennsy Tail and Buck Creek Trail. 
This trail is also part of Indy Greenways Master 
Plan.

 BUCK CREEK: Buck Creek Trail is a planned 
trail that extends from Prospect Street into 
Franklin Township.  

 WARREN RAIL TRAIL: This trail starts east of 
Pogues Run Trail and extends northeast along 
an unused railroad corridor to Carroll Road. 
This corridor extends into Hancock County, 
and is an opportunity to connect to the eastern 
portion of the state.
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 CUMBERLAND UTILITY TRAIL: This trail 
follows a utility corridor from German 
Church Road to Carroll Road. This is part of 
Cumberland’s Community Connections Route 
Guide (June 2002).  

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Warren 
Township.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern 
throughout Warren Township. It can be assumed that 
any growth and development will create additional 
vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment of the 
pedestrian system and individual pedestrian safety. 
As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are considered 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.

LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Warren Township Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 
A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
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1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Warren Township include:

 38th Street (Emerson Avenue to Carroll Road)
 Massachusetts Avenue (Emerson Avenue to 38th  

 Street)
 Washington Street (Emerson Avenue to Carroll  

 Road)
 Brookville Road (Emerson Avenue to Post Road)
 Shadeland Avenue (Washington Street to 38th  

 Street)

Warren Township Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Warren Township include:  
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1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Warren Township.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
Irvington, a historic commercial area with an adjacent 
residential neighborhoods; downtown Cumberland, 
straddling the Marion/Hancock County lines; and 
Eastgate Mall are all identifi ed as village mixed-use 
pedestrian districts. Additionally, Eastgate Mall is 
identifi ed as a transit-oriented pedestrian district.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Warren Township. 

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
The cluster of Warren Township Schools and 
proximate library, between 16th and 21st streets, is 
identifi ed as a campus pedestrian district. 

5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
Eastgate Mall is identifi ed as a transit-oriented 
pedestrian district. It is also identifi ed as a village 
mixed-use pedestrian district.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Warren Township. Because 
of this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region. Included in this designation are residential 
historic districts such as Irvington.
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FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

Washington Township Facility Recommendations

1. Collector Sidewalk
Collector sidewalks are the pervasive facility in 
Marion County. Most residential neighborhoods in 
Washington Township have access to major vehicular 
thoroughfares and an existing or recommended 
pedestrian system network featuring collector 
sidewalks. The plan depicts where collector sidewalks 
currently exist, shown in pink, and where additional 
facilities are needed, shown in red. The current 
condition of existing sidewalks may not meet the 
defi nition of a Regional Pedestrian Plan collector 
sidewalk. As major development, redevelopment, 
or capital improvement projects are undertaken, 
it is recommended that sidewalks are constructed, 
preferably by the developer, following the collector 
sidewalk guidelines.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, is 
along major roads and outside of districts. Several 
multi-use paths within roads rights-of-ways are 
recommended where collector sidewalks need 
connections to other facilities. A multi-use path 
within a road right-of-way is recommended along 
Binford Boulevard. Collector sidewalks are, overall, 
the preferred facility. 

2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
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these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists. 

Identifi ed multi-use paths within off-street rights-of-
ways in Washington Township include:

 MONON TRAIL: The Monon Trail is an open 
and very active trail that is complete from 10th 
Street in downtown Indianapolis to Carmel. 
The trail is commonly used for commuting 
downtown and to various destinations along 
the trail in Washington Township, including State 
Fair Grounds and Broad Ripple.    

 NORTH WHITE RIVER TRAIL: The proposed 
North White River Trail follows the White 
River from a connection off the Canal Towpath 
at Capitol Street north to 96th Street and is a 
component of the adopted Indy Greenways Plan.  

 CENTRAL CANAL TOWPATH: Central Canal 
Towpath extends through the Indianapolis 
Museum of Art, Butler University, Broad Ripple, 
and the Monon Trail. It provides another route 
for commuters into Downtown from Broad 
Ripple and to the southwestern portion of 
Washington Township.  

 FALL CREEK TRAIL: Fall Creek Trail is built 
along the entire length of Fall Creek within 
Washington Township. This greenway is part of 
the Indy Greenways system.  This trail connects 
with the Monon Trail at 34th Street and is 
planned to extend from the current termini at 
56th Street to Skiles Test Park.  

 INTERURBAN TRAIL: The Interurban Trail is a 
former rail corridor that has the potential to 
provide connections from Canal Towpath at 
Michigan Road to 52nd Street. This proposed trail 
would pass through the International School of 
Indiana campus.  

 CROOKED CREEK TRAIL: The Crooked 
Creek Trail extends from 56th Street to 62nd 
Street. This trail is part of the Crooked Creek 
Neighborhood Retail Market Study (May 2004).  
The trail would connect schools, retail centers, 
and neighborhoods.  

The Washington Township portion of the Monon Trail connects to the 
system in Hamilton County.
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3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Washington 
Township.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern 
throughout Washington Township. It can be assumed 
that any growth and development will create 
additional vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment 
of the pedestrian system and individual pedestrian 
safety. As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are considered 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.

LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Washington Township Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 
A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
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not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Washington Township include:

 86th Street (Michigan Road to Ditch Road)
 86th Street (College Avenue to Allisonville Road)
 82nd Street (Allisonville Road to Interstate 465 and  

 into Lawrence Township)
 62nd Street/Broad Ripple Avenue (Illinois Street to  

 Rural Street)
 38th Street (Capitol Avenue to Emerson Avenue and  

 into Lawrence Township)
 Allisonville Road (82nd Street to 96th Street)
 Michigan Road (38th Street to Township Line Road  

 and into Pike Township)
 College Avenue (White River to 52nd  Street and  

 into Center Township)
 Keystone Avenue (38th Street to White River)

Washington Township Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Washington Township include:  

86th Street in Nora is identifi ed as a pedestrian corridor.
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1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Washington Township.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
Broad Ripple Village and the intersections of 
Allisonville Road and 62nd Street and Fall Creek 
Parkway and 56th Street are all identifi ed as village 
mixed-use pedestrian districts. 

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
As an overlay to the village mixed-use pedestrian 
district designation, Broad Ripple Village is also 
identifi ed as a Cultural District featuring art, 
restaurants, retail, entertainment venues, and 
recreational opportunities. 

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
The cluster of Washington Township Schools, along 
86th Street, the Indianapolis Museum of Art complex, 
and Butler University are all identifi ed as campus 
pedestrian districts. 

5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
Glendale Mall is identifi ed as a transit-oriented 
pedestrian district.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Washington Township. Because 
of this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region. Included in this designation are all residential 
historic districts such as the Meridian Kessler 
Neighborhood, Butler Tarkington Neighborhood, 
among others.
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FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

Wayne Township Facility Recommendations

1. Collector Sidewalk
Collector sidewalks are the pervasive facility in 
Marion County. Most residential neighborhoods in 
Wayne Township have access to major vehicular 
thoroughfares and an existing or recommended 
pedestrian system network featuring collector 
sidewalks. The plan depicts where collector sidewalks 
currently exist, shown in pink, and where additional 
facilities are needed, shown in red. The current 
condition of existing sidewalks may not meet the 
defi nition of a Regional Pedestrian Plan collector 
sidewalk. As major development, redevelopment, 
or capital improvement projects are undertaken, 
it is recommended that sidewalks are constructed, 
preferably by the developer, following the collector 
sidewalk guidelines.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, is 
along major roads and outside of districts. Several 
multi-use paths within roads rights-of-ways are 
recommended where collector sidewalks need 
connections to other facilities. 

2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
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to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists. 

Identifi ed multi-use paths within off-street rights-of-
ways in Wayne Township include:

 EAGLE CREEK TRAIL: Eagle Creek Trail is a 
planned component of the Indy Greenways Plan.  
This trail will connect many neighborhoods, 
parks, and employment centers as well as 
other greenways. The trail starts at Eagle Creek 
Reservoir and will eventually join with the B&O 
Trail, Vandalia/National Road Heritage Trail and 
the White River Wapahani Trail.  

 B&O TRAIL: This trail will extend from Raceway 
Road to Eagle Creek Trail, Speedway, and 
terminate at Holt Road.  

 WHITE LICK CREEK GREENWAY: The White 
Lick Creek Greenway, a component of the 
adopted Indy Greenways Plan, is located along the 
western portion of Wayne Township, providing 
a north-south route for western Wayne 
Township.  

 VANDALIA TRAIL: Vandalia Trail is planned from 
Raceway Road to Eagle Creek Trail and is part of 
the National Road Heritage Trail.  

 PEORIA EASTERN TRAIL: This trail parallels 
Crawfordsville Road within the Peoria Eastern 
Railroad corridor, and is an opportunity to 
locate pedestrian facilities that would serve 
Crawfordsville Road.  

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Wayne 
Township.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern 
throughout Wayne Township. It can be assumed that 
any growth and development will create additional 
vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment of the 
pedestrian system and individual pedestrian safety. 
As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are considered 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.
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LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Wayne Township Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 
A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Wayne Township include:

 38th Street (Dandy Trail to Lafayette Road)
 Lafayette Road (38th Street to 16th Street)
 Crawfordsville Road (Raceway Road to 16th Street)
 16th Street (Crawfordsville Road to Lafayette Road)
 10th Street (Raceway Road to White River)
 Rockville Road (Raceway Road to Washington  

 Street and Eagle Creek Greenway)
 Washington Street (Raceway Road to White River)
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Wayne Township Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Wayne Township include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Wayne Township.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
Downtown Speedway is identifi ed as a village mixed-
use pedestrian district. 

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed  

 in Wayne Township. 

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
The cluster of Wayne Township Schools, near the 
10th Street and Girls School Road intersection, and 
Marian College and proximate Cold Springs School, 
are identifi ed as campus pedestrian districts. 
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5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
The Central State property along Washington 
Street is identifi ed as a transit-oriented pedestrian 
district.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Wayne Township. Because of 
this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region.
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FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

The City of Beech Grove is shown on a separate map, 
as it straddles the lines of Franklin, Perry, and Warren 
townships.

Beech Grove Facility Recommendations

1. Collector Sidewalk
Collector sidewalks are the pervasive facility in 
Marion County. Most residential neighborhoods 
in Beech Grove have access to major vehicular 
thoroughfares and an existing or recommended 
pedestrian system network featuring collector 
sidewalks. The plan depicts where collector sidewalks 
currently exist, shown in pink, and where additional 
facilities are needed, shown in red. The current 
condition of existing sidewalks may not meet the 
defi nition of a Regional Pedestrian Plan collector 
sidewalk. As major development, redevelopment, 
or capital improvement projects are undertaken, 
it is recommended that sidewalks are constructed, 
preferably by the developer, following the collector 
sidewalk guidelines.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, is 
along major roads and outside of districts. Along 
Bethel Avenue, a multi-use path within the road 
right-of-way is recommended along an industrial area 
and where collector sidewalks need connections to 
other facilities. 
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2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists. 

Identifi ed multi-use paths within off-street rights-of-
ways in Beech Grove include:

 BEECH GROVE PEDESTRIAN PARKWAY: 
Beech Grove Pedestrian Parkway has been 
included as part of the proposed greenways. 
Beech Grove’s Parks Master Plan outlines this 
route and development is underway as a means 
to connect and “green” the city. This parkway 
extends from Bethel Avenue along Lick Creek 
south and north to the location of the proposed 
civic center.

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Beech 
Grove.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern 
throughout Beech Grove. It can be assumed that 
any growth and development will create additional 
vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment of the 
pedestrian system and individual pedestrian safety. 
As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are considered 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.
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LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Beech Grove Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 
A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Beech Grove include Emerson Avenue from Troy Avenue to 
Shelbyville Road.

Beech Grove Pedestrian District Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
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etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Marion County include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Beech Grove.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
Beech Grove’s Main Street/Business District is 
identifi ed as a village mixed-use pedestrian district. 

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed  

 in Beech Grove. 

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
No campus pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Beech Grove.

5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
No transit-oriented pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Beech Grove.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Beech Grove. Because of 
this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region.

Beech Grove’s Main Street is a village mixed-use pedestrian district.
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PLANNING PROCESS AND QUALITATIVE 
ANALYSIS

As part of the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) was an 
area of focused study for approximately six weeks. Research 
began in Johnson County in late August 2005.

Each county study includes data collection and review and 
tours of the county and local jurisdictions. The county data 
review involves, but is not limited to, county comprehensive 
plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, pedestrian or 
bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) fi les, 
infrastructure analysis reports, transit plans, demographics 
and economic development information, and general 
topographic information. Tours of the county and local 
jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential 
locations for future pedestrian systems, locations of 
destinations (schools, libraries, parks and recreation centers, 
employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, services, 
other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and 
connection opportunities between and among jurisdictions, 
throughout the county, and to adjacent counties. 

The planning team reviewed several planning documents 
provided by the Johnson County Highway Department. 
Documents included Johnson County Comprehensive Plan 
Updates (1997 and 2003), Johnson County Comprehensive 
Plan Update: East West Corridor (2003), Johnson County 
Zoning Ordinance (2002), Johnson County Subdivision Control 
Ordinance (2002), Access Johnson County route map, City 
of Greenwood Comprehensive Plan (1988), City of Greenwood 
Pathways and Greenways System and Alternative Transportation 
Enhancement Plan (2002), Historic Franklin greenway trail, 
Town of New Whiteland Comprehensive Plan (1989), Town of New 
Whiteland Zoning Ordinance (1989), the Town of Bargersville 
Comprehensive Plan (1996), Hoosier Rails to Trails Council 
trail maps, and the draft Indiana State Trails, Greenways and 
Bikeways Plan (2006).

A site tour of the MPA within Johnson County was conducted 
on September 2, 2005, guided by the Johnson County 
Highway Road Designer and Johnson County Planning 
Director. The tour included the County’s incorporated 
municipalities – cities of Franklin and Greenwood and the 
towns of Bargersville, New Whiteland, and Whiteland 
– along with the unincorporated areas of White River, 
Pleasant, Clark, Union (partial), Franklin (partial), and 

Johnson County in context of the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The 
blue shading is considered “urbanized” based on the 2000 U.S. Census 
and is the study area for the Regional Pedestrian Plan.
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Needham townships. Within Johnson County’s incorporated 
and unincorporated areas, the tour focused on current and 
planned pedestrian facilities, destinations, developing areas, 
and opportunities for future facilities. These opportunities 
for future pedestrian facilities, and their potential locations, 
are based on demand determined by the location of 
destinations throughout Johnson County. For example, 
residential neighborhoods, school campuses, commercial 
centers, employment centers, transportation centers, and 
recreation areas are all destinations that could be reached 
by walking if adequate facilities are available between and 
among these destinations. 

The Metropolitan Planning Organization (IMPO) hosted 
three public information discussions in Franklin, Greenwood, 
and White River Township in late September 2005. In 
total, 25 participants attended the three public discussions. 
Participants were introduced to the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
initiative through a presentation that explained the project 
need, process and timeline, expected outcomes, and the 
pedestrian facility vocabulary. After the introductory 
presentation, participants were asked to review a conceptual 
facility diagram that proposed opportunities for pedestrian 
connections throughout the MPA within Johnson County. 
The conceptual facility diagram presented included the 
pedestrian planning information gathered from Johnson 
County and individual jurisdictions, ideas from a 2001 
Regional Greenways Workshop, and initial recommendations 
intended to connect education, recreation, commercial, 
employment, transit, and neighborhood destinations. 

The information gathered through data collection, 
conversations with county/city/town staff and elected 
offi cials, observations from site tours, and public input 
all contribute to the qualitative analysis included in the 
creation and evolution of the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
recommendations.

DEMOGRAPHICS, LAND USE PATTERNS, 
AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The quantitative analysis used for the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan recommendations are based on demographics, land 
use, and transportation planning. This analysis illustrates 
the pedestrian demand, which is supported by information 
other than the communities’ desires, by the categorization 
of destination and trip generators. 

Johnson County is the State of Indiana’s 11th largest county 
in terms of population, with more than 128,000 residents 
(2005). It is the State’s fi fth fastest growing county, 
demonstrated by an 11 percent population growth between 
2000 and 2005, and the population is projected to increase 

In the Indiana State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan, the Indiana 
Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) and the Indiana Department 
of Transportation identifi ed a series of “backbone” trails throughout the 
State. All of these trails are identifi ed in the IMPO’s Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and provide connection to systems outside of the Indianapolis 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).
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to more than 140,000 by 2010. With more than 32 percent of 
residents, Greenwood is Johnson County’s most populated 
community, followed by Franklin, the County seat (nearly 
17 percent), New Whiteland (3.5 percent), Whiteland (3.4 
percent), and Bargersville (1.9 percent) (2004). Source: U.S. 
Census Bureau

The median age of a Johnson County resident is 35.4 years. 
Approximately 19 percent of the population is school age 
(between age 5 and age 17) and more than 11 percent of 
the population is over the age of 65 (2004). More than 97 
percent of the Johnson County population is “white alone” 
(2004). Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

More than 85 percent of Johnson County residents are high 
school graduates and more than 23 percent hold a bachelor’s 
degree or higher. In comparison, the State of Indiana has a 
high school graduation rate of 82 percent and 19 percent of 
Indiana residents hold a bachelor’s degree or higher. The per 
capita, or per person, income of a Johnson County resident 
is $31,583 annually (State of Indiana, $30,204 annually) 
(2004) with a median household income of $54,025 annually 
(State of Indiana $43,323 annually) (2003). Source: Indiana 
Department of Education; U.S. Census Bureau.

More than 66,000 Johnson County residents are employed. 
The County’s unemployment rate is 3.8, lower than the State 
unemployment rate of 5.1 (June 2006). The most commonly 
identifi ed professions of employed Johnson County 
residents, as categorized by the 2004 North American 
Industry Classifi cation System (NAICS), are: retail trade 
(17.1 percent); government (10.6 percent); manufacturing (9.5 
percent); accommodations and food service (8.3 percent); 
and health care and social service (8.3 percent). Source: U.S. 
Bureau of Economic Analysis.

More than 52 percent of employed Johnson County residents 
commute outside of the county for work, with most 
commuting to Marion County (84 percent of all commuters). 
A smaller percentage commutes to Bartholomew County 
(5.1 percent), Morgan County (1.8 percent), Hamilton 
County (1.6 percent), and Hendricks County (1.5 percent) 
(2004). Source: Indiana Department of Revenue.

As stated earlier, Johnson County is one of the State’s 
fastest growing counties. The majority of the County’s 
growth, both residential and commercial, is occurring 
in the City of Greenwood and in the County’s northern 
townships of White River, Pleasant, and Clark. The MPA 
within Johnson County is developed or developing, both 
residentially and commercially. Recreation space is primarily 

Johnson County-owned Independence Park features an internal 
pedestrian system. 
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located within the incorporated municipalities or within 
residential subdivisions. Independence Park is the only 
County recreation facility in the study area. With the 
County’s emerging development comes the opportunity 
for inclusion of pedestrian facilities to create or continue 
a pedestrian network among destinations – home, work, 
education, commerce, transit, and recreation.

The basis for the Regional Pedestrian Plan is the understanding 
that an effi cient pedestrian network begins with adequate 
pedestrian facilities where they are needed most. Certain 
elements of urbanized areas create and attract more 
pedestrian traffi c than others. Mapping attributes such as 
neighborhoods, schools, parks, cultural venues, and centers 
of commerce provide a starting point in identifying demand 
for a pedestrian facility. These attributes are typically along 
major vehicular thoroughfares, which are also likely to carry 
pedestrian traffi c. 

Pedestrian generators and destinations illustrate demand 
for pedestrian facilities. Areas with dense and numerous 
generators and destinations require the most developed 
facilities and represent areas where investment in the 
pedestrian system will be most effi cient and benefi cial. 
The following “Land Use and Pedestrian Demand” analysis 
maps demonstrate where the pedestrian demand exists in 
Johnson County based on accessibility and the following 
demographics, land use, and transportation planning 
characteristics:

 Access to Home;
 Access to Work and Commerce;
 Access to Recreation;
 Access to Education;
 Access to Transit; and
 Walkability Factors of Social Justice.

In the maps referencing "Access to Home; Work and 
Commerce; Recreation; and Education,” each representative 
land use and recommended multi-use path (within an off-
street right-of-way) is mapped with a 20 minute, or one 
mile, walk buffer surrounding it. The purpose of these 
maps is to show where the demand for pedestrian facilities 
exists in Johnson County, based on where residents live, 
work, attend school, and play. Land use information used in 
the “Access to Home” and “Access to Work/Commerce” 
analysis maps are from the Land Use in Central Indiana 
(LUCI) model developed by the Center for Urban Policy and 
the Environment at Indiana University Purdue University 
Indianapolis. Additionally, each county’s ten largest 
employers, in terms of number of employees, are identifi ed 
on this map. All of Johnson County’s ten largest employers 

The basis for the Regional Pedestrian Plan is the understanding that an 
effi cient pedestrian network begins with adequate pedestrian facilities 
where they are needed most. Certain elements of urbanized areas 
create and attract more pedestrian traffi c than others. 
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are located within the MPA study area. The “Access to 
Recreation” map uses data locating recreational facilities 
that was provided by Johnson County, local jurisdictions, 
and the Indiana Geographic Information System (INGIS) 
Atlas (Indiana Geological Survey). School location data was 
provided by the Indiana Geographic Information System 
(INGIS) Atlas (Indiana Geological Survey), Social Assets and 
Vulnerabilities Indicators (SAVI), and local jurisdictions.

The “Access to Transit” map indicates the near- (one to 
three years), short- (four to nine years), and long-term  (ten 
to 15 years) proposed transit routes as identifi ed in the 
Comprehensive Operational Analysis (2005 COA transit study) 
and the fi xed route of the Access Johnson County system. 
Like other analysis maps, a 20 minute, or one mile, walk 
buffers each route. The purpose of this map is to illustrate 
where the demand for pedestrian facilities exists in Johnson 
County, based on where a transit route, and subsequent 
transit stops, are proposed.

The “Walkability Factors of Social Justice” analysis map is 
created based on information from the 2000 U.S. Census 
and Johnson County Census tracts. Seven social justice 
proxy factors are used to illustrate pedestrian facility 
demand based on demographic characteristics of Johnson 
County. These factors include:

 Minority populations;
 Hispanic populations;
 Poverty;
 Unemployment;
 Disability factors (including sensory and physical);
 Use of public transportation to work; and 
 Walk to work.

The demographics of each Census tract for each identifi ed 
factor is compared to the Johnson County average. When 
a factor is higher than the Johnson County average, that 
creates a greater demand for pedestrian facilities based on 
social justice. Each of the seven factors is a layer on the 
map. Where an area exhibits a greater demand, the area 
is depicted in dark red. For instance, when compared to 
the Johnson County average, if a Census tract has a higher 
percentage of minority population, poverty, unemployment, 
disabled residents, and use of public transportation for all 
factors, then the Census tract would be identifi ed in darker 
red demonstrating a demand for pedestrian facilities.  

The following maps were developed based upon information 
and data provided by, IGIC (formerly INGISI), SAVI, IMAGIS, 
IMPO, IDNR, IUPUI-(LUCI), Hoosier Rails to Trails Council, 
and local jurisdictions/municipalities.
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To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people live, the magenta areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around a concentration of residential 
land uses.

 

ACCESS TO HOME
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To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people work, the light green areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around employment centers 
and commercial land uses. Johnson County’s ten largest 
employers (in terms of number of employees) are mapped. 
*All of the County’s largest employers are located within the 
MPA study area.  

ACCESS TO WORK
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Pedestrian access to recreation facilities expands Johnson 
County’s recreational amenities and enhances the user 
experience. To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian 
facilities, the orange areas show a one-mile walk zone (20-
minute walk) around parks, trails, and greenways (off-street 
right-of-way multi-use paths).  

ACCESS TO RECREATION
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To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
educational centers, the light blue areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around schools and libraries. 

 

ACCESS TO EDUCATION
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To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
transit routes, the dark purple areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around near-term Comprehensive 
Operational Analysis (COA) routes. The light purple areas 
show one-mile walk zone (20-minute walk) around short- 
and long-term COA routes and existing fi xed routes. Near-
term is defi ned as one to three years, short-term is defi ned 
as four to nine years, and long-term is defi ned as ten to 15 
years. The COA study was completed in 2005.

ACCESS TO TRANSIT
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Walkability Factors of Social Justice is determined from 
2000 U.S. Census tracts. Proxy factors include:  Minority 
Populations, Hispanic Populations, Poverty, Unemployment, 
Disability Factors, Sensory Disabilities, Physical Disabilities, 
and pedestrian factors such as the use of Public Transportation 
to Work, and Walk to Work. These factors are grouped 
into fi ve categories. Each group is determined from the 
number of proxy factors where the blockgroup population 
is above the County population average. The darker the 
red, the more proxy factors, and the higher the demand for 
pedestrian facilities.  

WALKABILITY FACTORS OF SOCIAL JUSTICE
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EXISTING AND PLANNED PEDESTRIAN 
FACILITIES

Outside of a subdivision ordinance requiring sidewalks in new 
commercial and residential development, Johnson County 
does not currently have a plan for pedestrian or alternative 
transportation connectivity. The Regional Pedestrian Plan 
planning process determined that sidewalks were preferred 
within city or town limits; separated, parallel, multi-use paths 
were preferred along major County thoroughfares (e.g. 
Smith Valley Road, Morgantown Road) at an approximate 
half- to one-mile grid; and separated, multi-use paths, not 
within a road right-of-way, were preferred along rail, utility, 
and natural corridors (e.g. Tracy Trail). 

As explored in the Johnson County Comprehensive Plan 
Update: East West Corridor (2003), the County is planning 
for the development of a corridor that will provide east-
west access in the northern section of the County. This 
corridor will connect State Road 37/proposed Interstate 
69 to U.S. 31, Interstate 65, and into neighboring Shelby 
County. As this road is constructed, there is an opportunity 
to include a multi-use path within the road right-of-way. 
Where this route enters the City of Greenwood, the multi-
use facility may merge with the City’s existing pedestrian 
infrastructure. Following a drainage swale in Greenwood, 
plans are underway to develop the Tracy Trail, a multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way, connecting Smith 
Valley Road, through several residential neighborhoods, and 
to Summerfi eld Park. The City anticipates that this trail will 
be extended south and outside the City limits.

Johnson County’s incorporated municipalities currently have 
or are planning for pedestrian facilities within their respective 
communities; in particular, Franklin and Greenwood have 
extensive sidewalk, multi-use path, and trail systems. Franklin 
and Greenwood also require developers to install sidewalks 
or multi-use paths in all new commercial and residential 
developments. This requirement pertains to both an internal 
network, such as local sidewalks within a development, as 
well as external paths along arterial streets. The demand for 
additional facilities exists in the incorporated municipalities 
and developing townships, in particular White River, Pleasant, 
and Clark townships. Furthermore, there is a desire to 
provide pedestrian facilities to connect communities within 
Johnson County (e.g. Greenwood to Whiteland, New 
Whiteland, and Franklin) along with neighboring Morgan, 
Shelby, and Marion counties. As development continues in 
these fast growing areas, the Johnson County pedestrian 
network will be expanded, which will substantially contribute 
to the regional connectivity vision described in the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan. 

Developers are required to install four-foot sidewalks along new 
commercial and residential developments in Johnson County. As 
development continues, fragmented sidewalk segments will be expanded 
into a linked countywide, and eventually regional, pedestrian network. 
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REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY

The Regional Pedestrian Plan recommends a pedestrian system 
throughout the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The plan 
documents the demand for pedestrian connections based 
on qualitative and quantitative analyses. Results from these 
analyses are recorded as recommended pedestrian facilities, 
corridors and districts.

Pedestrian facility types are recommended based on 
existing facilities, land uses, potential users, location, and 
the community’s desires. The City of Greenwood provided 
additional information on their plans for pedestrian and 
multi-use facilities and this information has been included 
in this plan. In some cases, a facility is recommended along 
a corridor that currently has a pedestrian facility. These 
recommendations reinforce the demand for the facility 
and the need to maintain, sustain, and continue to build 
upon the regional pedestrian system. Design guidelines are 
included in the Regional Pedestrian Plan that illustrate options 
and variations for several types of pedestrian facilities and 
adjacent activity areas. Ultimately, it is a local decision to 
approve or adopt the Regional Pedestrian Plan and implement 
its recommendations, which will entail determining the 
appropriate route, facility type, material, prioritization, 
timing, funding, and responsibility. 

FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

1. Collector Sidewalk
Several collector sidewalks, shown in red on the 
diagram, are recommended in and around the City 
of Greenwood, in particular the commercial areas 
near the Marion County line. Collector sidewalks are 
typically a part of all local jurisdictions and identifi ed 

Pedestrian facility types are recommended based on existing facilities, 
land uses, potential users, location, and the community’s desires.
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pedestrian districts. Overall, the multi-use path is the 
preferred facility throughout Johnson County.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, is 
preferred throughout the Johnson County MPA, 
along major roads and outside of districts. These 
pedestrian connection opportunities are located 
along all major vehicular routes at an approximate 
half- to one-mile grid in the growing areas within the 
MPA. As one of the State’s fastest growing counties, 
there is a desire to document the pedestrian 
connection opportunities in the developing areas, 
specifi cally White River, Pleasant, Clark, Union, 
Franklin, and Needham townships. Current Johnson 
County development standards require four-foot 
sidewalks along and throughout all residential and 
commercial developments, installed by the developer. 
As land continues to develop throughout the County, 
the pedestrian facility requirement should be upheld 
with consideration given to the preferred facility 
documented in this planning process, a multi-use 
path.  Local sidewalks are common as an internal 
pedestrian network and multi-use paths are desired 
for perimeter connections to other destinations 
throughout Johnson County. 

Johnson County’s important non-interstate 
transportation routes include U.S. 31; State Roads 
44, 135, and 144; County Line, Rocklane (County 
Road 950), Smith Valley, Whiteland, and Morgantown 
roads. Because all of these transportation routes 
provide access to key Johnson County and regional 
destinations, multi-use paths, within the right-of-way, 
are recommended as part of the half- to one-mile 
grid structure which reinforces the pedestrian as 
part of the regional transportation system.    

2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 

A multi-use path within the road right-of-way is recommended along 
Morgantown Road, near the Center Grove Schools Campus Pedestrian 
District.
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uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists.  

Mentioned previously, the Tracy Trail is a multi-use 
opportunity that is currently in its planning stage. 
In addition to its initial route through the City of 
Greenwood, the Regional Pedestrian Plan extends 
the trail to provide north-south off-street access 
from U.S. 31 to State Road 144. The Tracy Trail 
follows a drainage swale, then Grassy Creek, and 
then Youngs Creek to Franklin. Other identifi ed off-
street opportunities include multi-use paths along 
Johnson County’s waterway corridors, such as: 
the White River in northwestern Johnson County; 
Messersmith Creek, Pleasant Run Creek, and Honey 
Creek in White River Township and Greenwood; 
Grassy Creek in Greenwood; Crooked Creek 
in White River Township entering from Morgan 
County; Youngs Creek and Ray Creek in Franklin; 
and Hurricane Creek and Little Sugar Creek in Clark 
and Needham Townships. 

Overhead utility corridors also provide opportunity 
for off-street pedestrian connection. In particular, 
a utility corridor entering from Morgan County 
through White River Township and a utility corridor 
in Clark Township in northeast Johnson County 
are highlighted. Additionally, the former interurban 
line from Franklin to Fairland in Shelby County 
is identifi ed as an opportunity for cross-county 
pedestrian connection. A collocated trail along an 
active rail line paralleling U.S. 31 is recommended 
providing an alternative to the on-street connector 
linking Greenwood, New Whiteland, Whiteland, and 
Franklin.

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Johnson  
County.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern of 
the entire Johnson County community. It can be 
assumed that the County’s growth and development 
will create additional vehicular traffi c, possibly 
to the detriment of the pedestrian system and 
individual pedestrian safety. As such, all instances 
where pedestrian facilities intersect, meet major 
vehicular thoroughfares, or cross a physical or 
natural barrier are designated “critical crossings.” 
These critical crossings require the consideration 
of pedestrian activity and safety in their design and 
traffi c management.

With Johnson County’s continued growth and development, additional 
vehicular traffi c will be created, thus requiring the consideration 
of pedestrian activity and safety in intersection design and traffi c 
management.
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LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Johnson County Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 
A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Johnson County include:

 County Line Road from State Road 135 to Emerson 
Avenue

 Main Street (Greenwood) from State Road 135 to 
Interstate 65

 Smith Valley Road from State Road 135 to Emerson 
Avenue

 State Road 44 from Franklin western city limits to 
Interstate 65

 State Road 135 from County Line Road to the 
Bargersville southern town limits

 U.S. 31 from County Line Road to the Franklin  
southern city limits

State Road 135 is a recommended Pedestrian Corridor. This designation 
will require coordination among local jurisdiction departments or 
agencies and the business community to ensure that future development 
and infrastructure investment is pedestrian-friendly.
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Johnson County Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Johnson County include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Johnson County.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
The traditional downtowns of Bargersville, Franklin, 
Greenwood, New Whiteland, and Whiteland are all 
considered village mixed-use pedestrian districts. 
The historic boundaries of these downtowns are 
shifting and growing. As such, the pedestrian district 
boundaries can shift and grow to accommodate 
new development that is accessible to pedestrians. 
Downtowns Franklin, Greenwood, New Whiteland, 
and Whiteland all have school campuses adjacent or 
incorporated into their village mixed-use pedestrian 
districts. As such, these downtowns are also identifi ed 
as campus pedestrian districts.

Downtown Greenwood is a village mixed-use pedestrian district.
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The cluster of Center Grove Schools at the intersection of Stones Crossing 
and Morgantown roads is designated a campus pedestrian district.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Johnson County.

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
A cluster of schools and education facilities, like 
the Center Grove School and administrative 
offi ces in White River Township, are identifi ed as 
campus pedestrian districts. Downtowns Franklin, 
Greenwood, New Whiteland, and Whiteland all have 
school campuses adjacent or incorporated into 
their village mixed-use pedestrian districts. Each of 
these downtowns has also been identifi ed as campus 
pedestrian district. 

5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
No transit-oriented pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Johnson County.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Johnson County. Because of 
this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region.
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PLANNING PROCESS AND QUALITATIVE 
ANALYSIS

As part of the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) was an 
area of focused study for approximately six weeks. Research 
began in Morgan County in early October 2005.

Each county study includes data collection and review and 
tours of the county and local jurisdictions. The county data 
review involves, but is not limited to, county comprehensive 
plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, pedestrian or 
bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) fi les, 
infrastructure analysis reports, transit plans, demographics 
and economic development information, and general 
topographic information. Tours of the county and local 
jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential 
locations for future pedestrian systems, locations of 
destinations (schools, libraries, parks and recreation centers, 
employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, services, 
other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and 
connection opportunities between and among jurisdictions, 
throughout the county, and to adjacent counties. 

A site tour of the MPA within Morgan County was 
conducted on October 12, 2005, guided by a Morgan 
County Commissioner and the Mooresville Parks & 
Recreation Superintendent. The tour included the County’s 
incorporated municipalities within the MPA – towns of 
Mooresville, Monrovia, Brooklyn, and Waverly – along with 
the unincorporated areas of Brown, Madison, Harrison, 
Monroe (partial), and Clay (partial) townships. Within 
Morgan County’s incorporated and unincorporated areas, 
the tour focused on current and planned pedestrian facilities, 
destinations, developing areas, and opportunities for future 
facilities. These opportunities for future pedestrian facilities, 
and their potential locations, are based on demand determined 
by the location of destinations throughout Morgan County. 
For example, residential neighborhoods, school campuses, 
commercial centers, employment centers, transportation 
centers, and recreation areas are all destinations that could 
be reached by walking if adequate facilities are available 
between and among these destinations. 

The Metropolitan Planning Organization (IMPO) hosted two 
public information discussions in Mooresville and Monrovia 
in early November 2005. In total, 30 participants attended 
the two public discussions. Participants were introduced to 

Morgan County in context of the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). 
The blue shading is considered “urbanized” based on the 2000 U.S. 
Census and is the study area for the Regional Pedestrian Plan.
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the Regional Pedestrian Plan initiative through a presentation 
that explained the project need, process and timeline, 
expected outcomes, and the pedestrian facility vocabulary. 
After the introductory presentation, participants were 
asked to review a conceptual facility diagram that proposed 
opportunities for pedestrian connections throughout the 
MPA within Morgan County. The conceptual facility diagram 
presented included the pedestrian planning information 
gathered from Morgan County and individual jurisdictions, 
ideas from a 2001 Regional Greenways Workshop, and 
initial recommendations intended to connect education, 
recreation, commercial, employment, transit, and 
neighborhood destinations.

The information gathered through data collection, 
conversations with county/city/town staff and elected 
offi cials, observations from site tours, and public input 
all contribute to the qualitative analysis included in the 
creation and evolution of the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
recommendations.

DEMOGRAPHICS, LAND USE PATTERNS, 
AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The quantitative analysis used for the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan recommendations are based on demographics, land 
use, and transportation planning. This analysis illustrates 
the pedestrian demand, which is supported by information 
other than the communities’ desires, by the categorization 
of destination and trip generators. 

Morgan County is the State of Indiana’s 23rd largest county in 
terms of population, with more than 69,000 residents (2005). 
It is the State’s 17th fastest growing county, demonstrated by 
a fi ve percent population growth between 2000 and 2005. In 
comparison to neighboring Hendricks and Johnson counties, 
Morgan County’s growth is relatively modest. Morgan 
County’s largest local jurisdiction, Martinsville, the County 
seat is outside of the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning 
Area (MPA). With nearly 16 percent (approximately 11,100 
residents) of the County’s total population, Mooresville is 
Morgan County’s most populated community within the 
MPA. Brooklyn comprises more that two percent of the 
County’s population and Monrovia has less than one percent 
(2005). Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

 The median age of a Morgan County resident is 37.0 years. 
Approximately 19 percent of the population is school age 
(between age 5 and age 17) and 11 percent of the population 
is over the age of 65 (2004). More than 98 percent of the 
Morgan County population is “white alone” (2004). Source: 
U.S. Census Bureau.

In the Indiana State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan, the Indiana 
Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) and the Indiana Department 
of Transportation identifi ed a series of “backbone” trails throughout the 
State. All of these trails are identifi ed in the IMPO’s Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and provide connection to systems outside of the Indianapolis 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).
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More than 80 percent of Morgan County residents are high 
school graduates and more than 12 percent hold a bachelor’s 
degree or higher. Both of these educational attainment rates 
are lower than the State of Indiana averages of 82 percent 
and 19 percent, respectively. The per capita, or per person, 
income of a Morgan County resident is $29,485 annually 
(State of Indiana, $30,204 annually) (2004) with a median 
household income of $49,561 annually (State of Indiana 
$43,323 annually) (2003). Source: Indiana Department of 
Education; U.S. Census Bureau.

More than 35,000 Morgan County residents are employed. 
The County’s unemployment rate is 4.4, lower than the 
State unemployment rate of 5.1 (June 2006). The most 
commonly identifi ed professions of employed Morgan 
County residents, as categorized by the 2004 North 
American Industry Classifi cation System (NAICS), are: 
retail trade (14.9 percent); government (14.8 percent); 
construction (10.9 percent); manufacturing (10.8 percent); 
and accommodations and food service (8.0 percent). Source: 
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

More than 57 percent of employed Morgan County 
residents commute outside of the county for work, with 
most commuting to Marion County (74.1 percent of all 
commuters). A smaller percentage commutes to Hendricks 
County (9.8 percent), Johnson County (6.3 percent), Monroe 
County (3.8 percent), and Hamilton County (1.2 percent) 
(2004). Source: Indiana Department of Revenue.

As stated earlier, Morgan County’s projected growth over 
the next fi ve years is modest. However, residential growth 
is occurring in the northern Monroe, Brown, and Madison 
townships. The MPA within Morgan County is largely rural 
and features rolling topography and other natural amenities. 
Recreation space is primarily located within the incorporated 
municipalities or within residential subdivisions. The Town of 
Mooresville owns and maintains Old Town Park and Pioneer 
Park, which contains a well-developed multi-use path. The 
Town of Brooklyn owns and maintains the Brooklyn Kids 
Park, and near Waverly, the State of Indiana Department 
of Natural Resources (IDNR) owns and maintains a 
public access site to the White River. With the County’s 
emerging development comes the opportunity for inclusion 
of pedestrian facilities to create or continue a pedestrian 
network among destinations – home, work, education, 
commerce, transit, and recreation.

The basis for the Regional Pedestrian Plan is the understanding 
that an effi cient pedestrian network begins with adequate 
pedestrian facilities where they are needed most. Certain 
elements of urbanized areas create and attract more 

Morgan County residents participated in two Regional Pedestrian 
Plan focus group discussions hosted by the Metropolitan Planning 
Organization (IMPO).
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pedestrian traffi c than others. Mapping attributes such as 
neighborhoods, schools, parks, cultural venues, and centers 
of commerce provide a starting point in identifying demand 
for a pedestrian facility. These attributes are typically along 
major vehicular thoroughfares, which are also likely to carry 
pedestrian traffi c. 

Pedestrian generators and destinations illustrate demand 
for pedestrian facilities. Areas with dense and numerous 
generators and destinations require the most developed 
facilities and represent areas where investment in the 
pedestrian system will be most effi cient and benefi cial. 
The following “Land Use and Pedestrian Demand” analysis 
maps demonstrate where the pedestrian demand exists 
in Morgan County based on accessibility and the following 
demographics, land use, and transportation planning 
characteristics:

 Access to Home;
 Access to Work and Commerce;
 Access to Recreation;
 Access to Education;
 Access to Transit; and
 Walkability Factors of Social Justice.

In the maps referencing "Access to Home; Work and 
Commerce; Recreation; and Education,” each representative 
land use and recommended multi-use path (within an off-
street right-of-way) is mapped with a 20 minute, or one 
mile, walk buffer surrounding it. The purpose of these 
maps is to show where the demand for pedestrian facilities 
exists in Morgan County, based on where residents live, 
work, attend school, and play. Land use information used in 
the “Access to Home” and “Access to Work/Commerce” 
analysis maps are from the Land Use in Central Indiana 
(LUCI) model developed by the Center for Urban Policy and 
the Environment at Indiana University Purdue University 
Indianapolis. Additionally, each county’s ten largest 
employers, in terms of number of employees, are identifi ed 
on this map. Seven of Morgan County’s ten largest employers 
are located within the MPA study area. The “Access to 
Recreation” map uses data locating recreational facilities 
that was provided by Morgan County, local jurisdictions, 
and the Indiana Geographic Information System (INGIS) 
Atlas (Indiana Geological Survey). School location data was 
provided by the Indiana Geographic Information System 
(INGIS) Atlas (Indiana Geological Survey), Social Assets and 
Vulnerabilities Indicators (SAVI), and local jurisdictions.

The “Access to Transit” map indicates the near- (one to 
three years), short- (four to nine years), and long-term  (ten 
to 15 years) proposed transit routes as identifi ed in the 

School campuses are pedestrian destinations, or districts, that create 
demand for pedestrian facilities.
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Mooresville’s Old Town Park features an internal pedestrian system. 

Comprehensive Operational Analysis (2005 COA transit study). 
Like other analysis maps, a 20 minute, or one mile, walk 
buffers each route. The purpose of this map is to illustrate 
where the demand for pedestrian facilities exists in Morgan 
County, based on where a transit route, and subsequent 
transit stops, are proposed.

The “Walkability Factors of Social Justice” analysis map is 
created based on information from the 2000 U.S. Census 
and Morgan County Census tracts. Seven social justice proxy 
factors are used to illustrate pedestrian facility demand 
based on demographic characteristics of Morgan County. 
These factors include:

 Minority populations;
 Hispanic populations;
 Poverty;
 Unemployment;
 Disability factors (including sensory and physical);
 Use of public transportation to work; and 
 Walk to work.

The demographics of each Census tract for each identifi ed 
factor is compared to the Morgan County average. When 
a factor is higher than the Morgan County average, that 
creates a greater demand for pedestrian facilities based on 
social justice. Each of the seven factors is a layer on the 
map. Where an area exhibits a greater demand, the area 
is depicted in dark red. For instance, when compared to 
the Morgan County average, if a Census tract has a higher 
percentage of minority population, poverty, unemployment, 
disabled residents, and use of public transportation for all 
factors, then the Census tract would be identifi ed in darker 
red demonstrating a demand for pedestrian facilities.

The following maps were developed based upon information 
and data provided by, IGIC (formerly INGISI), SAVI, IMAGIS, 
IMPO, IDNR, IUPUI-(LUCI), Hoosier Rails to Trails Council, 
and local jurisdictions/municipalities.
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ACCESS TO HOME
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people live, the magenta areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around a concentration of residential 
land uses.
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ACCESS TO WORK
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people work, the light green areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around employment centers 
and commercial land uses. Morgan County’s ten largest 
employers (in terms of number of employees) are mapped.  
*Seven employers are located within the MPA study area.  
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ACCESS TO RECREATION
Pedestrian access to recreation facilities expands Morgan 
County’s recreational amenities and enhances the user 
experience. To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian 
facilities, the orange areas show a one-mile walk zone (20-
minute walk) around parks, trails, and greenways (off-street 
right-of-way multi-use paths).  
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ACCESS TO EDUCATION
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
educational centers, the light blue areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around schools and libraries. 
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ACCESS TO TRANSIT
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
transit routes, the dark purple areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around near-term Comprehensive 
Operational Analysis (COA) routes. The light purple areas 
show one-mile walk zone (20-minute walk) around short- 
and long-term COA routes and existing fi xed routes. Near-
term is defi ned as one to three years, short-term is defi ned 
as four to nine years, and long-term is defi ned as ten to 15 
years. The COA study was completed in 2005.
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WALKABILITY FACTORS OF SOCIAL JUSTICE
Walkability Factors of Social Justice is determined from 
2000 U.S. Census tracts. Proxy factors include:  Minority 
Populations, Hispanic Populations, Poverty, Unemployment, 
Disability Factors, Sensory Disabilities, Physical Disabilities, 
and pedestrian factors such as the use of Public Transportation 
to Work, and Walk to Work. These factors are grouped 
into fi ve categories. Each group is determined from the 
number of proxy factors where the blockgroup population 
is above the County population average. The darker the 
red, the more proxy factors, and the higher the demand for 
pedestrian facilities.  
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EXISTING AND PLANNED PEDESTRIAN 
FACILITIES

Outside of a subdivision ordinance requiring sidewalks in new 
development, Morgan County does not currently have a plan 
for pedestrian or alternative transportation connectivity. 
The Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process determined 
that sidewalks were preferred within city or town limits; 
separated, parallel, multi-use paths were preferred along 
major county thoroughfares at an approximate half- to one-
mile grid; and separated, multi-use paths, not within a road 
right-of-way, were preferred along rail, utility, and natural 
corridors. 

The towns of Monrovia, Mooresville, and Brooklyn each 
have a sidewalk system within their respective municipalities. 
The Heartland Crossing residential community in Madison 
Township features extensive pedestrian, bicycle, and park 
space amenities. Additionally, a bicycle path is planned along 
Landersdale Road that will connect Heartland Crossing to 
recreational facilities and an elementary school in Madison 
Township. The demand for additional pedestrian facilities 
exists in the northern developing townships and between 
communities within and outside of Morgan County. 

The Heartland Crossing residential community in Madison Township 
features extensive pedestrian, bicycle, and park space amenities.
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REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY

The Regional Pedestrian Plan recommends a pedestrian system 
throughout the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The plan 
documents the demand for pedestrian connections based 
on qualitative and quantitative analyses. Results from these 
analyses are recorded as recommended pedestrian facilities, 
corridors and districts.

Pedestrian facility types are recommended based on 
existing facilities, land uses, potential users, location, 
and the community’s desires. In some cases, a facility 
is recommended along a corridor that currently has a 
pedestrian facility. These recommendations reinforce the 
demand for the facility and the need to maintain, sustain, 
and continue to build upon the regional pedestrian system. 
Design guidelines are included in the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
that illustrate options and variations for several types of 
pedestrian facilities and adjacent activity areas. Ultimately, it 
is a local decision to approve or adopt the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and implement its recommendations, which will entail 
determining the appropriate route, facility type, material, 
prioritization, timing, funding, and responsibility. 

FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

1. Collector Sidewalk
No collector sidewalks are proposed for Morgan 
County, outside of local jurisdiction limits and 
identifi ed pedestrian districts. The multi-use path is 
the preferred facility.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 

Pedestrian facility types are recommended based on existing facilities, 
land uses, potential users, location, and the community’s desires.
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accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, 
is preferred throughout the Morgan County 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA), along major 
roads and outside of districts. These pedestrian 
connection opportunities are located along all major 
vehicular routes at an approximate half- to one-mile 
grid in the growing areas within the MPA. As areas 
grow and develop, specifi cally in Monroe, Brown, and 
Madison townships, there is a desire to document 
the pedestrian connection opportunities. When 
commercial and residential development occurs in 
these townships, particularly in unincorporated areas 
where local jurisdictional requirements do not apply, 
pedestrian facilities should be included in the site 
development, preferably installed by the developer, 
to provide connection within the development 
(through an internal sidewalk network, for example) 
and perimeter connection to other destinations 
throughout Morgan County. 

Morgan County’s important non-interstate 
transportation routes include State Roads 39, 42, 
67, and 144 and Keller Hill, Landersdale, and Mann 
roads. Because all of these transportation routes 
provide access to key Morgan County and regional 
destinations, multi-use paths, within the right-of-way, 
are recommended as part of the half- to one-mile 
grid structure which reinforces the pedestrian as 
part of the regional transportation system.    

2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists.  

 
An opportunity for a multi-use path within an off-
street right-of-way exists along White Lick Creek, 
which would continue a trail system beginning in 
Hendricks County and ending at the White River, 
south of Brooklyn in Clay Township (outside of the 
MPA). A multi-use path along White Lick Creek, 
east and west forks, would address the desire of 

Multi-use paths are recommended along all state roads and major 
vehicular routes in Morgan County’s Metropolitan Planning Area 
(MPA).
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the community to have safe access to recreational 
facilities and systems in Hendricks County and 
provide a north-south pedestrian connection 
between Mooresville and Brooklyn. Additional 
greenway opportunities exist along the White River, 
connecting Morgan County to Marion and Johnson 
counties, and along McCracken Creek to connect 
new residential developments in Monroe Township, 
north of Monrovia, to other areas in northern 
Morgan County.  

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Morgan 
County.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern of 
the entire Morgan County community. It can be 
assumed that any growth and development will create 
additional vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment 
of the pedestrian system and individual pedestrian 
safety.  As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are designated 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.

LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Morgan County Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized 
by a linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by 
adjacent residential land use and served by co-linear transit 
routes. It is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from 
the street center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to 
the other. A pedestrian corridor designation will require 
coordination among local jurisdiction departments or 
agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) 
and the business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, 

The pedestrian corridor designation along State Road 67 recommends 
a multi-use path, within the road right-of-way, with pedestrian access to 
adjacent commercial land uses.
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merchant’s association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are 
highlighted in orange, over a recommended pedestrian 
facility, in the plan. They have been selected based on the 
following criteria: 1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing 
or planned mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at 
least one mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap 
in adjacent pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter 
mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian 
facility along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); 
and 5) transit is located along the corridor (a favorable 
variable, but not a requirement).  State Road 67 from the 
southern town limits of Mooresville to the Marion County 
line is a recommended pedestrian corridor.

Morgan County Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Morgan County include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Morgan County.
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2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
The traditional downtowns of Brooklyn, Monrovia, 
Mooresville, and Waverly are all considered village 
mixed-use pedestrian districts. The historic boundaries 
of these downtowns are shifting and growing. As 
such, the pedestrian district boundaries can shift 
and grow to accommodate new development that 
is accessible to pedestrians. Brooklyn, Monrovia, and 
Mooresville all have educational facilities adjacent or 
incorporated into their village mixed-use pedestrian 
districts. As such, these areas are also identifi ed as 
campus pedestrian districts.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Morgan County.

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
Brooklyn, Monrovia, and Mooresville all have school 
clusters and educational facilities adjacent or 
incorporated into their village mixed-use pedestrian 
districts. Each of these areas has also been identifi ed 
as a campus pedestrian district. 

5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
No transit-oriented pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Morgan County.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Morgan County. Because of 
this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region.

  

The cluster of Monrovia schools and shared athletic fi elds is designated 
a campus pedestrian district.

Downtown Mooresville is a village mixed-use pedestrian district.

Heartland Crossing, with its internal multi-use path system connected 
to an external network, is considered a village residential pedestrian 
district.
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PLANNING PROCESS AND QUALITATIVE 
ANALYSIS

As part of the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) was an 
area of focused study for approximately six weeks. Research 
began in Hendricks County in early November 2005.

Each county study includes data collection and review and 
tours of the county and local jurisdictions. The county data 
review involves, but is not limited to, county comprehensive 
plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, pedestrian or 
bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) fi les, 
infrastructure analysis reports, transit plans, demographics 
and economic development information, and general 
topographic information. Tours of the county and local 
jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential 
locations for future pedestrian systems, locations of 
destinations (schools, libraries, parks and recreation centers, 
employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, services, 
other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and 
connection opportunities between and among jurisdictions, 
throughout the county, and to adjacent counties. 

The planning team reviewed several planning documents 
provided by the Hendricks County Planning & Building 
Department and the Town of Brownsburg Planning 
Department. Documents included Hendricks County 
Comprehensive Plan (1998), Ronald Reagan Corridor Master 
Plan and Design Guidelines (2004), Brownsburg Comprehensive 
Plan (2001), Avon Trails Masterplan, Brownsburg Trail Master 
Plan, White Lick Creek Greenway plan, Town of Plainfi eld 
Comprehensive Plan (2004), National Road Heritage Trail 
Development Guide (2006), Hoosier Rails to Trails Council 
trail maps, and the draft Indiana State Trails, Greenways and 
Bikeways Plan (2006).

A site tour of the MPA within Hendricks County was 
conducted on November 10, 2005, guided by the Hendricks 
County Planner and the Town of Brownsburg Planner. The 
tour included the County’s incorporated municipalities – 
towns of Avon, Brownsburg, Danville, Pittsboro, and Plainfi eld 
– along with the unincorporated areas of Brown, Lincoln, 
Washington, Guilford, Middle (partial), Center (partial), 
and Liberty (partial) townships. Within Hendricks County’s 
incorporated and unincorporated areas, the tour focused 
on current and planned pedestrian facilities, destinations, 
developing areas, and opportunities for future facilities. 

Hendricks County in context of the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). 
The blue shading is considered “urbanized” based on the 2000 U.S. 
Census and is the study area for the Regional Pedestrian Plan.
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These opportunities for future pedestrian facilities, and their 
potential locations, are based on demand determined by 
the location of destinations throughout Hendricks County. 
For example, residential neighborhoods, school campuses, 
commercial centers, employment centers, transportation 
centers, and recreation areas are all destinations that could 
be reached by walking if adequate facilities are available 
between and among these destinations. 

The Metropolitan Planning Organization (IMPO) hosted three 
public information discussions in Brownsburg, Plainfi eld, and 
Danville in mid-December 2005 and early January 2006. In 
total, 38 participants attended the three public discussions. 
Participants were introduced to the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
initiative through a presentation that explained the project 
need, process and timeline, expected outcomes, and the 
pedestrian facility vocabulary. After the introductory 
presentation, participants were asked to review a conceptual 
facility diagram that proposed opportunities for pedestrian 
connections throughout the MPA within Hendricks County. 
The conceptual facility diagram presented included the 
pedestrian planning information gathered from Hendricks 
County and individual jurisdictions, ideas from a 2001 
Regional Greenways Workshop, and initial recommendations 
intended to connect education, recreation, commercial, 
employment, transit, and neighborhood destinations.

The information gathered through data collection, 
conversations with county/city/town staff and elected 
offi cials, observations from site tours, and public input 
all contribute to the qualitative analysis included in the 
creation and evolution of the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
recommendations.

DEMOGRAPHICS, LAND USE PATTERNS, 
AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The quantitative analysis used for the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan recommendations are based on demographics, land 
use, and transportation planning. This analysis illustrates 
the pedestrian demand, which is supported by information 
other than the communities’ desires, by the categorization 
of destination and trip generators. 

Hendricks County is the State of Indiana’s 12th largest county 
in terms of population, with more than 127,000 residents 
(2005). It is the State’s second fastest growing county, 
demonstrated by a 22 percent population growth between 
2000 and 2005, and the population is projected to increase 
to more than 146,000 by 2010. Hendricks County is also the 
75th fastest growing county in the United States. With more 
than 18 percent of residents, Plainfi eld is Hendricks County’s 
most populated community, followed by Brownsburg (14.3 

In the Indiana State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan, the Indiana 
Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) and the Indiana Department 
of Transportation identifi ed a series of “backbone” trails throughout the 
State. All of these trails are identifi ed in the IMPO’s Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and provide connection to systems outside of the Indianapolis 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).
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percent), Avon (7.0 percent), Danville, the County seat (5.8 
percent), and Pittsboro (1.8 percent) (2005). Source: U.S. 
Census Bureau.

The median age of a Hendricks County resident is 34.8 
years. Approximately 20 percent of the population is school 
age (between age 5 and age 17) and more than nine percent 
of the population is over the age of 65 (2004). More than 
94 percent of the Hendricks County population is “white 
alone.” With more than three percent, “black alone” is the 
largest minority population in Hendricks County. Nearly 
two percent of the County’s population is Hispanic or Latino 
(2004). Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

More than 88 percent of Hendricks County residents are 
high school graduates and more than 23 percent hold a 
bachelor’s degree or higher. In comparison, the State of 
Indiana has a high school graduation rate of 82 percent and 
19 percent of Indiana residents hold a bachelor’s degree or 
higher. The per capita, or per person, income of a Hendricks 
County resident is $32,060 annually (State of Indiana, 
$30,204 annually) (2004) with a median household income of 
$61,475 annually (State of Indiana $43,323 annually) (2003). 
Source: Indiana Department of Education; U.S. Census Bureau.

More than 65,000 Hendricks County residents are 
employed. The County’s unemployment rate is 3.6, lower 
than the State unemployment rate of 5.1 (June 2006). 
The most commonly identifi ed professions of employed 
Hendricks County residents, as categorized by the 2004 
North American Industry Classifi cation System (NAICS), 
are: retail trade (15.4 percent); government (12.7 percent); 
transportation and warehousing (8.2 percent); construction 
(8.1 percent); and accommodations and food service (8.0 
percent). Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

More than 60 percent of employed Hendricks County 
residents commute outside of the county for work, with 
most commuting to Marion County (87.2 percent of all 
commuters). A smaller percentage commutes to Hamilton 
County (3.1 percent), Boone County (1.6 percent), Morgan 
County (1.4 percent), and Putnam County (1.1 percent) 
(2004). Source: Indiana Department of Revenue.

As stated earlier, Hendricks County is the State’s second 
fastest growing county. The majority of this growth is 
occurring in and around the towns of Brownsburg, Avon, 
and Plainfi eld and in the County’s eastern townships, Brown, 
Lincoln, Washington, and Guilford. The Metropolitan 
Planning Area (MPA) within Hendricks County is developed 
or developing, both residentially and commercially. 

Danville is the county seat for Hendricks County.

With its proximity to interstates and the City of Indianapolis, Hendricks 
County is Indiana’s second fastest growing county and the 75th fastest 
growing county in the United States.
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Recreation space is primarily located within the incorporated 
municipalities or within residential subdivisions. There are 
no County parks in the study area. With the County’s 
emerging development comes the opportunity for inclusion 
of pedestrian facilities to create or continue a pedestrian 
network among destinations – home, work, education, 
commerce, transit, and recreation.

The basis for the Regional Pedestrian Plan is the understanding 
that an effi cient pedestrian network begins with adequate 
pedestrian facilities where they are needed most. Certain 
elements of urbanized areas create and attract more 
pedestrian traffi c than others. Mapping attributes such as 
neighborhoods, schools, parks, cultural venues, and centers 
of commerce provide a starting point in identifying demand 
for a pedestrian facility. These attributes are typically along 
major vehicular thoroughfares, which are also likely to carry 
pedestrian traffi c. 

Pedestrian generators and destinations illustrate demand 
for pedestrian facilities. Areas with dense and numerous 
generators and destinations require the most developed 
facilities and represent areas where investment in the 
pedestrian system will be most effi cient and benefi cial. 
The following “Land Use and Pedestrian Demand” analysis 
maps demonstrate where the pedestrian demand exists in 
Hendricks County based on accessibility and the following 
demographics, land use, and transportation planning 
characteristics:

 Access to Home;
 Access to Work and Commerce;
 Access to Recreation;
 Access to Education;
 Access to Transit; and
 Walkability Factors of Social Justice.

In the maps referencing "Access to Home; Work and 
Commerce; Recreation; and Education,” each representative 
land use and recommended multi-use path (within an off-
street right-of-way) is mapped with a 20 minute, or one 
mile, walk buffer surrounding it. The purpose of these 
maps is to show where the demand for pedestrian facilities 
exists in Hendricks County, based on where residents live, 
work, attend school, and play. Land use information used in 
the “Access to Home” and “Access to Work/Commerce” 
analysis maps are from the Land Use in Central Indiana 
(LUCI) model developed by the Center for Urban Policy and 
the Environment at Indiana University Purdue University 
Indianapolis. Additionally, each county’s ten largest 
employers, in terms of number of employees, are identifi ed 
on this map. All of Hendricks County’s ten largest employers 

Hendricks County’s rapid growth has created several emerging pedestrian 
destinations, including Metropolis, a lifestyle center, in Plainfi eld.
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are located within the MPA study area. The “Access to 
Recreation” map uses data locating recreational facilities 
that was provided by Hendricks County, local jurisdictions, 
and the Indiana Geographic Information System (INGIS) 
Atlas (Indiana Geological Survey). School location data was 
provided by the Indiana Geographic Information System 
(INGIS) Atlas (Indiana Geological Survey), Social Assets and 
Vulnerabilities Indicators (SAVI), and local jurisdictions.

The “Access to Transit” map indicates the near- (one to 
three years), short- (four to nine years), and long-term  
(ten to 15 years) proposed transit routes as identifi ed in 
the Comprehensive Operational Analysis (2005 COA transit 
study). Like other analysis maps, a 20 minute, or one mile, 
walk buffers each route. The purpose of this map is to 
illustrate where the demand for pedestrian facilities exists 
in Hendricks County, based on where a transit route, and 
subsequent transit stops, are proposed.

The “Walkability Factors of Social Justice” analysis map is 
created based on information from the 2000 U.S. Census 
and Hendricks County Census tracts. Seven social justice 
proxy factors are used to illustrate pedestrian facility 
demand based on demographic characteristics of Hendricks 
County. These factors include:

 Minority populations;
 Hispanic populations;
 Poverty;
 Unemployment;
 Disability factors (including sensory and physical);
 Use of public transportation to work; and 
 Walk to work.

The demographics of each Census tract for each identifi ed 
factor is compared to the Hendricks County average. When 
a factor is higher than the Hendricks County average, that 
creates a greater demand for pedestrian facilities based on 
social justice. Each of the seven factors is a layer on the 
map. Where an area exhibits a greater demand, the area is 
depicted in dark red. For instance, when compared to the 
Hendricks County average, if a Census tract has a higher 
percentage of minority population, poverty, unemployment, 
disabled residents, and use of public transportation for all 
factors, then the Census tract would be identifi ed in darker 
red demonstrating a demand for pedestrian facilities.

The following maps were developed based upon information 
and data provided by, IGIC (formerly INGISI), SAVI, IMAGIS, 
IMPO, IDNR, IUPUI-(LUCI), Hoosier Rails to Trails Council, 
and local jurisdictions/municipalities.

Demand for a pedestrian facility is demonstrated in Hendricks County.
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ACCESS TO HOME
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people live, the magenta areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around a concentration of residential 
land uses.
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ACCESS TO WORK
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people work, the light green areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around employment centers 
and commercial land uses. Hendricks County’s ten largest 
employers (in terms of number of employees) are mapped. 
*All of the County’s largest employers are located within the 
MPA study area.  
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ACCESS TO RECREATION
Pedestrian access to recreation facilities expands Hendricks 
County’s recreational amenities and enhances the user 
experience. To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian 
facilities, the orange areas show a one-mile walk zone (20-
minute walk) around parks, trails, and greenways (off-street 
right-of-way multi-use paths).  
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ACCESS TO EDUCATION
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
educational centers, the light blue areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around schools and libraries. 
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ACCESS TO TRANSIT
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
transit routes, the dark purple areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around near-term Comprehensive 
Operational Analysis (COA) routes. The light purple areas 
show one-mile walk zone (20-minute walk) around short- 
and long-term COA routes and existing fi xed routes. Near-
term is defi ned as one to three years, short-term is defi ned 
as four to nine years, and long-term is defi ned as ten to 15 
years. The COA study was completed in 2005.
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WALKABILITY FACTORS OF SOCIAL JUSTICE
Walkability Factors of Social Justice is determined from 
2000 U.S. Census tracts. Proxy factors include:  Minority 
Populations, Hispanic Populations, Poverty, Unemployment, 
Disability Factors, Sensory Disabilities, Physical Disabilities, 
and pedestrian factors such as the use of Public Transportation 
to Work, and Walk to Work. These factors are grouped 
into fi ve categories. Each group is determined from the 
number of proxy factors where the blockgroup population 
is above the County population average. The darker the 
red, the more proxy factors, and the higher the demand for 
pedestrian facilities.  
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EXISTING AND PLANNED PEDESTRIAN 
FACILITIES

Outside of a subdivision ordinance requiring sidewalks in 
new development, Hendricks County does not currently 
have a plan for pedestrian or alternative transportation 
connectivity. The Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process 
determined that sidewalks were preferred within city or town 
limits; separated, parallel, multi-use paths were preferred 
along major county thoroughfares at an approximate half- 
to one-mile grid; and separated, multi-use paths, not within 
a road right-of-way, were preferred along rail, utility, and 
natural corridors. 

The 1998 Hendricks County Comprehensive Plan reported 
that towns or townships provided most of the County’s 
recreational areas and facilities, with little involvement from 
Hendricks County government. The plan recognized that 
the County’s growth in the 1990s made the current (1998) 
facilities insuffi cient. As this growth continues in the 2000s, 
and additional facilities have not been developed, it can be 
surmised that the demand for facilities has also continued 
to increase. The plan indicated that there was an increasing 
demand for recreational facilities that “focused more broadly 
at the regional or countywide level using a more urbanized 
approach to these issues, especially in the eastern half of 
the County.” The plan called for a coordinated system to be 
implemented before the area becomes more developed and 
the cost of property acquisition becomes “insurmountable.” 
The plan also refers to the need for using portions of 
fl oodplain areas for greenways to provide a system that links 
destinations throughout the County. The Regional Pedestrian 
Plan also suggests this approach and illustrates opportunities 
for pedestrian connections among signifi cant residential, 
commercial, and recreational destinations.

Hendricks County’s incorporated municipalities currently 
have or are planning for pedestrian facilities within their 
respective communities; in particular, Plainfi eld has extensive 
sidewalk, multi-use path, and trail systems. Furthermore, 
Brownsburg and Avon are planning expansions to their 
current pedestrian systems. The demand for additional 
facilities exists in the incorporated municipalities and 
developing townships, specifi cally Brown, Lincoln, 
Washington, and Guilford townships. There is also a desire 
to provide pedestrian facilities to connect communities 
within Hendricks County along with neighboring counties.

Planning for two signifi cant, countywide, multi-use greenway 
trails is currently underway. The B&O Rails-to-Trails project 
is a multi-county effort that will provide recreational 
opportunities for several transportation modes, including 
pedestrian, bicycle, and equestrian. Following the unused 

The Town of Plainfi eld has an extensive system of pedestrian and bicycle 
facilities, including the Ellis Park Trail. 
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B&O rail line, this trail will connect Vermillion, Parke, 
Putnam, Hendricks, and Marion counties. The National 
Road Heritage Trail is another multi-county, and eventually 
multi-state, trail initiative that parallels the National Road 
(U.S. 40) and primarily follows the Vandalia Rail Trail in 
Hendricks County. Both the B&O and the Vandalia/National 
Road Heritage trails provide signifi cant east-west pedestrian 
access throughout the County, serving both the urbanized 
and rural areas. The Ronald Reagan Parkway Corridor Master 
Plan recommends a multi-use path to parallel the vehicular 
corridor and has established guidelines for its design and 
construction. This is an important north-south pedestrian 
opportunity for eastern Hendricks County, connecting 
Plainfi eld to Avon, Brownsburg, and, potentially, Boone 
County. Another important north-south pedestrian 
opportunity identifi ed by Brownsburg, Avon, and Plainfi eld 
and referenced in their respective plans is a facility along 
White Lick Creek. The 1998 Hendricks County Comprehensive 
Plan, and confi rmed through the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
public input process, documented the desire to link parks 
within the County. White Lick Creek connects Brownsburg’s 
Arbuckle Park with Plainfi eld’s Jim Hummel Memorial and 
all points in between and extends the opportunity for 
pedestrian connection into Morgan County.

An important north-south connection in Hendricks County, Ronald 
Reagan Parkway Corridor Master Plan recommends a multi-use path 
to parallel the vehicular corridor and has established guidelines for its 
design and construction.
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REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY

The Regional Pedestrian Plan recommends a pedestrian system 
throughout the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The plan 
documents the demand for pedestrian connections based 
on qualitative and quantitative analyses. Results from these 
analyses are recorded as recommended pedestrian facilities, 
corridors and districts.

Pedestrian facility types are recommended based on existing 
facilities, land uses, potential users, location, and the 
community’s desires. The towns of Avon and Brownsburg 
provided additional information on their plans for pedestrian 
and multi-use facilities and this information has been included 
in this plan. In some cases, a facility is recommended along 
a corridor that currently has a pedestrian facility. These 
recommendations reinforce the demand for the facility 
and the need to maintain, sustain, and continue to build 
upon the regional pedestrian system. Design guidelines are 
included in the Regional Pedestrian Plan that illustrate options 
and variations for several types of pedestrian facilities and 
adjacent activity areas. Ultimately, it is a local decision to 
approve or adopt the Regional Pedestrian Plan and implement 
its recommendations, which will entail determining the 
appropriate route, facility type, material, prioritization, 
timing, funding, and responsibility. 

FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

1. Collector Sidewalk
No collector sidewalks are proposed for Hendricks 
County, outside of local jurisdiction limits and 
identifi ed pedestrian districts. The multi-use path is 
the preferred facility.

In some cases, a facility is recommended along a Hendricks County 
corridor that currently has a pedestrian facility. These recommendations 
reinforce the demand for the facility and the need to maintain, sustain, 
and continue to build upon the regional pedestrian system.
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2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, 
is preferred throughout the Hendricks County 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA), along major roads 
and outside of districts. These pedestrian connection 
opportunities are located along all major vehicular 
routes at an approximate half- to one-mile grid in 
the growing areas within the MPA. As the State’s 
second fastest growing county, there is a desire to 
document the pedestrian connection opportunities 
in the developing areas, specifi cally Brown, Lincoln, 
Washington, and Guilford townships. When 
commercial and residential development occurs in 
these townships, particularly in unincorporated areas 
where local jurisdictional requirements do not apply, 
pedestrian facilities should be included in the site 
development, preferably installed by the developer, 
to provide connection within the development 
(through an internal sidewalk network, for example) 
and perimeter connection to other destinations 
throughout Hendricks County. 

Hendricks County’s important non-interstate 
transportation routes include U.S. 36, 40/Historic 
National Road, and 136; State Roads 39 and 267; 
and Raceway and Dan Jones roads. Additionally, 
the Ronald Reagan Parkway is a proposed route 
connecting Plainfi eld to Avon, Brownsburg, and, 
potentially, Boone County. When developed, the 
parkway will become a signifi cant north-south 
transportation route. Because all of these routes 
provide access to key Hendricks County and regional 
destinations, multi-use paths, within the right-of-way, 
are recommended as part of the half- to one-mile 
grid structure which reinforces the pedestrian as 
part of the regional transportation system.    

2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 

Many multi-use paths, within road rights-of-way, currently exist in 
Hendricks County.
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of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists.  

Mentioned previously, the B&O Rails-to-Trails project 
is a multi-county, multi-use opportunity that is 
currently underway. The National Road Heritage Trail 
is another multi-county, multi-use opportunity. These 
two trails are identifi ed as multi-use paths within 
off-street right-of-way in the Regional Pedestrian Plan. 
Another identifi ed off-street opportunity includes a 
multi-use path along the proposed Ronald Reagan 
Parkway, as recommended in the Ronald Reagan 
Parkway Corridor Master Plan. 

The towns of Pittsboro, Danville, Brownsburg, Avon, 
and Plainfi eld all have parks within their respective 
municipalities. There is a desire by the community, 
as documented in both the 1998 Hendricks County 
Comprehensive Plan and through the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan public input process, to link parks 
within the County. Multi-use paths within off-street 
rights-of-way provide access and facilities to address 
this desire. For instance, a multi-use path along the 
White Lick Creek would connect Brownsburg’s 
Arbuckle Park with Plainfi eld’s Jim Hummel 
Memorial and all points in between. White Lick 
Creek also extends recreational opportunity into 
Morgan County. The west fork of the White Lick 
Creek continues pedestrian access from Danville 
into Morgan County. A bike trail has been proposed 
along an active rail in Pittsboro. In the preliminary 
plan, this proposed bike trail is shown as a multi-use 
path opportunity, collocated with the rail line and 
accommodating pedestrians, extending into Lizton 
and Brownsburg’s Arbuckle Park. 

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Hendricks 
County.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern 
of the entire Hendricks County community. It can 
be assumed that the County’s aggressive growth 
and development will create additional vehicular 
traffi c, possibly to the detriment of the pedestrian 
system and individual pedestrian safety. As such, all 
instances where pedestrian facilities intersect, meet 
major vehicular thoroughfares, or cross a physical 
or natural barrier are designated “critical crossings.” 
These critical crossings require the consideration 
of pedestrian activity and safety in their design and 
traffi c management.

Following the unused B&O rail line, the B&O Rails-to-Trails project will 
connect Vermillion, Parke, Putnam, Hendricks, and Marion counties. The 
trail will provide facilities for pedestrians, bicyclists, and equestrians.

Instances where pedestrian facilities meet major vehicular thoroughfares, 
or cross a physical or natural barrier are designated “critical crossings.” 
Critical crossings require the consideration of pedestrian activity and 
safety in their design and traffi c management.
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U.S. 36 is identifi ed as a pedestrian corridor from Danville to the Marion 
County line.

LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Hendricks County Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 
A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Hendricks County include:

 U.S. 136/Main Street from Brownsburg western 
town limits to the Marion County line;

 U.S. 36 from Danville western town limits to the 
Marion County line;

 U.S. 40/Historic National Road from Plainfi eld 
western town limits to the Marion County line; and 

 State Road 267 from Main Street, in Brownsburg, to 
Interstate 74.
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Hendricks County Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Hendricks County include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Hendricks County.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
The traditional downtowns of Belleville, Brownsburg, 
Clayton, Danville, Pittsboro, and Plainfi eld are all 
considered village mixed-use pedestrian districts. The 
commercial center of Avon, near the intersection of 
U.S. 36 and State Road 267 is designated as a village 
mixed-use pedestrian district. The original boundaries 
of these areas are shifting and growing. As such, the 
pedestrian district boundaries can shift and grow to 
accommodate new development that is accessible 
to pedestrians. In addition to traditional downtowns 
and town centers, new mixed-use developments, 
such as Metropolis, are considered village mixed-
use pedestrian districts as well. Avon, Brownsburg, 
Danville, and Plainfi eld all have school campuses 
adjacent or incorporated into their village mixed-

The village mixed-use pedestrian district designation is applicable to 
both historic downtowns, such as Downtown Danville (above), as well 
as newly developed lifestyle centers, such as Metropolis in Plainfi eld 
(below).
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use pedestrian districts. As such, these downtowns 
are also identifi ed as campus pedestrian districts. 

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Hendricks County.

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
Avon, Brownsburg, Danville, and Plainfi eld all have 
school clusters and educational facilities adjacent or 
incorporated into their village mixed-use pedestrian 
districts. Each of these areas has also been identifi ed 
as a campus pedestrian district. 

5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
No transit-oriented pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Hendricks County.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Hendricks County. Because 
of this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region.

A concentration of similar or related non-retail, non-residential uses, such 
as educational facilities, are identifi ed as campus pedestrian districts.

Village residential pedestrian districts are pervasive throughout 
Hendricks County. Many feature an internal sidewalk system, linking to 
an external pedestrian system.
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PLANNING PROCESS AND QUALITATIVE 
ANALYSIS

As part of the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) was an 
area of focused study for approximately six weeks. Research 
began in Boone County in early January 2006.

Each county study includes data collection and review and 
tours of the county and local jurisdictions. The county data 
review involves, but is not limited to, county comprehensive 
plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, pedestrian or 
bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) fi les, 
infrastructure analysis reports, transit plans, demographics 
and economic development information, and general 
topographic information. Tours of the county and local 
jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential 
locations for future pedestrian systems, locations of 
destinations (schools, libraries, parks and recreation centers, 
employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, services, 
other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and 
connection opportunities between and among jurisdictions, 
throughout the county, and to adjacent counties. 

The planning team reviewed several planning documents 
provided by the Boone County Area Plan Commission staff 
and the Town of Zionsville Planning Department. Documents 
included the Boone County Comprehensive Plan – Land Use 
Overview and Transportation Plan (1993), Zionsville Parks and 
Recreation Master Plan (2002), Zionsville Existing and Future 
Pathway/Sidewalk Network diagram (2003), Zionsville zoning 
map (2005), Zionsville Comprehensive Plan – Proposed Land 
Use map (2003), the Eagle Township Parks Board 2005-2009 
Plan, Hoosier Rails to Trails Council trail maps, and the draft 
Indiana State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan (2006).

A site tour of the MPA within Boone County was conducted 
on January 19, 2006, guided by a Lebanon City Council 
member and the Boone County Planner. The tour included 
the County’s two incorporated municipalities – towns of 
Zionsville and Whitestown – along with the unincorporated 
areas of Union and Eagle townships. Within Boone County’s 
incorporated and unincorporated areas, the tour focused 
on current and planned pedestrian facilities, destinations, 
developing areas, and opportunities for future facilities. 
These opportunities for future pedestrian facilities, and 
their potential locations, are based on demand determined 
by the location of destinations throughout Boone County. 

Boone County in context of the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The 
blue shading is considered “urbanized” based on the 2000 U.S. Census 
and is the study area for the Regional Pedestrian Plan.
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For example, residential neighborhoods, school campuses, 
commercial centers, employment centers, transportation 
centers, and recreation areas are all destinations that could 
be reached by walking if adequate facilities are available 
between and among these destinations. Additionally, the 
planning team met with the Zionsville Parks & Recreation 
Superintendent to discuss pedestrian planning and facility 
development in the Town of Zionsville.

The Metropolitan Planning Organization (IMPO) hosted one 
focus group discussion and one public information discussion 
in Zionsville in early February 2006. In total, 16 participants 
attended the two discussions. Participants were introduced 
to the Regional Pedestrian Plan initiative through a presentation 
that explained the project need, process and timeline, 
expected outcomes, and the pedestrian facility vocabulary. 
After the introductory presentation, participants were 
asked to review a conceptual facility diagram that proposed 
opportunities for pedestrian connections throughout the 
MPA within Boone County. The conceptual facility diagram 
presented included the pedestrian planning information 
gathered from Boone County and the Town of Zionsville, 
ideas from a 2001 Regional Greenways Workshop, and 
initial recommendations intended to connect education, 
recreation, commercial, employment, transit, and 
neighborhood destinations.  

The information gathered through data collection, 
conversations with county/city/town staff and elected 
offi cials, observations from site tours, and public input 
all contributed to the qualitative analysis included in the 
creation and evolution of the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
recommendations.

DEMOGRAPHICS, LAND USE PATTERNS, 
AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The quantitative analysis used for the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan recommendations are based on demographics, land 
use, and transportation planning. This analysis illustrates 
the pedestrian demand, which is supported by information 
other than the communities’ desires, by the categorization 
of destination and trip generators. 

Boone County is the State of Indiana’s 27th largest county in 
terms of population, with more than 52,000 residents (2005). 
It is the State’s fourth fastest growing county, demonstrated 
by a 13 percent population growth between 2000 and 2005, 
and the population is projected to increase to more than 
56,000 by 2010. With 21 percent of County residents, 
Zionsville is Boone County’s most populated community 
within the MPA. Whitestown, with 688 residents, is the 
only other incorporated jurisdiction in the Boone County 

In the Indiana State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan, the Indiana 
Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) and the Indiana Department 
of Transportation identifi ed a series of “backbone” trails throughout the 
State. All of these trails are identifi ed in the IMPO’s Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and provide connection to systems outside of the Indianapolis 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).
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Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). Outside of the MPA, 
Lebanon, the county seat, has more than 28 percent of 
residents (2004). Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

The median age of a Boone County resident is 36.7 years. 
Approximately 20 percent of the population is school age 
(between age 5 and age 17) and more than 11 percent of 
the population is over the age of 65 (2004). More than 97 
percent of the Boone County population is “white alone” 
(2004). Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

More than 88 percent of Boone County residents are high 
school graduates and more than 27 percent hold a bachelor’s 
degree or higher. In comparison, the State of Indiana has a 
high school graduation rate of 82 percent and 19 percent of 
Indiana residents hold a bachelor’s degree or higher. The per 
capita, or per person, income of a Boone County resident 
is $41,328 annually (State of Indiana, $30,204 annually) 
(2004) with a median household income of $57,336 annually 
(State of Indiana $43,323 annually) (2003). Source: Indiana 
Department of Education; U.S. Census Bureau.

More than 25,000 Boone County residents are employed. 
The County’s unemployment rate is 3.6, lower than the 
State unemployment rate of 5.1 (June 2006). The most 
commonly identifi ed professions of employed Boone County 
residents, as categorized by the 2004 North American 
Industry Classifi cation System (NAICS), are: construction 
(11.5 percent); retail trade (10.6 percent); government (9.9 
percent); health care and social service (7.5 percent); and 
accommodations and food service (5.3 percent). Source: U.S. 
Bureau of Economic Analysis.

More than 57 percent of employed Boone County residents 
commute outside of the county for work, with most 
commuting to Marion County (72 percent of all commuters). 
A smaller percentage commutes to Hamilton County (11.3 
percent), Tippecanoe County (4.3 percent), Hendricks 
County (2 percent), and Clinton County (1.2 percent) 
(2004). Source: Indiana Department of Revenue.

As stated earlier, Boone County is the State’s fourth fastest 
growing county. The majority of this growth is occurring 
in and around Zionsville and in Eagle Township. The 
MPA within Boone County is developed or developing, 
both residentially and commercially. Recreation space is 
primarily located within the incorporated municipalities, 
Eagle Township, or within residential subdivisions. There 
are no County parks in the study area. With the County’s 
emerging development comes the opportunity for inclusion 
of pedestrian facilities to create or continue a pedestrian 

With 21 percent of residents, Zionsville is Boone County’s most populated 
community within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).
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network among destinations – home, work, education, 
commerce, transit, and recreation.

The basis for the Regional Pedestrian Plan is the understanding 
that an effi cient pedestrian network begins with adequate 
pedestrian facilities where they are needed most. Certain 
elements of urbanized areas create and attract more 
pedestrian traffi c than others. Mapping attributes such as 
neighborhoods, schools, parks, cultural venues, and centers 
of commerce provide a starting point in identifying demand 
for a pedestrian facility. These attributes are typically along 
major vehicular thoroughfares, which are also likely to carry 
pedestrian traffi c. 

Pedestrian generators and destinations illustrate demand 
for pedestrian facilities. Areas with dense and numerous 
generators and destinations require the most developed 
facilities and represent areas where investment in the 
pedestrian system will be most effi cient and benefi cial. The 
following “Land Use and Pedestrian Demand” analysis maps 
demonstrate where the pedestrian demand exists in Boone 
County based on accessibility and the following demographics, 
land use, and transportation planning characteristics:

 Access to Home;
 Access to Work and Commerce;
 Access to Recreation;
 Access to Education;
 Access to Transit; and
 Walkability Factors of Social Justice.

In the maps referencing "Access to Home; Work and 
Commerce; Recreation; and Education,” each representative 
land use and recommended multi-use path (within an off-
street right-of-way) is mapped with a 20 minute, or one 
mile, walk buffer surrounding it. The purpose of these 
maps is to show where the demand for pedestrian facilities 
exists in Boone County, based on where residents live, 
work, attend school, and play. Land use information used in 
the “Access to Home” and “Access to Work/Commerce” 
analysis maps are from the Land Use in Central Indiana 
(LUCI) model developed by the Center for Urban Policy and 
the Environment at Indiana University Purdue University 
Indianapolis. Additionally, each county’s ten largest 
employers, in terms of number of employees, are identifi ed 
on this map. None of Boone County’s ten largest employers 
are located within the MPA study area, all are located in the 
County seat of Lebanon. The “Access to Recreation” map 
uses data locating recreational facilities that was provided 
by Boone County, local jurisdictions, and the Indiana 
Geographic Information System (INGIS) Atlas (Indiana 
Geological Survey). School location data was provided by 

“Access to Recreation” is an analysis factor that contributed to the 
determination of demand for pedestrian facilities in Boone County.
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the Indiana Geographic Information System (INGIS) Atlas 
(Indiana Geological Survey), Social Assets and Vulnerabilities 
Indicators (SAVI), and local jurisdictions.

The “Access to Transit” map indicates the near- (one to 
three years), short- (four to nine years), and long-term  (ten 
to 15 years) proposed transit routes as identifi ed in the 
Comprehensive Operational Analysis (2005 COA transit study). 
Like other analysis maps, a 20 minute, or one mile, walk 
buffers each route. The purpose of this map is to illustrate 
where the demand for pedestrian facilities exists in Boone 
County, based on where a transit route, and subsequent 
transit stops, are proposed.

The “Walkability Factors of Social Justice” analysis map is 
created based on information from the 2000 U.S. Census 
and Boone County Census tracts. Seven social justice proxy 
factors are used to illustrate pedestrian facility demand 
based on demographic characteristics of Boone County. 
These factors include:

 Minority populations;
 Hispanic populations;
 Poverty;
 Unemployment;
 Disability factors (including sensory and physical);
 Use of public transportation to work; and 
 Walk to work.

The demographics of each Census tract for each identifi ed 
factor is compared to the Boone County average. When 
a factor is higher than the Boone County average, that 
creates a greater demand for pedestrian facilities based on 
social justice. Each of the seven factors is a layer on the 
map. Where an area exhibits a greater demand, the area 
is depicted in dark red. For instance, when compared to 
the Boone County average, if a Census tract has a higher 
percentage of minority population, poverty, unemployment, 
disabled residents, and use of public transportation for all 
factors, then the Census tract would be identifi ed in darker 
red demonstrating a demand for pedestrian facilities.

The following maps were developed based upon information 
and data provided by, IGIC (formerly INGISI), SAVI, IMAGIS, 
IMPO, IDNR, IUPUI-(LUCI), Hoosier Rails to Trails Council, 
and local jurisdictions/municipalities.
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ACCESS TO HOME
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people live, the magenta areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around a concentration of residential 
land uses.
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ACCESS TO WORK
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people work, the light green areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around employment centers and 
commercial land uses. Boone County’s ten largest employers 
(in terms of number of employees) are mapped.  *All of the 
County’s largest employers are located in Lebanon, and 
outside of the MPA study area.  
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ACCESS TO RECREATION
Pedestrian access to recreation facilities expands Boone 
County’s recreational amenities and enhances the user 
experience. To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian 
facilities, the orange areas show a one-mile walk zone (20-
minute walk) around parks, trails, and greenways (off-street 
right-of-way multi-use paths).  
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ACCESS TO EDUCATION
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
educational centers, the light blue areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around schools and libraries. 
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ACCESS TO TRANSIT
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
transit routes, the dark purple areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around near-term Comprehensive 
Operational Analysis (COA) routes. The light purple areas 
show one-mile walk zone (20-minute walk) around short- 
and long-term COA routes and existing fi xed routes. Near-
term is defi ned as one to three years, short-term is defi ned 
as four to nine years, and long-term is defi ned as ten to 15 
years. The COA study was completed in 2005.
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WALKABILITY FACTORS OF SOCIAL JUSTICE
Walkability Factors of Social Justice is determined from 
2000 U.S. Census tracts. Proxy factors include:  Minority 
Populations, Hispanic Populations, Poverty, Unemployment, 
Disability Factors, Sensory Disabilities, Physical Disabilities, 
and pedestrian factors such as the use of Public Transportation 
to Work, and Walk to Work. These factors are grouped 
into fi ve categories. Each group is determined from the 
number of proxy factors where the blockgroup population 
is above the County population average. The darker the 
red, the more proxy factors, and the higher the demand for 
pedestrian facilities.  
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The Zionsville Rail-Trail provides multi-use access along an unused 
Penn-Central rail line.

EXISTING AND PLANNED PEDESTRIAN 
FACILITIES

Outside of a subdivision ordinance requiring sidewalks in new 
development, Boone County does not currently have a plan 
for pedestrian or alternative transportation connectivity. 
The Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process determined 
that sidewalks were preferred within city or town limits; 
separated, parallel, multi-use paths were preferred along 
major county thoroughfares at an approximate half- to one-
mile grid; and separated, multi-use paths, not within a road 
right-of-way, were preferred along rail, utility, and natural 
corridors.

The 1993 Boone County Comprehensive Plan identifi ed several 
“recreation and conservation” areas and “scenic corridors” 
throughout the County. These areas and corridors are 
mostly located along waterways and 100-year fl oodplains and 
offer opportunity for countywide pedestrian connections. 
Zionsville currently has a pedestrian system and is planning 
for additional facilities, as indicated in the Existing and Future 
Pathway/Sidewalk Network diagram. Zionsville’s current/
future network includes sidewalks in the historic downtown, 
a multi-use path along the Zionsville Rail-Trail (an unused 
Penn-Central line), and facilities planned or proposed along 
major thoroughfares, state/county roads, and Little Eagle 
Creek. The demand for additional facilities in Boone County 
builds on Zionsville’s efforts and extends into Whitestown 
and developing areas, specifi cally Union and Eagle townships. 
Facility demand includes connections within and among 
Zionsville, Whitestown, developing areas, Marion County, 
Hendricks County, and Hamilton County. 

Planning for a signifi cant, multi-county, multi-use greenway 
trail is currently underway in Boone County. This initiative 
will link Lafayette (in Tippecanoe County) to Lebanon, 
Zionsville, and the Marion County line along the former 
Big Four rail corridor. Known as the Farm Heritage Trail, 
the greenway is slated to be a marriage of transportation, 
recreation, agri-tourism, and economic development. This 
trail will provide signifi cant north-south pedestrian and 
multi-use access throughout the County, serving both the 
urbanized and rural areas.

Zionsville requires developers to install sidewalks or multi-
use paths in all new commercial and residential developments. 
This requirement pertains to both an internal network, 
such as local sidewalks within a development, as well as 
external paths along arterial streets. The towns of Zionsville 
and Whitestown both have sidewalk systems within their 
respective town boundaries. The continued development 
in Boone County’s fast growing areas, including Zionsville, 
Whitestown, and Union and Eagle townships, will allow for 
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opportunity for expansion of the Boone County pedestrian 
network, substantially contributing to the regional 
connectivity vision described in the Regional Pedestrian Plan. 
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REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY

The Regional Pedestrian Plan recommends a pedestrian system 
throughout the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The plan 
documents the demand for pedestrian connections based 
on qualitative and quantitative analyses. Results from these 
analyses are recorded as recommended pedestrian facilities, 
corridors and districts.

Pedestrian facility types are recommended based on 
existing facilities, land uses, potential users, location, and 
the community’s desires. The Town of Zionsville provided 
additional information about its pedestrian planning efforts. 
This information has been included in the plan. In some cases, 
a facility is recommended along a corridor that currently has 
a pedestrian facility. These recommendations reinforce the 
demand for the facility and the need to maintain, sustain, 
and continue to build upon the regional pedestrian system. 
Design guidelines are included in the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
that illustrate options and variations for several types of 
pedestrian facilities and adjacent activity areas. Ultimately, it 
is a local decision to approve or adopt the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and implement its recommendations, which will entail 
determining the appropriate route, facility type, material, 
prioritization, timing, funding, and responsibility. 

FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

1. Collector Sidewalk
No collector sidewalks are proposed for Boone 
County, outside of local jurisdictions limits and 
identifi ed pedestrian districts. The multi-use path is 
the preferred facility.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 

Pedestrian facility types are recommended based on existing facilities, 
land uses, potential users, location, and the community’s desires.
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on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, 
is preferred throughout the Boone County MPA, 
along major roads and outside of districts. These 
pedestrian connectors are located at an approximate 
half- to one-mile grid along county roads throughout 
the Boone County MPA. As the state’s fourth fastest 
growing county, adjacent to the State’s fi rst and 
second fastest growing counties, there is a desire to 
document the pedestrian connection opportunities 
in the developing areas, in particular Union and 
Eagle townships, and connection opportunities to 
Hendricks, Hamilton, and Marion counties. When 
commercial and residential development occurs in 
these growing areas, pedestrian facilities should be 
included in the site development, preferably installed 
by the developer, to provide connection within the 
development (through an internal sidewalk network, 
for example) and perimeter connection to other 
destinations throughout Boone County.

Boone County’s important non-interstate 
transportation routes include U.S. 421/Michigan 
Road, 96th Street, State Road 267, State Road 334, 
County Road 300, and County Road 650. Because 
all of these transportation routes provide access 
throughout Boone County and to adjacent counties, 
on-street pedestrian facilities are recommended 
as part of the half-mile to one-mile grid structure, 
which reinforces the pedestrian as part of the 
regional transportation system.    

2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians, 
and bicyclists.  

Mentioned previously, the Farm Heritage Trail is a 
greenway with a multi-use path along the unused Big 
Four rail line. The Friends of Boone County Trails are 
planning for its development. When completed, the 

The Friends of Boone County Trails are planning for the development of 
the Farm Heritage Trail, which will build upon and link to the Zionsville 
Rail Trail. Both of these trails are identifi ed as multi-use paths within an 
off-street right-of-way.
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trail will build upon the Zionsville Rail Trail, extend 
north to Lafayette, and extend south to Indianapolis. 
The Town of Zionsville is planning a trail along Little 
Eagle Creek that extends northeast into Hamilton 
County and will eventually link to Eagle Creek Park 
in Marion County by following an on-street facility 
south of 96th Street. A trail along Findley Creek, a spur 
of Little Eagle Creek, is desired to create pedestrian 
opportunities to the County’s northern areas, as is a 
trail along Fishback Creek to create a connection to 
the southwest part of the Boone County MPA and 
a utility corridor through residential neighborhoods 
in Eagle Township.

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Boone 
County.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern of the 
entire Boone County community. It can be assumed 
that any growth and development will create 
additional vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment 
of the pedestrian system and individual pedestrian 
safety. As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are designated 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.

LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Boone County Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 

With continued growth and development in Boone County, comes 
additional vehicular traffi c. All instances where pedestrian facilities meet 
major vehicular thoroughfares are designated “critical crossings.” These 
critical crossings require the consideration of pedestrian activity and 
safety in their design and traffi c management.
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A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Boone County include:

 State Road 334/Oak Street from Interstate 65 
through downtown Zionsville to U.S. 421/Michigan 
Road;

 U.S. 421/Michigan Road from the Marion County line 
to State Road 344; and

 County Roads 500 and 650 through the under-
construction Anson development.

Boone County Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 

As pedestrian districts develop, it is important to include an internal 
pedestrian network of local sidewalks, with connections to an external 
pedestrian system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. Pictured 
above is the Anson development along State Road 334.
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Downtown Zionsville is identifi ed as a village mixed-use pedestrian 
district.

walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Boone County include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Boone County.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
The traditional downtowns of Whitestown 
and Zionsville are considered village mixed-use 
pedestrian districts. The historic boundaries of these 
downtowns are shifting and growing. As such, the 
pedestrian district boundaries can shift and grow to 
accommodate new development that is accessible 
to pedestrians. New mixed-use developments such 
as the Anson development along State Road 334 
are also considered village mixed-use pedestrian 
districts. Downtown Zionsville and the new Anson 
development both have school campuses adjacent or 
incorporated into their village mixed-use pedestrian 
districts. As such, these areas are also identifi ed as 
campus pedestrian districts.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Boone County.

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
School clusters and education facilities, like the close 
proximity of Pleasant View Elementary School and 
Zionsville Middle School, are identifi ed as a campus 
pedestrian district. Downtown Zionsville and the 
new Anson development both have been identifi ed 
as campus pedestrian districts. Business parks, such 
as the one under development along Zionsville 
Road, near the Marion County line, are also campus 
pedestrian districts. 

5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
No transit-oriented pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Boone County.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Boone County. Because of 
this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region.
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PLANNING PROCESS AND QUALITATIVE 
ANALYSIS

As part of the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) was an 
area of focused study for approximately six weeks. Research 
began in Hamilton County in mid-February 2006.

Each county study includes data collection and review and 
tours of the county and local jurisdictions. The county data 
review involves, but is not limited to, county comprehensive 
plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, pedestrian or 
bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) fi les, 
infrastructure analysis reports, transit plans, demographics 
and economic development information, and general 
topographic information. Tours of the county and local 
jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential 
locations for future pedestrian systems, locations of 
destinations (schools, libraries, parks and recreation centers, 
employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, services, 
other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and 
connection opportunities between and among jurisdictions, 
throughout the county, and to adjacent counties. 

The planning team reviewed several planning documents and 
fi les provided by the Hamilton County Plan Commission 
staff, the City of Carmel, the City of Noblesville, the 
Town of Fishers, and the Town Westfi eld. Documents 
included the Hamilton County Thoroughfare Plan, Hamilton 
County Alternative Transportation (HCAT) System Plan (1995), 
Hamilton County Alternative Transportation Pathway Standards 
& Design Guidelines (1995), City of Carmel and Clay Township 
Alternative Transportation Plan (2003), City of Carmel and Clay 
Township 20-Year Thoroughfare Plan (2001), City of Carmel 
and Clay Township Bicycle Route Plan (2003), City of Carmel 
and Clay Township Zoning Ordinance (2001, 2005 revisions), 
Washington Township Trails and Parks Map (2005), City of 
Carmel Civic Design Principles (2006), Noblesville Thoroughfare 
Plan (2005), Noblesville Alternative Transportation (NAT) Master 
Plan (1998, revised 2000), Noblesville Parks greenways and 
trails map (2006), Town of Fishers Town Center Land Use Map 
(2002, amended 2005), Town of Fishers Parks & Recreation 
Master Plan (2005 update), Town of Fishers Conceptual Guide 
for Future Land Use (2003, updated 2005), Town of Fishers 
and Unincorporated Areas in Fall Creek and Delaware Townships 
Zoning Map (2005), Town of Fishers Multi-Purpose Paths & 
Greenway System (Conceptual Plan), Town of Fishers park 

Hamilton County in context of the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). 
The blue shading is considered “urbanized” based on the 2000 U.S. 
Census and is the study area for the Regional Pedestrian Plan.
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locations map (2005), Westfi eld trails and parks map, 
Hoosier Rails to Trails Council trail maps, and the draft 
Indiana State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan (2006).

A site tour of the MPA within Hamilton County was 
conducted on February 22, 2006, guided by the City 
of Carmel’s Transportation Systems Coordinator, the 
Town of Fishers’ Parks and Recreation Director, and the 
Hamilton County Plan Commission’s GIS Specialist. The 
tour included the County’s incorporated municipalities 
– cities of Carmel and Noblesville and towns of Arcadia, 
Atlanta, Cicero, Fishers, and Westfi eld – along with the 
unincorporated areas of Clay, Delaware, Fall Creek, 
Noblesville, Wayne, Washington (partial), and Jackson 
(partial) townships. Within Hamilton County’s incorporated 
and unincorporated areas, the tours focused on current and 
planned pedestrian facilities, destinations, developing areas, 
and opportunities for future facilities. These opportunities 
for future pedestrian facilities, and their potential locations, 
are based on demand determined by the location of 
destinations throughout Hamilton County. For example, 
residential neighborhoods, school campuses, commercial 
centers, employment centers, transportation centers, and 
recreation areas are all destinations that could be reached 
by walking if adequate facilities are available between and 
among these destinations. Additionally, the planning team 
met with the County Plan Commission GIS Specialist, the 
County Highway Department Director, and the County 
Parks and Recreation Director to discuss countywide 
planning initiatives, development patterns, and alternative 
transportation efforts.

The Metropolitan Planning Organization (IMPO) hosted 
three focus group discussions in Fishers, Carmel, and 
Noblesville in mid-March 2006 and one public information 
discussion in Noblesville in late March 2006. In total, 37 
participants attended the four discussions. Participants were 
introduced to the Regional Pedestrian Plan initiative through 
a presentation that explained the project need, process 
and timeline, expected outcomes, and the pedestrian 
facility vocabulary. After the introductory presentation, 
participants were asked to review a conceptual facility 
diagram that proposed opportunities for pedestrian 
connections throughout the MPA within Hamilton County. 
The conceptual facility diagram presented included the 
pedestrian planning information gathered from Hamilton 
County, the cities of Carmel and Noblesville, the towns of 
Fishers and Westfi eld, ideas from a 2001 Regional Greenways 
Workshop, and initial recommendations intended to connect 
education, recreation, commercial, employment, transit, 
and neighborhood destinations. 

In the Indiana State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan, the Indiana 
Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) and the Indiana Department 
of Transportation identifi ed a series of “backbone” trails throughout the 
State. All of these trails are identifi ed in the IMPO’s Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and provide connection to systems outside of the Indianapolis 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).
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The information gathered through data collection, 
conversations with county/city/town staff and elected 
offi cials, observations from site tours, and public input 
all contributed to the qualitative analysis included in the 
creation and evolution of the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
recommendations.

DEMOGRAPHICS, LAND USE PATTERNS, 
AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The quantitative analysis used for the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan recommendations are based on demographics, land 
use, and transportation planning. This analysis illustrates 
the pedestrian demand, which is supported by information 
other than the communities’ desires, by the categorization 
of destination and trip generators. 

Hamilton County is the State of Indiana’s fi fth largest 
county in terms of population, with more than 240,000 
residents (2005). It is the State’s fastest growing county, 
demonstrated by a 32 percent population growth between 
2000 and 2005, and the population is projected to increase 
to more than 298,000 by 2010. Hamilton County is also 
the 18th fastest growing county in the United States. With 
more than 25 percent of residents, Carmel is the County’s 
most populated community, followed by Fishers (more 
than 23 percent), Noblesville, the County seat (more than 
15 percent), Westfi eld (5.2 percent), Cicero (1.9 percent), 
Arcadia (less than one percent), and Atlanta (less than one 
percent) (2004). Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

The median age of a Hamilton County resident is 33.6 years. 
Approximately 21 percent of the population is school age 
(between age 5 and age 17) and more than seven percent 
of the population is over the age of 65 (2004). More than 
92 percent of the Hamilton County population is “white 
alone.” With more than three percent, “Asian alone” is the 
largest minority population in Hamilton County. More than 
two percent of the County’s population is Hispanic or Latino 
(2004). Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

More than 94 percent of Hamilton County residents are high 
school graduates and nearly 49 percent hold a bachelor’s 
degree or higher. In comparison, the State of Indiana has a 
high school graduation rate of 82 percent and 19 percent of 
Indiana residents hold a bachelor’s degree or higher. The per 
capita, or per person, income of a Hamilton County resident 
is $43,600 annually (State of Indiana, $30,204 annually) 
(2004) with a median household income of $80,691 annually 
(State of Indiana $43,323 annually) (2003). Source: Indiana 
Department of Education; U.S. Census Bureau.

Noblesville is the County seat of Indiana’s fastest growing county.
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More than 123,000 Hamilton County residents are 
employed. The County’s unemployment rate is 3.1, lower 
than the State unemployment rate of 5.1 (June 2006). 
The most commonly identifi ed professions of employed 
Hamilton County residents, as categorized by the 2004 
North American Industry Classifi cation System (NAICS), 
are: retail trade (11.6 percent); health care and social service 
(8.4 percent); professional, scientifi c, and technical services 
(8.1 percent); government (7.6 percent); and construction 
(7.4 percent). Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

More than 48 percent of employed Hamilton County 
residents commute outside of the county for work, with 
most commuting to Marion County (84 percent of all 
commuters). A smaller percentage commutes to Howard 
County (4.1 percent), Madison County (2.5 percent), Boone 
County (1.3 percent), and Hancock County (0.9 percent) 
(2004). Source: Indiana Department of Revenue.

As stated earlier, Hamilton County is the State’s fastest 
growing county. The majority of the County’s growth, 
both residential and commercial, is occurring in the 
southern half of the County, south of 216th Street, in and 
around the cities of Carmel and Noblesville and the towns 
of Fishers and Westfi eld. This growth is also occurring in 
the unincorporated areas of Clay, Delaware, Fall Creek, 
Washington, Noblesville, and Wayne townships. Recreation 
space throughout Hamilton County is located in County-
owned and maintained facilities, within incorporated 
municipalities, inside residential subdivisions, and on school 
properties. Eight County parks are located in the MPA study 
area. Many of these parks have internal pedestrian facilities 
as part of the recreational amenities. Parks include Carmel-
Clay County Park (Carmel), River Road Park (Carmel), 
Coxhall Park and Gardens (Carmel), Cool Creek Park and 
Nature Center (Westfi eld), Geist Park (Fishers), Morse 
Beach Park (Noblesville), Potter’s Bridge Park (Noblesville), 
and North Pool and Tecumseh Park (Arcadia). With the 
County’s continuing development comes the opportunity 
for inclusion of pedestrian facilities to create or continue 
a pedestrian network among destinations – home, work, 
education, commerce, transit, and recreation.

The basis for the Regional Pedestrian Plan is the understanding 
that an effi cient pedestrian network begins with adequate 
pedestrian facilities where they are needed most. Certain 
elements of urbanized areas create and attract more 
pedestrian traffi c than others. Mapping attributes such as 
neighborhoods, schools, parks, cultural venues, and centers 
of commerce provide a starting point in identifying demand 
for a pedestrian facility. These attributes are typically along 
major vehicular thoroughfares, which are also likely to carry 
pedestrian traffi c. 
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Pedestrian generators and destinations illustrate demand 
for pedestrian facilities. Areas with dense and numerous 
generators and destinations require the most developed 
facilities and represent areas where investment in the 
pedestrian system will be most effi cient and benefi cial. 
The following “Land Use and Pedestrian Demand” analysis 
maps demonstrate where the pedestrian demand exists in 
Hamilton County based on accessibility and the following 
demographics, land use, and transportation planning 
characteristics:

 Access to Home;
 Access to Work and Commerce;
 Access to Recreation;
 Access to Education;
 Access to Transit; and
 Walkability Factors of Social Justice.

In the maps referencing "Access to Home; Work and 
Commerce; Recreation; and Education,” each representative 
land use and recommended multi-use path (within an off-
street right-of-way) is mapped with a 20 minute, or one 
mile, walk buffer surrounding it. The purpose of these 
maps is to show where the demand for pedestrian facilities 
exists in Hamilton County, based on where residents live, 
work, attend school, and play. Land use information used in 
the “Access to Home” and “Access to Work/Commerce” 
analysis maps are from the Land Use in Central Indiana 
(LUCI) model developed by the Center for Urban Policy and 
the Environment at Indiana University Purdue University 
Indianapolis. Additionally, each county’s ten largest 
employers, in terms of number of employees, are identifi ed 
on this map. All of Hamilton County’s ten largest employers 
are located within the MPA study area. The “Access to 
Recreation” map uses data locating recreational facilities 
that was provided by Hamilton County, local jurisdictions, 
and the Indiana Geographic Information System (INGIS) 
Atlas (Indiana Geological Survey). School location data was 
provided by the Indiana Geographic Information System 
(INGIS) Atlas (Indiana Geological Survey), Social Assets and 
Vulnerabilities Indicators (SAVI), and local jurisdictions.

The “Access to Transit” map indicates the near- (one to 
three years), short- (four to nine years), and long-term  
(ten to 15 years) proposed transit routes as identifi ed in 
the Comprehensive Operational Analysis (2005 COA transit 
study). Like other analysis maps, a 20 minute, or one mile, 
walk buffers each route. The purpose of this map is to 
illustrate where the demand for pedestrian facilities exists 
in Hamilton County, based on where a transit route, and 
subsequent transit stops, are proposed.

Hamilton County’s demographics, including its increasing population 
and its relatively high median household income, has created a favorable 
market for residential and commercial development, including Clay 
Terrace in Carmel.
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The “Walkability Factors of Social Justice” analysis map is 
created based on information from the 2000 U.S. Census 
and Hamilton County Census tracts. Seven social justice 
proxy factors are used to illustrate pedestrian facility 
demand based on demographic characteristics of Hamilton 
County. These factors include:

 Minority populations;
 Hispanic populations;
 Poverty;
 Unemployment;
 Disability factors (including sensory and physical);
 Use of public transportation to work; and 
 Walk to work.

The demographics of each Census tract for each identifi ed 
factor is compared to the Hamilton County average. When 
a factor is higher than the Hamilton County average, that 
creates a greater demand for pedestrian facilities based on 
social justice. Each of the seven factors is a layer on the 
map. Where an area exhibits a greater demand, the area 
is depicted in dark red. For instance, when compared to 
the Hamilton County average, if a Census tract has a higher 
percentage of minority population, poverty, unemployment, 
disabled residents, and use of public transportation for all 
factors, then the Census tract would be identifi ed in darker 
red demonstrating a demand for pedestrian facilities.

The following maps were developed based upon information 
and data provided by, IGIC (formerly INGISI), SAVI, IMAGIS, 
IMPO, IDNR, IUPUI-(LUCI), Hoosier Rails to Trails Council, 
and local jurisdictions/municipalities.

Pedestrian access to recreation facilities expands Hamilton County’s 
recreational amenities and enhances the user experience.
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ACCESS TO HOME
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people live, the magenta areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around a concentration of residential 
land uses.
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ACCESS TO WORK
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people work, the light green areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around employment centers 
and commercial land uses. Hamilton County’s ten largest 
employers (in terms of number of employees) are mapped. 
*All of the County’s largest employers are located within the 
MPA study area.  
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ACCESS TO RECREATION
Pedestrian access to recreation facilities expands Hamilton 
County’s recreational amenities and enhances the user 
experience. To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian 
facilities, the orange areas show a one-mile walk zone (20-
minute walk) around parks, trails, and greenways (off-street 
right-of-way multi-use paths).  
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ACCESS TO EDUCATION
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
educational centers, the light blue areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around schools and libraries. 
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ACCESS TO TRANSIT
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
transit routes, the dark purple areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around near-term Comprehensive 
Operational Analysis (COA) routes. The light purple areas 
show one-mile walk zone (20-minute walk) around short- 
and long-term COA routes and existing fi xed routes. Near-
term is defi ned as one to three years, short-term is defi ned 
as four to nine years, and long-term is defi ned as ten to 15 
years. The COA study was completed in 2005.
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WALKABILITY FACTORS OF SOCIAL JUSTICE
Walkability Factors of Social Justice is determined from 
2000 U.S. Census tracts. Proxy factors include:  Minority 
Populations, Hispanic Populations, Poverty, Unemployment, 
Disability Factors, Sensory Disabilities, Physical Disabilities, 
and pedestrian factors such as the use of Public Transportation 
to Work, and Walk to Work. These factors are grouped 
into fi ve categories. Each group is determined from the 
number of proxy factors where the blockgroup population 
is above the County population average. The darker the 
red, the more proxy factors, and the higher the demand for 
pedestrian facilities.  
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The Town of Fishers currently has a planned system of pedestrian and 
multi-use facilities, such as this one along 116th Street.

EXISTING AND PLANNED PEDESTRIAN 
FACILITIES

The 1995 Hamilton County Alternative Transportation System Plan 
designated preferred routes for alternative transportation 
facilities along major County roads, local roads, and railroad 
corridors (unused or active). The Regional Pedestrian Plan 
planning process determined that separated, parallel, multi-
use paths were preferred along major County thoroughfares 
(e.g. 296th Street, Cyntheanne Avenue), shared roadway 
paths were preferred along roads with less vehicular traffi c 
(e.g. 106th Street, Hague Road), and separated, multi-use 
paths, not within a road right-of-way, were preferred along 
railroad corridors (e.g. Monon Trail, Midland Trace). The 
incorporated municipalities of Carmel, Fishers, Noblesville, 
and Westfi eld all have and are planning for additional 
pedestrian facilities within their respective communities. 
In particular, Carmel, Fishers, and Noblesville all have 
extensive sidewalk and multi-use path systems. Westfi eld is 
planning for expansion of its current pedestrian system. The 
demand for additional facilities exists in the incorporated 
municipalities and developing townships, specifi cally Clay, 
Delaware, Fall Creek, Washington, Noblesville, and Wayne 
townships. There is also a desire to provide pedestrian 
facilities to connect communities within Hamilton County 
(e.g. Carmel to Fishers, Noblesville to Cicero, Arcadia, and 
Atlanta, etc.) along with neighboring Boone, Hancock, and 
Marion counties.

Planning for four signifi cant, countywide, multi-use trails is 
currently underway in Hamilton County. The Monon Trail, 
stretching from 10th Street in downtown Indianapolis to 146th 
Street in Carmel, is planned to be extended north through 
Washington Township (Westfi eld and continuing northwest 
to Sheridan) in 2007. The Monon Trail is the region’s best 
example of a successful rails-to-trails constructed project. 
Other regional and statewide projects use the success of 
the Monon Trail as the basis for their local trail planning 
and development. The White River Greenway builds upon 
the system established in Marion County and continues a 
multi-use path north into Carmel, Fishers, Noblesville, and 
White River Township, connecting schools, parks, and other 
pedestrian systems in these areas. The Nickel Plate Trail is 
planned along the Norfolk Southern rail line. Paralleling 
State Road 19, this trail will provide multi-use connectivity 
to the northern and southern areas of Hamilton County 
and link Atlanta, Arcadia, Cicero, Noblesville, and Fishers 
to neighboring Marion and Tipton counties and northern 
Indiana. Sections of the Nickel Plate Trail are open or under 
construction in Miami and Howard counties. Midland Trace 
is a proposed multi-use trail along the former Central Indiana 
Railway corridor. This trail parallels State Road 32 and will 
provide countywide connection between Westfi eld and 
Noblesville and into Boone and Madison counties. Midland 
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Trace will intersect the Monon Trail, White River Greenway, 
and Nickel Plate Trail, reinforcing off-street pedestrian 
connectivity throughout urbanized and rural Hamilton 
County. The Monon Trail, Nickel Plate Trail, and Midland 
Trace were all identifi ed in the County’s 1995 Alternative 
Transportation System Plan; the White River Greenway is a 
part of planning efforts in Carmel, Fishers, and Noblesville. 

Carmel, Fishers, Noblesville, and Westfi eld all require 
developers to install sidewalks or multi-use paths in all new 
commercial and residential developments. This requirement 
pertains to both an internal network, such as local sidewalks 
within a development, as well as external paths along 
arterial streets. The towns of Arcadia, Atlanta, and Cicero 
all have sidewalk systems within their respective town 
boundaries. As development continues in these fast growing 
areas, the Hamilton County pedestrian network will be 
expanded, leading to the realization of the vision outlined 
in the County’s Alternative Transportation and System Plan and 
substantially contribute to the regional connectivity vision 
described in the Regional Pedestrian Plan. 

Many communities throughout Hamilton County have installed, or 
required installation by developers, pedestrian facilities along major 
vehicular corridors, such as State Road 37 in Noblesville.
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REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY

The Regional Pedestrian Plan recommends a pedestrian system 
throughout the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The plan 
documents the demand for pedestrian connections based 
on qualitative and quantitative analyses. Results from these 
analyses are recorded as recommended pedestrian facilities, 
corridors and districts.

Pedestrian facility types are recommended based on 
existing facilities, land uses, potential users, location, 
and the community’s desires. Many communities, such 
as Carmel, Noblesville, Fishers, and Westfi eld, provided 
additional information on their plans for pedestrian and 
multi-use facilities. This information has been included in 
the plan. In some cases, a facility is recommended along 
a corridor that currently has a pedestrian facility. These 
recommendations reinforce the demand for the facility 
and the need to maintain, sustain, and continue to build 
upon the regional pedestrian system. Design guidelines are 
included in the Regional Pedestrian Plan that illustrate options 
and variations for several types of pedestrian facilities and 
adjacent activity areas. Ultimately, it is a local decision to 
approve or adopt the Regional Pedestrian Plan and implement 
its recommendations, which will entail determining the 
appropriate route, facility type, material, prioritization, 
timing, funding, and responsibility. 

FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

1. Collector Sidewalk
No collector sidewalks are proposed for Hamilton 
County, outside of local jurisdictions limits and 
identifi ed pedestrian districts. The multi-use path is 
the preferred facility.

The Monon Trail is considered a spine of the pedestrian system in 
Hamilton and Marion counties.

In some cases, the Regional Pedestrian Plan recommends a facility along a 
corridor that currently has a pedestrian facility. These recommendations 
reinforce the demand and the need to maintain, sustain, and continue 
to build upon the regional pedestrian system.
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2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, 
is preferred throughout the Hamilton County 
MPA, along major roads and outside of districts. 
These pedestrian connectors are located along all 
vehicular routes identifi ed in the County’s Alternative 
Transportation System Plan as “separated, parallel 
multi-use paths” or “shared roadway paths” and at 
an approximate half- to one-mile grid in the growing 
areas within the MPA. As the State’s fastest growing 
county, there is a desire to document the pedestrian 
connection opportunities in the developing areas, 
specifi cally Clay, Delaware, Fall Creek, Washington, 
Noblesville, and Wayne townships. When commercial 
and residential development occurs in these 
townships, particularly in unincorporated areas 
where local jurisdictional requirements do not apply, 
pedestrian facilities should be included in the site 
development, preferably installed by the developer, 
to provide connection within the development 
(through an internal sidewalk network, for example) 
and perimeter connection to other destinations 
throughout Hamilton County. 

Hamilton County’s important non-interstate 
transportation routes include U.S. 31; State Roads 
19, 32, 37, 38, 238, 431/Keystone Avenue; 96th, 116th, 
146th, 234th, and 296th streets; Allisonville Road, 
Cumberland Road, and Hazel Dell Parkway. Because 
all of these transportation routes provide access to 
key Hamilton County and regional destinations, multi-
use paths, within the right-of-way, are recommended 
as part of the half-mile grid structure which reinforces 
the pedestrian as part of the regional transportation 
system.    

2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 

Because many communities throughout Hamilton County have installed 
pedestrian facilities along major thoroughfares, there is a well-developed 
countywide pedestrian system underway. Pictured above is a multi-use 
path within the 116th Street right-of-way between Carmel and Fishers. 
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The Nickel Plate rail line offers opportunity for pedestrian connection 
from Marion County to northern Hamilton County, linking Fishers, 
Noblesville, Cicero, Arcadia, and Atlanta. A multi-use path could be 
collocated with an active transit line.

of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians, 
and bicyclists.  

Mentioned previously, the Monon Trail extension, 
White River Greenway, Nickel Plate Trail, and Midland 
Trace are under planning and/or development in 
Hamilton County. The Monon Trail is intended to 
continue into Washington Township with the same 
multi-use facility as elsewhere along the trail in Carmel 
and Indianapolis. The White River Greenway is an 
opportunity identifi ed in the Carmel/Clay Alternative 
Transportation Plan and the Town of Fishers Parks & 
Recreation Master Plan that continues to Noblesville, 
connecting to the City of Noblesville’s parks and trails 
system, and into White River Township, connecting 
to three County parks along the river. This system 
builds on the Indianapolis White River Greenway 
trail. The Nickel Plate rail line has been identifi ed 
as a potential route for regional rapid transit. The 
specifi c route and transit mode have not yet been 
determined. An off-street multi-use path facility 
could be developed along this route with or without 
a parallel rapid transit corridor. A parallel on-street 
facility is proposed along State Road 19, which will 
require coordinated development and safe access 
between the two facilities (on- and off-street multi-
use paths). In the case of the Midland Trace multi-use 
path, and facilities for other user groups, a parallel 
on-street facility is proposed along State Road 32, 
which will require coordinated development and safe 
access between the two facilities (on- and off-street 
multi-use paths). Both the Nickel Plate Trail and the 
Midland Trace will have symbiotic relationships with 
their paralleling state roads.

Other identifi ed off-street opportunities include 
multi-use paths along Hamilton County’s stream 
corridors, such as: Little Eagle Creek Trail entering 
from Boone County in Washington Township, 
outside of the MPA; Cool Creek Trail linking Carmel 
and Westfi eld, crossing the Monon Trail and Midland 
Trace and providing access to the County’s Cool 
Creek Park and Nature Center; and Bee Camp 
Creek, Flatfork Creek, Fall Creek, Mud Creek, Sand 
Creek, Cheeney Creek, and Shoemaker Creek, as 
identifi ed in the Town of Fishers Parks & Recreation 
Master Plan.

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Hamilton 
County.
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4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern 
of the entire Hamilton County community. It can 
be assumed that the County’s aggressive growth 
and development will create additional vehicular 
traffi c, possibly to the detriment of the pedestrian 
system and individual pedestrian safety. As such, all 
instances where pedestrian facilities intersect, meet 
major vehicular thoroughfares, or cross a physical 
or natural barrier are designated “critical crossings.” 
These critical crossings require the consideration 
of pedestrian activity and safety in their design and 
traffi c management.

LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links, as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Hamilton County Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 
A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Hamilton County include:

Hamilton County’s aggressive growth and development will produce 
additional vehicular traffi c. All instances where pedestrian facilities meet 
major vehicular thoroughfares are designated “critical crossings.” These 
critical crossings require the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety 
in their design and traffi c management.
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 96th Street from Keystone Avenue to Interstate 69, 
and intersection adjacent environs;

 116th Street from Westfi eld Boulevard/Range Line 
Road to Keystone Avenue, and intersection adjacent 
environs;

 116th Street from Allisonville Road to Interstate 69, 
and intersection adjacent environs;

 146th Street from Spring Mill Road to Gray Road;
 State Road 32 from Westfi eld western town limits to 

Noblesville eastern city limits;
 State Road 431/Keystone Avenue from 96th Street to 

U.S. 31;
 U.S. 31 from Keystone Avenue to Westfi eld northern 

town limits;
 State Road 37 from Fishers southern town limits to 

Noblesville northern city limits
 State Road 19 from Noblesville southern city limits 

to Atlanta northern town limits; and
 Olio Road from 96th Street to 136th Street.

Hamilton County Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Hamilton County include:  

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density of mixed uses 
and clustered pedestrian destinations within a fi ve-minute walk.
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The Hamilton County seat, downtown Noblesville, is a village mixed-use 
pedestrian district.

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
Carmel is currently undergoing an effort to ensure 
that all development in the City’s Central Core is 
“pedestrian-oriented with intentionally designed 
details that create a comfortable environment for 
people.” Source: City of Carmel Civic Design Principles, 
2006. As part of this effort, the City has identifi ed 
several possible neighborhoods with mixes of 
related uses, walkable centers, and gathering places. 
Carmel’s Central Core is identifi ed as a central 
business pedestrian district in the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan. 

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
The traditional downtowns of Arcadia, Atlanta, 
Cicero, Fishers, Noblesville, and Westfi eld are all 
considered village mixed-use pedestrian districts. 
The historic boundaries of these downtowns are 
shifting and growing. As such, the pedestrian district 
boundaries can shift and grow to accommodate new 
development that is accessible to pedestrians. New 
mixed-use developments such as Clay Terrace, Village 
of West Clay, Ackerson Farms/Eagle Station, and 
Saxony are considered village mixed-use pedestrian 
districts. As planned to feature a corporate park, the 
Saxony development in Fishers is also considered 
a campus pedestrian district. Downtowns Arcadia, 
Cicero, Fishers, Noblesville, and Westfi eld all have 
school campuses adjacent or incorporated into their 
village mixed-use pedestrian districts. As such, these 
downtowns are also identifi ed as campus pedestrian 
districts.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
As an overlay of the central business pedestrian 
district, Old Town Carmel’s “Arts & Design District” 
is considered a cultural pedestrian district. 

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
School clusters and education facilities, like Hamilton 
Southeastern Schools in Fall Creek Township and 
Carmel Clay Schools near the intersection of Gray 
Road and 126th Street are identifi ed as campus 
pedestrian districts. Downtowns Arcadia, Cicero, 
Fishers, Noblesville, and Westfi eld all have school 
campuses adjacent or incorporated into their 
village mixed-use pedestrian districts. Each of these 
downtowns has also been identifi ed as campus 
pedestrian districts. Business parks, such as the 
one east of I-69 near 106th Street and the Saxony 
development currently under construction, are also 
campus pedestrian districts. 

As an overlay of the central business pedestrian district, Old Town 
Carmel’s “Arts & Design District” is also identifi ed as a cultural 
pedestrian district.
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5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
No transit-oriented pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Hamilton County.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Hamilton County. Because 
of this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region.

  

Westfi eld High School, and related educational uses, comprise a campus 
pedestrian district adjacent to downtown Westfi eld, a village mixed-use 
pedestrian district.

Developers oftentimes recognize the value in providing pedestrian 
facilities in new developments, such as in the case of Saxony in 
Noblesville, an identifi ed campus pedestrian district.
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PLANNING PROCESS AND QUALITATIVE 
ANALYSIS

As part of the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) was an 
area of focused study for approximately six weeks. Research 
began in Hancock County in late March 2006.

Each county study includes data collection and review and 
tours of the county and local jurisdictions. The county data 
review involves, but is not limited to, county comprehensive 
plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, pedestrian or 
bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) fi les, 
infrastructure analysis reports, transit plans, demographics 
and economic development information, and general 
topographic information. Tours of the county and local 
jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential 
locations for future pedestrian systems, locations of 
destinations (schools, libraries, parks and recreation centers, 
employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, services, 
other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and 
connection opportunities between and among jurisdictions, 
throughout the county, and to adjacent counties. 

The planning team reviewed several planning documents 
provided by Hancock County Planning Department, the 
Town of Cumberland, and the Town of McCordsville. 
Documents included Hancock County Comprehensive Plan 
(2005), Cumberland Community Connection Masterplan 
(2002), the Town of McCordsville Master Plan (2005), the 
Town of McCordsville Overlay District ordinance (2005), the 
McCordsville Multi-Use Path Connectivity Plan (2006), National 
Road Heritage Trail Development Guide (2006), Hoosier Rails to 
Trails Council trail maps, draft Indiana State Trails, Greenways 
and Bikeways Plan (2006), and the efforts of the Hancock 
County Parks Board ad hoc committee to identify bicycling 
and walking routes throughout the County (2000).

A site tour of the MPA within Cumberland and McCordsville 
was conducted on April 6, 2006, guided by the Cumberland 
Town Manager, the McCordsville Town Manager, and the 
McCordsville engineering consultant. Additionally, the 
planning team met with the Hancock County Planner 
to discuss countywide planning initiatives, development 
patterns, and alternative transportation efforts. With 
direction from the County Planner, the planning team 
toured New Palestine, Spring Lake, and the unincorporated 
areas of Vernon (partial), Buck Creek, and Sugar Creek 

Hancock County in context of the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). 
The blue shading is considered “urbanized” based on the 2000 U.S. 
Census and is the study area for the Regional Pedestrian Plan.
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townships. Within Hancock County’s incorporated and 
unincorporated areas, the tours focused on current and 
planned pedestrian facilities, destinations, developing areas, 
and opportunities for future facilities. These opportunities 
for future pedestrian facilities, and their potential locations, 
are based on demand determined by the location of 
destinations throughout Hancock County. For example, 
residential neighborhoods, school campuses, commercial 
centers, employment centers, transportation centers, and 
recreation areas are all destinations that could be reached 
by walking if adequate facilities are available between and 
among these destinations.

The Metropolitan Planning Organization (IMPO) hosted 
one focus group discussion in Cumberland in late April 
2006 and one public information discussion in McCordsville 
in early May 2006. In total, nine participants attended 
the two discussions. Participants were introduced to the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan initiative through a presentation that 
explained the project need, process and timeline, expected 
outcomes, and the pedestrian facility vocabulary. After the 
introductory presentation, participants were asked to review 
a conceptual facility diagram that proposed opportunities for 
pedestrian connections throughout the MPA within Hancock 
County. The conceptual facility diagram presented included 
the pedestrian planning information gathered from Hancock 
County and the towns of Cumberland and McCordsville, the 
National Road Development Guide, ideas from a 2001 Regional 
Greenways Workshop, and initial recommendations 
intended to connect education, recreation, commercial, 
employment, transit, and neighborhood destinations. 

The information gathered through data collection, 
conversations with county/city/town staff and elected 
offi cials, observations from site tours, and public input 
all contributed to the qualitative analysis included in the 
creation and evolution of the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
recommendations.

In the Indiana State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan, the Indiana 
Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) and the Indiana Department 
of Transportation identifi ed a series of “backbone” trails throughout the 
State. All of these trails are identifi ed in the IMPO’s Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and provide connection to systems outside of the Indianapolis 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).
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DEMOGRAPHICS, LAND USE PATTERNS, 
AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The quantitative analysis used for the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan recommendations are based on demographics, land 
use, and transportation planning. This analysis illustrates 
the pedestrian demand, which is supported by information 
other than the communities’ desires, by the categorization 
of destination and trip generators. 

Hancock County is the State of Indiana’s 25th largest 
county in terms of population, with more than 63,000 
residents (2005). It is the State’s third fastest growing 
county, demonstrated by a 14 percent population growth 
between 2000 and 2005, and the population is projected to 
increase to more than 67,000 by 2010. Hancock County’s 
two largest local jurisdictions, Greenfi eld and Fortville, 
are outside of the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Area 
(MPA). The City of Greenfi eld, the Hancock County seat, 
is not within a MPA. The Town of Fortville is within the 
boundaries of the Anderson/Madison County Metropolitan 
Planning Organization (IMPO). With slightly more than four 
percent (approximately 2,500 residents) of the County’s 
total population, Cumberland is Hancock County’s most 
populated community within the Indianapolis MPA. 
Cumberland straddles the Marion/Hancock County line 
with most of the town’s growth occurring in the Hancock 
County portion. New Palestine comprises more that two 
percent of the County’s population and McCordsville has 
two percent. Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

The median age of a Hancock County resident is 37.7 years. 
Approximately 19 percent of the population is school age 
(between age 5 and age 17) and more than 11 percent of 
the population is over the age of 65 (2004). More than 97 
percent of the Hancock County population is “white alone” 
(2004). Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

Nearly 88 percent of Hancock County residents are high 
school graduates and more than 22 percent hold a bachelor’s 
degree or higher. In comparison, the State of Indiana has a 
high school graduation rate of 82 percent and 19 percent of 
Indiana residents hold a bachelor’s degree or higher. The per 
capita, or per person, income of a Hancock County resident 
is $36,096 annually (State of Indiana, $30,204 annually) 
(2004) with a median household income of $58,866 annually 
(State of Indiana $43,323 annually) (2003). Source: Indiana 
Department of Education; U.S. Census Bureau.

More than 32,000 Hancock County residents are employed. 
The County’s unemployment rate is 4.0, lower than the State 
unemployment rate of 5.1 (June 2006). The most commonly 
identifi ed professions of employed Hancock County 

Straddling the Marion/Hancock County line, Cumberland is Hancock 
County’s most populated community within the Metropolitan Planning 
Area (MPA).
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residents, as categorized by the 2004 North American 
Industry Classifi cation System (NAICS), are: retail trade 
(11.9 percent); government (11.4 percent); construction (10 
percent); manufacturing (8.6 percent); and professional, 
scientifi c, and technical services (8.1 percent). Source: U.S. 
Bureau of Economic Analysis.

More than 62 percent of employed Hancock County 
residents commute outside of the county for work, with 
most commuting to Marion County (80 percent of all 
commuters). A smaller percentage commutes to Hamilton 
County (6.7 percent), Shelby County (2.8 percent), Madison 
County (2.3 percent), and Henry County (1.3 percent) 
(2004). Source: Indiana Department of Revenue.

As stated earlier, Hancock County is the State’s third fastest 
growing county. The majority of this growth is occurring 
in the western section of the County, in the townships 
bordering Marion County. The MPA within Hancock 
County is developed or developing, both residentially and 
commercially. Recreation space is primarily located within 
incorporated municipalities, residential subdivisions, and on 
school properties. There are no Hancock County parks in 
the study area. With the County’s emerging development 
comes the opportunity for inclusion of pedestrian facilities 
to create or continue a pedestrian network among 
destinations – home, work, education, commerce, transit, 
and recreation.

The basis for the Regional Pedestrian Plan is the understanding 
that an effi cient pedestrian network begins with adequate 
pedestrian facilities where they are needed most. Certain 
elements of urbanized areas create and attract more 
pedestrian traffi c than others. Mapping attributes such as 
neighborhoods, schools, parks, cultural venues, and centers 
of commerce provide a starting point in identifying demand 
for a pedestrian facility. These attributes are typically along 
major vehicular thoroughfares, which are also likely to carry 
pedestrian traffi c. 

Pedestrian generators and destinations illustrate demand 
for pedestrian facilities. Areas with dense and numerous 
generators and destinations require the most developed 
facilities and represent areas where investment in the 
pedestrian system will be most effi cient and benefi cial. 
The following “Land Use and Pedestrian Demand” analysis 
maps demonstrate where the pedestrian demand exists in 
Hancock County based on accessibility and the following 
demographics, land use, and transportation planning 
characteristics:

Hancock County is the State’s third fastest growing county. This growth 
is demonstrated by new commercial and residential development.
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 Access to Home;
 Access to Work and Commerce;
 Access to Recreation;
 Access to Education;
 Access to Transit; and
 Walkability Factors of Social Justice.

In the maps referencing "Access to Home; Work and 
Commerce; Recreation; and Education,” each representative 
land use and recommended multi-use path (within an off-
street right-of-way) is mapped with a 20 minute, or one 
mile, walk buffer surrounding it. The purpose of these 
maps is to show where the demand for pedestrian facilities 
exists in Hancock County, based on where residents 
live, work, attend school, and play. Land use information 
used in the “Access to Home” and “Access to Work/
Commerce” analysis maps are from the Land Use in Central 
Indiana (LUCI) model developed by the Center for Urban 
Policy and the Environment at Indiana University Purdue 
University Indianapolis. Additionally, each county’s ten 
largest employers, in terms of number of employees, are 
identifi ed on this map. None of Hancock County’s ten 
largest employers are located within the MPA study area, all 
are located in the County seat of Greenfi eld. The “Access 
to Recreation” map uses data locating recreational facilities 
that was provided by Hancock County, local jurisdictions, 
and the Indiana Geographic Information System (INGIS) 
Atlas (Indiana Geological Survey). School location data was 
provided by the Indiana Geographic Information System 
(INGIS) Atlas (Indiana Geological Survey), Social Assets and 
Vulnerabilities Indicators (SAVI), and local jurisdictions.

The “Access to Transit” map indicates the near- (one to 
three years), short- (four to nine years), and long-term  (ten 
to 15 years) proposed transit routes as identifi ed in the 
Comprehensive Operational Analysis (2005 COA transit study). 
Like other analysis maps, a 20 minute, or one mile, walk 
buffers each route. The purpose of this map is to illustrate 
where the demand for pedestrian facilities exists in Hancock 
County, based on where a transit route, and subsequent 
transit stops, are proposed.

The “Walkability Factors of Social Justice” analysis map is 
created based on information from the 2000 U.S. Census 
and Hancock County Census tracts. Seven social justice 
proxy factors are used to illustrate pedestrian facility 
demand based on demographic characteristics of Hancock 
County. These factors include:

“Access to Recreation” maps pedestrian accessibility to parks and other 
recreational amenities and destinations.
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 Minority populations;
 Hispanic populations;
 Poverty;
 Unemployment;
 Disability factors (including sensory and physical);
 Use of public transportation to work; and 
 Walk to work.

The demographics of each Census tract for each identifi ed 
factor is compared to the Hancock County average. When 
a factor is higher than the Hancock County average, that 
creates a greater demand for pedestrian facilities based on 
social justice. Each of the seven factors is a layer on the 
map. Where an area exhibits a greater demand, the area 
is depicted in dark red. For instance, when compared to 
the Hancock County average, if a Census tract has a higher 
percentage of minority population, poverty, unemployment, 
disabled residents, and use of public transportation for all 
factors, then the Census tract would be identifi ed in darker 
red demonstrating a demand for pedestrian facilities.

The following maps were developed based upon information 
and data provided by, IGIC (formerly INGISI), SAVI, IMAGIS, 
IMPO, IDNR, IUPUI-(LUCI), Hoosier Rails to Trails Council, 
and local jurisdictions/municipalities.
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ACCESS TO HOME
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people live, the magenta areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around a concentration of residential 
land uses.
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ACCESS TO WORK
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people work, the light green areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around employment centers 
and commercial land uses. Hancock County’s ten largest 
employers (in terms of number of employees) are mapped.  
*All of the County’s largest employers are located in 
Greenfi eld, outside of the MPA study area.  
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ACCESS TO RECREATION
Pedestrian access to recreation facilities expands Hancock 
County’s recreational amenities and enhances the user 
experience. To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian 
facilities, the orange areas show a one-mile walk zone (20-
minute walk) around parks, trails, and greenways (off-street 
right-of-way multi-use paths).  
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ACCESS TO EDUCATION
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
educational centers, the light blue areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around schools and libraries. 
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ACCESS TO TRANSIT
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
transit routes, the dark purple areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around near-term Comprehensive 
Operational Analysis (COA) routes. The light purple areas 
show one-mile walk zone (20-minute walk) around short- 
and long-term COA routes and existing fi xed routes. Near-
term is defi ned as one to three years, short-term is defi ned 
as four to nine years, and long-term is defi ned as ten to 15 
years. The COA study was completed in 2005.
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WALKABILITY FACTORS OF SOCIAL JUSTICE
Walkability Factors of Social Justice is determined from 
2000 U.S. Census tracts. Proxy factors include:  Minority 
Populations, Hispanic Populations, Poverty, Unemployment, 
Disability Factors, Sensory Disabilities, Physical Disabilities, 
and pedestrian factors such as the use of Public Transportation 
to Work, and Walk to Work. These factors are grouped 
into fi ve categories. Each group is determined from the 
number of proxy factors where the blockgroup population 
is above the County population average. The darker the 
red, the more proxy factors, and the higher the demand for 
pedestrian facilities.  
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EXISTING AND PLANNED PEDESTRIAN 
FACILITIES

The 2005 Hancock County Comprehensive Plan states that the 
County encourages developers to include multi-use paths 
within new subdivisions and that these facilities should be 
located outside of the public right-of-way and separated from 
the roadway. The County does not have any current plans to 
construct multi-use path or trail segments and prefers that 
multi-use path or trail construction be the responsibility of 
local jurisdictions or individual developers. The Comprehensive 
Plan does not identify specifi c path or trail routes; however, 
it identifi es key locations and destinations that could benefi t 
from pedestrian connectivity. The locations and destinations 
identifi ed in the County Comprehensive Plan are comparable 
to the Regional Pedestrian Plan’s pedestrian districts. Like 
the Regional Pedestrian Plan, the County Comprehensive Plan 
articulates the desire for trail connectivity and that each 
segment’s development should be designed with the context 
of a larger future system in mind. Routes located outside 
of the public right-of-way, particularly along Hancock 
County’s stream corridors, are highlighted as connection 
opportunities linking destinations.

Cumberland and McCordsville, both incorporated 
municipalities within the Hancock County MPA, currently 
have or are planning for pedestrian facilities within their 
respective communities. In the Community Connections 
Masterplan, the Town of Cumberland outlined its pedestrian 
planning and facility priorities. Three greenways, outside of 
the road right-of-way, are planned for the town. The Town 
is preparing to construct its portion of the Pennsy Trail 
along the unused Pennsylvania Railroad line, which parallels 
the National Road (U.S. 40/Washington Street) and is part 
of the National Road Heritage Trail. The Pennsy Trail will 
connect to Marion County’s system and, eventually, connect 
to the Pennsy Trail in Greenfi eld. The Buck Creek Greenway 
follows a portion of Buck Creek providing pedestrian 
connection between Ruster Park and a future park facility 
between Buck Creek and Buck Creek Road. The Buck 
Creek Greenway will also connect to a greenway facility 
planned along an east-west overhead utility corridor that 
bisects the Town of Cumberland. The Town has also planned 
for, and constructed, numerous on-street (within road 
right-of-way) pedestrian facilities. These on-street facilities 
support a connected network throughout Cumberland, link 
Cumberland to Indianapolis’ pedestrian system, and offer 
opportunity for connections to other facilities in Hancock 
County’s developing areas.

The Town of McCordsville requires developers to install 
sidewalks or multi-use paths in all new commercial and 
residential developments. This requirement pertains to 
both an internal network, such as local sidewalks within a 

The Town of Cumberland recently installed and replaced several miles 
of sidewalk throughout the town.

The addition of pedestrian facilities is often included in major road 
improvements, for example U.S. 36/State Road 67.
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development, as well as external paths along arterial streets. 
Several residential developers have included off-street, 
outside of right-of-way, internal paths within neighborhoods. 
These facilities are constructed by the developer and 
maintained by either the developer or the homeowner 
association. In its Multi-Use Path Connectivity Plan, the Town of 
McCordsville illustrated its intentions for the development 
of multi-use paths along major vehicular routes. It is the 
desire of the Town of McCordsville to establish a linear park 
system of paths and trails throughout the community to 
create recreational opportunities for residents and a sense 
of open space. Geist Reservoir is a destination opportunity 
for McCordsville as is the Mt. Comfort Road/Olio Road 
connection to the Fishers pedestrian system. These 
opportunities enhance and expand the Town’s desire for a 
network of continuous pedestrian facilities and destinations. 
A signifi cant barrier to a connected McCordsville is U.S. 
36/State Road 67/Broadway Street and the parallel CSX rail 
line. The intersection of U.S. 36/State Road 67/Broadway 
Street, the rail line, and Mt. Comfort Road (County Road 
600 West) is in the Town’s center and physical focal point. 
This intersection is identifi ed as a critical crossing on the 
preliminary plan. Connection between north McCordsville 
and south McCordsville is vital to the realization of a 
comprehensive linear park system of pedestrian facilities. 

The Town of New Palestine has a sidewalk system in place 
throughout the Town’s historic boundaries. Adjacent New 
Palestine Elementary and High schools are located within the 
current system. As development occurs along Mt. Comfort 
Road and U.S. 52, particularly west towards Indianapolis, the 
preliminary plan illustrates continued pedestrian connection 
along these major thoroughfares. The demand for additional 
facilities exists in the incorporated municipalities and 
developing townships, specifi cally Vernon, Buck Creek, and 
Sugar Creek townships. There is also a desire to provide 
pedestrian facilities to connect communities within Hancock 
County (e.g. Cumberland to Greenfi eld, McCordsville to 
New Palestine) along with neighboring counties.

A multi-use path and parallel sidewalk provide connection to McCordsville 
Elementary School on Mt. Comfort Road.
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REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY

The Regional Pedestrian Plan recommends a pedestrian system 
throughout the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The plan 
documents the demand for pedestrian connections based 
on qualitative and quantitative analyses. Results from these 
analyses are recorded as recommended pedestrian facilities, 
corridors and districts.

Pedestrian facility types are recommended based on 
existing facilities, land uses, potential users, location, and 
the community’s desires. The towns of Cumberland and 
McCordsville provided additional information about their 
respective pedestrian planning efforts. This information 
has been included in the plan. In some cases, a facility is 
recommended along a corridor that currently has a 
pedestrian facility. These recommendations reinforce the 
demand for the facility and the need to maintain, sustain, 
and continue to build upon the regional pedestrian system. 
Design guidelines are included in the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
that illustrate options and variations for several types of 
pedestrian facilities and adjacent activity areas. Ultimately, it 
is a local decision to approve or adopt the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and implement its recommendations, which will entail 
determining the appropriate route, facility type, material, 
prioritization, timing, funding, and responsibility. 

FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use 
paths, and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard 
surface walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the 
side of a street, and within the right-of-way. There are two 
types of multi-use paths that differ by their environment 
and context. Both are a hard surface way for shared use 
by multiple alternative transportation users, for instance 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users. 
An urban greenway is a separated hard surface walkway 
with parallel bikeway within a street right-of-way. Facility 
type recommendations are determined based on existing 
infrastructure, land uses, potential users, location, and 
community desires.

1. Collector Sidewalk
The Town of Cumberland is currently installing 
collector sidewalks in both the Marion and Hancock 
County portions of the Town. Collector sidewalks, 
shown in red on the diagram, are recommended 
within the Town’s historic boundaries to maintain 

Pedestrian facility types are recommended throughout the Metropolitan 
Planning Area (MPA) in Hancock County based on existing facilities, 
land uses, potential users, location, and the community’s desires.
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the grid system. These facilities are typically a part 
of all local jurisdictions and identifi ed pedestrian 
districts.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, is 
preferred throughout the Hancock County MPA, 
along major roads and outside of districts. These 
pedestrian connectors are located at an approximate 
half- to one-mile grid along county roads throughout 
the Hancock County MPA. As the state’s third fastest 
growing county, there is a desire to document 
the pedestrian connection opportunities in the 
developing areas, in particular Vernon, Buck Creek, 
and Sugar Creek townships. When commercial and 
residential development occurs in these townships, 
pedestrian facilities should be included in the site 
development, preferably installed by the developer, 
to provide connection within the development 
(through an internal sidewalk network, for example) 
and perimeter connection to other destinations 
throughout Hancock County.

Hancock County’s important non-interstate 
transportation routes include U.S. 36/State Road 67, 
U.S. 40/Washington Street/Historic National Road, 
U.S. 52, and Mt. Comfort Road. Outside of the MPA, 
State Road 9 is an important north-south connector 
in Greenfi eld. Because all of these transportation 
routes provide access to key Hancock County and 
regional destinations, on-street pedestrian facilities 
are recommended as part of the half-mile grid 
structure which reinforces the pedestrian as part of 
the regional transportation system.    

2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists.  

A multi-use path network is recommended at an approximate half- to 
one-mile grid throughout the Hancock County MPA.
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Mentioned previously, the Pennsy Trail is a greenway 
with a multi-use path along the unused Pennsylvania 
Railroad line. The Town of Cumberland is currently 
planning for its portion of the facility construction. 
When completed, the trail will connect to Marion 
County’s system and, eventually, link to the Pennsy 
Trail in Greenfi eld. The Pennsy Trail is the Hancock 
County segment of the National Road Heritage Trail, 
a multi-use, multi-county, and ultimately multi-state, 
trail initiative. The Pennsy/National Road Heritage 
Trail provides signifi cant east-west pedestrian 
access throughout Hancock County, serving both 
the urbanized and rural areas. Cumberland is also 
planning for a trail along Buck Creek. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way along Buck 
Creek is also identifi ed in the Marion County 
(Warren Township) component of the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan, in addition to a multi-use path along 
a Cumberland utility corridor (also mentioned in the 
Cumberland Community Connection Masterplan). The 
Marion County (Warren Township) plan highlights 
the Warren Rail Trail, an off-street opportunity 
along an unused rail corridor, starting east of Pogues 
Run Trail in Indianapolis, extending northeast into 
Hancock County, and joining the Wooly Bear Trail in 
Henry County.

Other identifi ed off-street opportunities include 
multi-use paths along Hancock County’s many stream 
corridors, all of which were labeled as “conservation/
stream corridors” in the 2005 Hancock County 
Comprehensive Plan.

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Hancock 
County.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern of 
the entire Hancock County community. It can be 
assumed that any growth and development will create 
additional vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment 
of the pedestrian system and individual pedestrian 
safety. As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are designated 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.

The Town of Cumberland is currently planning for the construction 
of its portion of the Pennsy Trail, a multi-use path along the unused 
Pennsylvania Railroad line. When completed, the trail will connect to 
Marion County’s system and, eventually, link to the Pennsy Trail in 
Greenfi eld. 
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LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.

Hancock County Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized by a 
linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 
residential land use and served by co-linear transit routes. It 
is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from the street 
center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to the other. 
A pedestrian corridor designation will require coordination 
among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. 
planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) and the 
business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, merchant’s 
association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are highlighted in 
orange, over a recommended pedestrian facility, in the plan. 
They have been selected based on the following criteria: 
1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned 
mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at least one 
mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap in adjacent 
pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter mile, or 
fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian facility 
along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); and 5) 
transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but 
not a requirement). Recommended pedestrian corridors in 
Hancock County include:

 U.S. 36/State Road 67/Broadway Street from the 
Marion County line to Mt. Comfort Road;

 U.S. 40/Washington Street/Historic National Road 
from the Marion County line to the end of the MPA, 
between Spring Lake and Greenfi eld;

 U.S. 52 from Marion County through New Palestine; 
and

 Mt. Comfort Road from the Hamilton County line 
to U.S. 52.

Mt. Comfort Road, a major north-south corridor in western Hancock 
County with an interstate interchange, is anticipated to grow with 
commercial and mixed-use development. As such, Mt. Comfort Road 
is  identifi ed as a pedestrian corridor and pedestrian facilities should be 
included in adjacent developments as they occur.
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Hancock County Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Hancock County include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Hancock County.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
The traditional downtowns of Cumberland, 
McCordsville, New Palestine, and Spring Lake are 
all considered village mixed-use pedestrian districts. 
The historic boundaries of these downtowns are 
shifting and growing. As such, the pedestrian district 
boundaries can shift and grow to accommodate new 
development that is accessible to pedestrians. New 
mixed-use developments such as the one planned 
along Mt. Comfort Road, north of Cumberland, 
are also considered village mixed-use pedestrian 
districts. Downtowns Cumberland, McCordsville, 
and New Palestine all have school campuses 
adjacent or incorporated into their village mixed-

New Palestine is identifi ed as a village mixed-use pedestrian district.
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use pedestrian districts. As such, these downtowns 
are also identifi ed as campus pedestrian districts.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Hancock County.

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
School clusters and education facilities, like the 
close proximity of Doe Creek Middle School and 
Sugar Creek Elementary School along Mt. Comfort 
Road, are identifi ed as a campus pedestrian district. 
Downtowns Cumberland, McCordsville, and New 
Palestine all have school campuses adjacent or 
incorporated into their village mixed-use pedestrian 
districts. Each of these downtowns has also been 
identifi ed as a campus pedestrian district. Business 
parks, such as the one under development along Mt. 
Comfort Road, near the airport, are also campus 
pedestrian districts. 

5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
No transit-oriented pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Hancock County.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Hancock County. Because of 
this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region.

  

Sugar Creek Elementary and Doe Creek Middle schools form a campus 
pedestrian district in New Palestine.

Many new residential developments throughout Hancock County include 
an internal pedestrian system, as well as links to an external system. 
These developments are considered village residential pedestrian 
districts.
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PLANNING PROCESS AND QUALITATIVE 
ANALYSIS

As part of the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) was an 
area of focused study for approximately six weeks. Research 
began in Shelby County in late April 2006.

Each county study includes data collection and review and 
tours of the county and local jurisdictions. The county data 
review involves, but is not limited to, county comprehensive 
plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, pedestrian or 
bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) fi les, 
infrastructure analysis reports, transit plans, demographics 
and economic development information, and general 
topographic information. Tours of the county and local 
jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential 
locations for future pedestrian systems, locations of 
destinations (schools, libraries, parks and recreation centers, 
employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, services, 
other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and 
connection opportunities between and among jurisdictions, 
throughout the county, and to adjacent counties. 

The planning team reviewed the Shelby County Comprehensive 
Plan (1999) along with sections of the updated County 
comprehensive plan that is currently under development, 
Hoosier Rails to Trails Council trail maps, and the draft 
Indiana State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan (2006). 
There are no incorporated municipalities within the Shelby 
County MPA. The MPA includes Moral Township and 
portions of Sugar Creek and Brandywine townships. In the 
Comprehensive Plan update, several “rural communities” 
are identifi ed and four reside within the MPA – Pleasantview, 
Brookfi eld, London, and Fairland.

A site tour of the MPA within Shelby County was conducted 
on May 10, 2006, guided by the Shelbyville Parks and 
Recreation Director and the Shelby County Planner. The 
tour included the County’s unincorporated areas of Moral, 
Sugar Creek (partial), and Brandywine (partial) townships. 
Within these townships, the tour focused on destinations, 
developing areas, and identifying opportunities for future 
facilities. Very few pedestrian facilities currently exist in 
the MPA. Opportunities for future pedestrian facilities, and 
their potential locations, are based on demand determined 
by the location of destinations throughout Shelby County. 
For example, residential neighborhoods, school campuses, 

Shelby County in context of the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The 
blue shading is considered “urbanized” based on the 2000 U.S. Census 
and is the study area for the Regional Pedestrian Plan.
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commercial centers, employment centers, transportation 
centers, and recreation areas are all destinations that could 
be reached by walking if adequate facilities are available 
between and among these destinations.

The Metropolitan Planning Organization (IMPO) hosted one 
public information discussion in Shelbyville in late May 2006. 
Four participants attended this discussion. Participants were 
introduced to the Regional Pedestrian Plan initiative through 
a presentation that explained the project need, process and 
timeline, expected outcomes, and the pedestrian facility 
vocabulary. After the introductory presentation, participants 
were asked to review a conceptual facility diagram that 
proposed opportunities for pedestrian connections 
throughout the MPA within Shelby County. The conceptual 
facility diagram presented included the pedestrian planning 
information gathered from Shelby County, ideas from a 2001 
Regional Greenways Workshop, and initial recommendations 
intended to connect education, recreation, commercial, 
employment, transit, and neighborhood destinations.

The information gathered through data collection, 
conversations with county/city/town staff and elected 
offi cials, observations from site tours, and public input 
all contributed to the qualitative analysis included in the 
creation and evolution of the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
recommendations.

DEMOGRAPHICS, LAND USE PATTERNS, 
AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The quantitative analysis used for the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan recommendations are based on demographics, land 
use, and transportation planning. This analysis illustrates 
the pedestrian demand, which is supported by information 
other than the communities’ desires, by the categorization 
of destination and trip generators. 

Shelby County is the State of Indiana’s 33rd largest county 
in terms of population, with more than 43,000 residents 
(2005). It is the most rural county in the Metropolitan 
Planning Area (MPA) and is not experiencing the rapid 
growth rate that other MPA counties are encountering. 
Shelby County’s population increased one percent between 
2000 and 2005, and the population is projected to increase 
by less than one percent in the next fi ve years. More than 44 
percent of County’s population lives outside of the MPA in 
incorporated jurisdictions. Shelbyville, the county seat and 
outside of the MPA, has more than 40 percent of residents. 
There are no incorporated municipalities within the Shelby 
County MPA. Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

In the Indiana State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan, the Indiana 
Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) and the Indiana Department 
of Transportation identifi ed a series of “backbone” trails throughout the 
State. All of these trails are identifi ed in the IMPO’s Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and provide connection to systems outside of the Indianapolis 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).
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The median age of a Shelby County resident is 37.6 years. 
Approximately 19 percent of the population is school age 
(between age 5 and age 17) and more than 12 percent of 
the population is over the age of 65 (2004). More than 97 
percent of the Shelby County population is “white alone” 
(2004). Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

Nearly 80 percent of Shelby County residents are high 
school graduates and more than 12 percent hold a bachelor’s 
degree or higher. Both of these educational attainment rates 
are lower than the State of Indiana averages of 82 percent 
and 19 percent, respectively. The per capita, or per person, 
income of a Shelby County resident is $29,376 annually 
(State of Indiana, $30,204 annually) (2004) with a median 
household income of $44,152 annually (State of Indiana 
$43,323 annually) (2003). Source: Indiana Department of 
Education; U.S. Census Bureau.

More than 22,000 Shelby County residents are employed. 
The County’s unemployment rate is 4.4, lower than the 
State unemployment rate of 5.1 (June 2006). The most 
commonly identifi ed professions of employed Shelby County 
residents, as categorized by the 2004 North American 
Industry Classifi cation System (NAICS), are: manufacturing 
(24.3 percent); government (12 percent); retail trade (10.1 
percent); accommodations and food service (8.1 percent); 
and construction (6.8 percent). Source: U.S. Bureau of 
Economic Analysis.

More than 37 percent of employed Shelby County residents 
commute outside of the county for work, with most 
commuting to Marion County (63.8 percent of all commuters). 
A smaller percentage commutes to Johnson County (10.9 
percent), Hancock County (6.9 percent), Bartholomew 
County (5.7 percent), and Decatur County (3.4 percent) 
(2004). Source: Indiana Department of Revenue.

As stated earlier, Shelby County’s growth is modest. New 
development has largely been residential and concentrated 
in and near Shelbyville, outside of the MPA. Recreation 
space is primarily located within Shelbyville and private 
backyards throughout the County’s rural landscape. There 
are no County parks in the study area. As the County plans 
for future development, opportunities to include pedestrian 
facilities to create or continue a pedestrian network among 
destinations – home, work, education, commerce, transit, 
and recreation – should be considered

The basis for the Regional Pedestrian Plan is the understanding 
that an effi cient pedestrian network begins with adequate 
pedestrian facilities where they are needed most. Certain 

With one percent growth between 2000 and 2005, Shelby County is 
the most rural county in the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) and 
is not experiencing the rapid growth rate that other MPA counties are 
encountering.
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elements of urbanized areas create and attract more 
pedestrian traffi c than others. Mapping attributes such as 
neighborhoods, schools, parks, cultural venues, and centers 
of commerce provide a starting point in identifying demand 
for a pedestrian facility. These attributes are typically along 
major vehicular thoroughfares, which are also likely to carry 
pedestrian traffi c. 

Pedestrian generators and destinations illustrate demand 
for pedestrian facilities. Areas with dense and numerous 
generators and destinations require the most developed 
facilities and represent areas where investment in the 
pedestrian system will be most effi cient and benefi cial. The 
following “Land Use and Pedestrian Demand” analysis maps 
demonstrate where the pedestrian demand exists in Shelby 
County based on accessibility and the following demographics, 
land use, and transportation planning characteristics:

 Access to Home;
 Access to Work and Commerce;
 Access to Recreation;
 Access to Education;
 Access to Transit; and
 Walkability Factors of Social Justice.

In the maps referencing "Access to Home; Work and 
Commerce; Recreation; and Education,” each representative 
land use and recommended multi-use path (within an off-
street right-of-way) is mapped with a 20 minute, or one 
mile, walk buffer surrounding it. The purpose of these 
maps is to show where the demand for pedestrian facilities 
exists in Shelby County, based on where residents live, 
work, attend school, and play. Land use information used in 
the “Access to Home” and “Access to Work/Commerce” 
analysis maps are from the Land Use in Central Indiana 
(LUCI) model developed by the Center for Urban Policy and 
the Environment at Indiana University Purdue University 
Indianapolis. Additionally, each county’s ten largest 
employers, in terms of number of employees, are identifi ed 
on this map. None of Shelby County’s ten largest employers 
are located within the MPA study area, all are located in the 
County seat of Shelbyville. The “Access to Recreation” map 
uses data locating recreational facilities that was provided 
by Shelby County, local jurisdictions, and the Indiana 
Geographic Information System (INGIS) Atlas (Indiana 
Geological Survey). School location data was provided by 
the Indiana Geographic Information System (INGIS) Atlas 
(Indiana Geological Survey), Social Assets and Vulnerabilities 
Indicators (SAVI), and local jurisdictions.

The “Access to Education” analysis map highlights a one-mile, or 20-
minute, walk zone centered around the Triton school campus.
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The “Access to Transit” map indicates the near- (one to 
three years), short- (four to nine years), and long-term  (ten 
to 15 years) proposed transit routes as identifi ed in the 
Comprehensive Operational Analysis (2005 COA transit study). 
Like other analysis maps, a 20 minute, or one mile, walk 
buffers each route. The purpose of this map is to illustrate 
where the demand for pedestrian facilities exists in Shelby 
County, based on where a transit route, and subsequent 
transit stops, are proposed.

The “Walkability Factors of Social Justice” analysis map is 
created based on information from the 2000 U.S. Census 
and Shelby County Census tracts. Seven social justice proxy 
factors are used to illustrate pedestrian facility demand 
based on demographic characteristics of Shelby County. 
These factors include:

 Minority populations;
 Hispanic populations;
 Poverty;
 Unemployment;
 Disability factors (including sensory and physical);
 Use of public transportation to work; and 
 Walk to work.

The demographics of each Census tract for each identifi ed 
factor is compared to the Shelby County average. When 
a factor is higher than the Shelby County average, that 
creates a greater demand for pedestrian facilities based on 
social justice. Each of the seven factors is a layer on the 
map. Where an area exhibits a greater demand, the area 
is depicted in dark red. For instance, when compared to 
the Shelby County average, if a Census tract has a higher 
percentage of minority population, poverty, unemployment, 
disabled residents, and use of public transportation for all 
factors, then the Census tract would be identifi ed in darker 
red demonstrating a demand for pedestrian facilities.

The following maps were developed based upon information 
and data provided by, IGIC (formerly INGISI), SAVI, IMAGIS, 
IMPO, IDNR, IUPUI-(LUCI), Hoosier Rails to Trails Council, 
and local jurisdictions/municipalities.
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ACCESS TO HOME
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people live, the magenta areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around a concentration of residential 
land uses.
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ACCESS TO WORK
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
where people work, the light green areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around employment centers and 
commercial land uses. Shelby County’s ten largest employers 
(in terms of number of employees) are mapped. *All of the 
County’s largest employers are located in Shelbyville, outside 
of the MPA study area.  
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ACCESS TO RECREATION
Pedestrian access to recreation facilities expands Shelby 
County’s recreational amenities and enhances the user 
experience. To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian 
facilities, the orange areas show a one-mile walk zone (20-
minute walk) around parks, trails, and greenways (off-street 
right-of-way multi-use paths).  
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ACCESS TO EDUCATION
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
educational centers, the light blue areas show a one-mile 
walk zone (20-minute walk) around schools and libraries. 
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ACCESS TO TRANSIT
To demonstrate the demand for pedestrian facilities near 
transit routes, the dark purple areas show a one-mile walk 
zone (20-minute walk) around near-term Comprehensive 
Operational Analysis (COA) routes. The light purple areas 
show one-mile walk zone (20-minute walk) around short- 
and long-term COA routes and existing fi xed routes. Near-
term is defi ned as one to three years, short-term is defi ned 
as four to nine years, and long-term is defi ned as ten to 15 
years. The COA study was completed in 2005.
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WALKABILITY FACTORS OF SOCIAL JUSTICE
Walkability Factors of Social Justice is determined from 
2000 U.S. Census tracts. Proxy factors include:  Minority 
Populations, Hispanic Populations, Poverty, Unemployment, 
Disability Factors, Sensory Disabilities, Physical Disabilities, 
and pedestrian factors such as the use of Public Transportation 
to Work, and Walk to Work. These factors are grouped 
into fi ve categories. Each group is determined from the 
number of proxy factors where the blockgroup population 
is above the County population average. The darker the 
red, the more proxy factors, and the higher the demand for 
pedestrian facilities.  
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EXISTING AND PLANNED PEDESTRIAN 
FACILITIES

Shelby County does not currently have a plan for pedestrian 
or alternative transportation connectivity. The Regional 
Pedestrian Plan planning process determined that sidewalks 
were preferred within city or town limits; separated, 
parallel, multi-use paths were preferred along major county 
thoroughfares at an approximate half- to one-mile grid; and 
separated, multi-use paths, not within a road right-of-way, 
were preferred along rail, utility, and natural corridors.

Shelby County is in the process of updating its County 
Comprehensive Plan. The plan identifi es stream/conservation 
corridors that could accommodate pedestrian facilities to 
begin a countywide network linking to facilities in adjacent 
counties. Outside of the small, rural communities, no 
pedestrian facilities exist in the Shelby County Metropolitan 
Planning Area (MPA). Within the rural communities, the 
pedestrian system is fragmented. Shelby County is not 
currently experiencing the development pressures occurring 
in other counties adjacent to Indianapolis. However, it can be 
assumed that as neighboring Hancock and Johnson counties 
become more urbanized, development in Shelby County will 
ensue. Any future residential, commercial, and recreational 
development has the potential to prompt demand for 
pedestrian facilities, including connections to destinations 
throughout the County, in particular Shelbyville, and to 
Marion, Hancock, and Johnson counties.
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REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY

The Regional Pedestrian Plan recommends a pedestrian system 
throughout the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The plan 
documents the demand for pedestrian connections based 
on qualitative and quantitative analyses. Results from these 
analyses are recorded as recommended pedestrian facilities, 
corridors and districts.

Pedestrian facility types are recommended based on 
existing facilities, land uses, potential users, location, and 
the community’s desires. These recommendations reinforce 
the demand for the facility and the need to maintain, sustain, 
and continue to build upon the regional pedestrian system. 
Design guidelines are included in the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
that illustrate options and variations for several types of 
pedestrian facilities and adjacent activity areas. Ultimately, it 
is a local decision to approve or adopt the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan and implement its recommendations, which will entail 
determining the appropriate route, facility type, material, 
prioritization, timing, funding, and responsibility. 

FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Regional Pedestrian Plan identifi es the location of three 
major types of facilities – collector sidewalks, multi-use paths, 
and urban greenways. A collector sidewalk is a hard surface 
walkway, for exclusive pedestrian use, along the side of a 
street, within the right-of-way. There are two types of multi-
use paths that differ by their environment and context. Both 
are a hard surface way for shared use by multiple alternative 
transportation users, for instance pedestrians, bicyclists, 
and other non-motorized users. An urban greenway is 
a separated hard surface walkway with parallel bikeway 
within a street right-of-way. Facility type recommendation 
is determined based on existing infrastructure, land uses, 
potential users, location, and community desires.

1. Collector Sidewalk
No collector sidewalks are proposed for Shelby 
County, outside of “rural communities” and 
identifi ed pedestrian districts. The multi-use path is 
the preferred facility.

2a. Multi-Use Path within Road Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within a road right-of-way is an 
on-street connection opportunity and indicated in 
blue on the diagram. This type of multi-use facility, 
accommodating both pedestrians and bicyclists, 
is preferred throughout the Shelby County 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA), along major 

Shelby County’s many stream corridors provide opportunities for 
pedestrian facilities paralleling natural features.
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An active rail line offers opportunity for a collocated multi-use path 
within its right-of-way.

roads and outside of districts. These pedestrian 
connectors are located at an approximate half- to 
one-mile grid along county roads throughout the 
Shelby County MPA. Essentially, this grid completes 
the system designed during the pedestrian planning 
process in Johnson and Hancock counties. The 
grid is a continuous link among county facilities. 
Shelby County development is likely to occur in 
areas where infrastructure is in place. As such, the 
pattern of new development is likely to occur in 
Shelbyville and extend northwest to Indianapolis. 
When areas develop, pedestrian facilities should be 
included in the site development, preferably installed 
by the developer, to provide connection within the 
development (through an internal sidewalk network, 
for example) and connection to other destinations 
throughout Shelby County.

Shelby County’s important non-interstate 
transportation routes within the MPA include county 
roads 400, 700, 1200, and London Road. Because 
all of these transportation routes provide access 
throughout Shelby County and to adjacent counties, 
on-street pedestrian facilities are recommended 
as part of the half-mile to one-mile grid structure, 
which reinforces the pedestrian as part of the 
regional transportation system.    

2b. Multi-Use Path within Off-Street Right-of-Way
The multi-use path within an off-street right-of-way 
is a connection opportunity along a corridor that is 
not associated with an active vehicular thoroughfare 
and indicated in green on the diagram. Frequently, 
these are located along natural features, active or 
unused rail lines, or utility corridors. A multi-use 
path within an off-street right-of-way contributes 
to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles 
do not have access and linking urbanized and rural 
areas. It can be assumed that many of the off-street 
corridors will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular 
uses, on separated facilities, in addition to the users 
of the recommended multi-use path, pedestrians and 
bicyclists.  

Sugar Creek is identifi ed as a stream corridor that 
could accommodate a multi-use path within an off-
street right-of-way. In northern Moral Township, 
the creek forks and four streams enter Hancock 
County, just south, southwest, and southeast of New 
Palestine. With the addition of multi-use paths, these 
stream corridors provide cross-county pedestrian 
connectivity opportunities. The Big Four Trail is a 
multi-use path opportunity identifi ed in the Marion 
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County chapter of this plan. This rail line is still 
active and parallels Interstate 74. A multi-use path 
is illustrated in the plan to be collocated with the 
active rail line; it is a rail with trail. A pedestrian 
facility along this route would provide signifi cant 
northwest-southeast connectivity through Shelby 
County, linking Indianapolis to Shelbyville and to 
neighboring Decatur County. The Big Four Trail 
intersects with the Sugar Creek Trail in London, 
which enhances the Shelby County transportation 
and recreation system. The former interurban line 
from Franklin in Johnson County to Fairland is 
identifi ed as another opportunity for cross-county 
pedestrian connection.

Other identifi ed off-street opportunities include 
multi-use paths along Shelby County’s many 
stream corridors throughout the eastern portion 
of the County, providing pedestrian connection 
opportunities to Marion, Johnson, and Hancock 
counties.

3. Urban Greenways
No urban greenways are proposed for Shelby 
County.

4. Crossings
Vehicular traffi c volume and speed is a concern of the 
entire Shelby County community. It can be assumed 
that any growth and development will create 
additional vehicular traffi c, possibly to the detriment 
of the pedestrian system and individual pedestrian 
safety. As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities 
intersect, meet major vehicular thoroughfares, or 
cross a physical or natural barrier are designated 
“critical crossings.” These critical crossings require 
the consideration of pedestrian activity and safety in 
their design and traffi c management.

LAND USE ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommended regional pedestrian system is a series 
of linear links between and among destinations. These 
destinations are found both along the linear links as well 
as clustered in concentrated areas. It is with land use 
considerations in mind that two types of transportation-
related land use designations are also identifi ed in the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan. The pedestrian corridor and 
pedestrian district concepts are planning tools that serve 
multiple purposes – transportation, economic development, 
and quality of life.
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Shelby County Pedestrian Corridor 
Recommendations

A pedestrian corridor is a street segment characterized 
by a linear distribution of dense mixed uses supported by 
adjacent residential land use and served by co-linear transit 
routes. It is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth mile from 
the street center, and a fi ve-minute walk from one side to 
the other. A pedestrian corridor designation will require 
coordination among local jurisdiction departments or 
agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, etc.) 
and the business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, 
merchant’s association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are 
highlighted in orange, over a recommended pedestrian 
facility, in the plan. They have been selected based on the 
following criteria: 1) corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing 
or planned mixed-use development area); 2) corridor is at 
least one mile in length; 3) corridor does not have a gap 
in adjacent pedestrian destinations that exceeds a quarter 
mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; 4) plan recommends a pedestrian 
facility along corridor (collector sidewalk or multi-use path); 
and 5) transit is located along the corridor (a favorable 
variable, but not a requirement). 

No pedestrian corridors are proposed for Shelby County. 
The County’s commercial growth and primary economic 
development opportunities are located outside of the 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).

Shelby County Pedestrian District 
Recommendations

A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density 
of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations 
within a fi ve-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is 
given to make walking the transportation mode of choice 
for trips within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian 
district feature an internal pedestrian system with links 
to an external pedestrian network. This designation will 
require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, public works, parks, 
etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school 
corporation or administration, corporate tenants, hospital 
board, etc.). 

As these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, 
it is important to include an internal pedestrian network of 
local sidewalks, with connections to an external pedestrian 
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system, in the district’s overall plan and construction. 
Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow in the plan and 
categorized into six types. They have been selected based on 
the following criteria: 1) district hosts cluster of related or 
complementary uses within a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, 
walk; 2) distance between district destinations does not 
exceed a quarter mile, or fi ve-minute, walk; and 3) district 
is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector 
sidewalk or multi-use path). Recommended pedestrian 
districts in Shelby County include:  

1. Central Business Pedestrian Districts
No central business pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Shelby County.

2. Village Mixed-Use Pedestrian Districts
The rural communities, located within the MPA, 
identifi ed in the County Comprehensive Plan, currently 
under development, are also identifi ed as village 
mixed-use pedestrian districts in the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan. These rural communities include 
Brookfi eld, Fairland, London, and Pleasantview. 
Additionally, a new mixed-use development is planned 
near the Interstate 74/London Road interchange. 
This planned development is also considered a village 
mixed-use pedestrian district.

3. Cultural Pedestrian Districts
No cultural pedestrian districts have been identifi ed 
in Shelby County.

4. Campus Pedestrian Districts
The cluster of Triton Schools, featuring an elementary, 
middle, and high school, along with administrative 
offi ces and athletic facilities is considered a campus 
pedestrian district. 

5. Transit-Oriented Pedestrian Districts
No transit-oriented pedestrian districts have been 
identifi ed in Shelby County.

6. Village Residential Pedestrian Districts
Residential neighborhoods and subdivisions are 
pervasive throughout Shelby County. Because of 
this, these districts are not identifi ed individually. 
However, the internal pedestrian network in all 
village residential pedestrian districts is critical for 
continuous pedestrian connectivity throughout the 
region.

The cluster of Triton Schools, administrative offi ces, and athletic fi elds 
creates a campus pedestrian district.
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PLAN APPROVAL AND ADOPTION 
OPTIONS

As stated earlier, it is a local decision to approve or adopt the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan and implement its recommendations. 
The Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization’s 
Indianapolis Regional Transportation Council (IRTC) and the 
Metropolitan Development Commission (MDC) will approve 
this plan. The IRTC is comprised of members representing 
counties, cities, and towns within the Metropolitan Planning 
Area (MPA), with State and Federal oversight agencies. 
However, local approval, adoption, and implementation 
are not dependent upon IRTC approval. It is intended that 
each county and local jurisdiction within the MPA will use 
the Regional Pedestrian Plan and its recommendations in 
all current and future long-range planning initiatives and 
development or redevelopment projects. The framework 
provided in this plan may be modifi ed to meet the specifi c 
needs of local communities. 

Once a county or local jurisdiction chooses to approve 
or adopt the Regional Pedestrian Plan, the implementation 
responsibilities are recommended to be led and shared 
among the planning and development department; the 
public works, engineering, or highway department; and the 
parks and recreation department. The graphic on the left 
summarizes the recommended responsibilities, organized 
by pedestrian facility and potential tasks, which could be 
employed by local jurisdictions when implementing this 
plan. This graphic outlines responsibilities for three lead 
departments or agencies, but the plan recognizes the need 
for the creation of other partnerships. Full implementation 
of this plan will also require commitments and strategic 
partnerships among several other entities within and outside 
of federal, state, regional, and local governments and the 
private sector. In particular, the role of the private sector is 
critical to the success and evolution of a connected regional 
pedestrian system 

CHAPTER 5: NEXT STEPS
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FUNDING OPTIONS

Funding for the development of a regional pedestrian system 
will require creative use of resources, strategic partnerships, 
and leveraging opportunities. Funds for all transportation 
projects, including pedestrian improvements, are limited 
and competitive. Therefore, it is crucial that implementation 
of pedestrian projects be pursued in a way to maximize the 
return of investment of public resources for the greatest 
public benefi t in the most effi cient way.

Funding for many transportation-related programs and 
projects comes from federal and state gasoline taxes. The 
federal gasoline tax is 18.4 cents per gallon and the Indiana 
gasoline tax is 18 cents per gallon. Source: American Petroleum 
Institute (www.api.org). The State of Indiana receives 75 percent 
of the federal gasoline tax (18.4 cents per gallon) generated 
in Indiana and the State’s 92 counties share 25 percent. Of 
the State gasoline tax (18 cents) collected, the State retains 
60 percent and the 92 counties share 40 percent. Source: 
Indiana Department of Transportation ( www.in.gov/dot/). Many 
counties rely on the gas tax to fi nance capital improvements 
for transportation, but often the improvements do not 
include pedestrian facilities. The amount of money available 
to counties and local jurisdictions from the gasoline taxes 
is decreasing and the costs of building and maintaining 
transportation systems are increasing. As a region, all 
communities within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) 
should work together to create new, sustainable funding 
sources for the development and maintenance of the regional 
pedestrian system. These new sources could be in the form 
of additional taxes (e.g. property taxes, special local option 
sales taxes, income taxes, etc.), user fees, or capturing a 
portion of casino or lottery revenue for investment in 
infrastructure, among other options. Funding for specifi c 
Regional Pedestrian Plan recommendations is a complex 
issue and is outside the parameters of this planning effort. 
This planning process recommends additional research and 
planning for alternate funding solutions to contribute to the 
realization of the regional pedestrian vision.

Federal and State Opportunities

There are several current federal funding opportunities for 
transportation and pedestrian system development projects 
that are frequently used and referenced. However, this type 
of limited funding is competitive and applicants are abundant. 
The Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization 
(IMPO) is a resource for assisting communities within the 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) in identifying potential 
funding opportunities. Well-known federal funding sources 
include:

The role of the private sector is critical to the success and evolution of a 
connected regional pedestrian system.
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Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ). 
This program focuses on transportation improvements 
designed to improve air quality and alleviate congestion. 
Indiana has approximately $42 million in annual funding 
for this program through 2009, which is distributed to all 
Metropolitan Planning Organizations in the State based on 
air quality conformity. While this is a program to improve 
environmental conditions, program funds can be used for 
pedestrian projects. Source: Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning 
Organization (www.indympo.org/Funding/congestion.htm).

Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP). This 
new program provides an opportunity to work at the state 
level to improve pedestrian and bicyclist safety. It requires 
states to create a new Strategic Highway Safety Plan in order 
to be eligible for full funding of all types of projects. Qualifi ed 
highway safety improvement projects include: intersection 
safety improvement; improvement for pedestrian or 
bicyclist safety or safety of the disabled; construction of 
traffi c calming features; improvement of highway signage and 
pavement markings; installation of a traffi c control or other 
warning device at a location with high accident potential; 
installation and maintenance of signs (including fl uorescent, 
yellow-green signs) at pedestrian-bicycle crossings and in 
school zones; and construction and yellow-green signs at 
pedestrian-bicycle crossings and in school zones. Source: 
America Bikes (www.americabikes.org/HSIP.asp). 

National Scenic Byways Program. Grants and technical 
assistance provided to states and Indian tribes to implement 
projects on highways designated as National Scenic Byways, 
All-American Roads, America’s Byways, State scenic or 
Indian tribe scenic byways; and to plan, design, and develop 
a State or Indian tribe scenic byway program. Eligible 
use of funds includes: an activity related to the planning, 
design, or development of a state or Indian tribe scenic 
byway program; development and implementation of a 
byway corridor management plan; safety improvements to 
accommodate increased traffi c; improvements that enhance 
access; protection of resources adjacent to the byway; 
development and implementation of a marketing program; 
development and provision of tourist implementation; and 
construction of bicycle and pedestrian facilities, interpretive 
facilities, overlooks and other enhancements for byway 
travelers. Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal 
Highway Administration (www.fhwa.dot.gov/safetealu/factsheets/
scenic.htm). 

Recreational Trails Program (RTP). A highly successful 
and popular allocation of a portion of the gas taxes paid by 
off-road fuel users. The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Effi cient 
Transportation Equity Act (SAFETEA-LU) increases the 

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) funds are available 
to improve environmental conditions through the development of 
pedestrian facilities.
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portion of these taxes going to trails. The fi nal bill provides 
funding at $370 million over fi ve years, starting with $60 
million for the current year and increasing by $5 million 
each year until 2009, when funding reaches $85 million. 
Seventy percent of these trails must be designed for non-
motorized use, meaning about $259 million will go to trails 
suitable for bicycling and walking. Source: America Bikes (www.
americabikes.org/Rec%20Trails.asp).

Safe Routes to School (SR2S). INDOT will receive more 
than $2 million annually over the next fi ve years to fund the 
SR2S program. Communities will be able to use the funds 
to fi x hazards and slow traffi c on roads that serve schools, 
as well as to build pathways, bike lanes, and sidewalks near 
schools. Ten to 30 percent of funding in each state must 
be used for non-infrastructure activities such as educational 
and promotional campaigns. Source: America Bikes (www.
americabikes.org/SRTS.asp). 

Surface Transportation Program (STP). Funds can be 
used for any project and are not limited to the federal-aid 
highway system. Projects may include bicycle transportation 
and pedestrian walkways and safety improvements. The 
fl exibility of this category, and the fact that about one-third 
of it is programmed at the metropolitan level, makes it a 
good source of funds for bicycle and pedestrian projects. STP 
funds can also be “fl exed” into other programs. Source: 
America Bikes (www.americabikes.org/STP.asp). 

Transit Enhancements. Administered by the Federal 
Transit Administration (FTA) and established by the 
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21), 
“transit enhancements” are projects or project elements 
that are designed to enhance mass transportation service 
or use and are physically or functionally related to transit 
facilities. All enhancement projects must be related or 
serve mass transit. Qualifi ed projects include, but are not 
limited to : pedestrian access and walkways; landscaping and 
other scenic beautifi cation, including tables, benches, trash 
receptacles, and street lights; public art; signage; transit 
connections to parks within recipient’s transit service area; 
and enhanced access for persons with disabilities to mass 
transportation. TEA-21 established the requirement that 
a minimum of one percent of the part of FTA’s Urbanized 
Area Formula Program funding for urbanized areas with 
populations 200,000 and over must be made available for 
activities that are transit enhancements. It is the responsibility 
of the Metropolitan Planning Organization for the urbanized 
area to determine how the one percent is allotted to transit 
projects. Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal 
Highway Administration (www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/te/
gmemo_transit.htm). 

Safe Routes to School funding can be used to fi x hazards and slow traffi c 
on roads that serve schools, as well as to build pathways, bike lanes, and 
sidewalks near schools.
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Indiana Department of Transportation’s (INDOT) 
Transportation Enhancements (TE) program. An 
ideal, although competitive, source of funds for alternative 
transportation projects, this program provides funding for 
a variety of non-traditional transportation projects that 
enhance the “cultural, aesthetic, and environmental aspects 
of the Nation’s intermodal transportation system.” The 
development or continuation of an alternative transportation 
and greenways system is an eligible activity under the 
“non-traditional” heading. Source: Indiana Department of 
Transportation (www.in.gov/dot).

Community Development Block Grants (CDBG). 
This federal program is administered locally by entitlement 
cities. With CDBG funds, community grantees carry out a 
wide range of community development activities directed 
toward revitalizing neighborhoods, economic development, 
and providing improved community facilities and services. 
Eligible activities include construction of public facilities and 
improvements, such as water and sewer facilities, streets, 
and sidewalks. Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (www.hud.gov/offi ces/cpd/communitydevelopment/
programs/entitlement/).

Local Opportunities

In addition to the outlined federal funding sources, local 
programs are a less competitive and more sustainable 
means to fund pedestrian facilities in communities. Several 
U.S. cities that served as models for the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan, such as Portland, Oregon and Boulder, Colorado, have 
concluded that public-private partnerships are an effective 
way to implement and fund plan recommendations.

Many communities within the Metropolitan Planning 
Area (MPA) that are experiencing population growth and 
continued land development require, through county or 
local jurisdiction, developers to build or upgrade pedestrian 
facilities and amenities to meet the connectivity vision 
established in the Regional Pedestrian Plan. Annual homeowner 
association dues often fund pedestrian facility maintenance, 
for both an interior and exterior system.

Public/private partnerships. As mentioned, the role of 
the private sector is critical to the success and evolution of a 
connected regional pedestrian system. One of the objectives 
identifi ed in Chapter 1 – Project Introduction is that this 
plan be used as a framework to guide local implementation 
of a pedestrian network. Three ways to meet this objective 
are:

A portion of the Zionsville Rail Trail was funded by INDOT’s Transportation 
Enhancement program.
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 Engage the public and private sectors to develop 
a balanced, affordable, and effi cient multi-modal 
transportation system.

 Encourage partnerships with organizations and 
agencies to implement pedestrian systems as a part 
of all public and private improvements in the right-
of-way, including road construction, reconstruction, 
traffi c calming, intersections, transit, and drainage 
improvements, where feasible. 

 Partner with organizations and agencies early and 
throughout the improvement process.

In addition to developer requirements, the following tools are 
available to local communities for implementing the regional 
vision for a comprehensive multi-modal transportation 
system. 

Economic improvement district. A local jurisdiction 
could designate a geographic area, primarily commercial in 
nature, such as a pedestrian corridor or pedestrian district, 
as a recipient of area improvements and enhanced services. 
This is primarily an economic development tool to improve 
the local business climate, but revenue could be dedicated 
to improving the area’s physical environment and pedestrian 
connectivity. Funding for an economic improvement district 
is obtained from an assessment charged to district property 
or business owners based on building square footage, street 
frontage, property value, or percentage of total benefi ts 
expected to accrue to a particular property.

General obligation bond. A form of long-term debt used 
to buy or build capital improvements, bond issues are often 
used to fund large-scale capital investments in infrastructure. 
A bond issue requires a vote by citizens in a general election 
and typically property taxes are raised to pay for the bond 
until it is retired.

Tax Increment Financing (TIF). TIF is a fi nancing tool 
using future gains in property tax dollars to fi nance the 
current improvements that will create those gains. A TIF 
district is defi ned and “new” revenue, or increment, is 
incurred when new development takes place in the defi ned 
district or when existing property values rise, resulting in 
increased tax revenues. TIF revenues can be used as subsidies 
to encourage private development, for public infrastructure 
projects, or to acquire private property for redevelopment. 
TIF creates funding for public projects that may otherwise 
be unaffordable to localities.

A local jurisdiction could designate a geographic area, primarily 
commercial in nature, such as a pedestrian corridor or pedestrian 
district, as a recipient of area improvements and enhanced services.
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Private contributions. Funding for pedestrian facilities, in 
particular facilities not within a road right-of-way or “trail,” 
are often funded by private individuals, corporations, or 
not-for-profi t organizations. This investment could come in 
the form of contributions, an “adopt a facility” sponsorship 
program, or special or continuous fundraising efforts. 
Funds could be used for facility construction, maintenance, 
marketing, safety patrol, or other related activities.

Special city programs. The City of Carmel has created 
a sustainable funding source for alternative transportation 
projects in the City. Developers are required to install 
pedestrian or multi-use facilities in all new development 
projects. In the cases where these facilities already exist or 
construction plans are underway, the developer is required 
to contribute the amount he/she would have spent on the 
facilities to the Non-Reverting Thoroughfare Development 
Fund. Information regarding this specifi c ordinance language 
has been provided by the City of Carmel and is documented 
in Chapter 6 – Appendix.

The City of Greenwood’s Common Council established an 
impact fee, through ordinance, for the purpose of planning 
and fi nancing park and recreational infrastructure to serve 
new development in the City. The fee is based on the type 
of residential dwelling unit assessed for the increase in the 
burden on infrastructure. Fees contribute to a non-reverting 
fund and can be used by the City’s Parks & Recreation 
Department for the development of new pedestrian facilities, 
amenities, and other types of infrastructure.
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POLICY OPTIONS

The full realization of the Regional Pedestrian Plan vision will 
require local adoption of the plan’s recommendations. As 
such, ordinances will need to be developed and enforced 
that support the vision. Many communities currently have 
sidewalk requirements in their subdivision ordinances. 
However, many communities allow variances and excuse 
developers from including pedestrian facilities in new 
development or redevelopment projects. When a developer 
is excused from the pedestrian requirements, the integrity 
of the regional connectivity system, and thus the plan’s 
vision, is compromised. Throughout the planning process, 
many steering committee members discussed ordinances 
and implementation needs. Stated earlier, it is not the intent 
of the Regional Pedestrian Plan to suggest or re-write specifi c 
ordinances for individual jurisdictions. Outlined below are 
considerations that a community may incorporate in its 
pedestrian-friendly ordinance development, in support of 
the regional connectivity vision.

There is a strong connection between transportation 
planning and land use regulations. The Regional Pedestrian 
Plan recognizes this connection in the development of the 
pedestrian corridor and pedestrian district designations. 
The content of land use regulations can encourage an 
accessible pedestrian network if pedestrian needs and 
mobility issues are incorporated into the development 
of local zoning and subdivision ordinances. Land use 
decisions are most often made at the local level. Although 
state regulations impact zoning, city and town regulations 
generally allow local decisionmakers to guide development. 
The following information is based on a report prepared 
for the Transportation Research Board entitled, Planning, 
Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities: Unpublished Draft 
Final Report (2000).

Traditional zoning ordinances have eliminated mixed-use 
developments and separated urban and suburban areas 
based on designated use and specifi ed allowable densities. 
These practices have led to increased dependency on 
automobiles and longer trip distances. Similarly, subdivision 
ordinances have focused on the motor vehicle as the primary 
mode of transportation. Subdivision ordinances typically 
lack requirements for sidewalks on streets and pedestrian 
connections between the street and building entrances. 
Local zoning and subdivision restrictions may limit the ability 
to maximize sidewalk accessibility. For instance, a designer 
of a new sidewalk may intend to create an accessible 
facility; however, the designer may be unable to do so if the 
subdivision regulations do not allocate suffi cient right-of-
way to make pedestrian facilities accessible. Municipalities 
have an obligation under Title II of the Americans with 

Mixed-use development, coupled with appropriate facilities, creates a 
pedestrian-friendly environment.
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Disabilities Act (ADA) to make the newly constructed and 
altered facilities readily accessible. According to the ADA 
Title II Implementing Regulations, “a public entity shall make 
reasonable modifi cations in policies, practices, or procedures 
when the modifi cations are necessary to avoid discrimination 
on the basis of disability.” Local ordinances should be 
developed to allow for accessible pedestrian connections, 
which would require more holistic consideration of the land 
use and transportation relationship and its impact on the 
pedestrian and a community’s overall quality of life.

The following recommendations promote an accessible 
pedestrian environment and should be considered during a 
local jurisdiction’s review of its zoning ordinance:

 Consider the needs and functions of pedestrians, 
including pedestrians with disabilities, during the 
development of zoning regulations;

 Allow mixed-use developments with higher densities 
so that trip distances are decreased and walking is 
promoted as a mode of transportation;

 Increase the allowable densities near districts, major 
destinations, and transit lines to discourage vehicles 
as the primary mode of transportation; and 

 Require all designated pedestrian corridors and 
districts to have accessible building entrances and an 
on-site circulation system of accessible walkways. 

The following recommendations promote an accessible 
pedestrian environment and should be considered during a 
local jurisdiction’s review of its subdivision ordinance:

 Require site developers to include accessible 
pedestrian facilities early in the site planning process, 
so local planners can coordinate with other planned 
transportation improvements; 

 Include pedestrian-friendly street design principles 
and accessible sidewalk design principles as required 
components of a pedestrian network; 

 Encourage enhanced connectivity between and 
among pedestrian districts; 

 Develop specifi c design principles for accessible 
pedestrian connections between the street, buildings 
on site, and adjacent properties; and 

 Require commercial developments to locate parking 
in the rear of building sites and to provide direct 
access to the front of the building from sidewalks 
and nearby transit connections. 

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway 
Administration (www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalk2/
sidewalks203.htm#loc). 

A local jurisdiction’s zoning ordinance should consider the needs and 
functions of pedestrians, including pedestrians with disabilities, during the 
development of regulations.
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EDUCATION, OUTREACH, AND ROLE OF 
THE IMPO

Throughout the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, 
steering committee members and Metropolitan Planning 
Area (MPA) regional stakeholders regularly discussed 
the need for continual public education on the benefi ts 
of pedestrian facilities in a community as well as a need 
to promote countywide and regional cooperation and 
coordination. In particular, elected offi cials should be 
involved with the planning for pedestrian facilities in order 
to build consensus and promote the quality of life benefi ts 
of a connected system.

As growth continues to occur throughout the MPA, 
communities will continue to develop residentially and 
commercially. Development pressures are already evident in 
many MPA communities and developers are presenting local 
jurisdictions with plans for new projects with varying levels 
of quality in pedestrian accommodations. Communities 
that have attractive, functional pedestrian facilities are 
considered more desirable communities. Through an 
education and outreach campaign, the qualities of these 
“desirable communities” in terms of their design, amenities, 
and pedestrian facilities can be discussed with county/town/
city staff and elected offi cials to assist in local planning and 
development decision-making. Many MPA counties and 
local jurisdictions currently utilize the efforts of volunteers 
and not-for-profi ts to lead and assist with pedestrian 
facility planning, construction, coordination, fundraising, 
and promotion. These efforts should be encouraged 
and continually supported throughout the MPA. Regular 
communication within and among MPA counties is desired 
for pedestrian planning information sharing and networking. 
The Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (IMPO) Multi-
Modal Task Force, a monthly meeting of regional multi-
modal advocates, is an in-place platform for this type of 
discussion. 

The Regional Pedestrian Plan steering committee members 
and Regional Pedestrian Workshop attendees indicated 
that it should be the responsibility of the IMPO to provide 
educational sessions and literature to county/town/city staff 
and elected offi cials. The IMPO should work to create a 
marketing campaign that highlights the advantages of a 
regional pedestrian system in an alluring way to “sell” the 
concept and its realization. This type of campaign and related 
printed materials should be user-friendly, so that other 
entities or organizations could also use the information 
to promote pedestrian planning and facility development 
in their respective communities. The Regional Pedestrian 
Plan should be presented to county commissions/councils 

The IMPO should work to create a marketing campaign that highlights 
the advantages of a regional pedestrian system in an alluring way 
to “sell” the concept and its realization. Photo courtesy Whitman 
Communications, Inc.
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and city/town councils throughout the MPA to ensure that 
each jurisdiction understands the plan’s vision, intents, 
and recommendations. Local explanation of the plan is 
a critical fi rst step in the IMPO’s education and outreach 
responsibility.

Additionally, it is recommended that the IMPO provide 
regular communication with the MPA communities on 
funding availability and opportunities. When the IMPO 
scores applications for the Transportation Improvement 
Program (TIP), planning process participants indicated that 
applications/projects that include pedestrian facilities and 
reference the Regional Pedestrian Plan recommendations 
should be scored higher than applications/projects that do 
not accommodate pedestrian facilities. This policy decision 
would elevate the importance of this plan in each MPA 
community.

As the Regional Pedestrian Plan is locally adopted and 
recommendations are implemented, the IMPO should solicit 
feedback from counties and local jurisdictions regarding 
their pedestrian planning and development progress. This 
would make the efforts and recommendations of this 
planning process measurable and would allow the IMPO to 
develop a consistent, usable format for counties and local 
jurisdictions to report and track their advancement of the 
regional pedestrian system.
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Multi-Modal Glossary of Terms 
 
Alternative Transportation: types of travel other than private automobile, such as walking or biking. 
 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA): Federal civil rights law, enacted in 1990, mandating the 
provision of access for persons with disabilities. Title 2 of the law applies to transportation facilities and 
transit vehicles. 
 
Comprehensive Plan: A city or county study for all issues affecting the physical development of a 
community.  Includes land use, housing, transportation, capital facilities, and open space. 
 
Density: The number of units of land in a unit of area. Used with residential land uses, such as residential 
units per acre, households per acre or population per square mile. 
 
Fixed-Route Service: Bus service over a set route on a regular schedule. 
 
Intensity: The number of units of land to a unit of area, used with commercial land uses. 
 
Intermodal Transfer: The ability to move from one type of transportation to another during travel. 
 
Land Use: Buildings or activities that occupy a given piece of land, typically residential, commercial, 
industrial, public, agricultural, or open space. 
 
Level of Service (LOS): A quantitative breakdown of quality of service from the automobile user's 
perspective. Level of Service is divided into six letter grades, with LOS A denoting the best conditions and 
LOS F indicating the worst conditions. A LOS D is usually required for a walkable community. 
 
Mass/Rapid Transit: Bus, rail, or other types of transportation service moving large numbers of 
passengers. 
 
Master Plan: A comprehensive long-range study intended to guide the growth and development of a 
community. 
 
Mixed Use or Mixed Land Use: Different compatible land uses within a single structure or close 
together. 
 
Mode: The types of transportation available for use such as rail, bus, vanpool, single occupant auto, 
pedestrian, or bicycle. 
 
Multi-modal: Transportation facilities designed for joint use with connections between different types of 
transportation. 
 
Peak Periods: The hours when traffic is greatest. Generally, during the work week, there is a morning 
peak from 6:30am to 9:00am and an afternoon peak from 3:30pm to 6:30pm. Also known as rush hour. 
 
Pedestrian Friendly: Designed to accommodate pedestrians.  Priorities are safety, minimized walking 
distance, comfort, and pedestrian-oriented destinations. 
 
Pedestrian Scaled: Land uses characterized by narrow streets, small blocks, and an absence of large 
parking lots and arranged so that walking distances are short. 
 
Public Transportation: A system of passenger transportation services. 
 
Ridership: The number of people using a transportation system in a given period of time. 
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Right-of-Way: A corridor of land acquired by reservation, dedication, prescription, or condemnation, and 
intended to be utilized as a road, rail line, sidewalk, multi-use path, bike lane, utility service, buffer, or 
similar use. 
 
Service Area: A geographic area where transit service is provided. 
 
Station Area: An area surrounding a transit center containing transit-related activities and designed to 
accommodate large numbers of people. Station areas are generally defined as the area within a ¼ mile 
radius of the station, a reasonable walking distance. 
 
Street Classification Systems: 

Principal Arterial: Street carrying high volumes of vehicular traffic. 
Minor Arterial: Street carrying traffic to the principal arterials. 
Collector: Street used primarily for access to the adjoining properties. 
Local Street: Minor street parallel to or adjacent to arterial streets and highways providing 
access to abutting properties and protection from through traffic. 
Alley: Minor street used primarily for vehicular service access to the back side of properties. 
 

Streetscape: The character, design, and physical elements of a public environment. Streetscape 
elements include paving, curbs, landscaping, plants, lighting, and street furniture. 
 
Strip Mall: Any auto-oriented shopping center located along a major arterial road. Strip malls usually 
have large amounts of parking between the building and the street. 
 
Transit Center: A facility providing connections between buses serving different routes, or between 
different types of transportation. 
 
Transit-Compatible Land Use: A place with an adequate density, a mix of uses, and a design that 
allows pedestrian travel, transit access, and efficient transit service. 
 
Transit Corridor: A major right-of-way with high volumes of transit vehicles. 
 
Travel Time: The amount of time spent traveling from an origin to a destination. 
 
Trip: A one-way journey to or from a destination. 
 
Trip Ends: The total number of trips entering and leaving a land use over a designated period of time. 
 
Trip Generation: The total number of trip ends produced by a specific land use 
 
Trip Linking: The ability to visit several destinations during one journey. 
 
Urban Centers: Downtown, town center, and higher density neighborhoods designed for walking and 
high levels of public transportation service. 
 
Walkability: A broad range of community design features that support walking (e.g. mix of land uses, 
road network design, provision and design of sidewalks, crosswalks, benches, etc.). 
 
Walkable Community: A place where people of all ages and abilities feel that it is safe, comfortable, 
convenient, efficient, and welcoming to walk, not only for recreation but also for utility and transportation. 
 
Zoning Ordinance: A municipal ordinance dividing a municipality into districts.  It prescribes land use 
type, land use relationships, densities, height and setback, bulk distribution, required parking, loading and 
servicing requirements, and performance standards within a defined municipal boundary. 
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Location CCB 2001
Attendees Amy Inman / MPO
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Rachel Uthe / SKA
John Kinsella / SKA
Michael O’Loughlin / INDOT
Michael Peoni / DMD

Distribution All attendees
Subject Phase 3 Steering Committee Meeting 1

Items discussed:

1.0 Power Point Presentation/ Discussion.: Meg presented a power point presentation.

a. Introduction of Phase 3, Project Phasing and Phase 2 Findings

b. Components of the Proposed Final Plan discussed.

1. INDOT grants railroad crossing permits and it is a complicated and costly process.

c. Components of the Proposed Overlay Plan discussed.

1. Pedestrian Districts are characterized by density of mixed uses and clustered
destinations within 5-minute walk.

2. Village Mixed Use Comprehensive Plan designations could play a role in identifying
Pedestrian Corridors and Districts in the outlying townships.  There are 1-3 Village
Mixed Use Districts identified in each township.

2.0 IPS Walking Policies and Conditions:  discussion of pedestrian issues related to schools.

a. IPS sets walk boundaries according to school level, sidewalk condition and traffic conflicts.
A general boundary is 1 mile for elementary, 1.25 for middle, and 1.5 miles for high school.

b. There is a lack of crossing guards and this limits the boundary.

c. Approximately 12,000 students are walking to school.

d. Approximately 32,000 students are bussed to school.

e. Desegregation Laws increase the number of students that are bused.

f. IPS would like to see fewer parents driving their kids to school and more students walking
and riding buses.  Riding the school bus introduces the children to another form of
transportation and increases ridership on public buses as a form of transportation.

g. A suggestion was made to take a survey to determine who is actually walking and why.
Another suggestion was made to contact the Multi- Modal Task Force for help with this
project.  Their next meeting is July 6th, 9:30 am at Citizens Gas.

h. Question was brought up about what happens to the locations that have been identified as
unsafe or hazardous and therefore setting the walk boundary?  Are those locations
forwarded to DPW as places for improvement projects?

i. Question was brought up about past walking trends.
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3.0 Special Neighborhood Study:

a. This study serves as the prototype for the Pedestrian Plan

b. Bike facilities were part of this study.

4.0 Improving Ordinances and Regulations:

a. Ordinances and regulations are a key piece in planning for future development

b. The Pedestrian Plan will allow developers to see their project as a component of the
overall system.

5.0 Funding Strategies:

a. Private funding may be an option to match federal funds.

6.0 Schedule: The group discussed the schedule.

a. Another Steering Committee Meeting will be added after the public meeting.

7.0 Ped Plan Adoption:

a. There should be a formal adoption

b. This adoption should be separate from the Comprehensive Plan.

8.0 Long- Range Transportation Plan:

a. The Long Range Transportation Plan will be update with the Indianapolis Thoroughfare
Plan.

b. Standards for pedestrian transportation should be included at some level in both plans.

9.0 Public Participation:

a. Citizen Participation is critical for local implementation, such as with the 38th Street
Sidewalk Project.  More pedestrian facilities were implemented due to the community
participation.

b. The I-465 Fast Track Project is including pedestrian and bicycle facilities.

c. Mass Ave and College Are are implementing collector sidewalks.

10.0 IndyGo: The group discussed the role of IndyGo.

a. The IndyGo Master Plan for shelter locations will drive
pedestrian needs.

b. IndyGo is exploring a Reduced Fair or Free Fair Zone.
Pedestrian Zones, of the Pedestrian Plan would be ideal for
encouraging transit ridership.

11.0 Immediate Tasks: The following are tasks that need to be
completed prior to the Focus Group meetings:

a. Storrow Kinsella Associates:

1. Review the Comprehensive Plan with Keith Holdsworth to
identify mixed use/ village zones and key people for the
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working sessions. (DONE)

2. Attend next Multi- Modal Task Force Meeting July 6th, 9:30
am at Citizens Gas.  Inquire about student walking counts.

3. Update Schedule, add Steering Committee Meeting after
Public Meeting. (DONE)

Please review the above items and notify the Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or
misunderstandings within 5-days of the issue date noted above.

Attachment

Delivery Hand Out, will be posted on the web 7/24/04
Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com
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Issue Date July 21, 2004
Meeting Date July 21, 2004 Duration 1:30-3:00 PM

Location CCB 2001
Attendees Amy Inman / MPO

Meg Storrow / SKA
Keith Holdsworth /DMD Planning
Susan Moriarty / Marion County Health
Dept
Ronald Doak / RHGNA (Neighborhood
Association)
Henrietta Bishop / RHGNA
Randy Walter / INDOT

Rachel Uthe / SKA
John Kinsella / SKA
Michael O’Loughlin / INDOT
Bill Chappell / DPW
Victoria Cluck / DPW
Ray Irvin / Indy Greenways
Tim Kelsey / Wayne TA
Karen Terrell / Pike TA
Rick Drumm / FHWA
Aviva Tavel / Resident

Distribution Steering Committee
Subject Phase 3 Steering Committee Meeting 2 with focus on Pike, Wayne and Decatur

Items discussed:

1.0 Presentation/ Discussion: Meg presented an overview of the Pedestrian Plan using the maps
as visual aides.

a. Introduction of Phase 3, Project Phasing and Phase 2 Findings

b. The methodology for the Plan was discussed.

1. All the facilities are based off the analysis maps for each township.  A series of
analysis maps have been generated.  These maps detail land uses, locations of
schools, parks bus routes, employment, special districts and social/ environmental
justice factors.

c. Components of the Proposed Final Plan and Proposed Overlay Plan discussed.

d. Design Guidelines for the Proposed Facilities were discussed.

1. Design Guidelines for the proposed facilities were developed in Phase 1- Special
Neighborhood Study.  These design guidelines are posted on the web.  These
guidelines will be modified as seen fit and as new facilities are developed.

2. Design guidelines were developed for the Interstate-465 Fast Track Project.  These
design guidelines are also on the web.

3. The design guidelines were based off of ADA guidelines for accessibility to create
guidelines for universal accessibility.

4. All the facilities are based off the analysis maps for each township.  A series of
analysis maps have been generated.  These maps detail land uses, locations of
schools, parks bus routes, employment, special districts and social/ environmental
justice factors.

e. Social Justice

5. The Social Justice map is just one way to help prioritize the needs.  These areas were
developed based on the Social/ Environmental Justice Census 2000 Data.  The colors
correspond to the number of social justice factors that are above the Marion County
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average.

2.0 Phase 3 Schedule:

a. There are 6 major meetings.

1. Washington & Lawrence Township Focus Group Meetings- August 16th, 2004

2. Steering Committee Working Session with Washington & Lawrence Township Policy-
August 18, 2004

3. Warren, Perry, & Franklin Township Focus Group Meetings September 8th, 2004 (tent.)

4. Steering Committee Working Session with Warren, Perry, & Franklin Township Policy
September 15th, 2004

5. Steering Committee Meeting October 27th, 2004

6. Public Meeting (tbd)

3.0 Working Session: The group worked together to identify areas of pedestrian need in Pike,
Wayne and Decatur Townships.  The group worked over a map of Pike, Wayne and Decatur
Townships that had been marked up by the Focus Group. These suggestions are in addition to
the comments that have already been made by the Focus Group.  A complete list of comments
from the Focus Group Meeting on July 19th will be included.

a. Intersections/ Crossings: The following intersections were identified as places that need
special attention and safe pedestrian access to enable pedestrian connectivity.

 Pike: I-65 & 71st Street

 Pike: 62nd Street Curve @ Interstate 65

 Pike: 30th Street & White River

 Pike: 16th Street & White River

 Wayne: Country Club Road & Interstate 74

 Decatur: Kentucky Avenue & High School Road

 Decatur: Kentucky Avenue & Thompson Road

 Decatur: Kentucky Avenue & Stirling Street/ Scott Road

 Decatur: Kentucky Avenue & Mendenhall Road/ Ameriplex Entrance

b. Collector Sidewalks/Pedestrian Corridors: The following streets were identified as streets
that would facilitate a high level of pedestrian travel.  Some have the potential to be more
than Collector Sidewalk and become Pedestrian Corridors, depending on the adjacent land
uses.

 Pike: 86th Street

 Pike: 79th Street

 Pike: 71st Street

 Pike: 62nd Street

 Pike: 56th Street

 Pike: 46th Street

 Pike: Zionsville Road
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 Pike: Georgetown Road

 Pike: Lafayette Road

 Wayne: 16th Street

 Wayne: 11th Street

 Wayne: Washington Street

 Wayne: Troy Avenue

 Wayne: Holt Road

 Wayne: Lynhurst Drive

 Wayne: Girls School Road

 Decatur: Mann Road

c. Off- Street Path/ Other Pedestrian Facility

 Pike: Multi-use Trail/ Greenway along Lafayette Road from 96th Street to Eagle Creek
Park.

 Pike: Multi-use Trail/ Greenway along Georgetown Road from 96th Street to 86th Street

d. Pedestrian Districts

 Pike: New Augusta Historic District

 Pike: Lafayette Square Mall –Transit Oriented Development

 Wayne: Town of Speedway

e. Special Attention:  Some attendees commented on areas that need special attention

 Pike: Moller Road from 56th Street to 62nd Street for access to Northwestway Park

 Pike: Rodebaugh Road from 62nd Street to 71st Street

 Wayne: Auburn Street from Rockville Road to Morris Street.  Dunlap Avenue from
Morris Street to Minnesota Street.  These streets would connect three schools,
Garden City Elementary School, Rhoades Elementary School, and Maplewood
Elementary School

 Wayne: Farley and Chapel Hill Neighborhood have requested sidewalks

 Wayne: Westlake Neighborhood has requested sidewalks from Rockville Road to
Westlake Elementary School.  Along Ohio Street from Sigbee to High School Road
and Sigbee Street from Rockville to School.

 What is the school law regarding sidewalks? City ordinance?

f. Corrections in Data: There are some questions about the data.

 All townships: Status of some greenways, existing and planned?

 All townships: Some existing sidewalks are missing from the GIS Sidewalk data.

g. New Projects/ Developments

 All townships: There are many projects underway.  These planning efforts need to be
included to make sure their needs are met.

 All townships: Sidewalk Projects are currently underway in many of the townships.  By
identifying their location we would not need to make recommendations for places that
have been improved and it would also show good efforts and progress.
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Please review the above items and notify the Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or
misunderstandings within 5-days of the issue date noted above.

Attachment

Delivery Hand Out
Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com
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Issue Date September 1, 2004
Meeting Date August 18, 2004 Duration 1:30-3:00 PM

Location CCB 2001
Attendees Amy Inman / MPO

Meg Storrow / SKA
Mike Dearing / MPO
Keith Holdsworth /DMD Planning
Susan Moriarty / Marion County Health
Dept
Joe Whitman / MPO
Michael Krosschell / Indy Parks

Rachel Uthe / SKA
Jim Lemmons / BAA
Bill Chappell / DPW
Ray Irvin / Indy Greenways
Rachel O’Neil / DMD TA
Aviva Tavel / Resident
Gary Huddleston / DPW
Ryan Kruse / Lawrence Econ. Dev.
Eric Martin / Lawrence Parks

Distribution Steering Committee
Subject Phase 3 Steering Committee Meeting 3 with focus on Washington and Lawrence

Items discussed:

1.0 Presentation/ Discussion: Meg presented an overview of the Pedestrian Plan using the maps
as visual aides.

a. Introduction of Phase 3, Project Phasing and Phase 2 Findings

b. The methodology for the Plan was discussed.

1. All the facilities are based off the analysis maps for each township.  A series of
analysis maps have been generated.  These maps detail land uses, locations of
schools, parks bus routes, employment, special districts and social/ environmental
justice factors.

c. Components of the Proposed Final Plan and Proposed Overlay Plan discussed.

d. Design Guidelines for the Proposed Facilities were discussed.

1. Design Guidelines for the proposed facilities were developed in Phase 1- Special
Neighborhood Study.  These design guidelines are posted on the web.  These
guidelines will be modified as seen fit and as new facilities are developed.

2. Design guidelines were developed for the Interstate-465 Fast Track Project.  These
design guidelines are also on the web.

3. The design guidelines were based off of ADA guidelines for accessibility to create
guidelines for universal accessibility.

4. All the facilities are based off the analysis maps for each township.  A series of
analysis maps have been generated.  These maps detail land uses, locations of
schools, parks bus routes, employment, special districts and social/ environmental
justice factors.

e. Social Justice

5. The Social Justice map is just one way to help prioritize the needs.  These areas were
developed based on the Social/ Environmental Justice Census 2000 Data.  The colors
correspond to the number of social justice factors that are above the Marion County
average.
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2.0 Phase 3 Schedule:

a. There are 4 major meetings remaining.

1. Warren, Perry, & Franklin Township Focus Group Meetings September 9th, 2004

2. Steering Committee Working Session with Warren, Perry, & Franklin Township Policy
September 15th, 2004

3. Steering Committee Meeting October 20th, 2004

4. Public Meeting (tbd)

3.0 Funding/ Current Projects:

a. Funding Details, A meeting with included jurisdictions to work out funding issues, sources
and processes.

b. Current Projects need to be in the 3 year TIP.

c. The process to get sidewalks added to projects through the Technical Committee Regional
Transportation Plan.  Mike Dearing can get that process for Regional Pedestrian Plan
Committee.

d. To incorporate sidewalks into 79th Street project in Lawrence Township, City of Lawrence
Public Works would be the ones to contact.

e. There are 4 major meetings remaining.

1. Warren, Perry, & Franklin Township Focus Group Meetings September 9th, 2004

2. Steering Committee Working Session with Warren, Perry, & Franklin Township Policy
September 15th, 2004

3. Steering Committee Meeting October 20th, 2004

4.0 Working Session: The group worked together to identify areas of pedestrian need
Washington and Lawrence Townships.  The group worked over a map of Washington and
Lawrence Townships that had been marked up by the Focus Group. These suggestions are in
addition to the comments that have already been made by the Focus Group.  A complete list of
comments from the Focus Group Meeting on July 19th will be included.

a. Intersections/ Crossings: The following intersections were identified as places that need
special attention and safe pedestrian access to enable pedestrian connectivity.

 Washington: College & 82nd Street

 Washington: College & 75th Street

 Washington: College & Arden Dr.

 Washington: College & Riverview Dr.

 Washington: College & 66th Street

 Washington: White River walkway and I-465 near 86th Street

 Washington: Spring Mill Rd & 64th Street, Holliday Park entrance and corner of park

 Washington: Hoover Rd. & Rainbow Ln at Hebrew Academy

 Washington: Fall Creek and 38th Street
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 Washington: Keystone Ave and Fall Creek Road

 Washington: Meridian Street Crossings

 Washington: Monon Trail crossings have pedestrian signals, other intersection facilities
are not planned.

 Washington: College Ave and Riverview Ramp and bridge to accommodate pedestrian
paths.

 Washington: Meridian & 82nd Street

 Washington: Meridian & 75th Street

 Washington: Meridian & 71st Street

 Washington: Meridian & 64th Street

 Washington: Meridian & Riverview Drive

 Washington: Kessler & Keystone Ave.

 Washington: Keystone & 62nd St/ Broad Ripple Ave.

 Washington: Keystone & 86th Street

 Washington: 82nd Street & Allisonville Rd.

 Lawrence: Binford & Graham Rd.

 Lawrence: Binford & 62nd Street.

 Lawrence: Park, Fire Station and 86th Street.

 Lawrence: 71st Street & I-465 (bridge is built to accommodate 4 lanes of traffic, could
be a separated pedestrian way)

 Lawrence: Hague Rd & Lawrence North High School

 Lawrence: Hague Rd & Library

 Lawrence: Hague Rd & Cardinal Cove Neighborhood

 Lawrence: 79th Street & Trail east of Fall Creek Rd.

b. Collector Sidewalks/Pedestrian Corridors: The following streets were identified as streets
that would facilitate a high level of pedestrian travel.  Some have the potential to be more
than Collector Sidewalk and become Pedestrian Corridors, depending on the adjacent land
uses.

 Washington/ Lawrence: 96th Street has partial sidewalks, needed from Monon to
Hague Rd.

 Lawrence: 42nd Street bridges could include pedestrian facilities when updated.

 Lawrence: 62nd Street from Binford Blvd to Knyghton.

 Lawrence: Graham Rd from Binford to Ashurst Rd. (part of alternate commuter route to
Binford/ Fall Creek)

 Lawrence: Ashurst Rd from Graham to Brokenhurst Rd. (part of alternate commuter
route to Binford/ Fall Creek)

 Lawrence: Brokenhurst Rd. from Ashurst to Fall Creek Rd. (part of alternate commuter
route to Binford/ Fall Creek)
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 Lawrence: Johnson Rd sidewalks need repair in Avalon Hills

 Lawrence: 91st Street, north of Park at Sahm Golf Course.

 Lawrence: 65th Street from Johnson Rd to Skiles Test Park

 Lawrence: 42nd Street from Pendleton Pike east to development/ Carroll Rd.

 Lawrence: 91st Street, north of Park at Sahm Golf Course.

 Lawrence: Fox Rd from 79th Street to school on Oaklandon Rd.

 Washington: 79th Street from Allisonville Rd to Graham Rd.

 Washington: Rainbow Ln and 65th Streets between Hoover and Spring Mill Rd.

 Washington: 91st from Meridian to Westfield Blvd.

c. Off- Street Path/ Other Pedestrian Facility

 Washington: There is an old interurban line from White River to International School,
west of Michigan Rd.  There is an opportunity for this to be a greenway connection.
An alternate route to that rail line is along 51st Street and Knollton.

 Washington/ Lawrence: Allisonville Neighborhood Association- Greenway Committee
wants a trail along Allisonville Rd.

 Washington: There are walking paths along White River from 82nd to 96th Streets.

 Washington: Union Chapel Rd dead ends into Kohl’s.  Direct connection from
residential into retail/commercial

 Lawrence: 71st Street & I-465 (bridge is built to accommodate 4 lanes of traffic, could
be a separated pedestrian way)

 Lawrence: Potential path through park south to 86th Street

 Lawrence: Linear Greenspace/ potential path along Indiana Creek from 46th Street to
63rd Street from Comp Plan

 Lawrence: Greenway connection from Fall Creek Rd to Land by the Dam and existing
trail south of the dam.

d. Pedestrian Districts

 Washington/ Lawrence: 56th and Fall Creek Area

 Washington: Broad Ripple

 Washington: Glendale

 Washington: Allisonville Rd, 62nd Street & Dean Rd

 Lawrence: Castleton Square Mall area has potential to be Transit Oriented
Development

 Lawrence: Mixed Use Development at southeast corner of Lawrence Township

e. Special Attention:  Some attendees commented on areas that need special attention

 Washington:  Add Special Neighborhood Study Facilities

f. Corrections in Data: There are some questions about the data.

 All townships: Some existing sidewalks are missing from the GIS Sidewalk data.

 Lawrence: Sidewalk exists along 91st and Sahm Golf Course

 Lawrence: Potential park, north of development in southeast corner of Lawrence
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Township.

 Lawrence: Potential school, north of development and 42nd Street in southeast corner
of Lawrence Township.

 Lawrence: Some existing trails are located at Craig Middle School and south of 63rd

Street in neighborhood, near Indian Creek

 Washington: School property along Ditch Rd will not be school prop, it will be Fire Dept
or park

 Washington: Add school property at Ditch & Brewster Rd.

g. New Projects/ Developments

 All townships: Sidewalk Projects are currently underway in many of the townships.  By
identifying their location we would not need to make recommendations for places that
have been improved and it would also show good efforts and progress.

 Washington: 38th Street road project includes sidewalks.

Please review the above items and notify the Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or
misunderstandings within 5-days of the issue date noted above.

Attachment

Delivery Hand Out
Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com
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SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase3\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee\mtg 040915\MN040915.doc

Issue Date September 15, 2004
Meeting Date September 15, 2004 Duration 1:30-3:00 PM

Location CCB 2001
Attendees Amy Inman / MPO

Meg Storrow / SKA
Keith Holdsworth /DMD Planning
Randall Walter / INDOT
Nannette Tunget / Southport Mayor
Michael O’Loughlin / INDOT

Rachel Uthe / SKA
Bill Chappell / DPW
Katie Lineweaver / DMD TA
George Julius / Southport Council Member
Victoria Cluck / DPW

Distribution Steering Committee
Subject Phase 3 Steering Committee Meeting 4 with focus on Warren, Perry and Franklin

Items discussed:

1.0 Discussion: Everyone in attendance was familiar with the project and the PowerPoint.  So the
group discussed some changes in the schedule, next steps and current project status.

a. Schedule/ Upcoming Meetings.

1. Next Steering Committee was scheduled for Oct. 13, but will take place on Oct 12th at
CCB 2001.  This meeting is to discuss funding strategies, adoption and
implementation, to be prepared for the Public Meeting.  DPW asked that SKA prepare
some kind of figure for discussion of funding and budgeting.

2. Township Schools Focus Group Meeting was also scheduled for Oct 13th, but will take
place on October 5th at CCB 2001.  This meeting is to understand the policies of the
school districts in terms of walking to school and busing.  We had a meeting with IPS
and found it to be useful.  Any member of the steering committee is welcome at this
meeting.  Victoria Cluck mentioned that DPW should definitely be involved in this
meeting.  IPS has rated their intersections, a test area could show the difference in bus
routing with improvements to pedestrian facilities.

3. Meeting (Date TBD) with Franklin Township public (Cathy Burton) for additional
meeting regarding incorporation of Parks Franklin Connectivity Plan.

4. Public Meeting is scheduled for October 20th at the Arts Garden from 5-9.  Postcard
mailers are being sent out as well as emails to township newspapers

b. Walkable Community Workshops : Indianapolis has been selected for a city to host
Walkable Community Workshops (MPO project)

c. Currently the State of Indiana has a Walk to School Program.  Events are currently
scheduled for Walk to School Day.  Health Department, Keisha Nicholson & Eric, with
offices at IUPUI are the contacts for more information.  Get contact information from
Michael O’Loughlin

2.0 Working Session: The group worked together to identify areas of pedestrian need in Warren,
Franklin and Perry Townships.  The group worked over a map of Warren, Franklin and Perry
Townships that had been marked up by the Focus Group. These suggestions are in addition to
the comments that have already been made by the Focus Group.  A complete list of comments
from the Focus Group Meeting on July 19th will be included.

a. Intersections/ Crossings: The following intersections were identified as places that need
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special attention and safe pedestrian access to enable pedestrian connectivity.

 ALL:  I-465, I-65, I-74, I-70 & I-69 need to address where they intersect with major
roads, especially interchanges.

b. Collector Sidewalks/Pedestrian Corridors: The following streets were identified as streets
that would facilitate a high level of pedestrian travel.  Some have the potential to be more
than Collector Sidewalk and become Pedestrian Corridors, depending on the adjacent land
uses.

 Warren: Hunter Rd, between Brookeville and Raymond Streets.

 Perry: Shelby Street should have collector sidewalks

 Perry: Asbury St. to connect to Raymond F. Brandes Elementary School

 Perry: Lawrence Ave to connect to Raymond F. Brandes Elementary School

 Perry: Stop 10 Rd from Shelby St to Madison Street

 Perry: Shelby St from US 31 north to Southport Rd.

c. Off- Street Path/ Other Pedestrian Facility

 Perry: Low-speed railroad that goes through Southport could share the right of way
with pedestrians in a greenway

 Perry:  This same railroad is the corridor for the proposed high-speed rail.  High-speed
rail cannot have a shared right of way.  Tom Beck and Larry ?? are contacts for more
information.

 NIPSCO has specific corridors dedicated to trails in Indiana.  Mitch??  These utility
corridors are great opportunities for off-street paths and greenways.

 Perry: Connect Proposed White River Greenway to existing portions of Little Buck
Creek Greenway.

d. Corrections in Data: There are some questions about the data.

 Perry: Add US 135 label to Meridian Street.

 Perry: Correct US 31 label-not on Madison Street.

e. New Projects/ Developments

 Warren: Portions of Mitthoeffer and German Church are planned, could sidewalks be
planned into the projects.

 Perry/ Franklin: I-65 road expansion will happen in 2005- intersections, interchanges
and bridges should be worked in to accommodate future pedestrian improvements.

 Perry: The proposed route for I-69 includes 2000 feet of right-of-way, pedestrian
facilities are to be included within this right-of-way.

 Perry: US 31 from I-465 south to Edgewood Ave road improvements are to include
sidewalks in 2009.

 Johnson County: US 135 Street, Curb/Gutter & Sidewalk Project

 Johnson County: Sidewalk Improvements by the McDonalds on US 135

Please review the above items and notify the Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or
misunderstandings within 5-days of the issue date noted above.

Attachment

Delivery Hand Out
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Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com
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MEETING NOTES
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan

SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase3\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee\mtg 041012\MN041012_steering.doc

Issue Date February 10, 2005
Meeting Date October 12, 2004 Duration 1:30-3:00 PM

Location CCB 2001
Attendees Amy Inman / MPO

Meg Storrow / SKA
Keith Holdsworth /DMD Planning
Michael O’Loughlin / INDOT

Rachel Uthe / SKA
Bill Chappell / DPW
Victoria Cluck / DPW
Mike Peoni / DMD

Distribution Steering Committee
Subject Phase 3 Steering Committee Meeting 5

Funding Strategies & Implementation Methodologies
Items discussed:

1.0 Discussion: Everyone in attendance was familiar with the project and the PowerPoint.  So the
group discussed some changes in the schedule, next steps and current project status.

a. Project Recap

1. The School Focus Group Meeting was on October 5th at the Multi-Modal Task Force
Meeting.  Draft notes from that meeting were handed out.

b. Schedule Update and Review

2. The Public Meeting is scheduled for October 20 at 5:30PM at the Arts Garden

3. Franklin Township Special Focus Group is set for October 25th at 7PM in Franklin
Township.

4. Next Steering Committee is scheduled for November 16, and will be the Final Wrap-Up
Steering Committee Meeting.

5. Draft Report will be issued after the public meeting, comments are desired from
committee members.

2.0 Plan Adoption Process: The group discussed the adoption process in Marion County/
Indianapolis.

a. The steps for adoption are not very clear.  Generally the IRTC and the Metropolitan
Development Commission (MDC) need to be involved.  The MDC has a 14-step process.

b. Adoption into the thoroughfare plan may be the most ideal scenario.  This would include
only the streets that are in the thoroughfare plan, not collector streets.  The streets would
be planned for both vehicular and pedestrian planning by including the pedestrian plan
elements into the document.

c. Adoption by the other jurisdictions would be initiated by their participation in the IRTC
meetings, which they all are a part of.

3.0 Implementation Methodologies

a. The group discussed the prioritization methodologies, using the analysis maps.  Comments
were made that indicated they thought the presentation of needs and priorities were clear.
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b. The pedestrian corridors and districts have real potential to become implementing tools.
How can they be integrated into the planning process?

c. Ordinances and Regulations are critical to the enforcement of the plan recommendations.

d. Implementation Catalysts

 New Road Projects (INDOT, Indianapolis, Beech Grove, Southport etc.)

 Community Development

 IndyGo Projects

 Parks and Greenways Projects

 Education Projects

 Special Projects

e. Funding Strategies

 Transportation Enhancement

 CMAQ Funds

 Surface Transportation Program (STP)

 Capital Improvement Program (CIP)

 ADA

 Education funding (IPS/ Township Schools Capital Improvement Program and
Transportation Budget)

 Grants

Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or
misunderstandings within 5-days of the issue date noted above.

Attachment

Delivery Hand Out
Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com
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SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase3\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee\mtg 041012\MN041116_steering.doc

Issue Date February 16, 2005
Meeting Date November 16, 2004 Duration 1:30-3:00 PM

Location CCB 2001
Attendees Amy Inman / MPO

Keith Holdsworth /DMD Planning
Mike Terry / IndyGo
Bill Chappell / DPW
Ray Irvin / Indy Greenways
Nannette Tunget / Southport Mayor

Mike Peoni / DMD
Jeff Sheridan / Cumberland Town Mgr.
Gary Huddleston / DPW
Michael O’Loughlin / INDOT
Rachel Uthe / SKA
Meg Storrow / SKA

Distribution Steering Committee
Subject Phase 3 Steering Committee Wrap-Up

Items discussed:

1.0 Project Review:

a. The Public Meeting was a success, there was a great turn out.

b. SKA issued the analysis maps as the Draft Report.  Comments are to be returned to SKA
or MPO before December 2, 2004.

2.0 The Draft Maps: Maps were handed out for review.

a. Commercial/ Retail- Work Need Map :Identify other shopping districts, village mixed used
districts

b. Transit Need Map: 1 Mile is shown as a buffer for bus routes.  Is this a feasible distance?
½ mile would be ideal walking to any bus route.  1 mile is shown for the major routes, there
may be closer routes.  Higher need is in the more developed areas.

c. Many positive comments on the extent of the analysis and good work.

3.0 Review of Last Meeting and Next Steps

a. Adoption and Implementation was discussed at the last Steering Committee Meeting on
October 12, 2004.

 MPO needs an implementation plan to move this plan further

 Review of the Implementation process.

 Many of the changes the plan is introducing are policy changes.  Including policy
groups, possibly at IUPUI might be beneficial to the change in policy.  Morton Marcus
and John Krause at IUPUI, SPEA were mentioned as contact persons.

 Southport funding questions: Southport mentioned a funding source (Economic
Development Grant) that was leveraged for the additional facilities added to the Stop
11 Road and Hanna Avenue Projects.  Nannette Tunget will forward that information
to SKA or MPO.

Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days
of the issue date noted above.

Attachment

Delivery Hand Out
Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com
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Walkable Community
the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan is an 
integral part of the Indianapolis urban transportation 
system

Public Meeting, Indianapolis Artsgarden
October 20,  2004

storrow kinsella associates inc
landplanning landscape architecture  urban design

Indianapolis Metropolitan 
Planning Organization

Walkable Community
• What is the MPO
• Overall Scope of the Study
• Transportation Goals 

Amy Inman
Senior Planner, Indianapolis MPO

Indianapolis Metropolitan 
Planning Organization
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Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Area
The Regional 
Pedestrian Plan covers 
the Indianapolis 
Metropolitan Planning 
Area as expanded by 
the 2000 census.

It is a multi-year work 
program that began in 
2002 and will be 
complete in 2006.

Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Area

A protptype study 
in 2002-2003 in 
the Glendale Area 
informed the 
development of 
the Pedestrian 
Plan.
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the overall

Vision Plan
as an integrated 

array of functional 
mobility elements
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Special Neighborhood Study

Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

In 2002 the 
Pedestrian Plan 
focused on the 
feasibility of the 
downtown 
Cultural Trail.
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Downtown Cultural Trail

Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

In 2003 the 
Pedestrian Plan 
focused on 
Center Township
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Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

That work is 
informing the 
2004 planning 
effort for the outer 
townships of 
Marion County.

Marion County - 2002-2004
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and the independent jurisdictions

City of 
Lawrence

City of 
Speedway

Town of 
Cumberland

City of 
Beech Grove

City of 
Southport

Concurrent with 
the outer 
townships, 
planning is being 
coordinated with 
the independent 
jurisdictions in 
Marion County.

Reduce vehicular trips and related congestion and improve 
air quality by providing alternative transportation

Provide safe routes to school

Provide access to all public transit stops

Improve the mobility and independence for those that cannot 
drive

Remove environmental barriers to improve walkability and to 
promote active lifestyles

Purpose of the Pedestrian Plan
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Provide mobility and independence 
for those

that cannot drive

youth, the elderly, people 
with disabilities or lower 
incomes, do not have 
options to walking and 
public transit

Goal: improve mobility

32 percent of the nearly 41,000 IPS students, or 13,000 walk 
to school.  More would if safer routes to all schools existed.

Goal: Safe Routes to School
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Provide access to bus stops and shelters

Goal: Connecting with transit

new bus shelters, clean
busses, and commuter routes contribute 
to walking as transportation

Reduce vehicular trips and related congestion by 
providing an alternates means of transportation

Congestion continues to be a factor in Indianapolis.  
Public transit, bicycling, and walking can reduce the 
number of vehicular trips and benefit air quality.

Goal: reduce congestion
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Promote exercise and active lifestyles

Walking is the most popular form of exercise form.  Providing better 
facilities, removing barriers and creating a safe and pleasant walking 
environment will encourage healthier lifestyles for a couch potato society.

Goal: Healthy Lifestyles

An existing and planned Greenway network forms the highway of 
the pedestrian system and links across jurisdictional 
boundaries to parks, neighborhoods, and businesses

Goal: Greenways as “ Pedestrian Highways”

Over 1-million user visits a year have 
proved Greenways are used as safe off-
street recreation and transportation 
alternatives
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Walkable Community
• Planning Methodology
• Results of the Study
• Recommendations 

Meg Storrow 
Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc

Indianapolis Metropolitan 
Planning Organization

Identify priorities based on pedestrian destinations and 
generators.

Living: residential patterns

Working: employment patterns

Learning: schools and libraries

Shopping: commercial and retail

Recreation: parks, greenways, recreation centers

Identify Priorities
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Example: walk 
zones based on 

school locations

Identify Need based on:

Transit: ridership/shelter patterns

Greenways: connectivity and trailhead needs

Bike Routes: primary and secondary routes

Thoroughfare System: multi-modal corridors

Understand Existing and Proposed 
Transportation Systems
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Example: walk 
zones based 

greenway corridors

Identify areas that require Context Sensitive solutions 
during implementation

Historic Parkways and Boulevards

Historic Neighborhoods

Cultural Districts

Understand Special 
Areas of the City 
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Context Sensitive 
areas such as 

historic and cultural 
districts 

Filter priorities against social need based on 2000 
census tract information:

Minority Population

Hispanic Population

Individuals in Poverty

Unemployed

Individuals over age 5 with a physical disability

Individuals over age 5 with a sensory disability

Individuals who walk to work

Individuals who take public transit to work

Factors of Environmental Justice
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individuals 
who walk or 

take a bus to 
work, have a 

disability, are 
in poverty, or 
are a minority  

Facilities
Greenway as pedestrian highway

Urban Greenways within public right-of-way
Off-street Paths as alternative to conventional sidewalks 

Collector Sidewalks as basic connectivity grid
Connectivity Links 

Pedestrian Crossing Needs
railroad crossings
school crossings

structured crossings
intersection crossings

Proposed Facility Plan
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Example from 
Center Township 

Plan 

Draft Marion County 
Facility Plan 
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For Regulatory/Ordinance/Planning Implementation

Pedestrian Districts: characterized by density of mixed uses 
and clustered destinations within 5-minute walk, supporting 

central or multiple transit nodes, and characterized by 
overlapping pedestrian precincts.

Pedestrian Corridors: characterized by linear distribution of 
mixed uses, supported by adjacent residential density, and 

serviced by co-linear transit routes.

Proposed Overlay Plan

Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

Example from 
Center Township 

Plan 
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Draft Marion County 
Overlay Plan 

Adopt as into the Thoroughfare Plan

Establish overlays for pedestrian corridors and districts to foster 
collaboration between multiple agencies

Improve ordinances and regulations

Seek funding for specific project-based improvements

Develop innovative funding strategies

Toolboxes for Implementation
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Check the Web Site for Updates
www6.indygov.org/indympo/index.htm and click on “current studies”
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SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase3\C Report Milestones\6-PubInput\Public Meeting
041020\MN041020_publicmtg.doc

Issue Date February 16, 2005
Meeting Date October 20, 2004 Duration 5:30-8:00 PM

Location Arts Garden, Indianapolis Indiana
Steering

Committee
Attendees and

Team

Amy Inman / MPO
Meg Storrow / SKA
John Kinsella / SKA
Rachel Uthe / SKA
Michael Krosschell / Indy Parks

Mike Dearing / MPO
Joel Stevens / SKA
Phil Graf / SKA
Rose Kurtz / SKA
Complete list of attendees is attached

Distribution Steering Committee
Subject Public Meeting/ Open House

Items discussed:

1.0 Meeting Agenda:

5:30 PM Exhibits and Planners Available

6:00 PM Presentation/ Discussion

7:00 PM Presentation/ Discussion

8:00 PM Adjourn

a. 1800 postcards were mailed.  Copy of Post Card attached to this document. Entire List of
invitees is on file with Amy Inman at the MPO.

b. The Press Release was published in the Indy Star and read on NPR.  See Press Release,
attached to this document.

c. 45 attendees/ community representatives (not including project team).

d. 3’ x 8’ Banners were hung on display panels that showed the planning methodology and
plan recommendations.  These have since been posted on the project web site.

2.0 Presentation/ Questionnaire

e. Presentations were given by Amy Inman and Meg Storrow.  PowerPoint Presentation is
posted on the Project Website.

f. Meeting Attendees were asked to fill out a questionnaire.  The questionnaire is attached.
17 questionnaires were returned.  The questionnaire asked for guidance in prioritizing
pedestrian needs.   Attendees were asked to rank (1-lowest, 5-highest), between Home,
Work, Education, Commerce and Recreation.  Questionnaire is attached.

 Of the categories given a 5- highest:

 Home (7) Education (6) Commercial (3) Recreation and Work (2)

 Of the categories given a 1- lowest:

 Recreation (5) Education (3) Home (2) Commercial and Work (1)

3.0 General Comments:

a. Following a brief question and answer period, the project team spent time afterwards



REACHING CONSENSUS AND MOVING FORWARD
REGIONAL PEDESTRIAN PLAN - MARION COUNTY PHASE
Wednesday, October 20, 2004, Indianapolis Artsgarden

Mail to: Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc, 212 W. 10th Street, Studio A440, Indianapolis, Indiana  46202

Or visit:  http://www.indygov.org/indympo Page 1

The Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) is charged with transportation
planning. This is a public workshop that seeks citizen input on the concepts and priorities of this
first-ever Regional Pedestrian System Plan for the Metropolitan Planning Area. The subject of this
workshop is Marion County, and builds on the work done last year on the Center Township
component of the plan.

Why walkability? Almost every trip starts and ends as a pedestrian, either from your car to a
final destination, or from your house to a bus stop and then on to work. Or longer trips for some, to
work, to school, to neighborhood shopping, or perhaps around the neighborhood for exercise.  Of
course, walking is a great form of exercise to help encourage healthier lifestyles.  Walking is both
transportation and recreation.
The pedestrian system (usually sidewalks and greenway trails, sometimes only a path along the
side of the road) is part of the transportation system, just like streets and expressways. It is an
essential part of the system for those without a car, or too old or too young to drive, or with
disabilities.

The situation:
 Jurisdictions within the Indianapolis Region have limited funds for new sidewalk

improvements.
 There is an estimated need for $40-50 million of improvements.
 The Regional Pedestrian System Master Plan seeks ways to identify a prioritized plan,

determine areas of greatest need, and recommend an action plan to upgrade the pedestrian
system throughout the metropolitan area over the next 10-20 years.

Today's Workshop Goal: help us determine priorities and provide comments on the
proposals.

Next Steps: after this workshop, a final report for this Marion County phase of the plan will be
prepared.  The individual jurisdictions in Marion County, including the Cities of Indianapolis,
Beech Grove, Cumberland, Lawrence, Speedway, and Southport, will then decide whether they
want to formally adopt the plan and begin the process of implementation.  Next year the MPO will
continue work on the next phase of the plan, which will include the outlying urbanized areas such
as Franklin, Carmel, and Hendricks County.

Today's Request: after you have reviewed the workshop exhibits, take some time to respond to
the questions on the back of this page and share your ideas on how to make this system the best it
can be. The survey form will also be placed on the Metropolitan Planning Organization website
shortly after this workshop to provide additional opportunity for community input.
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The recommendations shown on the displays recommend the establishment of an inter-connected
pedestrian network based on demand, high pedestrian potential, and the identification of pedestrian
needs.  The basic systems are:
Collector Sidewalks and Off-Street Paths: collector sidewalks or off-street paths are
proposed at about one-mile intervals throughout the county to form a basic connectivity grid and
provide access to all IndyGo transit routes. This 20-minute walk zone provides access to most
pedestrian destinations and are generally located on streets that already have lighting in place.

Greenways: as greenways become more interconnected they will ultimately become “pedestrian
highways”.  They are generally separated from traffic and will provide regional connections
throughout the metropolitan area.
However, even focusing on the implementation of the Collector Sidewalk/Offstreet Path grid and
Greenways is a big task.  Please help us provide guidance to the implementing jurisdictions by
ranking the pedestrian needs in order of importance  (1-lowest, 5-highest).

PLEASE RANK THE NEEDS (1-LOWEST, 5-HIGHEST)  

Access to and from Home

Access to and from Work

Access to and from Education

Access to and from Commerce

Access to and from Recreation

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS (WHAT HAVE WE MISSED, OTHER THOUGHTS)

Optional Contact Information (please print clearly)
Name

Street Address
City Zip

Email
Interested in hearing about future MPO or SKA planning projects?  Yes No

Many thanks for taking the time to fill out this important survey.  The information you provided will allow us to
incorporate your comments and input into the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process.
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talking one-on-one with participants.

b. A summary of general comments:

 Has there been any progress made on the Special Neighborhood study, has anything
been done since the recommendations were made?  The GACC is in the process of
getting things moving.
Response: The MPO has facilitated some meetings with the DMD, however it will be
up to the neighborhoods to exert presrure on the City to move implementation forward.

 What is a pedestrian corridor?
Response: Essentially it is a linear pedestrian district of dense mixed use.

 There needs to be stronger law enforcement for vehicles to ensure the safety of the
pedestrian.
Agreement

 There are bus stops on Hoover Road, what is recommended on that road?
Response: The plan calls for a collector sidewalk along Hoover Road to provide
access to those bus stops.

 Kessler and the neighborhood streets, such as Rosslyn Ave. need sidewalks.
Response: The plan calls for collector sidewalks along Kessler Boulevard.  The plan
recommends that Rosslyn Ave. be looked at in more detail and at the neighborhood
level.  Recommendation for streets without transit or lesser volume than primary or
secondary streets should made on a neighborhood by neighborhood basis.

 Who would be responsible for snow removal and maintenance?
Response: the current ordinance requires private property owners to be responsible for
snow removal and maintenance.  The Plan recommends a more comprehensive
approach.

 We need a separated crossing at Hanna Ave and University of Indianapolis.
Response:  Thank you.  We will investigate your suggestion and see if we can
incorporate that into the plan.

Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or
misunderstandings within 5-days of the issue date noted above.

Attachment Press Release, Post Card, Questionnaire
Delivery Hand Out

Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com
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Your Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) invites your participation in the development
of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian System Plan.

Join us at a public meeting on:
Wednesday, October 20, 2004
Artsgarden, Downtown Indianapolis

5:30 PM Exhibits and Planners Available
6:00 PM Presentation/Discussion
7:00 PM Presentation/Discussion
8:00 PM Adjourn

PROJECT GOAL: Prepare a 20-year implementation plan for walkability throughout the nine
county Indianapolis planning region.

 Reduce dependency on private automobile for personal transportation by providing viable
and attractive alternatives.

 Provide pedestrian accessibility to schools, parks, shopping, places of employment, and
to public transit routes and stops.

 Incorporate principles of environmental justice to the prioritizing and distribution of
facilities.

 Incorporate ADA/universal accessibility principles in pedestrian system design guidelines.

 Leverage interagency resources and innovative funding for cost effective implementation
of a comprehensives pedestrian system.

Key Concepts To Be Discussed at the Meeting
 Transit oriented development

 Pedestrian corridors and districts

 Pedestrian/Transit system integration

 Walk-to-school buffer/collector zones

 Environmental design guidelines and developmental regulations for walkability

 Thoroughfare system classifications incorporating pedestrian and bicycle categories

 Permitting system based on Best Practices

The Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) will host an Open House to encourage public
review and comment on Phase 3 of its proposed Regional Pedestrian System Plan. The goal
of the plan is to develop a 20-year implementation strategy for making the nine-county region
more pedestrian-friendly. Discussion will center on pedestrian issues in Decatur, Wayne, Pike,
Washington, Lawrence, Warren, Franklin and Perry Townships, including pedestrian/transit
system integration, walk-to-school buffer/collector zones and environmental design guidelines.

The Pedestrian Plan Open House will be held on Wednesday, October 20th at the Artsgarden,
downtown Indianapolis. Exhibits and planners will be available from 5:30 to 8 PM, and an
informative presentation is scheduled for 6 and 7PM.
"Our long range goal is to make walking an integral part of our regional transportation system,"
said Mike Dearing, MPO Manager/Master Planner. "Eventually, we’d like to provide pedestrian
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access to all public transit stops, improve the mobility of non-drivers, establish safe routes to
schools, and reduce traffic congestion and its related air pollution."

Phase I of the project, which ended last year, considered study methodology and the
feasibility of a proposed Cultural Trail in downtown Indianapolis. If implemented, the Cultural
Trail would function as the hub of a system in the region’s most pedestrian-oriented
environment. During this phase, modeling techniques were also established for evaluating
pedestrian corridors and districts, and transportation interface patterns.

In Phase II, which ended this past spring, planners inventoried land use, residential,
commercial and employment patterns for Center Township. Systems that affect walkability,
such as sidewalks and transit routes, were also considered. In addition, areas that require
‘context sensitivity,’ such as historic neighborhoods, were identified along with environmental
justice priorities.
Phase III of the project is currently extending the Center Township pedestrian route system
plan to surrounding "donut" townships within Marion County. Subsequent phases will expand
it to communities outside of Marion County.

For more information on the Pedestrian Plan Open House, contact Mike Dearing at 317/327-
5139 (mdearing@indygov.org) or MPO Senior Planner Amy Inman at 317/327-5646
(ainman@indygov.org).

X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase3\C Report Milestones\6-
PubInput\Oct20_PublicMeeting\Announcement.doc
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MEETING NOTES 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase4\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee 1\MN 050824_steering.doc 

Issue Date August 29, 2005 
Meeting Date August 24, 2005 Duration 2:30-4:00 PM 

Location SKA Studio 
Attendees Amy Inman / MPO Project Manager 

Steve Morris / DNR 
Randy Walter / INDOT 
Lucas Mastin / Johnson Co. Hwy Dept.  
Joyce Newland / FHWA 

Michael O’Loughlin / INDOT 
Meg Storrow / SKA 
Rachel Uthe / SKA 
Jenelle Collins / SKA 

Distribution Steering Committee 
Subject Phase 4 Steering Committee Meeting 1 

Items discussed: 

1.0 Introductions/ Administration: 

a. Group reviewed contact information and the list of persons participating in Phase 4.   

b. Group discussed method of distribution when sending meeting notes and other materials.  
The preferred method was agreed on that documents would be mailed and emailed.   

c. Each committee member was given a project workbook/ notebook for ease in managing 
materials handed out by SKA.  The notebook is organized by meeting and SKA will provide 
materials each meeting that will be ready for insertion into the notebook.   

 

2.0 Project Introduction:  

a. Amy Inman gave a brief overview of project and process. 

b. Amy Inman discussed the MPO’s and SKA’s dedication to understanding concerns of the 
committee.  If any member of the committee is not comfortable saying something during 
the larger group meetings, MPO and/ or SKA are available to listen in a smaller group.  
Please review ALL meeting notes for accuracy!!!   

c. A PowerPoint presentation described the plan goals and purpose, reviewed previous 
Pedestrian Plan phases, summarized the approach and schedule for Phase 4, and 
reviewed initial pedestrian system classification developed in earlier plan phases.   

d. The presentation contained a graphic intended to illustrate conceptually the pedestrian 
connectivity among adjacent counties.  The graphic will be modified to better illustrate the 
relationships between the seven counties under study and Marion County.   

 

3.0 Data Collection: 

a. SKA has asked the committee members, especially the county representatives to gather 
data to be used in development of the plan.  A “Data Collection Worksheet” was distributed 
to outline the types of materials needed.   

b. SKA is using files available through Indiana GIS Atlas for a base map.  If there is additional 
information available in each community, the team would like to be sure to include it into 
the data.  Also, specific community information may be more current or more accurate. 
SKA team will investigate.   

c. County contacts for Statewide Enhancement Projects may be a good resource for current 
projects.   
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d. INDOT Scheduling System may be useful in identifying road projects.  Glenda Seal is a 
contact for local project details.   

e. Luke Mastin said Johnson County has GIS and 6” Aerials. 

f. Item 6 on the worksheet, “frequent users,” means types of trail users and frequency or 
number of people using the trails.  If specific data isn’t available, a ranking of trails from 
most popular to least popular.  Many factors play into a ranking system.   

g. Item 8 on the worksheet, “any in planning,” means any sidewalk plans or any project 
including sidewalks.   

h. Team will need to identify how to address Scenic Byway and the National Road Heritage 
Trail (NRHT).   

i. Hamilton County has included parkways and boulevards in their transportation 
classifications.  

j. Additional information desired, but not included on original list: 

 Existing ordinances requiring or not requiring pedestrian facilities, review of the 
implementation process.   

 Impact fees, TIF Districts or other funding mechanisms 

  

4.0 Focus Groups 

a. Group reviewed the purpose of the focus groups – to discuss current and proposed 
pedestrian systems, respond to planning work completed to date, and provide input on 
future directions of the planning process 

b. Specific persons critical to the plan that should be included in the focus group discussions: 

 School corporations 

 Health departments, Dr. Susan Moriarty, Marion County Health Department, from 
Phase 3 Steering Committee may have some contacts.  SKA to look into this.   

 State Health, Eric Neuberger 

 Chambers of commerce 

 Visitors bureaus 

c. Johnson County may need three meetings each held in White River Township, Greenwood 
and Franklin.  Team will further investigate the organization of the meetings.   

 

5.0 Review Previous Project Goals 

a. The group went through the first page of the “Project Goals” handout in detail.  The 
remaining section of the handout, which includes recommended pedestrian system 
policies, will be discussed at the September meeting.  

b. SKA will edit the project goals in order to address the following comments: 

 Simplify language and remove jargon 

 Change first goal to vision statement 

 Make goals measurable or quantifiable, where possible 

 Make goal positive, for example “increase amount of…” vs. “decrease amount of…” 

 Change first words of goals to be more sensitive to current commitments to creating 
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community and connectivity.  For example, use words “promote” or “encourage” 
instead of “create” or “develop.”   

 Clarify “best practice” 

 Clarify “right-of-way” 

 Clarify “traffic calming” 

 Clarify “corridor vacations” 

 Goal 9, prioritization is important.  The plan must give the communities the tools to 
prioritize, how to evaluate and why it is important.  This pedestrian planning effort will 
not prioritize projects for each community; rather, the means to do so will be outlined.  

 

6.0 Schedule / Next Steps 

a. Next Steering Committee Meetings: 

 September 22 @ 2:30pm at SKA (later re-scheduled to 10:00am) 

 October 27 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 November 17 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 December 15 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

b. Team will contact Johnson County within the next few days to coordinate data collection 
and scheduling of focus group discussions.   

 
Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days 
of the issue date noted above. 

Attachment  
Delivery Email 

Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com 
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MEETING NOTES 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase4\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committe 02\MN 050922_steering.doc 

Issue Date October 19, 2005 
Meeting Date September 22, 2005 Duration 10:00 AM – 12:00 PM 

Location SKA Studio 
Attendees Amy Inman / MPO Project Manager 

Lawrence Brown / IDEM 
Alexandria Yeung / SPEA Grad Student 
Lucas Mastin / Johnson County 
Joyce Newland / FHWA 
Karyn Ryg / Hamilton County 

Jeff Quyle / Morgan County  
Meg Storrow / SKA 
Rachel Uthe / SKA 
Jenelle Collins / SKA 
Tonya Galbraith / Hancock County 
Randy Walter / INDOT 

Distribution Steering Committee 
Subject Phase 4 Steering Committee Meeting 2 

Items discussed: 

1.0 Introductions/ Administration: 

a. Amy Inman gave a brief overview of project and process. 

b. Group reviewed contact information and the list of persons participating in Phase 4.   

c. Additional committee members were given a project workbook/ notebook for ease in 
managing materials handed out by SKA.  The notebook is organized by meeting and SKA 
will provide materials each meeting that will be ready for insertion into the notebook.  
Materials from this meeting should be filed behind “Meeting 2.”  

d. Amy Inman emphasized the importance of reviewing the meeting notes from Meeting 1 
and let herself and SKA know of any discrepancies.  Meeting notes from Meeting 1 should 
be filed behind the “Meeting 1” tab.  Amy Inman discussed the MPO’s and SKA’s 
dedication to understanding concerns of the committee.  If any member of the committee is 
not comfortable saying something during the larger group meetings, MPO and/ or SKA are 
available to listen in a smaller group.     

e. Meeting Notes for Phase 4 Steering Committee Meeting 1 comment:  add to 2.0 b, “Review 
meeting notes for accuracy.” 

f. SKA to develop a comprehensive schedule and distribute.  SKA will incorporate any 
additional topics for discussion.   

 

2.0 Project Presentation:  

a. A PowerPoint presentation described the plan goals and purpose, reviewed previous 
Pedestrian Plan phases, summarized the approach and schedule for Phase 4, and 
reviewed initial pedestrian system classification developed in earlier plan phases.  

b. Carmel Crossing Issue:  Carmel has been having difficulty with pedestrian legislation 
regarding the crossings.  Lawrence Brown has some language on the specific pedestrian 
legislature that he will be sending to SKA.  This issue, as well as how to articulate in the 
plan, can be discussed further in the ordinances meeting.  If anyone has any other 
pedestrian legislature information, please pass it on.   

c. Morgan County:  Morgan County is the next county under study.  This includes 
Mooresville, Monrovia, and Brooklyn.  Martinsville is out of the MPA planning area and 
therefore is not included in this study.  Morgan County may contract directly with SKA to 
include this portion is desired.  It was determined that Martinsville will not be included in the 
Pedestrian Plan Study.  
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d. System Classifications:  The group discussed the system classifications.   

• A bicycle boulevard was suggested.  It is a street or segment of a street that limits car 
access but allows through bicycle traffic.  A bicycle boulevard is the “Quiet Street” (as 
defined in the Special Neighborhood Study) for bicycles.  Meg mentioned that it could 
be addressed in the design guidelines.   It could also be included in a section that 
addresses car-limiting infrastructure like bollards.   

• Connector sidewalks are another type of pedestrian connectors.  It connects mostly 
through residential neighborhoods, specifically between two houses, cul-de-sacs and 
other areas that are too narrow for anything more.   

• Intersection enhancements/ crossings could include grade separation and lighted 
signals. 

• There are many critical connections in each of the communities.  Those needs are 
important for SKA/MPO to know.  Hopefully, the county contacts can find some of the 
local experts on the needed connections.  Identifying those connections and the 
contacts will help the community to pick up the plan and implement it.   

 

3.0 Vision, Goals & Objectives:  

a. The group refined the vision statement, goals and objectives.  The updated version of the 
vision, goals and objectives is included as an attachment to this document.   

 

4.0 Schedule / Next Steps 

a. Next Steering Committee Meetings: 

 October 27 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 November 17 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 December 15 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

b. Team will continue working with Johnson and Morgan Counties to coordinate data 
collection and scheduling of focus group discussions.   

 
Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days 
of the issue date noted above. 

Attachment Vision, Goals and Objectives-revised. 
Delivery Email 

Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com 
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MEETING NOTES – MEETING 3 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase4\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee 03\MN 051027_steering.doc 

Issue Date November 15, 2005 
Meeting Date October 27, 2005 Duration 2:30 PM – 4:00 PM 

Location SKA Studio 
Attendees Kevin Buchheit / Hamilton County 

Rich Carlucci / Hendricks County 
Tonya Galbraith / Hancock County 
Lucas Mastin / Johnson County 
Steve Morris / IDNR 
Karyn Ryg / Hamilton County 

Lesa Wagner / Hendricks County 
Randy Walter / INDOT 
Amy Inman / MPO Project Manager 
 
Meg Storrow / SKA 
Jenelle Collins / SKA 

Distribution Steering Committee 
Subject Phase 4 Steering Committee Meeting 3 

Items discussed: 

1.0 Introductions & Administration: 

a. The committee reviewed the notebook organization. Materials distributed during this 
meeting should be filed behind the “Meeting 3” tab, with the exception of the September 22 
meeting notes, which should be filed behind the “Meeting 2” tab. 

b. The committee welcomed Lesa Wagner and Rich Carlucci as Hendricks County 
representatives and Kevin Buchheit as a Hamilton County representative, in addition to 
Karyn Ryg.  

c. SKA presented a revised project schedule. The new schedule allows some flexibility 
around the upcoming holidays, additional time in December to wrap-up the work completed 
in Johnson, Morgan, and Hendricks counties, and time in May 2006 to wrap-up work 
completed in Boone, Hamilton, Hancock, and Shelby counties. Adjustments resulting from 
the new project timetable include: 

 Condensing the November and December Steering Committee meetings into one 
meeting on Thursday, December 15. The November 17, 2005 meeting has been 
cancelled. 

 Rescheduling the Regional Workshop to July 2006. 

 Allowing for additional preparation and review time for the draft and final plans. The 
draft plan will be completed by mid-August 2006. There will be a three-week 
committee comment period and the final plan will be completed by mid- to late 
September 2006. 

d. SKA has been working in Morgan County throughout October. Meg Storrow mentioned that 
an initial difference between Morgan and Johnson counties is that Johnson County is more 
developed, commercially and residentially, and topography is a more prominent feature in 
Morgan County. These differences may lead to the recommendation of different types of 
facilities in each county to address the land uses and potential users. 

e. Two focus group discussions are scheduled in Morgan County – one in Mooresville on 
Tuesday, November 1 and one in Monrovia on Thursday, November 3. 

f. Randy Walter suggested that Amy Inman contact Mary Doherty of INDOT as a possible 
addition to the committee. 
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2.0 Plan Vision, Goals & Objectives:  

a. The Committee reviewed the Regional Pedestrian Plan’s vision, goals, and objectives. This 
information was revised based on feedback from the September 22 meeting.  

b. The Committee did not have any revisions or suggestions for the vision statement or goals. 
Several suggestions were made for the objectives. A revised version of the document 
distributed at the meeting is attached and includes Steering Committee comments. 

c. Additional comments pertaining to the plan’s vision, goals, and objectives include the need 
to educate the public on the link between transportation and land use planning; the phrase 
“compact, mixed-use form” can be substituted for “urban”; and the word “attractive” is too 
subjective for the objectives.    

 

3.0 Corridor Typologies:  

Eleven corridor typologies were presented to the committee. These typologies have been 
developed for the design guidelines section of the plan. They relate to the facility fundamentals 
that were discussed during the September meeting.   

 

4.0 Additional Discussion: 

a. Kevin Buchheit inquired about the end product. Will it include existing community facilities? 
SKA indicated that if a county has these existing facilities documented, and they are 
provided to SKA, they could be incorporated into the plan. The end product will include a 
toolbox for implementation that highlights some best practice research. 

b. Rich Carlucci mentioned the importance of connecting communities within each county. 
Local governments do not have control outside city/town limits; therefore, it will be up to 
each county to make sure that implementation occurs. In the instance of Hendricks County, 
Plainfield will take care of itself (in terms of providing pedestrian facilities), but connecting 
Plainfield to its outlying developments and other communities (e.g. Danville, Avon, 
Brownsburg) will be the responsibility of the county. 

c. Rich asked whether the Indianapolis MPO would rank projects applying for funding higher 
(i.e. receive additional points) for complying with the Regional Pedestrian Plan. Amy Inman 
offered to check into this and discuss at the next committee meeting.  

d. Steve Morris indicated that there needs to be an education process for drivers and 
pedestrians – who has the right of way? 

e. It was mentioned that this plan, upon completion, could be a presentation topic at the 2006 
tri-state planning conference in Ohio. 

 

5.0 Schedule & Next Steps: 

a. Next Steering Committee Meetings: 

 December 15 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 January 26 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 February 23 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

b. SKA will continue working with Johnson and Morgan counties to finalize the preliminary 
facilities diagram for each county as well as coordinate data collection and scheduling of 
focus group discussions with Hendricks County.   

c. Ordinances will be discussed at the December 15 meeting. Tonya Galbraith provided an 
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ordinance for McCordsville’s Overlay District and Laurence Brown provided Indiana’s 
pedestrian laws, which were distributed to the committee. Please review these two 
documents and be prepared to discuss on December 15. If committee members are aware 
of additional ordinances, they are encouraged to email the documents to SKA for 
distribution to the committee. 

 
Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days 
of the issue date noted above. 

Attachment Vision, Goals and Objectives-revised. 
Delivery Email 

Reply/Contact Jenelle Collins email:  collins@storrowkinsella.com 
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MEETING NOTES – MEETING 4 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase4\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee 04\MN 051215_steering.doc 

Issue Date January 25, 2006 
Meeting Date December 15, 2005 Duration 2:30 PM – 4:00 PM 

Location SKA Studio 
Attendees Laurence Brown /IDEM 

Kevin Buchheit / Hamilton County 
Steve Morris / IDNR 
Michael O’Loughlin /INDOT 
Dick Robertson /Boone County 

Karyn Ryg / Hamilton County 
Randy Walter / INDOT 
Amy Inman / MPO Project Manager 
Meg Storrow / SKA 
Jenelle Collins / SKA 

Distribution Steering Committee 
Subject Phase 4 Steering Committee Meeting 4 

Items discussed: 

1.0 Introductions & Administration: 

a. The committee welcomed Dick Robertson as the Boone County representative. 

b. The committee reviewed the project schedule. Due to inclement weather earlier in 
December, two of the three Hendricks County public information discussions were 
rescheduled to January 5 and 6. As such, the work in Hendricks County will continue into 
early January, along with the work in Boone County. 

c. Amy Inman is still checking on the answer to the question asked during the October 
Steering Committee meeting – will the Indianapolis MPO rank projects higher for complying 
with the Regional Pedestrian Plan? 

d. SKA is concluding work on the draft preliminary plans for Johnson, Morgan, and Hendricks 
throughout December and January. Meg Storrow gave a brief status report of the process 
to date. It was mentioned during the previous Steering Committee meeting that an initial 
difference between Morgan and Johnson counties is that Johnson County is more 
developed, commercially and residentially, and topography is a more prominent feature in 
Morgan County. These differences may lead to the recommendation of different types of 
facilities in each county to address the land uses and potential users. Towns within 
Hendricks County have extensive path and trail plans. Coupled with other trail initiatives, 
such as the National Rail Heritage Trail and the B&O Rails-to-Trails project, the Hendricks 
County pedestrian system is well-developed and would be enhanced by connections 
between independent systems.  

 

2.0 Plan Objectives:  

a. The plan vision, goals, and objectives were presented with revisions based on the 
comments from the October Steering Committee meeting. A question was raised regarding 
the second objective under Goal 4. Goal – Improve the region’s environment and air 
quality. Objective – Encourage pedestrian access to transit and bicycle facilities. It was 
suggested that this be changed to indicate a seamless transition between the pedestrian 
and other modes of travel. 

b. A question was asked if the federal and state agencies represented on the Steering 
Committee intend to distribute information related to the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning 
process to their respective offices. When this committee was assembled, it was intended 
that all members would become Pedestrian Plan champions and ambassadors to their 
respective organizations (e.g. town/city, county, agency). 

c. Some communities in Ohio have adopted the Complete Street philosophy. There was 
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further discussion about Complete Streets. Complete Streets are designed and operated to 
enable safe access for all users. Pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and bus riders of all 
ages and abilities are able to safely move along and across a complete street. (from 
www.completethestreets.org)  

d. Michael O’Loughlin asked if there is a concern that the pedestrian “gets lost” in the 
planning for trails. It seems as if a “trail” is the facility of choice in counties’ preliminary 
plans. Trails incorporate multiple users that are not addressed in the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan. It was clarified that the Pedestrian Plan identifies the gaps between pedestrian 
systems within each county and does not identify a specific type of facility to be used to fill 
that gap. That is a local decision. 

e. Laurence Brown asked if there is any prioritization assigned to the projects identified during 
the public information discussions. Public information discussion participants are informed 
that project prioritization is a local decision. It was suggested that all meeting comments 
should be recorded to determine, at the end of the process, which are the most commonly 
mentioned in each county. This could be a topic for the Regional Workshop in July.  

 

3.0 Toolkit Discussion 1:  

a. The Steering Committee schedule outlines several “Toolkit” meeting topics throughout the 
next five months. The December toolkit discussed the topic of best practice examples that 
relate to pedestrian policies and ordinances and how to become a pedestrian-friendly 
community. All toolkit discussion topics, which also include design guidelines, funding, and 
the plan adoption process, are intended for consideration by local communities to 
incorporate into local pedestrian planning initiatives. 

b. Several best practices, from several sources, were presented to the committee. These 
sources included federal, state, and local examples, as well as from a not-for-profit 
organization. 

c. The committee discussed the intent in presenting this information. There is a desire by 
some committee members to include specific local ordinances that address the 
incorporation of a pedestrian network into the Regional Pedestrian Plan. However, the plan 
is a vision document and not project or implementation-specific. It is anticipated that each 
county will use the information presented in the Pedestrian Plan in future county and 
city/town planning and development efforts. Each local jurisdiction is likely to customize the 
plan to be usable and appropriate for their community. The conversation continued to ask 
the question, what level of detail is needed in the plan in order for it to be usable by local 
communities, yet still broad enough to remain as a vision document? This discussion point 
will be resumed at the next meeting. 

d. It was suggested that the ordinance section of the plan could include links to pedestrian-
friendly ordinances from across the country and not necessarily author specific ordinances 
for counties, cities, or towns. Additional best practice research will be conducted to identify 
regional examples of ordinances, based on pedestrian-friendly policies, to include in the 
plan. 

 

4.0 Additional Discussion: 

a. Michael will provide current INDOT policy when a local community has adopted an 
alternative transportation plan.  

Note: Michael forwarded INDOT’s general policy on bicycling and walking. 

INDOT's policy on bicycling and walking is one of accommodation first defined in 1995 
through a joint effort involving the Department of Commerce, the Department of Natural 
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Resources, the Department of Transportation, the Indiana Bicycle Coalition, the Hoosier 
Rails-To-Trails Council, and Indiana's metropolitan planning organizations. 

“INDOT will support non-motorized modes of travel as a means to increase system 
efficiency of the existing surface transportation network, reduce congestion, 
improve air quality, conserve fuel and promote tourism benefits.  INDOT will remove 
unnecessary barriers to pedestrian and bicycle travel." 

b. Steve Morris provided Chapter 8, Vehicle Operation, of the Indiana Code to follow-up on a 
question from the previous meeting – who has the right of way, vehicles or pedestrians? Of 
particular interest are IC 9-21-8-33, Yield signs; collision with pedestrian or vehicle and IC 
9-21-8-36, Traffic control signals not in operation. 

 

5.0 Next Steering Committee Meetings: 

 January 26 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 February 23 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 March 23 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 
Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days 
of the issue date noted above. 

Attachment none 
Delivery Email 

Reply/Contact Jenelle Collins email:  collins@storrowkinsella.com 
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MEETING NOTES – MEETING 5 
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SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase4\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee 05\MN 060126_steering.doc 

Issue Date February 23, 2006 
Meeting Date January 26, 2006 Duration 2:30 PM – 4:00 PM 

Location SKA Studio 
Attendees Laurence Brown / IDEM 

Kevin Buchheit / Hamilton County 
Steve Morris / IDNR 
Michael O’Loughlin / INDOT 
Tonya Galbraith / Hancock County 
Karen Martin / Shelby County 
Dick Robertson / Boone County 

Karyn Ryg / Hamilton County 
Randy Walter / INDOT 
Amy Inman / MPO Project Manager 
 
Meg Storrow / SKA 
Jenelle Collins / SKA 
Rachel Uthe / SKA 

Distribution Steering Committee 
Subject Phase 4 Steering Committee Meeting 5 

Items discussed: 

1.0 Introductions & Administration: 

a. SKA recently completed the Boone County Tour on January 19 with Dick Robertson and 
Rachel Whittington as guides.  A Focus Group Meeting is scheduled for February 2, and a 
Public Information Meeting for February 7, at Zionsville Town Hall.   

b. An addition to the project schedule shows, for reference, that the Marion County revisions 
to the Regional Pedestrian Plan will begin in March.   

c. In response to a question from Meetings 3 and 4, “will the Indianapolis MPO rank projects 
higher for complying with the Regional Pedestrian Plan?”  Amy responded that bicycle and 
pedestrian components are significant factors in the TIP scoring process. Individuals may 
contact Steve Cunningham and/or Mike Dearing for further discussion. Weighting of 
projects is a policy decision that will not be addressed in the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
planning process. However, since there are members of the IRTC on this Steering 
Committee, it could be their task to address this issue with the IRTC committees at IRTC 
meetings.   

 

2.0 Toolkit Discussion 2 Design Guidelines-Corridors: 

a. The Steering Committee schedule outlines several “Toolkit” meeting topics throughout the 
next four months. The January toolkit discussed the topic of corridor design guidelines.  All 
toolkit discussion topics, which also include funding, and the plan adoption process, are 
intended for consideration by local communities to incorporate into local pedestrian 
planning initiatives. 

b. A PowerPoint handout discussing the Design Guidelines-Corridors was presented to the 
committee. The information outlined in this handout/ PowerPoint presentation was 
developed through a separate effort to develop guidelines for more pedestrian friendly 
public rights-of-way.    

c. The handout provided the framework for discussion regarding, organization and approach, 
purpose statement, design principles, corridor typologies, and a sample guideline. See 
handout for details.   

d. Comments regarding specifics of the corridor guidelines: 

 There was some confusion regarding vehicle street classifications and pedestrian 
vehicle classifications and the overlap.  For example, there is a difference between a 
vehicle connector street and pedestrian connector path, yet their names are similar.  
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SKA will look into resolving this confusion.   

 Connectivity within subdivisions and to adjacent subdivisions will be addressed in the 
Village Residential District guidelines. 

e. Design guidelines, in general, may help shape pedestrian planning policies in the 
Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).   

f. The corridor guidelines are still in progress.  The format in which these guidelines will be 
incorporated into the Regional Pedestrian Plan document is also still in progress.   

 

3.0 Additional Discussion: 

a. Prior to the meeting start, Ray Irvin mentioned a desire to make the connection between 
Pedestrian Plan Greenways Workshop, scheduled in July, and the Greenways Foundation.  
Amy will look into this idea.  

b. Laurence Brown mentioned that a parking expert is scheduled to speak in Indianapolis on 
April 17.   IDEM and CICS are planning this event.  It would be beneficial to connect with 
the IACT and the Mayor’s Roundtable to include planners, administration, and community 
leaders.   

 

4.0 Next Steering Committee Meetings: 

 February 23 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 March 23 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 April 27 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 
Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days 
of the issue date noted above. 

Attachment none 
Delivery Email 

Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com 
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MEETING NOTES – MEETING 6 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase4\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee 06\MN 060223_steering.doc 

Issue Date March 14, 2006 
Meeting Date February 23, 2006 Duration 2:30 PM – 4:00 PM 

Location SKA Studio 
Attendees Laurence Brown / IDEM 

Luke Mastin / Johnson County 
Tonya Galbraith / Hancock County 
Karyn Ryg / Hamilton County 
 

Randy Walter / INDOT 
Amy Inman / MPO Project Manager 
Meg Storrow / SKA 
Jenelle Collins / SKA 
 

Distribution Steering Committee 
Subject Phase 4 Steering Committee Meeting 6 

Items discussed: 

1.0 Introductions & Administration: 

a. Amy Inman revised a comment recorded in the January 26 meeting notes (item 1.c). In 
response to a question from Meetings 3 and 4, “will the Indianapolis MPO rank projects 
higher for complying with the Regional Pedestrian Plan?”  Amy responded that bicycle and 
pedestrian components are significant factors in the TIP scoring process. Individuals may 
contact Steve Cunningham and/or Mike Dearing for further discussion. Weighting of 
projects is a policy decision that will not be addressed in the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
planning process. However, since there are members of the IRTC on this Steering 
Committee, it could be their task to address this issue with the IRTC committees at IRTC 
meetings. The January 26 meeting notes will be revised accordingly. Additionally, the 
spelling of Laurence Brown’s name in item 3.b will be corrected.  

b. Amy and SKA toured sections of Hamilton County recently. Karyn Ryg provided a tour of 
Carmel, Gary Pruitt provided a tour of Fishers, and Byron Settles provided an abbreviated 
tour of other areas throughout Hamilton County. Additional site work and reconnaissance 
of Hamilton County pedestrian facilities will resume in the next 10 days with the four focus 
group discussions tentatively scheduled for early March and the public information 
discussion tentatively scheduled for mid-March.  

c. Initial data collection for Hancock County is tentatively scheduled for mid- to late March, 
depending on final scheduling of Hamilton County meetings. Tonya Galbraith indicated that 
she has started to make contacts throughout the county regarding the upcoming Ped Plan 
work. 

 

2.0 Draft “Mid-Process Report” Review: 

a. The draft “Mid-Process Report” was distributed for review by the Steering Committee. This 
report is a summary of the data collection and public input process completed in Johnson, 
Morgan, and Hendricks counties. The maps, or “Preliminary Plans,” included in the “Mid-
Process Report” identify the on-street and off-street pedestrian connections identified 
throughout the planning process in each of the three counties. The maps are evolving in a 
four-step process. Maps presented at the public information discussions are step 1. The 
maps included in the “Mid-Process Report” are step 2. The maps presented at the 
Regional Pedestrian Workshop in July are step 3. And the maps included in the final plan 
are step 4.  

b. A similar “Mid-Process Report” will be generated in early June, at the conclusion of the 
work in Boone, Hamilton, Hancock, and Shelby counties. 

c. This report will be posted on the Pedestrian Plan website for distribution and review by 
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focus group and public information discussion participants. SKA would like to limit the 
comment period to 30 days, in order to give equal review and comment time to the second 
“Mid-Process Report” that will be distributed in early June for the remaining four counties. 
Comments on both reports will be reflected in the presentation made at the Regional 
Pedestrian Workshop in July. The “Mid-Process Report” is available at 
http://www.storrowkinsella.com/workroom/0105a4-PedPlan4/d_Mid-
Process_Report_060216/0_home_report.htm. 

d. A suggestion was made to include the routes and facilities identified in the Marion County 
pedestrian plan on the maps for all other counties for reference and context.   

e. A comment was made that parking should be referenced in this plan, in that parking is a 
fundamental issue that may control the success of this plan. It was decided that parking is 
a land use issue that will not be covered in the Regional Pedestrian Plan and it should be 
addressed in other ways, for example through policy decisions and design guidelines.  

 

3.0 Toolkit Discussion 3 Design Guidelines: 

a. The Committee reviewed the 12 design guideline corridor typologies and the five district 
typologies. Design guidelines will be one chapter of the Pedestrian Plan.  

b. An urban and suburban design guideline will be created for the commuter, connector, and 
pedestrian corridor typologies. Only the “Pedestrian Corridor” (urban and suburban) will be 
located throughout the MPA and within the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 
document. However, the design guidelines for the remaining 11 corridor typologies will be 
included in the document for reference and possible implementation by individual counties 
or municipalities. 

c. “Village Mixed-Use,” “Cultural,” “Campus,” and “Transit-Oriented” districts will be located 
throughout the MPA and within the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan document. 
Design guidelines for all five district typologies will be included in the document for 
reference and possible implementation by individual counties or municipalities. 

d. District design guidelines will address internal pedestrian circulation systems, not specific 
building design (e.g. color, materials, etc.). 

 

4.0 Next Steering Committee Meetings: 

 March 23 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 April 27 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 No May meeting 

 
Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days 
of the issue date noted above. 

Attachment none 
Delivery Email 

Reply/Contact Jenelle Collins email:  collins@storrowkinsella.com 
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Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase4\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee07\MN 060323_steering.doc 

Issue Date April 24, 2006 
Meeting Date March 23, 2006 Duration 2:30 PM – 4:00 PM 

Location SKA Studio 
Attendees Tonya Galbraith / Hancock County 

Luke Mastin / Johnson County 
Steve Morris / IDNR 
Michael O’Loughlin / INDOT 
 

Karyn Ryg / Hamilton County 
Randy Walter / INDOT 
Amy Inman / MPO Project Manager 
Meg Storrow / SKA 
Jenelle Collins / SKA 
 

Distribution Steering Committee 
Subject Phase 4 Steering Committee Meeting 7 

Items discussed: 

1.0 Introductions & Administration: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Several comments were submitted regarding the “Mid-Process Report.” A summary of 
these comments was presented to the committee. Once the document is edited (see item 
2.0), the website will be updated. It is up to the discretion of each county representative to 
distribute the “Mid-Process Report” as appropriate in each county and/or local jurisdiction.  

Amy Inman extended all county representatives invitations to join the Multi-Modal Task 
Force. Currently, the Task Force is comprised mainly of Marion County representatives, 
but the intent is to expand this group for more regional representation. The Task Force 
meets the second Tuesday of each month at Citizens Gas (2020 North Meridian Street, 
Indianapolis). Next meetings are scheduled for April 11 and May 9. Contact Amy for 
additional information about the Multi-Modal Task Force. 

The Hamilton County public input process will conclude by the end of March. The public 
meeting is scheduled for Thursday, March 23 and the re-scheduled Noblesville focus group 
meeting is scheduled for Thursday, March 30. Initial data collection for Hancock County is 
scheduled to begin the first week of April. 

 

2.0 Public Input Issue: 

During the Morgan County public input process, a few property owners expressed their 
opposition to a greenway along a creek on their property. This issue is likely to re-surface in 
other counties, in particular the subject of property rights.   

a. Currently, the “Mid-Process Report” states that the adoption and implementation of the 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan’s recommendations is a local decision, which will 
entail determining the appropriate route, type of facility, material, timing, and responsibility. 

b. The committee discussed and decided that both the original/preferred route as well as the 
alternate route, based on public meeting input, should be documented in the “Mid-Process 
Report” and labeled as such. The committee took a strong position that the preferred, 
continuous route should remain in the “Mid-Process Report” and be included in the final 
plan. Because the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan is a vision document for 
pedestrian connectivity for the next 20+ years, all potential routes should be illustrated in 
the most logical locations. This will help assure that as development pressures continue 
towards Johnson, Morgan, Hendricks, Boone, Hamilton, Hancock, and Shelby counties, 
the inclusion of pedestrian facilities in new developments is documented and, therefore, 
facility construction is more likely to occur. 

Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc 212 W 10th Street Studio A440 Indianapolis Indiana 46202-3007 
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c. The committee indicated that this is the preferred response to the situation in Morgan 
County and will be the preferred response should similar issues be raised in other 
counties. 

d. The revised “Mid-Process Report” is available at 
http://www.storrowkinsella.com/workroom/0105a4-PedPlan4/d_Mid-
Process_Report_060216/0_home_report.htm. 

  

3.0 Toolkit Discussion 4 Funding: 

a. A list of common federal funding sources for transportation projects was distributed to the 
committee. These funding sources are competitive, funds are limited, and applicants are 
abundant. However, many transportation enhancement projects are funded through the 
listed programs. Four examples were distributed of local programs and ordinances that are 
a means to fund pedestrian facilities in communities. Several pedestrian plans that are 
serving as models for the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan have indicated that public-
private partnerships are an effective way to implement and fund plan recommendations. 
Local examples included: 
 Carmel, Indiana – Non-Reverting Thoroughfare Development Fund through City 

ordinance. 
 Columbus, Indiana – WalkWorks, a program designed to encourage the construction or 

reconstruction of sidewalks. 
 Denver, Colorado (city and county) – Denver Pedestrian Master Plan outlines changes 

to Denver’s current funding mechanisms and descriptions of existing funding sources 
in Denver. 

 Portland, Oregon – Portland Pedestrian Master Plan examines a range of federal 
funding sources as well as local strategies that could be modified and implemented in 
communities throughout the Indianapolis MPO’s MPA. 

b. The committee discussed the use of tax increment financing (TIF) to fund pedestrian 
projects. Currently, Beech Grove and Monroe County are using this mechanism. The 
Madison County MPO was also mentioned as a source for additional “best practice” 
research. 

c. The committee suggested that a list of state funding mechanisms would be helpful for local 
communities. This list could include information about the Governor’s Major Moves plan, 
the Motor Vehicle Highway Fund (MVH), Economic Development Income Tax (EDIT), etc. 
Steve Morris and Michael O’Loughlin offered to assist in assembling the information about 
state opportunities. 

 

4.0 Next Steering Committee Meetings: 

 April 27 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 No May meeting 

 June 22 @ 2:30pm at SKA 

 
Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days 
of the issue date noted above. 

Attachment none 
Delivery Email 

Reply/Contact Jenelle Collins email:  collins@storrowkinsella.com 
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MEETING NOTES – MEETING 8 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase4\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee08\MN 060427_steering.doc 

Issue Date June 16, 2006 
Meeting Date April 27, 2006 Duration 2:30 PM – 4:00 PM 

Location SKA Studio 
Attendees Tonya Galbraith / Hancock County 

Karen Martin / Shelby County 
Luke Mastin / Johnson County 
Steve Morris / IDNR 
 

Amy Inman / MPO Project Manager 
Meg Storrow / SKA 
Jenelle Collins / SKA 
Rachel Uthe / SKA 

Distribution Steering Committee 
Subject Phase 4 Steering Committee Meeting 8 

Items discussed: 

1.0 Introductions & Administration: 

a. The Trails Plan Summit is planned for Wednesday, May 31 to discuss planning of a 
comprehensive statewide trails system. The summit will include small group breakout 
discussions regarding potential routes. Selected members of this committee (including one 
representative from SKA) will be invited to participate in the summit. 

b. All revisions have been made to the Johnson, Morgan, and Hendricks County “Mid-
Process Report.” County representatives are asked to distribute this document at their 
discretion. The report is available at http://www.storrowkinsella.com/workroom/0105a4-
PedPlan4/d_Mid-Process_Report_060216/0_home_report.htm. 

c. As a follow-up to the March Steering Committee meeting discussion regarding a comment 
made during the Morgan County public input process on the subject of property rights, a 
page from the revised “Mid-Process Report” was distributed to committee members. An 
alternative to the preferred route will be documented in the public input written comments 
section of the “Mid-Process Report.” The preferred route will remain on the preliminary 
plan, draft plan, and final plan. All similar comments will be documented in this manner.  

d. The Hancock County public input process is nearly complete. The public information 
discussion is scheduled for May 1 in McCordsville. Initial data collection for Shelby County 
is scheduled to begin the first week of May. 

 

2.0 Analysis & Plan Recommendation Methodology: 

a. Draft plan recommendations for the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan are under 
development using quantitative and qualitative analyses. The qualitative analysis includes 
the public input received during the focus group and public information discussions and is 
summarized in the “Mid-Process Report.” The quantitative analysis includes the analysis of 
pedestrian demand by the categorization of destinations and trip generators in the 
following areas: access to home, work/commerce, recreation, education, transit, and 
factors of social justice. This methodology is similar to the one used in the development of 
the Marion County component of the Regional Pedestrian Plan. 

b. The analysis maps for each category (home, work/commerce, recreation, education, and 
transit) will identify category specific destinations as well as a walk zone depicting a 
common distance and walk duration. A one-mile or 20-minute walk was established as the 
common walk distance and walk duration. A half-mile or 10-minute walk was established 
as the minimum walk distance and duration. The walk zones show destinations that are 
within a comfortable walking distance and could benefit from pedestrian facilities within the 
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zones.   

c. Land use maps by Land Use Central Indiana (LUCI) will provide the base data for the 
home and work/commerce maps. Social Assets and Vulnerabilities Indicators (SAVI), 
Indiana Geographic Information Systems (INGIS), and local input will provide base data for 
education, recreation, and transit.  

d. Social justice information will also be represented in the planning document as a 
quantitative analysis. The methodology will be similar to analysis developed for the Marion 
County Plan, which was based on Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) policy. U.S. 
Census information was used to create the social justice analysis maps for Marion County. 
Eight factors of social justice/demographic characteristics are identified to illustrate the 
pedestrian facility demand: 1) minority populations, 2) Hispanic populations, 3) poverty, 4) 
unemployment, 5) disability factors, 6) sensory disabilities, 7) physical disabilities, and 8) 
pedestrian factors such as the use of public transportation to work and walk to work. With 
small Census tracts and dense residential populations, Marion County social justice 
analysis maps illustrated the pedestrian demand is some specific locations. Since the 
surrounding counties have a lower population density and larger Census tracts, mapping of 
social justice factors may not be as accurate in illustrating the locations of pedestrian 
demand. SKA will continue to investigate this subject.   

  

3.0 Toolkit Discussion 5 Adoption: 

a. It is anticipated that the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be approved by the 
Metropolitan Planning Organization’s Indianapolis Regional Transportation Council (IRTC) 
and the Metropolitan Development Commission (MDC). Local approval/adoption and 
implementation of the plan is a local decision. 

b. There may be a special joint session of the IRTC Technical and Policy committees to 
discuss the Pedestrian Plan, its approval, and potential incentives that the MPO could offer 
to encourage counties and local jurisdictions to adopt. 

c. A diagram was presented to the committee that illustrates how the local approval/adoption 
process could work with potential next steps and department responsibility identification. 
As it has been stated throughout this process, local adoption and implementation is a local 
decision. The diagram is a suggestion. The diagram will be modified to indicate that local 
approval/adoption is not dependent on IRTC/MDC approval. 

 

4.0 Next Steering Committee Meetings: 

 June 22 @ 2:30pm at SKA. This will be an important meeting, as it will help prepare the 
committee for the Regional Pedestrian Workshop in July. Members of the Marion County 
Pedestrian Plan Steering Committee will be invited to attend this meeting. 

 Regional Pedestrian Workshop, date and time – TBA. The Workshop has since been 
scheduled for Wednesday, July 26 at the Indiana Historical Society. 

 
Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days 
of the issue date noted above. 

Attachment none 
Delivery Email 

Reply/Contact Jenelle Collins email:  collins@storrowkinsella.com 
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Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase4\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee09\MN 060622_steering.doc 

Issue Date August 16, 2006 
Meeting Date June 22, 2006 Duration 2:30 PM – 4:00 PM 

Location SKA Studio 
Attendees Tonya Galbraith / Hancock County 

Luke Mastin / Johnson County 
Steve Morris / IDNR 
Michael O’Loughlin / INDOT 
Laurence Brown / IDEM 
Lori Miser / DPW 
Ray Irvin / INDOT 

Fred Laughlin / IDI 
Randy Walter / INDOT 
Victoria Cluck / DPW 
Amy Inman / MPO Project Manager 
Meg Storrow / SKA 
Jenelle Collins / SKA 
Rachel Uthe / SKA 

Distribution Steering Committee 
Subject Phase 4 Steering Committee Meeting 9 

Items discussed: 

1.0 Introductions & Administration: 

a. 

b. 

The group reviewed and approved the meeting notes from the April Steering Committee 
Meeting.   

The Boone, Hamilton, Hancock, and Shelby County “Mid-Process Report” is available at 
http://www.storrowkinsella.com/workroom/0105a4-PedPlan4/e_Mid-
Process_Report_060609/0_home_report.htm. Please provide comments by Monday, July 
3.   

 

2.0 General Planning: 

a. Phase 4 planning direction has resulted in a recommended a pedestrian facility network of 
collector sidewalks and multi-use paths at an approximate half- to one-mile grid throughout 
the MPA. Local sidewalks may and should occur more frequently throughout the planning 
area.   

b. The definition of a pedestrian will be included in the report. The Pedestrian Plan definition 
of pedestrian is the same as the ADA pedestrian definition. This definition includes 
motorized wheelchairs and other personal assistant devices (PAD).   

c. The definition of a pedestrian corridor shall be the same for the entire planning area.  A 
pedestrian corridor is defined as a street segment characterized by a linear distribution of 
dense mixed uses supported by adjacent residential land use and served by co-linear 
transit routes. It is a quarter-mile in width, or an eighth-mile from the street center, and a 
five-minute walk from one side to the other. A pedestrian corridor designation will require 
coordination among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, 
public works, parks, etc.) and the business community (e.g. chamber of commerce, 
merchant’s association, etc.). Pedestrian corridors are identified in this plan based on the 
following selection criteria: 

 
 Corridor hosts a mix of uses (an existing or planned mixed-use development area); 
 Corridor is at least one mile in length; 
 Corridor does not have a gap in adjacent pedestrian destinations that exceeds a 

quarter mile, or five-minute, walk; 
 Plan recommends a pedestrian facility along corridor (collector sidewalk, multi-use 

path or urban greenway); and 
 Transit is located along the corridor (a favorable variable, but not a requirement). 
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d. Pedestrian districts do not need to be linked by a pedestrian corridor, only a pedestrian 
facility. A pedestrian district is an area characterized by a density of mixed uses and 
clustered pedestrian destinations within a five-minute walk, supporting central or multiple 
transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended to have, high pedestrian activity 
and where priority is given to make walking the transportation mode of choice for trips 
within the area. It is intended that a pedestrian district feature an internal pedestrian 
system with links to an external pedestrian network. This designation will require 
coordination among local jurisdiction departments or agencies (e.g. planning, engineering, 
public works, parks, etc.) and developers, property owners, or managers (e.g. 
neighborhood association, downtown association, school corporation or administration, 
corporate tenants, hospital board, etc.). Pedestrian districts are identified in this plan based 
on the following selection criteria: 

 
 District hosts cluster of related or complementary uses within a quarter mile, or five-

minute, walk; 
 Distance between district destinations does not exceed a quarter mile, or five-minute, 

walk; and 
 District is linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector sidewalk or multi-use 

path). 
 

e. SKA will update the Regional Center pedestrian district in Marion County to reflect the 
changes made to the Regional Center boundary. SKA and MPO will review the Transit 
Oriented Development Districts identified in the Marion County plan.   

f. Greg Lindsey wrote a paper on the estimated usage of trails, sidewalks, and multi-use 
paths. Paper may be online or Ray Irvin will provide to SKA.   

 

3.0 Document Organization: 

a. The group was provided an outline of the document organization. A terminology glossary 
will be included in Section 1e- “How to Use this Document.”  It was recommended to 
include each county’s Section 3 and Section 4 together. There may be related information 
pertinent to other counties. There are mixed feelings regarding this recommendation, a 
decision will be made once the draft plan is assembled. It is more important for the county 
reports to be specific to the county, as these reports will be implemented and adopted 
individually.     

b. The design guidelines will reference sources and standards from which they were derived, 
including AASHTO. 

c. Ray Irvin mentioned that he is working to utilize SKA’s services for the development of 
guidelines for the design and development of state trails to ensure consistency with the 
State Trails Master Plan. This consistency is needed in terms of signage, lane markings, 
urban and rural conditions. The guidelines would need to remain flexible to allow unique 
identity along each trail, yet apply unifying elements to create an overall identity that is 
system wide.      

d. SKA will contact Susanna Arvin for the State Trails Master Plan shapefiles for review of 
regional backbone trails.   
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4.0 Regional Pedestrian Workshop: 

a. The Regional Pedestrian Workshop is scheduled for Wednesday, July 26 at the Indiana 
Historical Society. 

b. The morning/afternoon session will consist of workshop participants reviewing the maps in 
detail, specifically the connections to adjacent counties, pedestrian corridors, and districts. 

c. The public meeting will take place in the evening after the workshop. Steering Committee 
members are welcome, but the material covered will the largely the same in the morning 
and in the evening. Email invitations will be distributed in the next 10 days. The MPO’s 
public relations consultant will contact local newspapers. SKA will update the project 
website to include information about the workshop and public meeting. This site will link 
from the MPO’s website.  

d. SKA will add Greenways Foundation to the invite list.   

 

5.0 Next Meetings: 

a. Regional Pedestrian Workshop – Wednesday, July 26 @ 9:30am, Indiana Historical 
Society (450 West Ohio Street). 

b. Public Meeting – Wednesday, July 26 @ 6:00pm, Indiana Historical Society (450 West 
Ohio Street). 

c. Steering Committee Meeting 10 – Thursday, August 24 @ 2:30pm, SKA. The draft plan will 
be discussed at this meeting.  

 
Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days 
of the issue date noted above. 

Attachment none 
Delivery Email 

Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com 
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MEETING NOTES – MEETING 10 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase4\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee10\MN 060824_steering.doc 

Issue Date September 19, 2006 
Meeting Date August 24, 2006 Duration 2:30 PM – 4:00 PM 

Location SKA Studio 
Attendees Tonya Galbraith /Town of McCordsville 

Luke Mastin /Johnson County Highway 
Steve Morris /IDNR 
Michael O’Loughlin /INDOT 
Ray Irvin /INDOT 
William Roche /Hendricks County Parks 
Peggy Boehm /Indy Greenways 
Karyn Ryg /City of Carmel 
 

Harold Rominger /City of Indianapolis, 
DMD 
Fred Laughlin /Indianapolis Downtown Inc. 
Randy Walter /INDOT 
Victoria Cluck / City of Indianapolis, DPW 
Amy Inman /MPO Project Manager 
Meg Storrow /SKA 
Jenelle Collins /SKA 
Rachel Uthe /SKA 

Distribution Steering Committee 
Subject Phase 4 Steering Committee Meeting 10 

Items discussed: 

1.0 Introductions & Administration: 

a. The Steering Committee reviewed and approved the meeting notes from the June Steering 
Committee Meeting with a correction to the spelling of Laurence Brown’s name on page 1.  

b. The Steering Committee reviewed and approved the meeting notes from the July 
Workshop & Public Meeting with an addition to include Greenways Foundation as a unique 
tool on page 2. The Workshop and Public Meeting were seen as positive and successful 
events with great committee and public participation.   

c. An updated schedule was distributed. Two remaining Steering Committee meetings are 
scheduled – Thursday, September 28 and Thursday, October 19. Final comments on the 
draft plan will be received at these two meetings in preparation of the final presentation of 
the plan to the MPO’s Indianapolis Regional Transportation Council (IRTC) on November 1 
(Technical Committee) and November 8 (Policy Committee). 

 

2.0 Draft Regional Pedestrian Plan: 

a. The Steering Committee discussed the general organization and content of the report. The 
organization and content follows the same general outline that was discussed at previous 
meetings.  Each committee member was given a hard copy of the entire document (all 
eight county reports). The document is also available for download at 
http://www.storrowkinsella.com/projectwebs/0105a_regpedplan/c_draftreports/draftreports
_home.html. Steering Committee members are encouraged to share this link and the 
document with others in their respective networks. 

b. Chapters 1, 2, 5, and 6 are the same for each county report. Chapters 3 and 4 are 
customized for each county. 

c. The Regional Pedestrian Plan should reference all funding sources listed in the draft State 
Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan. Funding resources mentioned in the State plan 
include not-for-profit organizations, the health community, community/county foundations, 
special local financing opportunities, SAFETEA-LU, Transportation Enhancements, CMAQ, 
Safe Routes to School, transit funds, National Scenic Byway, Indiana Recreational Trails 
Program, Land and Water Conservation Fund, Indiana Heritage Trust, CDBG, and 
Transportation and Community and System Preservation. Many of these sources are 
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described in the draft Regional Pedestrian Plan.  

d. Additional comments regarding the importance of identifying creative funding opportunities 
including:  

 Local option taxes, similar to the county food and beverage tax, e.g. health and fitness 
tax, trails and greenways tax, or capturing some casino taxes for recreation. 

 Identifying a dedicated funding source that is permanent not political, a source that will 
withstand political changes. Sustainable funding to address ongoing maintenance. 

e. Additional comments regarding the importance of identifying next steps including:   

 Formalize a process to keep active communication for the MPA. The Multi-Modal Task 
Force is a forum that could dedicate meeting time to focus on Regional Pedestrian 
Plan issues on a quarterly basis. The next MMTF meeting is Tuesday, September 12 
at 8:30am at Citizens Gas. The September meeting discussion will focus on identifying 
new funding sources for pedestrian (and multi-modal) facilities.    

 The Regional Pedestrian Plan and its local implementation will require on-going 
commitment. There is a desire to keep the momentum going. MMTF meetings or other 
county-based discussion groups could provide platforms for continued dialogue, plan 
updates, and regularly report activities. A sub-committee of the MMTF could update 
the plan in five years. 

 An interactive, regional GIS service could be developed and continually be updated to 
reflect changes and progress throughout various communities in the MPA. This tool 
could help the region understand the status of the Regional Pedestrian Plan as well as 
provide a forum to communicate successes. It was stated that IMAGIS and the MPO 
may possibly develop/manage an interactive GIS service in the future.   

f. Map comments include:   

 Is there an opportunity for a better connection between Zionsville and Eagle Creek? 
Coordinate with Indy Greenways regarding designation of “conservation corridors.” 
Could the maps show a connection along Eagle Creek? SKA will review.   

 The maps need to show a distinction between Regional Pedestrian Plan 2006 
recommendations and input from the Regional Greenways Workshop in 2001. Majority 
of the routes outside of the MPA were not evaluated and thus are not part of the final 
recommendations. Routes outside of the MPA will be differentiated on the map.   

 

3.0 Other Comments: 

The State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan initiative will be named “Green Moves” as part 
of the “Major Moves” initiative. Green Moves will have priorities, design guidelines, and a 
maintenance plan.   

 

4.0 Next Meetings: 

a. Steering Committee Meeting – Thursday, September 28 @ 2:30pm, SKA. ALL 
COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT PLAN ARE DUE ON SEPTEMBER 28.    

b. FINAL Steering Committee Meeting – Thursday, October 19 @ 2:30pm, SKA. Final 
comments and prep for IRTC presentations. 

c. IRTC Technical Committee presentation – November 1 

d. IRTC Policy Committee presentation – November 8  
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Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days 
of the issue date noted above. 

Attachment none 
Delivery Email 

Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com 
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MEETING NOTES – MEETING 11 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan – Phase 4 

SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase4\B Com\2-Mtg\Steering Committee 11\MN060928_steering.doc 

Issue Date October 13, 2006 
Meeting Date September 28, 2006 Duration 2:30 PM – 3:30 PM 

Location SKA Studio 
Attendees Peggy Boehm /Indy Parks Greenways 

Victoria Cluck /City of Indianapolis, DPW 
Tonya Galbraith /Town of McCordsville 
Amy Inman /MPO 
Luke Mastin /Johnson County Highway 
William Roche /Hendricks County Parks 
Harold Rominger /City of Indianapolis, 
DMD 

Karyn Ryg /City of Carmel 
Mike Terry /IndyGo 
Randy Walter /INDOT 
 
Melissa Begley /SKA 
Jenelle Collins /SKA 
Meg Storrow /SKA 
Rachel Uthe /SKA 

Distribution Steering Committee 
Subject Phase 4 Steering Committee Meeting 11 

Items discussed: 

1.0 Draft Plan Comments Received:  

a. Two recommendations were developed to provide additional pedestrian connections 
between Marion and Boone Counties to address concerns raised during the comment 
period. A multi-use path was added along Moore Road and the collector sidewalk north of 
56th Street shown on Lafayette Road was changed to a multi-use path to extend an 
existing facility constructed since the Marion County portion of the plan was completed. 
Since the Steering Committee meeting, these recommendations were added to the maps. 
In addition, the plan and connection between Marion and Boone counties were discussed 
at the September 28, 2006, Greenways Foundation meeting. 

b. The state “backbone” trails map will be included in Chapter 3 for each county. 

c. Funding sources identified in the Indiana State Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan will 
be cross-referenced in the Regional Pedestrian Plan.   

d. Funding for planning, development, and maintenance will be a topic of discussion at future 
Multi-Modal Task Force meetings. This subject was discussed during the September 
MMTF meeting and should be re-visited in future meetings. In particular, a new and 
sustainable funding source for pedestrian facilities needs to be secured. 

 

2.0 Other Comments or General Plan Discussion:  

a. Each county highway department is responsible for their southern and eastern county 
lines. Therefore, facility recommendations along county lines follow the same division of 
responsibility. For instance, Marion County is responsible for the collector sidewalk along 
County Line Road (between Marion and Johnson counties) and Hendricks County is 
responsible for the multi-use path along Raceway Road (between Hendricks and Marion 
counties).  

b. Luke Mastin clarified that Johnson County does require sidewalks in unincorporated areas, 
outside of local jurisdictions. Additionally, Luke reported that he introduced the Johnson 
County Commissioners to the draft Regional Pedestrian Plan. 

c. INDOT has incorporated pedestrian facilities in the scope for reconstruction of the I-465 
bridge overpasses. 

d. Indianapolis DPW would like to add information on the pedestrian improvements and 
amenities that Marion County is currently providing and would like to increase the 
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references to private development for facility construction. A letter documenting plan edit 
recommendations was submitted to the MPO. 

e. The final route for the Cultural Trail needs to be verified. Since the meeting, SKA has 
verified the route and made the appropriate changes on the maps.  

f. Victoria Cluck, Amy Inman, and SKA will meet to discuss appropriate information to include 
in the Regional Pedestrian Plan regarding funding realities for Indianapolis DPW that exists 
for pedestrian facility construction and maintenance. Amy Inman and SKA have since met 
with Victoria (October 11, 2006) to discuss this issue.  

g. There was general discussion about how the plan is implemented. Amy clarified that the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan will need to be adopted by each jurisdiction within the MPA. This 
plan can be used as a policy tool for communities working with developers. Additionally, 
the plan needs to be supported by all departments within a jurisdiction. 

h. Mike Terry mentioned IndyGo’s new “Red Line” providing service from downtown to the 
IUPUI campus. This line, like the “Blue Line,” is a free circulating shuttle. 

 

3.0 Next Meetings: 

a. The final Steering Committee meeting will be held on Thursday, October 19 at 2:30pm at 
SKA. The final Steering Committee meeting has since been cancelled (via email sent 
October 12, 2006) and committee members are asked to attend and support the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan when it is presented to the Indianapolis Regional Transportation Council 
(IRTC) on November 1 and 8.   

b. The Regional Pedestrian Plan will be presented at the November 1 IRTC Technical 
Committee at 9:00am @ Cumberland Town Hall and also to the IRTC Policy Committee on 
November 8 @ 9:00am @ Cumberland Town Hall (11501 East Washington Street). 
Contact Amy Inman (ainman@indygov.org) if you plan to attend.  

 
Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days 
of the issue date noted above. 

Attachment none 
Delivery email 

Reply/Contact Melissa Begley email:  begley@storrowkinsella.com 
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JOHNSON COUNTY 
 
The “Mid-Process Report” for the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan is a status update of 
the work completed to date in Johnson County. This progress report summarizes the research 
and input gathered from document reviews, site tours and windshield surveys, and focus group 
and public information discussions. This “Mid-Process Report” is not a draft plan, nor does it 
offer specific recommendations for pedestrian facilities in Johnson County. The draft plan is the 
next step in the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process. This progress report documents the 
information and feedback received by public officials and the community. As the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan continues to develop, approaches and strategies will be generated to address 
the ideas and desires expressed by the community through recommendations and guidelines.  
 
A draft version of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be prepared by July 2006, 
given to the plan Steering Committee to review, and presented at the Regional Pedestrian 
Workshop, a comprehensive meeting of all counties within the Metropolitan Planning 
Organization’s Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). This draft plan will include a physical plan of 
each county, within the regional pedestrian network, indicating the preferred routes, demand-
creating destinations, and recommended pedestrian facility types. Steering Committee 
members and stakeholders will have an opportunity to review the draft Regional Pedestrian 
Plan before the final document is completed in fall 2006. 
 
Context & Process 
 
As part of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) is an area of focused 
study for approximately six weeks. Johnson County was the first county 
under study in Phase 4 of the plan, with research beginning in early 
September 2005. 
 
Each county study includes data collection and review and tours of the 
county and local jurisdictions. The county data review involves, but is not 
limited to, county comprehensive plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, 
pedestrian or bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) files, infrastructure 
analysis reports, transit plans, demographics and economic development 
information, and general topographic information. Tours of the county and 
local jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential locations for 
future pedestrian systems, locations of destinations (schools, libraries, parks 
and recreation centers, employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, 
services, other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and connection 
opportunities between and among jurisdictions, throughout the county, and 
to adjacent counties.  
 
The information gathered through data collection, conversations with 
county/city/town staff, and observations from the county tours all contribute 
to the creation of the “conceptual diagram” prepared for the focus group and 

Individual County 
Analysis & Plan Evolution
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public information discussions. Input from these discussions are incorporated with the 
information prepared for the conceptual diagram and produce the “preliminary plan,” which is 
included in this “Mid-Process Report.” This plan will be revised for the draft plan, to be 
presented at the Regional Pedestrian Workshop, and again for the final plan, which will be 
included in the final report. 
 
The planning team reviewed several planning documents provided by the Johnson County 
Highway Department. Documents included Johnson County Comprehensive Plan Updates 
(1997 and 2003), Johnson County Comprehensive Plan Update: East West Corridor (2003), 
Johnson County Zoning Ordinance (2002), Johnson County Subdivision Control Ordinance 
(2002), Access Johnson County route map, City of Greenwood Comprehensive Plan (1988), 
City of Greenwood Pathways and Greenways System and Alternative Transportation 
Enhancement Plan (2002), Historic Franklin greenway trail, Town of New Whiteland 
Comprehensive Plan (1989), Town of New Whiteland Zoning Ordinance (1989), and the Town 
of Bargersville Comprehensive Plan (1996). 
 
With more than 32 percent of residents, Greenwood is Johnson County’s most populated 
community, followed by Franklin (nearly 17 percent), New Whiteland (3.5 percent), Whiteland 
(3.4 percent), and Bargersville (1.9 percent) (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, based on 2004 
population counts). Johnson County is one of the State of Indiana’s fastest growing counties, 
with 11 percent population growth between 2000 and 2005. The majority of this growth is 
occurring in the City of Greenwood and in the County’s northern townships of White River, 
Pleasant, and Clark. The MPA within Johnson County is developed or developing, both 
residentially and commercially. Recreation space is primarily located within the incorporated 
municipalities or within residential subdivisions. Independence Park is the only County 
recreation facility in the study area. With the County’s emerging development comes the 
opportunity for inclusion of pedestrian facilities to create or continue a pedestrian network 
among destinations – home, work, education, commerce, transit, and recreation. 
 
A site tour of the MPA within Johnson County was conducted on September 2, 2005, with the 
Pedestrian Plan planning team guided by the Johnson County Highway Road Designer and 
Johnson County Planning Director. The tour included the County’s incorporated municipalities – 
cities of Franklin and Greenwood and the towns of Bargersville, New Whiteland, and Whiteland 
– along with the unincorporated areas of White River, Pleasant, Clark, Union (partial), Franklin 
(partial), and Needham townships. Within Johnson County’s incorporated and unincorporated 
areas, the tour focused on current and planned pedestrian facilities, destinations, developing 
areas, and opportunities for future facilities. Potential location of future pedestrian facilities is 
based on demand determined by the location of destinations throughout Johnson County. For 
example, residential neighborhoods, school campuses, commercial centers, employment 
centers, transportation centers, and recreation areas are all destinations that could be reached 
by walking if adequate facilities are available between and among these destinations.  
 
The Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) hosted three public information discussions in 
Franklin, Greenwood, and White River Township in late September 2005. In total, 25 
participants attended the three public discussions. Participants were introduced to the 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan initiative through a presentation that explained the project 
need, process and timeline, expected outcomes, and the pedestrian facility vocabulary. After the 
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introductory presentation, participants were asked to review a conceptual facility diagram that 
proposed opportunities for pedestrian connections throughout the MPA within Johnson County. 
The conceptual facility diagram presented included the pedestrian planning information 
gathered from Johnson County and individual jurisdictions, ideas from a 2001 Regional 
Greenways Workshop, and initial recommendations intended to connect education, recreation, 
commercial, employment, transit, and neighborhood destinations. With edits and additional 
recommendations, the conceptual facility diagram presented during the public information 
discussions is the preliminary plan of this “Mid-Process Report.” 
 
The Johnson County preliminary plan, included with this report, reflects verbal and written 
comments collected during the three public information discussions. Additional written 
comments were received during these meetings and are listed below. These comments are 
more conceptual in nature and not specifically documented on the physical plan, but have been 
incorporated into the plan’s development and will be reflected in the final report.  
 
 Coordination with major road development (i.e. the “east/west” corridor in Johnson County). 
 Coordination with the trails project underway in Greenwood. 
 What is the long-range plan for rapid transit in Johnson County? 
 (Unanswered questions): future parks development, funding sources, coordination with 

developers? 
 The Town of New Whiteland is just starting to look into walking trails and need information 

on funding; otherwise, the Town does not have the funds for this. 
 Publicize, work with neighborhood associations. 
 Use volunteers to staff informational booths at local groceries/supermarkets to get more 

input into proposed plans. 
 Work with school district contacts (principals, PTO representatives) in unincorporated areas.  
 Include input from law enforcement and local emergency health services (fire, EMT). 

 
Conceptual Facility Diagram & Preliminary Plan 
 
Johnson County’s incorporated municipalities currently have or are planning for pedestrian 
facilities within their respective communities; in particular, Franklin and Greenwood have 
extensive sidewalk, multi-use path, and trail systems. The demand for additional facilities exists 
in the incorporated municipalities and developing townships, in particular White River, Pleasant, 
and Clark townships. Furthermore, there is a desire to provide pedestrian facilities to connect 
communities within Johnson County along with neighboring counties.  
 
At the time of the writing of this “Mid-Process Report,” the “Preliminary Plan” for Johnson 
County does not specify the type of pedestrian facility that should be constructed throughout the 
County. Rather, the preliminary plan demonstrates where the demand for pedestrian 
connections exists. Facility type recommendations are an additional layer of detail that will be 
prepared for the “Draft Plan” to be completed by the Regional Pedestrian Workshop, scheduled 
for July 2006. Along with these recommendations, a design guidelines section of the 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be developed to illustrate options and variations for 
several types of facilities, e.g. collector sidewalk, multi-use path, off-street greenway, etc. 
Ultimately, it is a local decision to adopt the Regional Pedestrian Plan and implement its 
recommendations, which will entail determining the appropriate route, type of facility, material, 
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timing, and responsibility. Currently, the “Preliminary Plan” illustrates two major types of facilities 
– on-street connector and off-street greenway. In the cases where communities have provided 
additional information on their plans for pedestrian and multi-use facilities, this information has 
been included in the diagram. The City of Greenwood provided information about their plans for 
sidewalks throughout the community. However, this preliminary plan does not reflect the 
complete pedestrian network outlined in the City of Greenwood Pathways and Greenways 
System and Alternative Transportation Enhancement Plan. The complete information from 
Greenwood will be included in the draft plan.  
 
There are two types of pedestrian facilities identified in the Johnson County preliminary plan. 
The on-street connector, indicated in red on the diagram, is an opportunity for a pedestrian 
facility within a road right-of-way. These pedestrian connectors are scattered throughout the 
MPA within Johnson County and provide critical access to major destinations and developed 
areas. For example, a continuous pedestrian facility is desired along U.S. 31 to connect Marion 
County, Greenwood, New Whiteland, Whiteland, and Franklin. A facility is also desired along 
State Road 135 to connect White River Township’s emerging commercial areas to Bargersville, 
as well as a facility along State Route 144 to connect Bargersville to Franklin and adjacent 
counties. On-street connectors are also desired along County roads, roughly following the one-
mile grid system in the developing areas of White River and Pleasant townships. These on-
street connectors also provide pedestrian access into Marion, Morgan, and Shelby counties. 
The Johnson County community prefers to have facilities that accommodate both pedestrian 
and bicycle traffic. When possible, the community would like to see the addition of multi-use 
paths within the road rights-of-way, off-street greenways, and pedestrian connectors between 
residential neighborhoods included in site plans for new residential and commercial 
developments and constructed by private developers. 
 
As explored in the Johnson County Comprehensive Plan Update: East West Corridor (2003), 
the County is planning for the development of a corridor that will provide east-west access in the 
northern section of the County. This corridor will connect State Road 37/proposed Interstate 69 
to U.S. 31, Interstate 65, and into neighboring Shelby County. As this road is constructed, there 
is an opportunity to include an on-street pedestrian or multi-use facility within the road right-of-
way. Where this route enters the City of Greenwood, the multi-use facility may merge with the 
City’s existing pedestrian infrastructure. 
 
The off-street greenway, indicated in green on the diagram, is an opportunity for a pedestrian 
facility, often referred to as a “trail,” that is not within a road right-of-way. Frequently, greenways 
are located along natural features, active or abandoned rail lines, or utility corridors within the 
County. An off-street greenway contributes to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles do not have access. It can be assumed that 
off-street greenways will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular uses in addition to pedestrians. 
Examples of off-street greenway opportunities in Johnson County include the Tracy Trail, 
providing north-south off-street access from U.S. 31 to State Road 144; a collocated trail along 
an active rail line paralleling U.S. 31, providing an alternative to the on-street connector linking 
Greenwood, New Whiteland, Whiteland, and Franklin; and a trail along the Honey Creek 
floodplain in White River Township that connects to the White River Greenway and Marion and 
Morgan counties. Other opportunities for greenways are depicted on the map. 
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The on-street connector and off-street greenway opportunities are linear links between and 
among destinations. The preliminary plan also depicts pedestrian districts. A pedestrian district 
is defined as an area characterized by a density of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian 
destinations within a five-minute walk, supporting central or multiple transit nodes. These are 
areas that have, or are intended to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is given to 
make walking the mode of choice for trips within the area. Examples of pedestrian districts 
include historic downtowns or commercial centers, campuses (education, hospital, business 
park, etc.), and dense residential areas. In Johnson County, each of the downtowns for the five 
incorporated municipalities is considered a pedestrian district, as is the area around Greenwood 
Park Mall, which offers opportunity for transit-oriented development. Campus districts include 
the Center Grove school cluster in White River Township, and the Clark-Pleasant/Whiteland 
school cluster in Whiteland. Pedestrian districts are identified in yellow on the Johnson County 
preliminary plan. 
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MORGAN COUNTY 
 
The “Mid-Process Report” for the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan is a status update of 
the work completed to date in Morgan County. This progress report summarizes the research 
and input gathered from document reviews, site tours and windshield surveys, and focus group 
and public information discussions. This “Mid-Process Report” is not a draft plan, nor does it 
offer specific recommendations for pedestrian facilities in Morgan County. The draft plan is the 
next step in the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process. This progress report documents the 
information and feedback received by public officials and the community. As the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan continues to develop, approaches and strategies will be generated to address 
the ideas and desires expressed by the community through recommendations and guidelines. 
 
A draft version of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be prepared by July 2006, 
given to the plan Steering Committee to review, and presented at the Regional Pedestrian 
Workshop, a comprehensive meeting of all counties within the Metropolitan Planning 
Organization’s Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). This draft plan will include a physical plan of 
each county, within the regional pedestrian network, indicating the preferred routes, demand-
creating destinations, and recommended pedestrian facility types. Steering Committee 
members and stakeholders will have an opportunity to review the draft Regional Pedestrian 
Plan before the final document is completed in fall 2006. 
 
Context & Process 
 
As part of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) is an area of focused 
study for approximately six weeks. Morgan County was the second county 
under study in Phase 4 of the plan, with research beginning in early October 
2005. 
 
Each county study includes data collection and review and tours of the 
county and local jurisdictions. The county data review involves, but is not 
limited to, county comprehensive plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, 
pedestrian or bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) files, infrastructure 
analysis reports, transit plans, demographics and economic development 
information, and general topographic information. Tours of the county and 
local jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential locations for 
future pedestrian systems, locations of destinations (schools, libraries, parks 
and recreation centers, employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, 
services, other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and connection 
opportunities between and among jurisdictions, throughout the county, and 
to adjacent counties.  
 
The information gathered through data collection, conversations with 
county/city/town staff, and observations from the county tours all contribute 
to the creation of the “conceptual diagram” prepared for the focus group and 
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public information discussions. Input from these discussions are incorporated with the 
information prepared for the conceptual diagram and produce the “preliminary plan,” which is 
included in this “Mid-Process Report.” This plan will be revised for the draft plan, to be 
presented at the Regional Pedestrian Workshop, and again for the final plan, which will be 
included in the final report. 
 
With more than 15 percent of residents, Mooresville is Morgan County’s most populated 
community within the MPA, followed by Brooklyn (2.2 percent) and Monrovia (less than one 
percent) (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, based on 2004 population counts). Morgan County is 
projected to experience a modest increase in population in the next five years, although new 
residential development is not occurring as fast in Morgan County as it is in adjacent Hendricks 
and Johnson counties. With more than 46 percent of the Morgan County workforce commuting 
outside of the County for employment, residential growth is occurring in the northern Monroe, 
Brown, and Madison townships. Approximately 35 percent of Morgan County residents 
commute to Marion County for work, more than four percent commutes to Hendricks County, 
and nearly three percent commutes to Johnson County. 
 
A site tour of the MPA within Morgan County was conducted on October 12, 2005, with the 
Pedestrian Plan planning team guided by a Morgan County Commissioner and the Mooresville 
Parks & Recreation Superintendent. The tour included the County’s incorporated municipalities 
within the MPA – towns of Mooresville, Monrovia (partial), Brooklyn, and Waverly – along with 
the unincorporated areas of Brown, Madison, Harrison, Monroe (partial), and Clay (partial) 
townships.  
 
The MPA within Morgan County is largely rural and features rolling topography and other natural 
amenities. Recreation space is primarily located within the incorporated municipalities or within 
residential subdivisions. The Town of Mooresville owns and maintains Old Town Park and 
Pioneer Park, which contains a well-developed multi-use path. The Town of Brooklyn owns and 
maintains the Brooklyn Kids Park, and near Waverly, the State of Indiana Department of Natural 
Resources (IDNR) owns and maintains a public access site to the White River. With the 
County’s emerging development comes the opportunity for inclusion of pedestrian facilities to 
create or continue a pedestrian network among destinations – home, work, education, 
commerce, transit, and recreation. 
 
Within Morgan County’s incorporated and unincorporated areas, the tour focused on current 
and planned pedestrian facilities, destinations, developing areas, and opportunities for future 
facilities. Potential location of future pedestrian facilities is based on demand determined by the 
location of destinations throughout Morgan County. For example, residential neighborhoods, 
school campuses, commercial centers, employment centers, transportation centers, and 
recreation areas are all destinations that could be reached by walking if adequate facilities are 
available between and among these destinations.  
 
The Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) hosted two public information discussions in 
Mooresville and Monrovia in early November 2005. In total, 30 participants attended the two 
public discussions. Participants were introduced to the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 
initiative through a presentation that explained the project need, process and timeline, expected 
outcomes, and the pedestrian facility vocabulary. After the introductory presentation, 
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participants were asked to review a conceptual facility diagram that proposed opportunities for 
pedestrian connections throughout the MPA within Morgan County. The conceptual facility 
diagram presented included the pedestrian planning information gathered from Morgan County 
and individual jurisdictions, ideas from a 2001 Regional Greenways Workshop, and initial 
recommendations intended to connect education, recreation, commercial, employment, transit, 
and neighborhood destinations. With edits and additional recommendations, the conceptual 
facility diagram presented during the public information discussions is the preliminary plan of 
this “Mid-Process Report.” 
 
The Morgan County preliminary plan, included with this report, reflects verbal and written 
comments collected during the two public information discussions. Additional written comments 
were received during these meetings and are listed below. These comments are more 
conceptual in nature and not specifically documented on the physical plan, but have been 
incorporated into the plan’s development and will be reflected in the final report. 
 
 The community needs to be progressive on this topic because Indiana is so far behind other 

states. The community needs to expand some pedestrian walkways and greenways before 
growth overtakes some great options currently available. 

 Morgan County residents often drive to Hendricks County to utilize Plainfield’s walking and 
bike trails. 

 Property owners along White Lick Creek in Brooklyn expressed a concern for pedestrian 
safety along a potential greenway illustrated in the preliminary plan. In response, the 
following alternative route could be accommodated: 

 

 
 
Conceptual Facility Diagram & Preliminary Plan 
 
The towns of Monrovia, Mooresville, and Brooklyn each have a sidewalk system within their 
respective municipalities. The Heartland Crossing residential community in Madison Township 
features extensive pedestrian, bicycle, and park space amenities. Additionally, a bicycle path is 
planned along Landersdale Road that will connect Heartland Crossing to recreational facilities 
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and an elementary school in Madison Township. The demand for additional pedestrian facilities 
exists in the northern developing townships and between communities within and outside of 
Morgan County.  
 
At the time of the writing of this “Mid-Process Report,” the “Preliminary Plan” for Morgan County 
does not specify the type of pedestrian facility that should be constructed throughout the 
County. Rather, the preliminary plan demonstrates where the demand for pedestrian 
connections exists. Facility type recommendations are an additional layer of detail that will be 
prepared for the “Draft Plan” to be completed by the Regional Pedestrian Workshop, scheduled 
for July 2006. Along with these recommendations, a design guidelines section of the 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be developed to illustrate options and variations for 
several types of facilities, e.g. collector sidewalk, multi-use path, off-street greenway, etc. 
Ultimately, it is a local decision to adopt the Regional Pedestrian Plan and implement its 
recommendations, which will entail determining the appropriate route, type of facility, material, 
timing, and responsibility. Currently, the “Preliminary Plan” illustrates two major types of facilities 
– on-street connector and off-street greenway. In the cases where communities have provided 
additional information on their plans for pedestrian and multi-use facilities, this information has 
been included in the diagram. 
 
There are two types of pedestrian facilities identified in the Morgan County preliminary plan. The 
on-street connector, indicated in red on the diagram, is an opportunity for a pedestrian facility 
within a road right-of-way. These pedestrian connectors are scattered throughout the MPA 
within Morgan County and provide critical access to major destinations and developed areas. 
For example, a continuous pedestrian facility is desired along State Road 67 to connect 
Brooklyn to Mooresville and Marion County. Several public information discussion participants 
indicated that they utilize the trail system in Plainfield regularly; there is a demand for pedestrian 
connections along state roads 39 and 267 to provide access to the amenities in neighboring 
Hendricks County. A facility along State Road 144 would link pedestrians in Mooresville with the 
IDNR White River public access site in Waverly and Johnson County.  
 
A section of State Road 37, and proposed Interstate 69, is in the Morgan County MPA. 
Assuming the expansion of Interstate 69 is implemented, an opportunity exists to include a 
pedestrian or multi-use facility within its right-of-way. State Road 42, connecting Mooresville to 
Monrovia, is scheduled to be widened in 2007. Road widening presents an opportunity to 
incorporate pedestrian facilities into the right-of-way. 
 
The off-street greenway, indicated in green on the diagram, is an opportunity for a pedestrian 
facility, often referred to as a “trail,” that is not within a road right-of-way. Frequently, greenways 
are located along natural features, active or abandoned rail lines, or utility corridors within the 
County. An off-street greenway contributes to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles do not have access. It can be assumed that 
off-street greenways will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular uses in addition to pedestrians. 
An example of an off-street greenway opportunity in Morgan County is a facility along White Lick 
Creek, which would continue a trail system beginning in Hendricks County and ending at the 
White River, south of Brooklyn in Clay Township (outside of the MPA). A greenway along White 
Lick Creek, east and west forks, would address the desire of the community to have safe 
access to recreational facilities and systems in Hendricks County and provide a north-south 
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pedestrian connection between Mooresville and Brooklyn. Additional greenway opportunities 
exist along the White River, connecting Morgan County to Marion and Johnson counties, and 
along McCracken Creek to connect new residential developments in Monroe Township, north of 
Monrovia, to other areas in northern Morgan County. Other opportunities for greenways are 
depicted on the map. 
 
The on-street connector and off-street greenway opportunities are linear links between and 
among destinations. The preliminary plan also depicts pedestrian districts. A pedestrian district 
is defined as an area characterized by a density of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian 
destinations within a five-minute walk, supporting central or multiple transit nodes. These are 
areas that have, or are intended to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is given to 
make walking the mode of choice for trips within the area. Examples of pedestrian districts 
include historic downtowns or commercial centers, campuses (education, hospital, business 
park, etc.), and dense residential areas. In Morgan County, historic commercial districts or 
downtowns are considered pedestrian districts, downtown Mooresville, downtown Brooklyn, 
downtown Monrovia, and Waverly, which also include the IDNR facility. Each of these historic 
commercial districts overlap into a campus district, which includes the cluster of Monrovia 
schools, Mooresville schools, Brooklyn Elementary School in Brooklyn, and Waverly Elementary 
School in Waverly. Pedestrian districts are identified in yellow on the Morgan County preliminary 
plan. 
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HENDRICKS COUNTY 
 
The “Mid-Process Report” for the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan is a status update of 
the work completed to date in Hendricks County. This progress report summarizes the research 
and input gathered from document reviews, site tours and windshield surveys, and focus group 
and public information discussions. This “Mid-Process Report” is not a draft plan, nor does it 
offer specific recommendations for pedestrian facilities in Hendricks County. The draft plan is 
the next step in the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process. This progress report documents 
the information and feedback received by public officials and the community. As the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan continues to develop, approaches and strategies will be generated to address 
the ideas and desires expressed by the community through recommendations and guidelines. 
 
A draft version of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be prepared by July 2006, 
given to the plan Steering Committee to review, and presented at the Regional Pedestrian 
Workshop, a comprehensive meeting of all counties within the Metropolitan Planning 
Organization’s Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). This draft plan will include a physical plan of 
each county, within the regional pedestrian network, indicating the preferred routes, demand-
creating destinations, and recommended pedestrian facility types. Steering Committee 
members and stakeholders will have an opportunity to review the draft Regional Pedestrian 
Plan before the final document is completed in fall 2006. 
 
Context & Process 
 
As part of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) is an area of focused 
study for approximately six weeks. Hendricks County was the third county 
under study in Phase 4 of the plan, with research beginning in early 
November 2005. 
 
Each county study includes data collection and review and tours of the 
county and local jurisdictions. The county data review involves, but is not 
limited to, county comprehensive plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, 
pedestrian or bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) files, infrastructure 
analysis reports, transit plans, demographics and economic development 
information, and general topographic information. Tours of the county and 
local jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential locations for 
future pedestrian systems, locations of destinations (schools, libraries, parks 
and recreation centers, employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, 
services, other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and connection 
opportunities between and among jurisdictions, throughout the county, and 
to adjacent counties.  
 
The information gathered through data collection, conversations with 
county/city/town staff, and observations from the county tours all contribute 
to the creation of the “conceptual diagram” prepared for the focus group and 
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public information discussions. Input from these discussions are incorporated with the 
information prepared for the conceptual diagram and produce the “preliminary plan,” which is 
included in this “Mid-Process Report.” This plan will be revised for the draft plan, to be 
presented at the Regional Pedestrian Workshop, and again for the final plan, which will be 
included in the final report. 
 
The planning team reviewed several planning documents provided by the Hendricks County 
Planning & Building Department and the Town of Brownsburg Planning Department. Documents 
included Hendricks County Comprehensive Plan (1998), Ronald Reagan Corridor Master Plan 
and Design Guidelines (2004), Brownsburg Comprehensive Plan (2001), Avon Trails 
Masterplan, Brownsburg Trail Master Plan, and the White Lick Creek Greenway plan. 
 
With more than 18 percent of residents, Plainfield is Hendricks County’s most populated 
community, followed by Brownsburg (more than 14 percent), Avon (6.7 percent), Danville (5.7 
percent), and Pittsboro (1.8 percent) (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, based on 2004 population 
counts). Hendricks County is the State of Indiana’s second fastest growing county, 
demonstrated by a 22 percent population growth between 2000 and 2005. The majority of this 
growth is occurring in and around the towns of Brownsburg, Avon, and Plainfield and in the 
County’s eastern townships, Brown, Lincoln, Washington, and Guilford. The MPA within 
Hendricks County is developed or developing, both residentially and commercially. Recreation 
space is primarily located within the incorporated municipalities or within residential 
subdivisions. There are no County parks in the study area. With the County’s emerging 
development comes the opportunity for inclusion of pedestrian facilities to create or continue a 
pedestrian network among destinations – home, work, education, commerce, transit, and 
recreation. 
 
A site tour of the MPA within Hendricks County was conducted on November 10, 2005, with the 
Pedestrian Plan planning team guided by the Hendricks County Planner and the Town of 
Brownsburg Planner. The tour included the County’s incorporated municipalities – towns of 
Avon, Brownsburg, Danville, Pittsboro, and Plainfield – along with the unincorporated areas of 
Brown, Lincoln, Washington, Guilford, Middle (partial), Center (partial), and Liberty (partial) 
townships.  
 
Within Hendricks County’s incorporated and unincorporated areas, the tour focused on current 
and planned pedestrian facilities, destinations, developing areas, and opportunities for future 
facilities. Potential location of future pedestrian facilities is based on demand determined by the 
location of destinations throughout Hendricks County. For example, residential neighborhoods, 
school campuses, commercial centers, employment centers, transportation centers, and 
recreation areas are all destinations that could be reached by walking if adequate facilities are 
available between and among these destinations.  
 
The Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) hosted three public information discussions in 
Brownsburg, Plainfield, and Danville in mid-December 2005 and early January 2006. In total, 38 
participants attended the three public discussions. Participants were introduced to the 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan initiative through a presentation that explained the project 
need, process and timeline, expected outcomes, and the pedestrian facility vocabulary. After the 
introductory presentation, participants were asked to review a conceptual facility diagram that 
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proposed opportunities for pedestrian connections throughout the MPA within Hendricks 
County. The conceptual facility diagram presented included the pedestrian planning information 
gathered from Hendricks County and individual jurisdictions, ideas from a 2001 Regional 
Greenways Workshop, and initial recommendations intended to connect education, recreation, 
commercial, employment, transit, and neighborhood destinations. With edits and additional 
recommendations, the conceptual facility diagram presented during the public information 
discussions is the preliminary plan of this “Mid-Process Report.” 
 
The Hendricks County preliminary plan, included with this report, reflects verbal and written 
comments collected during the three public information discussions. Additional written 
comments were received during these meetings and are listed below. These comments are 
more conceptual in nature and not specifically documented on the physical plan, but have been 
incorporated into the plan’s development and will be reflected in the final report.  
 
 Officials from Eagle Creek Park should be involved with planning to ensure that the facilities 

do not dead at the park boundaries. The eastern and northern boundaries of the park need 
immediate attention. Pedestrians and bicyclists are at risk because they must share narrow, 
curvy, and hilly roads with increasing amounts of vehicular traffic. 

 Do the use of golf carts fit in with pedestrians and bicycles? This would make trails available 
to those who are unable to walk or ride a bike. Some cities promote this by encouraging 
local businesses to provide electric outlets for recharging. 

 There is a need to connect subdivisions with paths and connect to schools and shops. 
Longer trails should come after people become accustomed to walking or biking. Horses 
and motorcycles should not be included at the stage. 

 Develop/implement extended bus service and light rail to combine walking with transit. This 
changes pedestrian ways from primarily recreational to day-to-day use. 

 
Conceptual Facility Diagram & Preliminary Plan 
 
The 1998 Hendricks County Comprehensive Plan reported that towns or townships provided 
most of the County’s recreational areas and facilities, with little involvement from Hendricks 
County government. The plan recognized that the County’s growth in the 1990s made the 
current (1998) facilities insufficient. As this growth continues in the 2000s, and additional 
facilities have not been developed, it can be surmised that the demand for facilities has also 
continued to increase. The plan indicated that there was an increasing demand for recreational 
facilities that “focused more broadly at the regional or countywide level using a more urbanized 
approach to these issues, especially in the eastern half of the County.” The plan called for a 
coordinated system to be implemented before the area becomes more developed and the cost 
of property acquisition becomes “insurmountable.” The plan also refers to the need for using 
portions of floodplain areas for greenways to provide a system that links destinations throughout 
the County. The Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan, Hendricks County Preliminary Plan also 
suggests this approach and illustrates opportunities for pedestrian connections among 
significant residential, commercial, and recreational destinations. 
 
Hendricks County’s incorporated municipalities currently have or are planning for pedestrian 
facilities within their respective communities; in particular, Plainfield has extensive sidewalk, 
multi-use path, and trail systems. Furthermore, Brownsburg and Avon are planning expansions 
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to their current pedestrian systems. The demand for additional facilities exists in the 
incorporated municipalities and developing townships, specifically Brown, Lincoln, Washington, 
and Guilford townships. There is also a desire to provide pedestrian facilities to connect 
communities within Hendricks County along with neighboring counties. 
 
Planning for two significant, countywide, multi-use greenway trails is currently underway. The 
B&O Rails-to-Trails project is a multi-county effort that will provide recreational opportunities for 
several transportation modes, including pedestrian, bicycle, and equestrian. Following the 
abandoned B&O rail line, this trail will connect Vermillion, Parke, Putnam, Hendricks, and 
Marion counties. The National Road Heritage Trail is another multi-county, and eventually multi-
state, trail initiative that parallels the National Road (U.S. 40) and primarily follows the Vandalia 
Rail Trail in Hendricks County. Both the B&O and the Vandalia/National Road Heritage trails 
provide significant east-west pedestrian access throughout the County, serving both the 
urbanized and rural areas. The Ronald Reagan Parkway Corridor Master Plan recommends a 
multi-use path to parallel the vehicular corridor and has established guidelines for its design and 
construction. This is an important north-south pedestrian opportunity for eastern Hendricks 
County, connecting Plainfield to Avon, Brownsburg, and, potentially, Boone County. 
 
At the time of the writing of this “Mid-Process Report,” the “Preliminary Plan” for Hendricks 
County does not specify the type of pedestrian facility that should be constructed throughout the 
County. Rather, the preliminary plan demonstrates where the demand for pedestrian 
connections exists. Facility type recommendations are an additional layer of detail that will be 
prepared for the “Draft Plan” to be completed by the Regional Pedestrian Workshop, scheduled 
for July 2006. Along with these recommendations, a design guidelines section of the 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be developed to illustrate options and variations for 
several types of facilities, e.g. collector sidewalk, multi-use path, off-street greenway, etc. 
Ultimately, it is a local decision to adopt the Regional Pedestrian Plan and implement its 
recommendations, which will entail determining the appropriate route, type of facility, material, 
timing, and responsibility. Currently, the “Preliminary Plan” illustrates two major types of facilities 
– on-street connector and off-street greenway. In the cases where communities have provided 
additional information on their plans for pedestrian and multi-use facilities, this information has 
been included in the diagram. This preliminary plan does not reflect the complete pedestrian 
network outlined in the Avon Trails Masterplan or the Brownsburg Trail Master Plan. The 
complete information from these two communities will be included in the draft plan. 
 
There are two types of pedestrian facilities identified in the Hendricks County preliminary plan. 
The on-street connector, indicated in red on the diagram, is an opportunity for a pedestrian 
facility within a road right-of-way. These pedestrian connectors are scattered throughout the 
MPA within Hendricks County and provide critical access to major destinations and developed 
areas. For example, as an important north-south route in the middle section of the County, a 
continuous pedestrian facility is desired along State Road 39 connecting Danville to Lizton and 
Clayton in Hendricks County and to Lebanon (Boone County) and Monrovia (Morgan County) 
outside of the County. On-street connectors are also desired along State Road 267 and U.S. 36. 
 
The off-street greenway, indicated in green on the diagram, is an opportunity for a pedestrian 
facility, often referred to as a “trail,” that is not within a road right-of-way. Frequently, greenways 
are located along natural features, active or abandoned rail lines, or utility corridors within the 
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County. An off-street greenway contributes to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles do not have access. It can be assumed that 
off-street greenways will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular uses in addition to pedestrians.  
 
The towns of Pittsboro, Danville, Brownsburg, Avon, and Plainfield all have parks within their 
respective municipalities. There is a desire by the community, as documented in both the 1998 
Hendricks County Comprehensive Plan and through the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 
public input process, to link parks within the County. An off-street greenway provides access 
and a facility to address this desire. For instance, a greenway along the White Lick Creek would 
connect Brownsburg’s Arbuckle Park with Plainfield’s Jim Hummel Memorial and all points in 
between. White Lick Creek also extends recreational opportunity into Morgan County. The 
development of the B&O and the Vandalia/National Road Heritage trails are identified as 
greenways on the preliminary plan. The west fork of the White Lick Creek continues a greenway 
from Danville into Morgan County. A bike trail has been proposed along an active rail in 
Pittsboro. In the preliminary plan, this proposed bike trail is shown as a greenway, collocated 
with the rail line and accommodating pedestrians, extending into Lizton and Brownsburg’s 
Arbuckle Park. Other opportunities for greenways are depicted on the map. 
 
The on-street connector and off-street greenway opportunities are linear links between and 
among destinations. The preliminary plan also depicts pedestrian districts. A pedestrian district 
is defined as an area characterized by a density of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian 
destinations within a five-minute walk, supporting central or multiple transit nodes. These are 
areas that have, or are intended to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is given to 
make walking the mode of choice for trips within the area. Examples of pedestrian districts 
include historic downtowns or commercial centers, campuses (education, hospital, business 
park, etc.), and dense residential areas. In Hendricks County, downtown Danville, Pittsboro, 
Brownsburg, and Plainfield are all considered pedestrian districts. In Avon, where a downtown 
or town center is not apparent, the school campus near the intersection of State Road 267 and 
U.S. 36 along with the Avon Business Park and adjacent commercial and retail uses form a 
pedestrian district. Pedestrian districts are also identified in the new and emerging development 
areas around Eagle Point Business Park in Brownsburg and Metropolis Mall, Air Tech Park, 
Airwest Business Park, and Plainfield Business Park in Plainfield, all of which offer opportunity 
for transit-oriented development. Pedestrian districts are shown in yellow on the Hendricks 
County preliminary plan. 
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BOONE COUNTY 
 
The “Mid-Process Report” for the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan is a status update of 
the work completed to date in Boone County. This progress report summarizes the research 
and input gathered from document reviews; site tours and windshield surveys; and focus group 
and public information discussions. This “Mid-Process Report” is not a draft plan, nor does it 
offer specific recommendations for pedestrian facilities in Boone County. The draft plan is the 
next step in the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process. This progress report documents the 
information and feedback received by public officials and the community. As the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan continues to develop, approaches and strategies will be generated to address 
the ideas and desires expressed by the community through recommendations and guidelines. 
 
A draft version of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be prepared by July 2006, 
given to the plan Steering Committee to review, and presented at the Regional Pedestrian 
Workshop, a comprehensive meeting of all counties within the Indianapolis Metropolitan 
Planning Organization’s (MPO) Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). This draft plan will include a 
physical plan of each county, within the regional pedestrian network, indicating the preferred 
routes, demand-creating destinations, and recommended pedestrian facility types. Steering 
Committee members and stakeholders will have an opportunity to review the draft Regional 
Pedestrian Plan before the final document is completed in fall 2006. 
 
Context & Process 
 
As part of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the MPA is an area of focused study for approximately six 
weeks. Boone County was the fourth county under study in Phase 4 of the 
plan, with research beginning in early January 2006. 
 
Each county study includes data collection and review and tours of the 
county and local jurisdictions. The county data review involves, but is not 
limited to, county comprehensive plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, 
pedestrian or bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) files, infrastructure 
analysis reports, transit plans, demographics and economic development 
information, and general topographic information. Tours of the county and 
local jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential locations for 
future pedestrian systems, locations of destinations (schools, libraries, parks 
and recreation centers, employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, 
services, other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and connection 
opportunities between and among jurisdictions, throughout the county, and 
to adjacent counties.  
 
The information gathered through data collection, conversations with 
county/city/town staff, and observations from the county tours all contribute 
to the creation of the “conceptual diagram” prepared for the focus group and 
public information discussions. Input from these discussions are 
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incorporated with the information prepared for the conceptual diagram and produce the 
“preliminary plan,” which is included in this “Mid-Process Report.” This plan will be revised for 
the draft plan, to be presented at the Regional Pedestrian Workshop, and again for the final 
plan, which will be included in the final report. 
 
The planning team reviewed several planning documents provided by the Boone County Area 
Plan Commission staff and the Town of Zionsville Planning Department. Documents included 
the Boone County Comprehensive Plan – Land Use Overview and Transportation Plan (1993), 
Zionsville Parks and Recreation Master Plan (2002), Zionsville Existing and Future 
Pathway/Sidewalk Network diagram (2003), Zionsville zoning map (2005), Zionsville 
Comprehensive Plan – Proposed Land Use map (2003), the Eagle Township Parks Board 
2005-2009 Plan, and Hoosier Rails to Trails Council trail maps. 
 
With 21 percent of County residents, Zionsville is Boone County’s most populated community 
within the MPA. Whitestown, with 688 residents, is the only other incorporated jurisdiction in the 
Boone County MPA. Outside of the MPA, Lebanon, the county seat, has more than 28 percent 
of residents (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, based on 2004 population counts). Boone County is 
the State of Indiana’s fourth fastest growing county, demonstrated by a 13 percent population 
growth between 2000 and 2005. The majority of this growth is occurring in and around Zionsville 
and in Eagle Township. The MPA within Boone County is developed or developing, both 
residentially and commercially. Recreation space is primarily located within the incorporated 
municipalities, Eagle Township, or within residential subdivisions. There are no County parks in 
the study area. With the County’s emerging development comes the opportunity for inclusion of 
pedestrian facilities to create or continue a pedestrian network among destinations – home, 
work, education, commerce, transit, and recreation. 
 
A site tour of the MPA within Boone County was conducted on January 19, 2006, with the 
Pedestrian Plan planning team guided by a Lebanon City Council member and the Boone 
County Planner. The tour included the County’s two incorporated municipalities – towns of 
Zionsville and Whitestown – along with the unincorporated areas of Union and Eagle townships. 
Within Boone County’s incorporated and unincorporated areas, the tour focused on current and 
planned pedestrian facilities, destinations, developing areas, and opportunities for future 
facilities. These opportunities for future pedestrian facilities, and their potential locations, are 
based on demand determined by the location of destinations throughout Boone County. For 
example, residential neighborhoods, school campuses, commercial centers, employment 
centers, transportation centers, and recreation areas are all destinations that could be reached 
by walking if adequate facilities are available between and among these destinations.  
 
The MPO hosted one focus group discussion and one public information discussion in Zionsville 
in early February 2006. In total, 16 participants attended the two discussions. Participants were 
introduced to the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan initiative through a presentation that 
explained the project need, process and timeline, expected outcomes, and the pedestrian 
facility vocabulary. After the introductory presentation, participants were asked to review a 
conceptual facility diagram that proposed opportunities for pedestrian connections throughout 
the MPA within Boone County. The conceptual facility diagram presented included the 
pedestrian planning information gathered from Boone County and the Town of Zionsville, ideas 
from a 2001 Regional Greenways Workshop, and initial recommendations intended to connect 
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education, recreation, commercial, employment, transit, and neighborhood destinations. With 
edits and additional recommendations, the conceptual facility diagram presented during the 
focus group and public information discussions is the preliminary plan of this “Mid-Process 
Report.” This preliminary plan reflects verbal comments during these two discussions.  
 
Conceptual Facility Diagram & Preliminary Plan 
 
The 1993 Boone County Comprehensive Plan identified several “recreation and conservation” 
areas and “scenic corridors” throughout the County. These areas and corridors are mostly 
located along waterways and 100-year floodplains and offer opportunity for countywide 
pedestrian connections. Zionsville currently has a pedestrian system and is planning for 
additional facilities, as indicated in the Existing and Future Pathway/Sidewalk Network diagram. 
Zionsville’s current/future network includes sidewalks in the historic downtown, a multi-use path 
along the Zionsville Rail-Trail (an abandoned Penn-Central line), and facilities planned or 
proposed along major thoroughfares, state/county roads, and Little Eagle Creek. The demand 
for additional facilities in Boone County builds on Zionsville’s efforts and extends into 
Whitestown and developing areas, specifically Union and Eagle townships. Facility demand 
includes connections within and among Zionsville, Whitestown, developing areas, Marion 
County, Hendricks County, and Hamilton County.  
 
Planning for a significant, multi-county, multi-use greenway trail is currently underway in Boone 
County. This initiative will link Lafayette (in Tippecanoe County) to Lebanon, Zionsville, and 
Marion County along the former Big Four rail corridor. Known as the Farm Heritage Trail, the 
greenway is slated to be a marriage of transportation, recreation, agri-tourism, and economic 
development. This trail will provide significant north-south pedestrian and multi-use access 
throughout the County, serving both the urbanized and rural areas.  
 
The “Preliminary Plan” for Boone County included with this “Mid-Process Report” documents the 
demand for pedestrian connections throughout the County’s MPA. The plan illustrates the type 
of pedestrian facility that could be constructed along these identified desired connections. 
Facility type is determined based on existing facilities, land uses, potential users, location, and 
the community’s desires. This preliminary plan, with recommended pedestrian facility types, will 
be revised and become the “Draft Plan” that will be prepared for the Regional Pedestrian 
Workshop, scheduled for July 2006. Along with these recommendations, a design guidelines 
section of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be developed to illustrate options and 
variations for several types of facilities, e.g. collector sidewalk, multi-use path, off-street 
greenway, etc. Ultimately, it is a local decision to adopt the Regional Pedestrian Plan and 
implement its recommendations, which will entail determining the appropriate route, type of 
facility, material, timing, and responsibility.  
 
Currently, the “Preliminary Plan” illustrates three major types of facilities – multi-use path, off-
street greenway, and collector sidewalk. In the cases where communities have provided 
additional information on their plans for pedestrian and multi-use facilities, this information has 
been included in the diagram. The Town of Zionsville provided additional information about its 
pedestrian planning efforts. This information has been incorporated into the preliminary plan, 
which is included with this report.  
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The multi-use path, defined as an on-street connection and indicated in blue on the diagram, is 
an opportunity for a pedestrian facility within a road right-of-way. These pedestrian connectors 
are located at an approximate half-mile to one-mile grid along major roads throughout the 
Boone County MPA. As the state’s fourth fastest growing county, adjacent to the State’s first 
and second fastest growing counties, there is a desire to document the pedestrian connection 
opportunities in the developing areas, in particular Union and Eagle townships, and connection 
opportunities to Hendricks, Hamilton, and Marion counties. When commercial and residential 
development occurs in these growing areas, pedestrian facilities should be included in the site 
development, preferably installed by the developer, to provide connection within the 
development (through an internal sidewalk network, for example) and perimeter connection to 
other destinations throughout Boone County. 
 
Boone County’s important non-interstate transportation routes include U.S. 421/Michigan Road, 
96th Street, State Road 267, State Road 334, County Road 300, and County Road 650. 
Because all of these transportation routes provide access throughout Boone County and to 
adjacent counties, on-street pedestrian facilities are recommended as part of the half-mile to 
one-mile grid structure, which reinforces the pedestrian as part of the regional transportation 
system.     
 
The off-street greenway, indicated in green on the diagram, is an opportunity for a pedestrian 
facility, often referred to as a “trail,” that is not within a road right-of-way. Frequently, greenways 
are located along natural features, active or abandoned rail lines, or utility corridors within the 
County. An off-street greenway contributes to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles do not have access. It can be assumed that 
off-street greenways will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular uses in addition to pedestrians. 
Mentioned previously, the Farm Heritage Trail is a greenway along the abandoned Big Four rail 
line. The Friends of Boone County Trails are planning for its development. When completed, the 
trail will build upon the Zionsville Rail Trail, extend north to Lafayette, and extend south to 
Indianapolis. The Town of Zionsville is planning a trail along Little Eagle Creek that extends 
northeast into Hamilton County and will eventually link to Eagle Creek Park in Marion County by 
following an on-street facility south of 96th Street. A trail along Findley Creek, a spur of Little 
Eagle Creek, is desired to create pedestrian opportunities to the County’s northern areas, as is 
a trail along Fishback Creek to create a connection to the southwest part of the Boone County 
MPA. 
 
No collector sidewalks are proposed for Boone County. The multi-use path is the preferred 
facility. 
 
The on- and off-street connectors are linear links between and among destinations. The 
preliminary plan also depicts pedestrian districts. A pedestrian district is defined as an area 
characterized by a density of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations within a five-
minute walk, supporting central or multiple transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are 
intended to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is given to make walking the mode 
of choice for trips within the area. Examples of pedestrian districts include historic downtowns or 
commercial centers, campuses (education, hospital, business park, etc.), and dense residential 
areas. In Boone County, downtown Zionsville and downtown Whitestown are both considered 
pedestrian districts. The historic boundaries of these downtowns are shifting and growing. As 
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such, the pedestrian district boundaries can shift and grow to accommodate new development 
that is accessible to pedestrians. New mixed-use developments, such as the Anson 
development, are identified as pedestrian districts. School clusters and educational facilities are 
also considered pedestrian districts. For instance, the related activities among Boone Meadow 
Middle School, the Zionsville Youth Soccer Complex, Stonegate Elementary School, and 
Stonegate Elementary School create a campus pedestrian district. Pedestrian districts are 
shown in orange on the Boone County preliminary plan. As these districts develop, continue to 
develop, or redevelop, it is important that the internal pedestrian network be considered in the 
area’s overall plan and construction. 
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HAMILTON COUNTY 
 
The “Mid-Process Report” for the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan is a status update of 
the work completed to date in Hamilton County. This progress report summarizes the research 
and input gathered from document reviews; site tours and windshield surveys; and focus group 
and public information discussions. This “Mid-Process Report” is not a draft plan, nor does it 
offer specific recommendations for pedestrian facilities in Hamilton County. The draft plan is the 
next step in the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process. This progress report documents the 
information and feedback received by public officials and the community. As the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan continues to develop, approaches and strategies will be generated to address 
the ideas and desires expressed by the community through recommendations and guidelines. 
 
A draft version of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be prepared by July 2006, 
given to the plan Steering Committee to review, and presented at the Regional Pedestrian 
Workshop, a comprehensive meeting of all counties within the Indianapolis Metropolitan 
Planning Organization’s (MPO) Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). This draft plan will include a 
physical plan of each county, within the regional pedestrian network, indicating the preferred 
routes, demand-creating destinations, and recommended pedestrian facility types. Steering 
Committee members and stakeholders will have an opportunity to review the draft Regional 
Pedestrian Plan before the final document is completed in fall 2006. 
 
Context & Process 
 
As part of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the MPA is an area of focused study for approximately six 
weeks. Hamilton County was the fifth county under study in Phase 4 of the 
plan, with research beginning in mid-February 2006. 
 
Each county study includes data collection and review and tours of the 
county and local jurisdictions. The county data review involves, but is not 
limited to, county comprehensive plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, 
pedestrian or bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) files, infrastructure 
analysis reports, transit plans, demographics and economic development 
information, and general topographic information. Tours of the county and 
local jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential locations for 
future pedestrian systems, locations of destinations (schools, libraries, parks 
and recreation centers, employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, 
services, other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and connection 
opportunities between and among jurisdictions, throughout the county, and 
to adjacent counties.  
 
The information gathered through data collection, conversations with 
county/city/town staff, and observations from the county tours all contribute 
to the creation of the “conceptual diagram” prepared for the focus group and 
public information discussions. Input from these discussions are 
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incorporated with the information prepared for the conceptual diagram and produce the 
“preliminary plan,” which is included in this “Mid-Process Report.” This plan will be revised for 
the draft plan, to be presented at the Regional Pedestrian Workshop, and again for the final 
plan, which will be included in the final report. 
 
The planning team reviewed several planning documents and files provided by the Hamilton 
County Plan Commission staff, the City of Carmel, the City of Noblesville, the Town of Fishers, 
and the Town Westfield. Documents included the Hamilton County Thoroughfare Plan, Hamilton 
County Alternative Transportation (HCAT) System Plan (1995), Hamilton County Alternative 
Transportation Pathway Standards & Design Guidelines (1995), City of Carmel and Clay 
Township Alternative Transportation Plan (2003), City of Carmel and Clay Township 20-Year 
Thoroughfare Plan (2001), City of Carmel and Clay Township Bicycle Route Plan (2003), City of 
Carmel and Clay Township Zoning Ordinance (2001, 2005 revisions), Washington Township 
Trails and Parks Map (2005), City of Carmel Civic Design Principles (2006), Noblesville 
Thoroughfare Plan (2005), Noblesville Alternative Transportation (NAT) Master Plan (1998, 
revised 2000), Noblesville Parks greenways and trails map (2006), Town of Fishers Town 
Center Land Use Map (2002, amended 2005), Town of Fishers Parks & Recreation Master Plan 
(2005 update), Town of Fishers Conceptual Guide for Future Land Use (2003, updated 2005), 
Town of Fishers and Unincorporated Areas in Fall Creek and Delaware Townships Zoning Map 
(2005), Town of Fishers Multi-Purpose Paths & Greenway System (Conceptual Plan), Town of 
Fishers park locations map (2005), Westfield trails and parks map, and Hoosier Rails to Trails 
Council trail maps.  
 
With more than 25 percent of residents, Carmel is Hamilton County’s most populated 
community, followed by Fishers (more than 23 percent), Noblesville, the County seat (more than 
15 percent), Westfield (5.2 percent), Cicero (1.9 percent), Arcadia (less than one percent), and 
Atlanta (less than one percent). (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, based on 2004 population 
counts). Hamilton County is the State of Indiana’s fastest growing county, demonstrated by a 32 
percent population growth between 2000 and 2005. Hamilton County is also the 18th fastest 
growing county in the United States. The majority of this growth, both residential and 
commercial, is occurring in the southern half of the County, south of 216th Street, in and around 
the cities of Carmel and Noblesville and the towns of Fishers and Westfield. This growth is also 
occurring in the unincorporated areas of Clay, Delaware, Fall Creek, Washington, Noblesville, 
and Wayne townships. With the County’s continuing development comes the opportunity for 
inclusion of pedestrian facilities to create or continue a pedestrian network among destinations – 
home, work, education, commerce, transit, and recreation. 
 
Recreation space throughout the County is located in County owned and maintained facilities, 
within incorporated municipalities, inside residential subdivisions, and on school properties. 
Eight Hamilton County Parks are located in the MPA study area. Many of these parks have 
internal pedestrian facilities as part of the recreational amenities. County parks include Carmel-
Clay County Park (Carmel), River Road Park (Carmel), Coxhall Park and Gardens (Carmel), 
Cool Creek Park and Nature Center (Westfield), Geist Park (Fishers), Morse Beach Park 
(Noblesville), Potter’s Bridge Park (Noblesville), and North Pool and Tecumseh Park (Arcadia). 
 
A site tour of the MPA within Hamilton County was conducted on February 22, 2006, with the 
Pedestrian Plan planning team guided by the City of Carmel’s Transportation Systems 
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Coordinator, the Town of Fishers’ Parks and Recreation Director, and the Hamilton County Plan 
Commission’s GIS Specialist. The tour included the County’s incorporated municipalities – cities 
of Carmel and Noblesville and towns of Arcadia, Atlanta, Cicero, Fishers, and Westfield – along 
with the unincorporated areas of Clay, Delaware, Fall Creek, Noblesville, Wayne, Washington 
(partial), and Jackson (partial) townships. Within Hamilton County’s incorporated and 
unincorporated areas, the tours focused on current and planned pedestrian facilities, 
destinations, developing areas, and opportunities for future facilities. These opportunities for 
future pedestrian facilities, and their potential locations, are based on demand determined by 
the location of destinations throughout Hamilton County. For example, residential 
neighborhoods, school campuses, commercial centers, employment centers, transportation 
centers, and recreation areas are all destinations that could be reached by walking if adequate 
facilities are available between and among these destinations. Additionally, the planning team 
met with the County Plan Commission GIS Specialist, the County Highway Department Director, 
and the County Parks and Recreation Director to discuss countywide planning initiatives, 
development patterns, and alternative transportation efforts. 
 
The MPO hosted three focus group discussions in Fishers, Carmel, and Noblesville in mid-
March 2006 and one public information discussion in Noblesville in late March 2006. In total, 37 
participants attended the four discussions. Participants were introduced to the Indianapolis 
Regional Pedestrian Plan initiative through a presentation that explained the project need, 
process and timeline, expected outcomes, and the pedestrian facility vocabulary. After the 
introductory presentation, participants were asked to review a conceptual facility diagram that 
proposed opportunities for pedestrian connections throughout the MPA within Hamilton County. 
The conceptual facility diagram presented included the pedestrian planning information 
gathered from Hamilton County, the cities of Carmel and Noblesville, the towns of Fishers and 
Westfield, ideas from a 2001 Regional Greenways Workshop, and initial recommendations 
intended to connect education, recreation, commercial, employment, transit, and neighborhood 
destinations. With edits and additional recommendations, the conceptual facility diagram 
presented during the focus group and public information discussions is the preliminary plan of 
this “Mid-Process Report.” This preliminary plan reflects verbal comments during these four 
discussions.  
 
Conceptual Facility Diagram & Preliminary Plan 
 
The 1995 Hamilton County Alternative Transportation System Plan designated preferred routes 
for alternative transportation facilities along major County roads, local roads, and railroad 
corridors (abandoned or active). This plan determined that separated, parallel, multi-use paths 
were preferred along major County thoroughfares (e.g. 296th Street, Cyntheanne Avenue), 
shared roadway paths were preferred along roads with less vehicular traffic (e.g. 106th Street, 
Hague Road), and separated paths, not within a road right-of-way, were preferred along railroad 
corridors (e.g. Monon Trail, Midland Trace). The incorporated municipalities of Carmel, Fishers, 
Noblesville, and Westfield all have and are planning for additional pedestrian facilities within 
their respective communities; in particular, Carmel, Fishers, and Noblesville all have extensive 
sidewalk and multi-use path systems. Westfield is planning for expansion of its current 
pedestrian system. The demand for additional facilities exists in the incorporated municipalities 
and developing townships, specifically Clay, Delaware, Fall Creek, Washington, Noblesville, and 
Wayne townships. There is also a desire to provide pedestrian facilities to connect communities 
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within Hamilton County (e.g. Carmel to Fishers, Noblesville to Cicero, Arcadia, and Atlanta, etc.) 
along with neighboring Boone, Hancock, and Marion counties. 
 
Planning for four significant, countywide, multi-use greenway trails is currently underway in 
Hamilton County. The Monon Trail, stretching from 10th Street in downtown Indianapolis to 146th 
Street in Carmel, is planned to be extended north through Washington Township (Westfield and 
continuing northwest to Sheridan) in 2007. The Monon Trail is the region’s best example of a 
successful rails-to-trails constructed project. Other regional and statewide projects use the 
success of the Monon Trail as the basis for their local trail planning and development. The 
White River Greenway builds upon the system established in Marion County and continues a 
multi-use path north into Carmel, Fishers, Noblesville, and White River Township, connecting 
schools, parks, and other pedestrian systems in these areas. The Nickel Plate Trail is planned 
along the Norfolk Southern rail line. Paralleling State Road 19, this trail will provide multi-use 
connectivity to the northern and southern areas of Hamilton County and link Atlanta, Arcadia, 
Cicero, Noblesville, and Fishers to neighboring Tipton and Marion counties in northern Indiana. 
Sections of the Nickel Plate Trail are open or under construction in Miami and Howard counties. 
Midland Trace is a proposed multi-use greenway trail along the former Central Indiana Railway 
corridor. This trail parallels State Road 32 and will provide countywide connection between 
Westfield and Noblesville and into Boone and Madison counties. Midland Trace will intersect the 
Monon Trail, White River Greenway, and Nickel Plate Trail, reinforcing off-street pedestrian 
connectivity throughout urbanized and rural Hamilton County. The Monon Trail, Nickel Plate 
Trail, and Midland Trace were all identified in the County’s 1995 Alternative Transportation 
System Plan; the White River Greenway is a part of planning efforts in Carmel, Fishers, and 
Noblesville.  
 
Carmel, Fishers, Noblesville, and Westfield all require developers to install sidewalks or multi-
use paths in all new commercial and residential developments. This requirement pertains to 
both an internal network, such as local sidewalks within a development, as well as external 
paths along arterial streets. The towns of Arcadia, Atlanta, and Cicero all have sidewalk 
systems within their respective town boundaries. As development continues in these fast 
growing areas, the Hamilton County pedestrian network will be expanded, leading to the 
realization of the vision outlined in the County’s Alternative Transportation and System Plan. 
Vehicular traffic volume and speed is a concern of the entire Hamilton County community. It can 
be assumed that the County’s aggressive growth and development will create additional 
vehicular traffic, possibly to the detriment of the pedestrian system and individual pedestrian 
safety. As such, all instances where pedestrian facilities meet major vehicular thoroughfares are 
designated “critical crossings.” These critical crossings require the consideration of pedestrian 
activity and safety in their design and traffic management.  
 
The “Preliminary Plan” for Hamilton County included with this “Mid-Process Report” documents 
the demand for pedestrian connections throughout the County’s MPA. The plan illustrates the 
type of pedestrian facility that could be constructed along these identified desired connections. 
Facility type is determined based on existing facilities, land uses, potential users, location, and 
the community’s desires. This preliminary plan, with recommended pedestrian facility types, will 
be revised and become the “Draft Plan” that will be prepared for the Regional Pedestrian 
Workshop, scheduled for July 2006. Along with these recommendations, a design guidelines 
section of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be developed to illustrate options and 
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variations for several types of facilities, e.g. collector sidewalk, multi-use path, off-street 
greenway, etc. Ultimately, it is a local decision to adopt the Regional Pedestrian Plan and 
implement its recommendations, which will entail determining the appropriate route, type of 
facility, material, timing, and responsibility.  
 
Currently, the “Preliminary Plan” illustrates three major types of facilities – multi-use path, off-
street greenway, and collector sidewalk. In the cases where communities have provided 
additional information on their plans for pedestrian and multi-use facilities, this information has 
been included in the diagram. The cities of Carmel and Noblesville and the towns of Fishers and 
Westfield all provided additional information about their respective pedestrian planning efforts. 
This information has been incorporated into the preliminary plan, which is included with this 
report. 
 
The multi-use path, defined as an on-street connection and indicated in blue on the diagram, is 
an opportunity for a pedestrian facility within a road right-of-way. These pedestrian connectors 
are located along all vehicular routes identified in the County’s Alternative Transportation 
System Plan as “separated, parallel multi-use paths” or “shared roadway paths” and at an 
approximate half-mile grid in the growing areas within the MPA. As the state’s fastest growing 
county, there is a desire to document the pedestrian connection opportunities in the developing 
areas, specifically Clay, Delaware, Fall Creek, Washington, Noblesville, and Wayne townships. 
When commercial and residential development occurs in these townships, particularly in 
unincorporated areas where local jurisdictional requirements do not apply, pedestrian facilities 
should be included in the site development, preferably installed by the developer, to provide 
connection within the development (through an internal sidewalk network, for example) and 
perimeter connection to other destinations throughout Hamilton County. Hamilton County’s 
important non-interstate transportation routes include U.S. 31; State Roads 19, 32, 37, 38, 238, 
431/Keystone Avenue; 96th, 116th, 146th, 234th, and 296th streets; Allisonville Road, Cumberland 
Road, and Hazel Dell Parkway. Because all of these transportation routes provide access to key 
Hamilton County and regional destinations, on-street pedestrian facilities are recommended as 
part of the half-mile grid structure which reinforces the pedestrian as part of the regional 
transportation system.     
 
The off-street greenway, indicated in green on the diagram, is an opportunity for a pedestrian 
facility, often referred to as a “trail,” that is not within a road right-of-way. Frequently, greenways 
are located along natural features, active or abandoned rail lines, or utility corridors within the 
County. An off-street greenway contributes to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles do not have access. It can be assumed that 
off-street greenways will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular uses in addition to pedestrians.  
 
Mentioned previously, the Monon Trail expansion, White River Greenway, Nickel Plate Trail, 
and Midland Trace are under planning and/or development in Hamilton County. The Monon 
Trail is intended to continue into Washington Township with the same multi-use facility as 
elsewhere along the trail in Carmel and Indianapolis. The White River Greenway is an 
opportunity identified in the Carmel/Clay Alternative Transportation Plan and the Town of 
Fishers Parks & Recreation Master Plan that continues to Noblesville, connecting to the City of 
Noblesville’s parks and trails system, and into White River Township, connecting to three 
County parks along the river. This system builds on the Indianapolis White River Greenway trail. 
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The Nickel Plate rail line has been identified as a potential route for regional rapid transit. The 
specific route and transit mode have not yet been determined. An off-street greenway could be 
developed along this route with or without a parallel rapid transit corridor. Along with the trail, a 
parallel on-street facility is proposed along State Road 19, which will require coordinated 
development and safe access between the two facilities. In the case of the Midland Trace multi-
use path, and facilities for other user groups, a parallel on-street facility is proposed along State 
Road 32, which will require coordinated development and safe access between the two 
facilities. Both the Nickel Plate Trail and the Midland Trace will have symbiotic relationships with 
their paralleling state roads. 
 
Other off-street greenways identified along Hamilton County’s stream corridors include: 
 Little Eagle Creek Trail entering from Boone County in Washington Township, outside of the 

MPA; 
 Cool Creek Trail linking Carmel and Westfield, crossing the Monon Trail and Midland Trace 

and providing access to the County’s Cool Creek Park and Nature Center; and 
 Bee Camp Creek, Flatfork Creek, Fall Creek, Mud Creek, Sand Creek, Cheeney Creek, and 

Shoemaker Creek, as identified in the Town of Fishers Parks & Recreation Master Plan. 
 
The off-street greenways provide opportunity for multiple types of uses, including pedestrian, 
bicycle, and equestrian, where appropriate, and access to both urbanized and rural areas 
throughout Hamilton County. No collector sidewalks are proposed for Hamilton County, outside 
of local jurisdictions. The multi-use path is the preferred facility. 
 
The on- and off-street connectors are linear links between and among destinations. The 
preliminary plan also depicts pedestrian districts. A pedestrian district is defined as an area 
characterized by a density of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations within a five-
minute walk, supporting central or multiple transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are 
intended to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is given to make walking the mode 
of choice for trips within the area. Examples of pedestrian districts include historic downtowns or 
commercial centers, campuses (education, hospital, business park, etc.), and dense residential 
areas. In Hamilton County, downtown Arcadia, Atlanta, Carmel, Cicero, Fishers, Noblesville, 
and Westfield are all considered pedestrian districts. The historic boundaries of these 
downtowns are shifting and growing. As such, the pedestrian district boundaries can shift and 
grow to accommodate new development that is accessible to pedestrians. Carmel is currently 
undergoing an effort to ensure that all development in the City’s Central Core is “pedestrian-
oriented with intentionally designed details that create a comfortable environment for people” 
(from City of Carmel Civic Design Principles, 2006). As part of this effort, the City has identified 
several possible neighborhoods with mixes of related uses, walkable centers, and gathering 
places. Carmel’s Central Core is included in the overall pedestrian district designation on the 
preliminary plan. More specifically, Old Town’s “Arts & Design District” is considered a cultural 
pedestrian district. New mixed-use developments such as Clay Terrace, Village of West Clay, 
and the Saxony development are also considered pedestrian districts. School clusters and 
education facilities, like Hamilton Southeastern Schools in Fall Creek Township, and business 
parks, such as the one east of I-69 near 106th Street, are identified as campus pedestrian 
districts. Pedestrian districts are shown in orange on the Hamilton County preliminary plan. As 
these districts develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, it is important that the internal 
pedestrian network be considered in the area’s overall plan and construction. 
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HANCOCK COUNTY 
 
The “Mid-Process Report” for the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan is a status update of 
the work completed to date in Hancock County. This progress report summarizes the research 
and input gathered from document reviews; site tours and windshield surveys; and focus group 
and public information discussions. This “Mid-Process Report” is not a draft plan, nor does it 
offer specific recommendations for pedestrian facilities in Hancock County. The draft plan is the 
next step in the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process. This progress report documents the 
information and feedback received by public officials and the community. As the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan continues to develop, approaches and strategies will be generated to address 
the ideas and desires expressed by the community through recommendations and guidelines. 
 
A draft version of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be prepared by July 2006, 
given to the plan Steering Committee to review, and presented at the Regional Pedestrian 
Workshop, a comprehensive meeting of all counties within the Indianapolis Metropolitan 
Planning Organization’s (MPO) Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). This draft plan will include a 
physical plan of each county, within the regional pedestrian network, indicating the preferred 
routes, demand-creating destinations, and recommended pedestrian facility types. Steering 
Committee members and stakeholders will have an opportunity to review the draft Regional 
Pedestrian Plan before the final document is completed in fall 2006. 
 
Context & Process 
 
As part of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the MPA is an area of focused study for approximately six 
weeks. Hancock County was the sixth county under study in Phase 4 of the 
plan, with research beginning in late March 2006. 
 
Each county study includes data collection and review and tours of the 
county and local jurisdictions. The county data review involves, but is not 
limited to, county comprehensive plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, 
pedestrian or bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) files, infrastructure 
analysis reports, transit plans, demographics and economic development 
information, and general topographic information. Tours of the county and 
local jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential locations for 
future pedestrian systems, locations of destinations (schools, libraries, parks 
and recreation centers, employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, 
services, other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and connection 
opportunities between and among jurisdictions, throughout the county, and 
to adjacent counties.  
 
The information gathered through data collection, conversations with 
county/city/town staff, and observations from the county tours all contribute 
to the creation of the “conceptual diagram” prepared for the focus group and 
public information discussions. Input from these discussions are 
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incorporated with the information prepared for the conceptual diagram and produce the 
“preliminary plan,” which is included in this “Mid-Process Report.” This plan will be revised for 
the draft plan, to be presented at the Regional Pedestrian Workshop, and again for the final 
plan, which will be included in the final report. 
 
The planning team reviewed several planning documents provided by Hancock County Planning 
Department, the Town of Cumberland, and the Town of McCordsville. Documents included 
Hancock County Comprehensive Plan (2005), Cumberland Community Connection Masterplan 
(2002), the Town of McCordsville Master Plan (2005), the Town of McCordsville Overlay District 
ordinance (2005), the McCordsville Multi-Use Path Connectivity Plan (2006), and the efforts of 
the Hancock County Parks Board ad hoc committee to identify bicycling and walking routes 
throughout the County (2000). 
 
Hancock County’s two largest local jurisdictions, Greenfield and Fortville, are outside of the 
Indianapolis MPA. The City of Greenfield, the Hancock County seat, is not within a MPA. The 
Town of Fortville is within the boundaries of the Anderson/Madison County MPO. With slightly 
more than four percent (approximately 2,500 residents) of the County’s total population, 
Cumberland is Hancock County’s most populated community within the Indianapolis MPA. 
Cumberland straddles the Marion/Hancock County line with most of the town’s growth occurring 
in the Hancock County portion. New Palestine comprises more that two percent of the County’s 
population and McCordsville has two percent (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, based on 2004 
population counts). Hancock County is the State of Indiana’s third fastest growing county, 
demonstrated by a 14 percent population growth between 2000 and 2005. The majority of this 
growth is occurring in the western section of the County, in the townships bordering Marion 
County. The MPA within Hancock County is developed or developing, both residentially and 
commercially. Recreation space is primarily located within incorporated municipalities, 
residential subdivisions, and on school properties. There are no Hancock County parks in the 
study area. With the County’s emerging development comes the opportunity for inclusion of 
pedestrian facilities to create or continue a pedestrian network among destinations – home, 
work, education, commerce, transit, and recreation. 
 
A site tour of the MPA within Cumberland and McCordsville was conducted on April 6, 2006, 
with the Pedestrian Plan planning team guided by the Cumberland Town Manager, the 
McCordsville Town Manager, and the McCordsville engineering consultant. Additionally, the 
planning team met with the Hancock County Planner to discuss countywide planning initiatives, 
development patterns, and alternative transportation efforts. With direction from the County 
Planner, the planning team toured New Palestine, Spring Lake, and the unincorporated areas of 
Vernon (partial), Buck Creek, and Sugar Creek townships. Within Hancock County’s 
incorporated and unincorporated areas, the tours focused on current and planned pedestrian 
facilities, destinations, developing areas, and opportunities for future facilities. These 
opportunities for future pedestrian facilities, and their potential locations, are based on demand 
determined by the location of destinations throughout Hancock County. For example, residential 
neighborhoods, school campuses, commercial centers, employment centers, transportation 
centers, and recreation areas are all destinations that could be reached by walking if adequate 
facilities are available between and among these destinations.  
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The MPO hosted one focus group discussion in Cumberland in late April 2006 and one public 
information discussion in McCordsville in early May 2006. In total, nine participants attended the 
two discussions. Participants were introduced to the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 
initiative through a presentation that explained the project need, process and timeline, expected 
outcomes, and the pedestrian facility vocabulary. After the introductory presentation, 
participants were asked to review a conceptual facility diagram that proposed opportunities for 
pedestrian connections throughout the MPA within Hancock County. The conceptual facility 
diagram presented included the pedestrian planning information gathered from Hancock County 
and the towns of Cumberland and McCordsville, the National Road Development Guide, ideas 
from a 2001 Regional Greenways Workshop, and initial recommendations intended to connect 
education, recreation, commercial, employment, transit, and neighborhood destinations. With 
edits and additional recommendations, the conceptual facility diagram presented during the 
focus group and public information discussions is the preliminary plan of this “Mid-Process 
Report.” This preliminary plan reflects verbal comments during these two discussions.  
 
Conceptual Facility Diagram & Preliminary Plan 
 
The 2005 Hancock County Comprehensive Plan states that the County encourages developers 
to include multi-use paths within new subdivisions and that these facilities should be located 
outside of the public right-of-way and separated from the roadway. The County does not have 
any current plans to construct multi-use path or trail segments and prefers that multi-use path or 
trail construction be the responsibility of local jurisdictions or individual developers. The 
Comprehensive Plan does not identify specific path or trail routes; however, it identifies key 
locations and destinations that could benefit from pedestrian connectivity. The locations and 
destinations identified in the County Comprehensive Plan are comparable to the Indianapolis 
Regional Pedestrian Plan’s pedestrian districts. Like the Regional Pedestrian Plan, the County 
Comprehensive Plan articulates the desire for trail connectivity and that each segment’s 
development should be designed with the context of a larger future system in mind. Routes 
located outside of the public right-of-way, particularly along Hancock County’s stream corridors, 
are highlighted as connection opportunities linking destinations. 
 
Cumberland and McCordsville, both incorporated municipalities within the Hancock County 
MPA, currently have or are planning for pedestrian facilities within their respective communities. 
In the Community Connections Masterplan, the Town of Cumberland outlined its pedestrian 
planning and facility priorities. Three greenways, outside of the road right-of-way, are planned 
for the town. The Town is preparing to construct its portion of the Pennsy Trail along the 
abandoned Pennsylvania Railroad line, which parallels the National Road (U.S. 40/Washington 
Street) and is part of the National Road Heritage Trail. The Pennsy Trail will connect to Marion 
County’s system and, eventually, connect to the Pennsy Trail in Greenfield. The Buck Creek 
Greenway follows a portion of Buck Creek providing pedestrian connection between Ruster 
Park and a future park facility between Buck Creek and Buck Creek Road. The Buck Creek 
Greenway will also connect to a greenway facility planned along an east-west overhead utility 
corridor that bisects the Town of Cumberland. The Town has also planned for, and constructed, 
numerous on-street (within road right-of-way) pedestrian facilities. These on-street facilities 
support a connected network throughout Cumberland, link Cumberland to Indianapolis’ 
pedestrian system, and offer opportunity for connections to other facilities in Hancock County’s 
developing areas. 
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The Town of McCordsville requires developers to install sidewalks or multi-use paths in all new 
commercial and residential developments. This requirement pertains to both an internal 
network, such as local sidewalks within a development, as well as external paths along arterial 
streets. Several residential developers have included off-street, outside of right-of-way, internal 
paths within neighborhoods. These facilities are constructed by the developer and maintained 
by either the developer or the homeowner association. In its Multi-Use Path Connectivity Plan, 
the Town of McCordsville illustrated its intentions for the development of multi-use paths along 
major vehicular routes. It is the desire of the Town of McCordsville to establish a linear park 
system of paths and trails throughout the community to create recreational opportunities for 
residents and a sense of open space. Geist Reservoir is a destination opportunity for 
McCordsville as is the Mt. Comfort Road/Olio Road connection to the Fishers pedestrian 
system. These opportunities enhance and expand the Town’s desire for a network of continuous 
pedestrian facilities and destinations. A significant barrier to a connected McCordsville is U.S. 
36/State Road 67/Broadway Street and the parallel CSX rail line. The intersection of U.S. 
36/State Road 67/Broadway Street, the rail line, and Mt. Comfort Road (County Road 600 West) 
is in the Town’s center and physical focal point. This intersection is identified as a critical 
crossing on the preliminary plan. Connection between north McCordsville and south 
McCordsville is vital to the realization of a comprehensive linear park system of pedestrian 
facilities.  
 
The Town of New Palestine has a sidewalk system in place throughout the Town’s historic 
boundaries. Adjacent New Palestine Elementary and High schools are located within the current 
system. As development occurs along Mt. Comfort Road and U.S. 52, particularly west towards 
Indianapolis, the preliminary plan illustrates continued pedestrian connection along these major 
thoroughfares. The demand for additional facilities exists in the incorporated municipalities and 
developing townships, specifically Vernon, Buck Creek, and Sugar Creek townships. There is 
also a desire to provide pedestrian facilities to connect communities within Hancock County 
(e.g. Cumberland to Greenfield, McCordsville to New Palestine) along with neighboring 
counties. 
 
The “Preliminary Plan” for Hancock County included with this “Mid-Process Report” documents 
the demand for pedestrian connections throughout the County’s MPA. The plan illustrates the 
type of pedestrian facility that could be constructed along these identified desired connections. 
Facility type is determined based on existing facilities, land uses, potential users, location, and 
the community’s desires. This preliminary plan, with recommended pedestrian facility types, will 
be revised and become the “Draft Plan” that will be prepared for the Regional Pedestrian 
Workshop, scheduled for July 2006. Along with these recommendations, a design guidelines 
section of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be developed to illustrate options and 
variations for several types of facilities, e.g. collector sidewalk, multi-use path, off-street 
greenway, etc. Ultimately, it is a local decision to adopt the Regional Pedestrian Plan and 
implement its recommendations, which will entail determining the appropriate route, type of 
facility, material, timing, and responsibility.  
 
Currently, the “Preliminary Plan” illustrates three major types of facilities – multi-use path, off-
street greenway, and collector sidewalk. In the cases where communities have provided 
additional information on their plans for pedestrian and multi-use facilities, this information has 
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been included in the diagram. The towns of Cumberland and McCordsville provided additional 
information about their respective pedestrian planning efforts. This information has been 
incorporated into the preliminary plan, which is included with this report. 
 
The multi-use path, defined as an on-street connection and indicated in blue on the diagram, is 
an opportunity for a pedestrian facility within a road right-of-way. These pedestrian connectors 
are located at an approximate half-mile grid along county roads throughout the Hancock County 
MPA. As the state’s third fastest growing county, there is a desire to document the pedestrian 
connection opportunities in the developing areas, in particular Vernon, Buck Creek, and Sugar 
Creek townships. When commercial and residential development occurs in these townships, 
pedestrian facilities should be included in the site development, preferably installed by the 
developer, to provide connection within the development (through an internal sidewalk network, 
for example) and perimeter connection to other destinations throughout Hancock County. 
 
Hancock County’s important non-interstate transportation routes include U.S. 36/State Road 67, 
U.S. 40/Washington Street, U.S. 52, and Mt. Comfort Road. Outside of the MPA, State Road 9 
is an important north-south connector in Greenfield. Because all of these transportation routes 
provide access to key Hancock County and regional destinations, on-street pedestrian facilities 
are recommended as part of the half-mile grid structure which reinforces the pedestrian as part 
of the regional transportation system.     
 
The off-street greenway, indicated in green on the diagram, is an opportunity for a pedestrian 
facility, often referred to as a “trail,” that is not within a road right-of-way. Frequently, greenways 
are located along natural features, active or abandoned rail lines, or utility corridors within the 
County. An off-street greenway contributes to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles do not have access. It can be assumed that 
off-street greenways will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular uses in addition to pedestrians. 
Facilities not located within a road right-of-way are preferred in Hancock County, as stated in 
the Hancock County Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Mentioned previously, the Pennsy Trail is a greenway along the abandoned Pennsylvania 
Railroad line. The Town of Cumberland is currently planning for its portion of the facility 
construction. When completed, the trail will connect to Marion County’s system and, eventually, 
link to the Pennsy Trail in Greenfield. The Pennsy Trail is the Hancock County segment of the 
National Road Heritage Trail, a multi-use, multi-county, and ultimately multi-state, trail initiative. 
The Pennsy/National Road Heritage Trail provides significant east-west pedestrian access 
throughout Hancock County, serving both the urbanized and rural areas. Cumberland is also 
planning for a trail along Buck Creek. An off-street greenway facility along Buck Creek is also 
identified in the Marion County (Warren Township) component of the Pedestrian Plan, in 
addition to a trail along a Cumberland utility corridor (also mentioned in the Cumberland 
Community Connection Masterplan). The Marion County (Warren Township) plan highlighted 
the Warren Rail Trail, a greenway opportunity along an abandoned rail corridor, starting east of 
Pogues Run Trail in Indianapolis, extending northeast into Hancock County, and joining the 
Wooly Bear Trail in Henry County. 
 
No collector sidewalks are proposed for Hancock County. The multi-use path is the preferred 
facility. 
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The on- and off-street connectors are linear links between and among destinations. The 
preliminary plan also depicts pedestrian districts. A pedestrian district is defined as an area 
characterized by a density of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations within a five-
minute walk, supporting central or multiple transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are 
intended to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is given to make walking the mode 
of choice for trips within the area. Examples of pedestrian districts include historic downtowns or 
commercial centers, campuses (education, hospital, business park, etc.), and dense residential 
areas. In Hancock County, downtown Cumberland, McCordsville, and New Palestine are all 
considered pedestrian districts. The historic boundaries of these downtowns are shifting and 
growing. As such, the pedestrian district boundaries can shift and grow to accommodate new 
development that is accessible to pedestrians. School clusters and educational facilities are also 
considered pedestrian districts. For instance, Sugar Creek Elementary School and Doe Creek 
Middle School along South County Road 600 West is a campus pedestrian district as is the 
emerging business park on North County Road 600 West, near Mt. Comfort Airport. Pedestrian 
districts are shown in orange on the Hancock County preliminary plan. As these districts 
develop, continue to develop, or redevelop, it is important that the internal pedestrian network 
be considered in the area’s overall plan and construction. 
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SHELBY COUNTY 
 
The “Mid-Process Report” for the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan is a status update of 
the work completed to date in Shelby County. This progress report summarizes the research 
and input gathered from document reviews; site tours and windshield surveys; and focus group 
and public information discussions. This “Mid-Process Report” is not a draft plan, nor does it 
offer specific recommendations for pedestrian facilities in Shelby County. The draft plan is the 
next step in the Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process. This progress report documents the 
information and feedback received by public officials and the community. As the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan continues to develop, approaches and strategies will be generated to address 
the ideas and desires expressed by the community through recommendations and guidelines. 
 
A draft version of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be prepared by July 2006, 
given to the plan Steering Committee to review, and presented at the Regional Pedestrian 
Workshop, a comprehensive meeting of all counties within the Indianapolis Metropolitan 
Planning Organization’s (MPO) Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). This draft plan will include a 
physical plan of each county, within the regional pedestrian network, indicating the preferred 
routes, demand-creating destinations, and recommended pedestrian facility types. Steering 
Committee members and stakeholders will have an opportunity to review the draft Regional 
Pedestrian Plan before the final document is completed in fall 2006. 
 
Context & Process 
 
As part of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan planning process, each 
county within the MPA is an area of focused study for approximately six 
weeks. Shelby County was the seventh county under study in Phase 4 of the 
plan, with research beginning in late April 2006. 
 
Each county study includes data collection and review and tours of the 
county and local jurisdictions. The county data review involves, but is not 
limited to, county comprehensive plans, city/town master plans, parks plans, 
pedestrian or bicycle plans, alternative transportation plans, land use and 
zoning maps, geographic information system (GIS) files, infrastructure 
analysis reports, transit plans, demographics and economic development 
information, and general topographic information. Tours of the county and 
local jurisdictions include existing pedestrian systems, potential locations for 
future pedestrian systems, locations of destinations (schools, libraries, parks 
and recreation centers, employment centers, commercial centers, hospitals, 
services, other points of interest, etc.), new growth areas, potential 
opportunities or barriers to the pedestrian network, and connection 
opportunities between and among jurisdictions, throughout the county, and 
to adjacent counties.  
 
The information gathered through data collection, conversations with 
county/city/town staff, and observations from the county tours all contribute 
to the creation of the “conceptual diagram” prepared for the focus group and 
public information discussions. Input from these discussions are 
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incorporated with the information prepared for the conceptual diagram and produce the 
“preliminary plan,” which is included in this “Mid-Process Report.” A revised version of this 
diagram will be prepared and presented at the Regional Pedestrian Workshop, as the draft plan. 
Based on input received during the Workshop, the diagram will be revised again in preparation 
of the final plan and final report.  
 
The planning team reviewed the Shelby County Comprehensive Plan (1999) along with sections 
of the updated County comprehensive plan that is currently under development. There are no 
incorporated municipalities within the Shelby County MPA. The MPA includes Moral Township 
and portions of Sugar Creek and Brandywine townships. In the Comprehensive Plan update, 
several “rural communities” are identified and four reside within the MPA – Pleasantview, 
Brookfield, London, and Fairland. 
 
Shelby County’s total population is 43,766 (2005); more than 44 percent of this population lives 
outside of the County’s MPA in incorporated jurisdictions. Shelbyville, the county seat and 
outside of the MPA, has more than 40 percent of residents (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 
based on 2004 population counts). Shelby County’s population growth has been modest over 
the past 15 years. New development has largely been residential and concentrated in and near 
Shelbyville. Recreation space is primarily located within Shelbyville and private backyards 
throughout the County’s rural landscape. There are no County parks in the study area. As the 
County plans for future development, opportunities to include pedestrian facilities to create or 
continue a pedestrian network among destinations – home, work, education, commerce, transit, 
and recreation – should be considered. 
 
A site tour of the MPA within Shelby County was conducted on May 10, 2006, with the 
Pedestrian Plan planning team guided by the Shelbyville Parks and Recreation Director and the 
Shelby County Planner. The tour included the County’s unincorporated areas of Moral, Sugar 
Creek (partial), and Brandywine (partial) townships. Within these townships, the tour focused on 
destinations, developing areas, and identifying opportunities for future facilities. Very few 
pedestrian facilities currently exist in the MPA. Opportunities for future pedestrian facilities, and 
their potential locations, are based on demand determined by the location of destinations 
throughout Shelby County. For example, residential neighborhoods, school campuses, 
commercial centers, employment centers, transportation centers, and recreation areas are all 
destinations that could be reached by walking if adequate facilities are available between and 
among these destinations.  
 
The MPO hosted one public information discussion in Shelbyville in late May 2006. Four 
participants attended this discussion. Participants were introduced to the Indianapolis Regional 
Pedestrian Plan initiative through a presentation that explained the project need, process and 
timeline, expected outcomes, and the pedestrian facility vocabulary. After the introductory 
presentation, participants were asked to review a conceptual facility diagram that proposed 
opportunities for pedestrian connections throughout the MPA within Shelby County. The 
conceptual facility diagram presented included the pedestrian planning information gathered 
from Shelby County, ideas from a 2001 Regional Greenways Workshop, and initial 
recommendations intended to connect education, recreation, commercial, employment, transit, 
and neighborhood destinations. With edits and additional recommendations, the conceptual 
facility diagram presented during the public information discussion is the preliminary plan of this 
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“Mid-Process Report.” This preliminary plan reflects comments documented from the public 
information discussion. 
 
Conceptual Facility Diagram & Preliminary Plan 
 
Shelby County is in the process of updating its County Comprehensive Plan. The plan identifies 
stream/conservation corridors that could accommodate pedestrian facilities to begin a 
countywide network linking to facilities in adjacent counties. Outside of the small, rural 
communities, no pedestrian facilities exist in the Shelby County MPA. Within the rural 
communities, the pedestrian system is fragmented. Shelby County is not currently experiencing 
the development pressures occurring in other counties adjacent to Indianapolis. However, it can 
be assumed that as neighboring Hancock and Johnson counties become more urbanized, 
development in Shelby County will ensue. Any future residential, commercial, and recreational 
development has the potential to prompt demand for pedestrian facilities, including connections 
to destinations throughout the County, in particular Shelbyville, and to Marion, Hancock, and 
Johnson counties. 
 
The “Preliminary Plan” for Shelby County included with this “Mid-Process Report” documents 
the demand for pedestrian connections throughout the County’s MPA. The plan illustrates the 
type of pedestrian facility that could be constructed along these identified desired connections. 
Facility type is determined based on existing facilities, land uses, potential users, location, and 
the community’s desires. This preliminary plan, with recommended pedestrian facility types, will 
be revised and become the “Draft Plan” that will be prepared for the Regional Pedestrian 
Workshop, scheduled for July 2006. Along with these recommendations, a design guidelines 
section of the Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan will be developed to illustrate options and 
variations for several types of facilities, e.g. collector sidewalk, multi-use path, off-street 
greenway, etc. Ultimately, it is a local decision to adopt the Regional Pedestrian Plan and 
implement its recommendations, which will entail determining the appropriate route, type of 
facility, material, timing, and responsibility.  
 
Currently, the “Preliminary Plan” illustrates three major types of facilities – multi-use path, off-
street greenway, and collector sidewalk. The multi-use path, defined as an on-street connection 
and indicated in blue on the diagram, is an opportunity for a pedestrian facility within a road 
right-of-way. These pedestrian connectors are located at an approximate half-mile to one-mile 
grid along major roads throughout the Shelby County MPA. Essentially, this grid completes the 
system designed during the pedestrian planning process in Johnson and Hancock counties. The 
grid is a continuous link among county facilities. Shelby County development is likely to occur in 
areas where infrastructure is in place. As such, the pattern of new development is likely to occur 
in Shelbyville and extend northwest to Indianapolis. When areas develop, pedestrian facilities 
should be included in the site development, preferably installed by the developer, to provide 
connection within the development (through an internal sidewalk network, for example) and 
connection to other destinations throughout Shelby County. 
 
Shelby County’s important non-interstate transportation routes within the MPA include county 
roads 400, 700, 1200, and London Road. Because all of these transportation routes provide 
access throughout Shelby County and to adjacent counties, on-street pedestrian facilities are 
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recommended as part of the half-mile to one-mile grid structure, which reinforces the pedestrian 
as part of the regional transportation system.     
 
The off-street greenway, indicated in green on the diagram, is an opportunity for a pedestrian 
facility, often referred to as a “trail,” that is not within a road right-of-way. Frequently, greenways 
are located along natural features, active or abandoned rail lines, or utility corridors within the 
County. An off-street greenway contributes to the overall walkability of a community by adding 
to the pedestrian network in areas where vehicles do not have access. It can be assumed that 
off-street greenways will accommodate multiple, non-vehicular uses in addition to pedestrians. 
Sugar Creek is identified as a stream corridor that could accommodate a greenway facility. In 
northern Moral Township, the creek forks and four greenways enter into Hancock County, just 
south, southwest, and southeast of New Palestine. The Big Four Trail is a greenway opportunity 
that was identified during the Marion County component of the Pedestrian Plan. This rail line is 
still active and parallels I-74. A greenway is illustrated in the preliminary plan to be collocated 
with the active rail line; it is a rail with trail. A pedestrian facility along this route would provide 
significant northwest-southeast connectivity through Shelby County, linking Indianapolis to 
Shelbyville and to neighboring Decatur County. The Big Four Trail intersects with the Sugar 
Creek Trail in London, which enhances the Shelby County transportation and recreation system. 
 
No collector sidewalks are proposed for Shelby County. The multi-use path is the preferred 
facility. 
 
The on- and off-street connectors are linear links between and among destinations. The 
preliminary plan also depicts pedestrian districts. A pedestrian district is defined as an area 
characterized by a density of mixed uses and clustered pedestrian destinations within a five-
minute walk, supporting central or multiple transit nodes. These are areas that have, or are 
intended to have, high pedestrian activity and where priority is given to make walking the mode 
of choice for trips within the area. Examples of pedestrian districts include historic downtowns or 
commercial centers, campuses (education, hospital, business park, etc.), and dense residential 
areas. In Shelby County, the rural communities of Pleasantview, Brookfield, London, and 
Fairland. School clusters and educational facilities are also considered pedestrian districts. For 
instance, the related activities among Triton Elementary, Middle, and High schools create a 
campus pedestrian district. The under-development Comprehensive Plan identifies the I-74 
interchanges at County Road 850W (Pleasantview) and London Road as commercial or mixed-
uses development areas; as such, these two interchanges are shown as districts. Pedestrian 
districts are shown in orange on the Shelby County preliminary plan. As these districts develop, 
continue to develop, or redevelop, it is importation that the internal pedestrian network be 
considered in the area’s overall plan and construction. 
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Pedestrian Plan Team

Amy Inman, Project Manager – Indianapolis 
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)

Meg Storrow – Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc
Rachel Uthe – Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc
Jenelle Collins – Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc

Purpose of this Meeting

To promote the regional importance of the Pedestrian 
Plan
To assist in finalizing Plan recommendations
To allow participants to share ideas
To inform IRTC members of the Regional Pedestrian 
Plan & encourage local approval in each county & 
municipality in the Indianapolis MPA
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Project Introduction

Indianapolis MPO Region
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) for 
air quality, transit & other regional 
planning purposes
Redefined by 2000 Census Data
1.6 million people
700,000 households
Indianapolis MSA is 29th largest in the US
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MPO Pedestrian Plan
Vision Statement

The Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Area will be a regional 
network of diverse, walkable, bikable, and transit-friendly 

communities linked by a comprehensive multi-modal system that 
provides access to home, work, education, commerce, transit, and

recreation. 

This vision recognizes the importance of balance among all 
transportation modes, connects transportation and land use, and 

understands that economic and community development is 
sustained by the region’s quality of life and environmental health.

Regional Pedestrian Connections
Connecting People & Destinations
with Multi-Modal Facilities

Connecting Jurisdictions
Connecting Counties
Connecting Central Indiana
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Regional Bike Route System
Regional Rapid Transit Study “DiRecTionS”
Public Space & Multi-Modal Design Guidelines
Regional Pedestrian Plan Study

Planning for the Future 
“The Vision”

Plan History & Phasing
Marion County Bicycle Plan (2000)Marion County Bicycle Plan (2000)

Special Neighborhood Study (2001)

Multi-modal – transit, pedestrian, bicycle

Special Neighborhood Study (2001)

Multi-modal – transit, pedestrian, bicycle

Program Development / Cultural Trail 
Feasibility Study (2002)

Program Development / Cultural Trail 
Feasibility Study (2002)

Center Township Pedestrian Plan (2003)Center Township Pedestrian Plan (2003)

Marion County Pedestrian Plan (2004)Marion County Pedestrian Plan (2004)

MPA Regional Pedestrian Plan (2005)MPA Regional Pedestrian Plan (2005)

Final Comprehensive Pedestrian Report 
with Design Guidelines (2006)

Final Comprehensive Pedestrian Report 
with Design Guidelines (2006)

Multi-Modal & 
Public Space 

Design Guidelines 
Initiative

with detailed pedestrian 
districts & design 

typologies

We are here

Rapid Transit Study, 
DiRecTionS (2002 – present)

Rapid Transit Study, 
DiRecTionS (2002 – present)
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Overall Project Purpose
To meet regional transportation goals:

Reduce reliance on the automobile
Develop a balanced & intermodal transportation 
system
Emphasize accessible multi-modal opportunities in the 
Indianapolis MPA
Improve the quality of life for citizens of the Indianapolis 
region

Plan Goals
Create walkable 
communities 
Encourage sustainable 
places to live
Improve mobility
Provide safe routes to school
Connect pedestrians with 
transit
Improve environmental 
conditions

Promote healthy lifestyles
Link & expand greenways
Meet or exceed ADA 
standards
Foster partnership & 
coordination
Encourage commerce & 
economic development 
opportunities
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Create Walkable 
Communities

Plan Goal

Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 

Encourage Sustainable Places to Live

Plan Goal

Photo courtesy Dan Burden. 
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Plan Goal

Improve Mobility

Photo courtesy Dan Burden. 

Provide Safe Routes to School

Plan Goal

Photo courtesy Dan Burden. 
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Connect Pedestrians with Transit

Plan Goal

Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 

Improve Environmental Conditions

Plan Goal

Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 
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Promote Healthy Lifestyles

Plan Goal

Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 

Link & Expand Greenways

Plan Goal

Photo courtesy Dan Burden. 
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Meet or Exceed ADA Standards

Plan Goal

Photo courtesy Dan Burden. 

Foster Partnership & Coordination

Plan Goal

Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 
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Encourage Commerce & Economic 
Development Opportunities

Plan Goal

Photo courtesy Indy Greenways. 

Process
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Planning Process
12 member Steering Committee 
Monthly critical issue Committee meetings
Monthly county focus group discussions
Monthly county public information discussions
Stakeholder updates (e.g. Citizen’s Advisory Committee, 
Multi-Modal Task Force, IRTC Policy & Technical Committees)

Regional Pedestrian Plan Workshop

Project Schedule

Boone, Hamilton, Hancock & Shelby wrap-up & 
summary

May 2006

Johnson, Morgan & Hendricks wrap-up & summaryDecember 2005

Regional Pedestrian Plan WorkshopJuly 2006

Draft Plan – review & commentAugust 2006

Preliminary PlanJune 2006

Final PlanSeptember 2006

Shelby CountyApril / May 2006

Hancock CountyMarch / April 2006

Hamilton CountyFebruary / March 2006

Boone CountyJanuary / February 2006

Hendricks CountyNovember 2005

Morgan CountyOctober 2005

Johnson CountySeptember 2005

MobilizationAugust 2005
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Outcome

The Plan Will:
Include a county stand-alone section, as part of a larger 
document
Provide a framework reference for consideration in future 
development projects
Be tool for each jurisdiction to adopt, prioritize & implement
Be approved by IRTC (anticipated)
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The Plan Will Not:
Prioritize pedestrian projects for each jurisdiction 
Identify specific funding sources for each jurisdiction
Review & recommend specific ordinances for each 
jurisdiction

Classifications
1. Pedestrian System (5 classifications)

2. Pedestrian Corridor

3. Pedestrian District (6 classifications)
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Pedestrian System Classifications
Local Sidewalks
pervasive throughout MPA

Collector Sidewalks
Multi-Use Paths
a. within road right-of-way
b. within off-street right-of-way 

(aka “greenway”)

Urban Greenways
multi-use path with parallel & 
physically separated pedestrian 
way, buffered from vehicular traffic

Crossings
pervasive throughout MPA; where 
2 pedestrian facilities intersect & 
intersections at interstates, major 
streets, waterways, railroads, etc.

Local Sidewalks
Definition/ Criteria

Intended to provide safe, 
convenient access for residential 
neighborhoods. This level of 
classification is recommended 
throughout the planning region, 
but is to be determined on a 
neighborhood-by-neighborhood 
basis & is not part of this 
planning process.  

User Group(s)
Pedestrians residing in proximate 
neighborhoods. Provides 
connection to a collector 
sidewalk.

Local sidewalk in Indianapolis. Each 
neighborhood need & preference is different. 
Due to the wide variety of street functions in 
neighborhoods, local sidewalks will vary.  
Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 
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Definition/ Criteria
Form the primary grid of 
pedestrian facilities that provide 
access to places such as home, 
work, education, commerce, 
recreation & transit. 
Follow the primary & secondary 
streets, streets with transit, major 
streets adjacent to schools & 
other minor streets that 
complete the network.

User Group(s)
Pedestrians.

Collector Sidewalks

Collector sidewalk along U.S. 31 in Johnson 
County. Typically, it is a minimum width of 6 feet 
with minimum 4-foot landscape buffer that will 
provide space for trees, signage, lighting, utility 
poles & orientation of crosswalks on both sides 
of the street.
Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 

Definition/ Criteria
Separated paths either on 1 side 
or both sides of the street, 
depending on right-of-way. 
Located along streets adjacent 
to industrial land with limited 
access within the property, 
transition areas from rural to 
suburban or suburban to urban 
& new residential developments 
in suburban or rural 
communities.  

User Group(s)
Pedestrians, cyclists & other non-
motorized users.  

Multi-Use Paths
a. within road right-of-way

Multi-use path in Plainfield. Typically, it is a 
minimum width of 10 feet, with a preferred 
width of 12 feet to accommodate 2-way 
bicycle & pedestrian traffic. It is separated 
from vehicular traffic with a landscaped 
tree lawn.  
Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 
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Multi-Use Paths
b. within off-street right-of-way

Multi-use path along the Monon Trail (former rail 
corridor) in Broad Ripple.  Typically, it is a 
minimum width of 10 feet, with a preferred 
width of 12 feet to accommodate 2-way 
bicycle & pedestrian traffic. It is designed as a 
separated facility from vehicular traffic.  
Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 

Definition/ Criteria
Highways of the pedestrian 
system that offer a safe route 
with minimal vehicular conflicts, 
often utilizing natural waterway 
corridors, railroad corridors or 
utility corridors.  
Connection of these routes to 
the overall transportation system 
is fundamental to their use as 
transportation corridors.

User Group(s)
Pedestrians, cyclists & other non-
motorized users.  

Definition/ Criteria
Generally parallel, but separate, 
paths – 1 for 2-way pedestrian & 
1 for 2-way bicycle traffic – that 
are separated from vehicular 
traffic within the street right-of-
way.    
Connect other existing trails to 
promote the corridors as 
transportation corridors & create 
continuity in the trail system.

User Group(s)
Pedestrians, cyclists & other non-
motorized users.  

Urban Greenways

Urban greenway in New York City featuring 
separated facilities for pedestrians & bicycles.  
Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 
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This pedestrian/bike underpass provides 
connectivity under U.S. 31, linking 
downtown Petoskey, Michigan, to a 
lakefront greenway.  
Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc. 

Definition/ Criteria
Link that connects all other 
classifications, further extending 
the network & limiting barriers.  
Located at intersections of any 
pedestrian system with any other 
pedestrian system, road, 
interstate, railroad, or major 
waterway crossing.

User Group(s)
All modes of transportation 
should interface efficiently & 
safely at crossings.

Crossings

Pedestrian Corridor

A street segment characterized by a linear distribution 
of dense mixed uses supported by adjacent 

residential land use & served by co-linear transit 
routes. 
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Pedestrian Corridor

Pedestrian corridor along Washington Street, 
near Irvington, in Indianapolis. 
Image courtesy City of Indianapolis. 

Mixed use pedestrian corridor, includes both 
sides of street & is generally ¼-mile wide.
Illustration courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 

Pedestrian Corridor

Mix of land uses (existing or planned development area).
At least 1-mile in length, with a gap in adjacent pedestrian 
destinations not exceeding a ¼-mile (or 5-minute) walk.
Recommended pedestrian facility (collector sidewalk or multi-use 
path).
Transit, a favorable variable but not a requirement.

Pedestrian corridors are identified in the draft Regional 
Pedestrian Plan based on the following selection 
criteria:
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Will require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
(planning, engineering, parks, etc.) & business community 
(chamber of commerce, merchant’s association, downtown 
association, etc.).
Will provide a transportation function while offering an 
economic development opportunity.

Designation intentions:

Pedestrian Corridor

Pedestrian District
An area characterized by a density of mixed uses 

& clustered pedestrian destinations within a 5-
minute walk, supporting central or multiple transit 

nodes. These are areas that have, or are intended 
to have, high pedestrian activity & where priority is 

given to make walking the mode of choice for 
trips within the area.
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Central Business
Village Mixed-Use
Cultural
Campus
Transit-Oriented
Village Residential

Pedestrian District Classifications

Pedestrian District

Cluster of related or complementary uses within a ¼-mile (or 5-
minute) walk.
Distance between destinations does not exceed a ¼-mile (or 5-
minute) walk.
Linked by a recommended pedestrian facility (collector sidewalk 
or multi-use path).

Pedestrian districts are identified in the draft Regional 
Pedestrian Plan based on the following selection 
criteria:
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Will require coordination among local jurisdiction departments 
(planning, engineering, parks, etc.) & developers, property 
owners, or property managers (neighborhood association, 
downtown association, school corporation or administration, 
corporate tenants, hospital boards & management, etc.).
Will feature an internal pedestrian system with links to an external 
pedestrian network.

Designation intentions:

Pedestrian District

Definition/ Criteria
Area, such as a downtown, 
characterized by a dense mix of 
land uses including commercial, 
retail, residential, institutional & 
industrial. This district is bounded 
& bisected by several multi-
modal corridors where transit & 
pedestrian activity are prevalent. 
Typically larger in area & 
population than the village 
mixed-use pedestrian district.

Central Business

Downtown Indianapolis is an example of a 
central business pedestrian district. The area 
includes a mix of land uses, with significant 
pedestrian activity. 
Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 
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Definition/ Criteria
Area characterized by a 
clustering of pedestrian 
destinations & activities. Area 
that currently has high 
pedestrian activity, or has the 
potential for high pedestrian 
activity, where priority is given to 
make walking the mode of 
choice for trips within the area. 
Many of these districts appear in 
historic or present downtowns or  
commercial centers & village 
mixed-use nodes.   

Village Mixed-Use

Pedestrian district in downtown Danville, an 
historic village, dense mixed-use environment.  
Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 

The City of Carmel is initiating a cultural district 
program.
Photo courtesy City of Carmel. 

Cultural
Definition/ Criteria

Area characterized by a 
clustering of pedestrian 
destinations & activities. Area 
that currently has high 
pedestrian activity, or has the 
potential for high pedestrian 
activity, where priority is given to 
make walking the mode of 
choice for trips within the area. 
Based on the districts identified 
through the Cultural Tourism 
Initiative.    
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Definition/ Criteria
Area characterized by a 
clustering of pedestrian 
destinations & activities. Area 
that currently has high 
pedestrian activity, or has the 
potential for high pedestrian 
activity, where priority is given to 
make walking the mode of 
choice for trips within the area. 
A concentration of similar or 
related non-retail/ non-
residential uses (e.g. education, 
corporate, government, 
institutional). 

Campus

Pedestrian-friendly campuses are a goal, 
whether they a college/university or smaller-
scale township school/library complexes.  
Photo courtesy Ball State University CAP:IC. 

Definition/ Criteria
Area characterized by a 
clustering of pedestrian 
destinations & activities. Area 
that currently has high 
pedestrian activity, or has the 
potential for high pedestrian 
activity, where priority is given to 
make walking the mode of 
choice for trips within the area. 
Identify areas that could serve 
pedestrian activities based on 
transit use. Transit-oriented pedestrian districts are still in 

development in Indianapolis. These districts 
might include linear facilities as well as 
campus or park & ride facilities.
Illustration courtesy www.baltimoreregionaltransitplan.com. 

Transit-Oriented
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Definition/ Criteria
Area characterized by a 
clustering of residences, single 
&/or multi-family. Area that 
currently has high pedestrian 
activity, or has the potential for 
high pedestrian activity, where 
priority is given to make walking 
the mode of choice for trips 
within the area. 
Area also accommodates 
vehicular traffic, individual 
driveways & on/off-street 
parking. 

Village Residential

Sidewalks within residential neighborhoods 
encourage pedestrian activity; however, this 
district also accommodates vehicular traffic & 
parking.  
Photo courtesy Storrow Kinsella Associates. 

How do systems & 
districts work together?
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Draft MPA 
Vision Plan
The proposed 
pedestrian system 
forms a regional 
network to connect 
home, work, 
education, 
commerce, transit & 
recreation.

Pedestrian District

Johnson 
County
Example 
Facility 
Illustration

Pedestrian 
Corridor

Multi-Use Path
a. within road ROW

Multi-Use Path
b. within off-street ROW

Collector 
Sidewalk
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Morgan 
County
Example 
Facility 
Illustration

Pedestrian 
Corridor

Multi-Use Path
a. within road ROW

Multi-Use Path
b. within off-street ROW

Pedestrian 
District

Pedestrian District

Hendricks 
County
Example Facility 
Illustration

Pedestrian 
Corridor

Multi-Use Path
a. within road ROW

Multi-Use Path
b. within off-street ROW

Collector 
Sidewalk
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Pedestrian District

Boone 
County
Example Facility 
Illustration

Pedestrian 
Corridor

Multi-Use Path
a. within road ROW

Multi-Use Path
b. within off-street ROW

Collector 
Sidewalk

Pedestrian District

Hamilton 
County
Example 
Facility 
Illustration

Pedestrian 
Corridor

Multi-Use Path
a. within road ROW

Multi-Use Path
b. within off-street ROW

Collector 
Sidewalk
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Pedestrian District

Hancock 
County
Example Facility 
Illustration

Pedestrian 
Corridor

Multi-Use Path
a. within road ROW

Multi-Use Path
b. within off-street ROW

Collector 
Sidewalk

Pedestrian District

Shelby 
County
Example Facility 
Illustration

Multi-Use Path
a. within road ROW

Multi-Use Path
b. within off-street ROW

Collector 
Sidewalk
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Pedestrian District

Marion 
County
Example 
Facility 
Illustration

Multi-Use Path
a. within road ROW

Multi-Use Path
b. within off-street ROW

Collector 
Sidewalk

Pedestrian 
Corridor

Urban 
Greenway

Pedestrian District

Marion 
County
(Center 
Township)

Example 
Facility 
Illustration

Multi-Use Path
a. within road ROW

Multi-Use Path
b. within off-street ROW

Collector 
Sidewalk

Pedestrian 
Corridor

Urban 
Greenway
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Pedestrian DistrictMarion 
County
(Perry 
Township)

Example 
Facility 
Illustration

Multi-Use Path
b. within off-street ROW

Collector 
Sidewalk

Pedestrian 
Corridor

Your Assignment
Break into 2 smaller groups & review draft Regional 
Pedestrian Plan

1. West MPA – Boone, Hendricks, Morgan, ½ Hamilton, ½ Marion, ½
Johnson counties

2. East MPA – Hancock, Shelby, ½ Hamilton, ½ Marion, ½ Johnson counties

Provide us with your feedback & comments
Support & use existing & future regional pedestrian 
systems
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Draft Pedestrian Plan Review – 2 Groups
West MPA East MPA

Hendricks County

Boone County

Marion County

Hamilton County

Hancock County

Morgan County Johnson County Shelby County

Workshop Feedback
How could this proposed pedestrian network be developed 
within each county & link with neighboring counties? What 
local or regional policy decisions are needed?

1. Make developers put in infrastructure – no more waivers
2. Make INDOT & local road improvement projects include 

pedestrian facilities
3. Encourage & promote universal buy-in (residents, businesses, etc.)
4. Allow flexibility in projects
5. Cooperative grant applications
6. Develop strategic alliances (e.g. developers, BAGI, equestrian 

community)
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Workshop Feedback
How could this proposed pedestrian network be developed 
within each county & link with neighboring counties? What 
local or regional policy decisions are needed?

7. Incorporate Regional Ped Plan into local/county comprehensive 
plans

8. Encourage municipalities to develop/enforce pedestrian-friendly 
ordinances

9. “state standard” for pedestrian facility design consistency –
communities need design direction

10.Incorporate Ped Plan into county transportation plans, balance 
between peds and vehicles

Workshop Feedback
What are the unique tools in your jurisdiction that are 
available to assist in making this vision plan a reality for the
Indianapolis region?

1. Hamilton County – GIS map & database template
2. Ordinances for ped facilities in developments
3. Utilizing volunteer groups for leg work and communication
4. HAMPA – partnership organizations in Hamilton County
5. Departmental pedestrian perspective on zoning cases
6. Dedicated city staff person for consistent planning & 

communication
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Workshop Feedback
What are the unique tools in your jurisdiction that are 
available to assist in making this vision plan a reality for the
Indianapolis region?

7. Strong policies & ordinances – non-reverting thoroughfare fund
8. Food & beverage tax
9. Referendums
10.TIF & impact fees
11.EDIT
12.Use Multi-Modal Task Force forum to discuss specific projects on 

quarterly basis

Workshop Feedback
What follow-up activities could the MPO do to help with the 
development of this comprehensive regional pedestrian 
system? (e.g. additional planning, regional coordination, 
education, outreach, etc.)

1. Educate elected officials
2. Communicate federal, state funding opportunities to local 

communities
3. Score applications with relevance to Ped Plan
4. Influence INDOT on how TE grants are administered in Indiana
5. Help with “state standards” regarding facility design
6. Present planning information in usable format
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Workshop Feedback
What follow-up activities could the MPO do to help with the 
development of this comprehensive regional pedestrian 
system? (e.g. additional planning, regional coordination, 
education, outreach, etc.)

7. Dedicate MPO staff person/contract for map updates
8. Solicit feedback on project/construction progress (making the plan 

recommendations measurable)
9. Media blitz on the advantages of ped systems, need a “hook”
10.Present benefits of Ped Plan & ped facilities to county councils & 

local governments
11.Provide generic information to distribute

Workshop Feedback
What follow-up activities could the MPO do to help with the 
development of this comprehensive regional pedestrian 
system? (e.g. additional planning, regional coordination, 
education, outreach, etc.)

12.Provide pedestrian county contacts
13.Rename all planning efforts to remove “Indianapolis” in title
14.Encourage state legislature to pass laws to support plan (city/town 

to lobby)
15.Form State Trails Department
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Workshop Feedback
What will you do next to help with the development of this 
comprehensive regional pedestrian system?

1. Better communicate with neighbors
2. “Mentor” other communities, information share & partnerships
3. Ensure MPO Regional Ped Plan is incorporated into local plans
4. Disseminate information & assist with public education and 

outreach
5. Develop public relations for a broader audience
6. Provide link to Web site & other information – independent from 

MPO Web site

Workshop Feedback
What will you do next to help with the development 
of this comprehensive regional pedestrian system?

7. Inform local governments of planning progress
8. Generate neighborhood group support & buy in 
9. Provide interactive map
10.Spread the word
11.Pass directive to allow planning department to 

implement plan recommendations – “peer pressure”
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Your Assignment
Break into 2 smaller groups & review draft Regional 
Pedestrian Plan

1. West MPA – Boone, Hendricks, Morgan, ½ Hamilton, ½ Marion, ½
Johnson counties

2. East MPA – Hancock, Shelby, ½ Hamilton, ½ Marion, ½ Johnson counties

Provide us with your feedback & comments
Support & use existing & future regional pedestrian 
systems

Draft Pedestrian Plan Review – 2 Groups
West MPA East MPA

Hendricks County

Boone County

Marion County

Hamilton County

Hancock County

Morgan County Johnson County Shelby County
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Contact Information
Amy Inman, Metropolitan Planning Organization

ainman@indygov.org ; 317.327.5646

Meg Storrow, Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc
Rachel Uthe, Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc
Jenelle Collins, Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc

(last name)@storrowkinsella.com ; 317.639.3420

Project Web site – http://www.indympo.org/Plans/bike-ped.htm
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MEETING NOTES – REGIONAL WORKSHOP & PUBLIC MEETING 
Indianapolis Regional Pedestrian Plan 

SKA File X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\0Phase4\B Com\2-Mtg\Reg Ped Workshop\MN 060726_wkshp_publicmtg.doc 

Issue Date August 24, 2006 
Meeting Date July 26, 2006 Duration 9:00 AM – 8:00 PM 

Location Indiana Historical Society 
Attendees 35 Workshop Attendees 

30 Public Meeting Attendees 
 

Distribution Steering Committee 
Subject Regional Workshop & Public Meeting 

Items discussed: 

1.0 Workshop Introduction, Plan Overview & State of Affairs: 

a. Amy Inman, Project Manager for the MPO, welcomed participants and provided the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan overview including planning process, overall schedule, project 
purpose, and vision statement and goals. Indianapolis Deputy Mayor for Public and 
Neighborhood Affairs, Steve Campbell, provided opening remarks and discussed the 
importance of community, walkability, accessibility and partnerships for a better 
Indianapolis region and high quality of life for residents.   

b. Meg Storrow, Jenelle Collins, and Rachel Uthe presented an overview of the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan including plan concepts, classification vocabulary, and draft 
recommendations.    

c. Each agency and county in attendance was asked to select one or two representatives to 
update the group on current pedestrian planning or development in each agency or area. 
Updates included briefings on planning, implementation, successes, and general 
pedestrian happenings. 

 

2.0 Workshop Small Group Discussion & Exercise: 

Workshop participants were divided into two smaller groups to review the draft Regional 
Pedestrian Plan. Each group edited and provided comments on a large map of the MPA.  For 
reference, each room displayed the pedestrian system and district classifications vocabulary as 
well as land use and pedestrian demand analysis maps for each county. Participants were 
asked to: 

a. Orient themselves with the map by identifying personal destinations (locations where they 
might live, work, or play) and determining if there are recommended pedestrians facilities 
to connect these destinations. 

b. Verify locations of facilities that connect destinations within each county and facilities that 
connect multiple jurisdictions. System facilities include collector sidewalks, multi-use paths 
(off-street and within street right-of-way), urban greenways, pedestrian corridors, and 
pedestrian districts.   

c. Discuss next steps/action items by answering four questions and reporting a summary of 
the discussion to the larger group. Summary comments included:  

1. How could this proposed pedestrian network be developed within each county and link 
with neighboring counties?  What local or regional policy decisions are needed? 

 Make developers put in infrastructure – no more waivers 
 Make INDOT and local road improvement projects include pedestrian facilities 
 Encourage and promote universal buy-in (residents, businesses, etc.) 
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 Allow flexibility in projects 
 Cooperative grant applications 
 Develop strategic alliances (e.g. developers, BAGI, equestrian community) 
 Incorporate Regional Pedestrian Plan into local/county comprehensive plans 
 Encourage municipalities to develop/enforce pedestrian-friendly ordinances 
 Develop “state standard” for pedestrian facility design consistency-communities 

need design direction 
 Incorporate Regional Pedestrian Plan into county transportation plans, balance 

between pedestrians and vehicles 

2. What are the unique tools in your jurisdiction that are available to assist in making this 
vision plan a reality for the Indianapolis region? 

 Hamilton County – GIS map and database template 
 Ordinances for pedestrian facilities in developments 
 Utilizing volunteer groups for leg work and communication 
 HAMPA – partnership organizations in Hamilton County 
 Departmental pedestrian perspective on zoning cases 
 Dedicated city staff person for consistent planning and communication 
 Strong policies and ordinances- non-reverting thoroughfare fund 
 Food and beverage tax 
 Referendums 
 Tax Increment Financing (TIF) and impact fees 
 Economic Development Income Tax (EDIT) 
 Use Multi-Modal Task Force forum to discuss specific projects on quarterly basis 
 Not-for-profit organizations, such as Indy Greenways (additional comment by 

Steering Committee member at the August 24 Steering Committee meeting) 

3. What follow-up activities could the MPO do to help with the development of this 
comprehensive regional pedestrian system? (e.g. additional planning, regional 
coordination, education, outreach, etc.) 

 Educate elected officials 
 Communicate federal, state funding opportunities to local communities 
 Score applications with relevance to Regional Pedestrian Plan 
 Influence INDOT on how TE grants are administered in Indiana 
 Help with “state standards” regarding facility design 
 Present planning information in unusable format 
 Dedicate MPO staff person/ contract for map updates 
 Solicit feedback on project/ construction progress (making the plan 

recommendations measurable) 
 Media blitz on the advantages of pedestrian systems, need a “hook”  
 Present benefits of Regional Pedestrian Plan and pedestrian facilities to county 

councils and local governments  
 Provide generic information to distribute 
 Provide pedestrian county contacts 
 Rename all planning efforts to remove “Indianapolis” in title to be representative of 

other communities in the MPA 
 Encourage state legislature to pass laws to support plan (city/town to lobby) 
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 Form State Trails Department  

4. What will you do next to help with the development of this comprehensive regional 
pedestrian system? 
 Better communicate with neighbors 
 “Mentor” other communities, information share and partnerships 
 Ensure MPO Regional Pedestrian Plan is incorporated into local plans  
 Disseminate information and assist with public education and outreach 
 Develop public relations for a broader audience 
 Provide link to Web site and other information – independent from MPO Web site 
 Inform local governments of planning progress 
 Generate neighborhood group support and buy in  
 Provide interactive map 
 Spread the word 
 Pass directive to allow planning department to implement plan recommendations – 

“peer pressure” 

  

3.0 Public Meeting Introduction & Plan Overview: 

a. Amy Inman, Project Manager for the MPO, welcomed participants and provided the 
Regional Pedestrian Plan overview including planning process, overall schedule, project 
purpose, and vision statement and goals.   

b. Meg Storrow, Jenelle Collins, and Rachel Uthe presented an overview of the Regional 
Pedestrian Plan including plan concepts, classification vocabulary, and draft 
recommendations.    

c. The meeting was opened up for questions and comments. Comments included: 
1. Should the MPO’s Regional Pedestrian Plan be adopted like other transportation 

plans? Ideally, yes. 
2. The exact number of miles of recommended facilities has not been quantified. In some 

cases, a facility is recommended along a corridor that currently has a pedestrian 
facility. The recommendation reinforces the demand for pedestrian facilities and the 
need to maintain, sustain, and continue to build upon the regional system.     

3. The MPO is not the main source when seeking funding, but the MPO is available to 
assist communities and organizations in determining appropriate funding sources to 
target.  The MPO’s Regional Pedestrian Plan report will outline general funding 
sources.   

4. The Multi-Modal & Public Space Design Guidelines planning initiative will provide 
direction in the facility design of plan recommendations.   

5. Transit has been a component of the pedestrian plan process, including the ongoing 
planning efforts by the MPO and IndyGo including the “DiRecTionS” rapid transit study 
and the Comprehensive Operational Analysis (COA).   

6. It was clarified that the MPO’s Regional Pedestrian Plan will not provide specific 
revisions to ordinances. Guidelines for ordinances that support pedestrian facilities will 
be included in the report.   

7. Do cul-de-sacs or other neighborhood streets need sidewalks (or other pedestrian 
facility) on both sides of the street? If not, money could be allocated to other projects. 
Local sidewalks are not mapped in the Regional Pedestrian Plan and should be 
planned and construction based on neighborhood needs and desires.  

8. Facilities with separation from roadway, allows space for trees, lighting, plantings, 
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signage, etc.   
9. Indiana Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) is involved in the development of the 

MPO’s Regional Pedestrian Plan.  The backbone/ visionary trails are included in the 
plan.   

 

4.0 Map Edits (organized by county): 

a. Johnson County 
1. A few schools and parks were added to the map. 
2. Add additional Multi-Use Paths (within street ROW) in the southern and eastern parts 

of Johnson County to complete the one-mile grid network.   
3. Provide additional connections to Franklin. 
4. Add Multi-Use Path (within off-street ROW) along rail corridor southwest of Franklin.   
5. Add Multi-Use Paths (within street ROW) along CR900 N west of SR 37 to White 

River. 
6. Add SR 135 as a Pedestrian Corridor.   
7. I-69 Trail should be Blue for Multi-Use Paths (within street ROW). 

b. Morgan County 
1. Add Multi-Use Path (within off-street ROW) to make connection from Johnson County 

over White River.  
2. Add additional connections to form a denser network, half-mile to mile grid. 
3. I-69 Trail should be Blue for Multi-Use Paths (within street ROW). 

c. Hendricks County 
1. Add additional components of Avon Comprehensive Plan, Multi-Use Path (within off-

street ROW).   
2. Add additional or expand Plainfield pedestrian district to include Metropolis. 
3. Expand Avon pedestrian district slightly. 
4. Expand Danville district. 
5. Connect Northfield Drive west to CR 600. 
6. Change Ronald Reagan Parkway to Multi-Use Paths (within street ROW). This will be 

within a street right of way. 
7. Expand Plainfield pedestrian district. 
8. Add additional connections to Danville. 
9. Add a Multi-Use Path (within off-street ROW) along Mill Creek between Stinesville and 

Amo in southwest Hendricks County. (This is outside of the MPA and will not be 
mapped.) 

d. Boone County 
1. Add a future school location.     

e. Hamilton County 
1. Add Multi-Use Path (within off-street ROW) along gas easement through southwestern 

Hamilton County. 
2. Expand Carmel pedestrian district to be bound by US 31 and Keystone.   
3. Add district to include Clay Terrace 
4. Add pedestrian corridor along 96th Street 
5. Remove pedestrian corridor along 116th Street between Keystone Avenue and 
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Allisonville Road. 
6. Add pedestrian district near Towne Road and SR 32 (Village Mixed Use). 
7. Add pedestrian corridor along Olio Road from County line to I-69.   
8. Add additional connections to Cicero. 
9. Add additional pedestrian district for Carmel Clay Schools at Gray and 151st Street. 

f. Hancock County 
1. Extend pedestrian corridor from McCordsville to Hamilton County line.   
2. Remove linear district in Cumberland.   
3. Add pedestrian district centered on downtown Cumberland.   
4. Add new park.  
5. Adjust McCordsville label down.     
6. Remove pedestrian corridor along 96th Street. 

g. Shelby County 

1. No edits/comments.   

h. Marion County 
1. Add connection through Fort Ben State Park and along Fox Road. 
2. I-69 Trail should be Blue for Multi-Use Paths (within street ROW). 
3. Pedestrian corridor will not be added along Massachusetts Avenue from downtown to 

30th Street. The land use direction (current or likely future) of this section of 
Massachusetts Avenue does not meet the definition of a pedestrian corridor.  

4. Note proposed bike lanes for Allisonville Road and Michigan and New York Streets. 
5. Lafayette Square Area Coalition (LSAC) would like to be connected by pedestrian 

facilities to the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. IMS is a tourist destination. 
6. Add collector sidewalk on St. Clair through downtown, Meridian Street between 

Washington and Ohio Streets, and 10th Street downtown. 

 
Please review the above items and notify Storrow Kinsella Associates Inc of any discrepancies or misunderstandings within 5-days 
of the issue date noted above. 

Attachment none 
Delivery Email 

Reply/Contact Rachel Uthe email:  uthe@storrowkinsella.com 
 



Indiana’s Pedestrian Laws 
 
IC 9-13-2-40 
Crosswalk 
Sec. 40. "Crosswalk" means any of the following: 
(1) That part of a roadway at an intersection included within the connections of the lateral lines of 
the sidewalks on opposite sides of the highway measured from the curbs, or in the absence 
of curbs, from the edges of the traversable roadway. 
(2) A part of a roadway distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossing by lines or other markings on the 
surface. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.1. 

IC 9-21-3-7 
Signals exhibiting colored lights; requirements; explanation of colors 
     Sec. 7. (a) Whenever traffic is controlled by traffic control signals exhibiting different colored lights or 
colored lighted arrows successively, one (1) at a time or in combination, only the colors green, red, or 
yellow may be used, except for special pedestrian signals under IC 9-21-18. 
    (b) The lights indicate and apply to drivers of vehicles and pedestrians as follows: 
        (1) Green indication means the following: 
            (A) Vehicular traffic facing a circular green signal may proceed straight through or turn right or left, 
unless a sign at the place prohibits either turn. 
            (B) Vehicular traffic, including vehicles turning right or left, shall yield the right-of-way to other 
vehicles and to pedestrians lawfully within the intersection or an adjacent sidewalk at the time the signal is 
exhibited. 
            (C) Vehicular traffic facing a green arrow signal, shown alone or in combination with another 
indication, may cautiously enter the intersection only to make the movement indicated by the green arrow 
or other movement permitted by other indications shown at the same time. 
            (D) Vehicular traffic shall yield the right-of-way to pedestrians lawfully within an adjacent 
crosswalk and to other traffic lawfully using the intersection. 
            (E) Unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian control signal, pedestrians facing a green signal, 
except when the sole green signal is a turn arrow, may proceed across the roadway within a marked 
or unmarked crosswalk. 
        (2) Steady yellow indication means the following: 
            (A) Vehicular traffic facing a steady circular yellow or yellow arrow signal is warned that the 
related green movement is being terminated and that a red indication will be exhibited immediately 
thereafter. 
            (B) A pedestrian facing a steady circular yellow or yellow arrow signal, unless otherwise 
directed by a pedestrian control signal, is advised that there is insufficient time to cross the roadway 
before a red indication is shown, and a pedestrian may not start to cross the roadway at that time. 
        (3) Steady red indication means the following: 
            (A) Except as provided in clause (B), vehicular traffic facing a steady circular red signal alone 
shall stop at a clearly marked stop line. However, if there is no clearly marked stop line, vehicular 
traffic shall stop before entering the crosswalk on the near side of the intersection. If there is no 
crosswalk, vehicular traffic shall stop before entering the intersection and shall remain standing until 
an indication to proceed is shown. 
            (B) Except when a sign is in place prohibiting a turn described in this subdivision, vehicular 
traffic facing a steady red signal, after coming to a complete stop, may cautiously enter the 
intersection to do the following: 
                (i) Make a right turn. 
                (ii) Make a left turn if turning from the left lane of a one-way street into another one-way 
street with the flow of traffic. 
            Vehicular traffic making a turn described in this subdivision shall yield the right-of-way to 
pedestrians lawfully within an adjacent crosswalk and to other traffic using the intersection. 
            (C) Unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian control signal pedestrians facing a steady 
circular red signal alone may not enter the roadway. 



        (4) No indication or conflicting indications means the following: 
            (A) Vehicular traffic facing an intersection having a signal that displays no indication or conflicting 
indications, where no other control is present, shall stop before entering the intersection. 
            (B) After stopping, vehicular traffic may proceed with caution through the intersection and shall 
yield the right-of-way to traffic within the intersection or approaching so closely as to constitute an 
immediate hazard. 
        (5) This section applies to traffic control signals located at a place other than an intersection. A stop 
required under this subdivision must be made at the signal, except when the signal is supplemented by a 
sign or pavement marking indicating where the stop must be made. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

 
 
 
IC 9-21-17 
     Chapter 17. Pedestrians 

IC 9-21-17-1 
Traffic and pedestrian control signals 
     Sec. 1. (a) Pedestrians are subject to traffic and pedestrian control signals under this chapter. 
    (b) At all places that are not marked with pedestrian control signals, pedestrians are accorded the 
privileges and subject to the restrictions of this article. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-2 
"Walk" and "don't walk" signals 
     Sec. 2. Whenever special pedestrian control signals exhibiting the words "walk" or "don't walk" are in 
place, the signals must indicate as follows: 
        (1) Flashing or steady "walk" means a pedestrian facing the signal may proceed across the roadway in 
the direction of the signal and a person who drives a vehicle shall yield the right-of-way to the pedestrian. 
        (2) Flashing or steady "don't walk" means a pedestrian may not start to cross the roadway in the 
direction of the signal. A pedestrian who has partially completed crossing on the "walk" signal shall 
proceed to a sidewalk or safety island while the "don't walk" signal is showing. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-3 
Duty to obey traffic control device; exception 
     Sec. 3. A pedestrian shall obey the instructions of an official traffic control device specifically 
applicable to the pedestrian, unless otherwise directed by a police officer. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-4 
Crosswalks; local authorities; designation by ordinance 
     Sec. 4. A local authority: 
        (1) may, by ordinance, prohibit pedestrians from crossing a roadway in a business district or a 
designated highway except in a crosswalk, which may be established by the ordinance; and 
        (2) shall mark the crosswalks in a manner conforming to the uniform system of traffic control devices 
created under IC 9-21-3. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-5 
Walking or running into the path of a vehicle; prohibition 
     Sec. 5. A pedestrian may not suddenly leave a curb or other place of safety and walk or run into the path 
of a vehicle that is so close as to constitute an immediate hazard. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 



IC 9-21-17-6 
Overtaking and passing a vehicle stopped at a crosswalk; prohibition 
     Sec. 6. Whenever a vehicle is stopped at a marked crosswalk or at an unmarked crosswalk at an 
intersection to permit a pedestrian to cross the roadway, a person who drives another vehicle approaching 
from the rear may not overtake and pass the stopped vehicle. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-7 
Crossing roadway at point not marked as a crosswalk; yield of right-of-way to traffic 
     Sec. 7. A pedestrian crossing a roadway at a point other than within a marked crosswalk or within an 
unmarked crosswalk at an intersection shall yield the right-of-way to all vehicles upon the roadway. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-8 
Pedestrian tunnel or overhead crossing; yield of right-of-way to traffic 
     Sec. 8. A pedestrian crossing a roadway at a point where a pedestrian tunnel or overhead pedestrian 
crossing has been provided shall yield the right-of-way to all vehicles upon the roadway. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-9 
Marked crosswalks; adjacent intersections; duty to obey 
     Sec. 9. Between adjacent intersections at which traffic control signals are in operation, pedestrians may 
not cross at any place except in a marked crosswalk. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-10 
Diagonal crossing at intersections 
     Sec. 10. A pedestrian may not cross a roadway intersection diagonally unless authorized by official 
traffic control devices. When authorized to cross diagonally, pedestrians shall cross only in accordance 
with the official traffic control devices pertaining to diagonal crossing movements. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-11 
Crosswalks; movement along right half 
     Sec. 11. Pedestrians shall move, whenever practicable, upon the right half of crosswalks. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9.  

 
 
IC 9-21-17-12 
Sidewalk available; prohibition on walking along or upon roadway 
     Sec. 12. If a sidewalk is provided and the sidewalk's use is practicable, a pedestrian may not walk along 
and upon an adjacent roadway. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-13 
Sidewalk unavailable; use of shoulder 
     Sec. 13. If a sidewalk is not available, a pedestrian walking along and upon a highway shall walk only 
on a shoulder, as far as practicable from the edge of the roadway. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-14 
Sidewalk or shoulder unavailable; use of outside edge of roadway 
     Sec. 14. If neither a sidewalk nor a shoulder is available, a pedestrian walking along and upon a 



highway shall walk as near as practicable to an outside edge of the roadway. If the roadway is two-way, the 
pedestrian shall walk only on the left side of the roadway. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-15 
Yield of right-of-way to all vehicles on roadway 
     Sec. 15. Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, a pedestrian upon a roadway shall yield the right-
of-way to all vehicles upon the roadway. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-16 
Solicitation of rides; restrictions; emergency 
     Sec. 16. A person may not stand in a roadway for the purpose of soliciting a ride from a person who 
drives a vehicle unless the person soliciting a ride is faced with an emergency on the roadway, in which 
case the person may secure a ride to obtain assistance. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-17 
Solicitation of employment or business on highway; prohibition 
     Sec. 17. A person may not stand on a highway for the purpose of soliciting employment or business 
from the occupant of a vehicle. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-18 
Soliciting the watching or guarding of a vehicle; prohibition 
     Sec. 18. A person may not stand on or in proximity to a street or highway for the purpose of soliciting 
the watching or guarding of a vehicle that is parked or about to be parked on a street or highway. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9.  

 
 
IC 9-21-17-19 
Driving through safety zones and across sidewalks; restrictions; right-of-way 
     Sec. 19. (a) A vehicle may not at any time be driven through or within a safety zone. 
    (b) A person who drives a vehicle crossing a sidewalk shall yield the right-of-way to a pedestrian and all 
other traffic on the sidewalk. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-20 
Emergency or police vehicles; use of audible and visual signals; yield of right-of-way 
     Sec. 20. (a) Upon the immediate approach of: 
        (1) an authorized emergency vehicle making use of an audible signal and visual signals; or 
        (2) a police vehicle properly and lawfully making use of an audible signal only; 
a pedestrian shall yield the right-of-way to the authorized emergency vehicle. 
    (b) This section does not relieve the person who drives an authorized emergency vehicle from the duty to 
drive with due regard for the safety of all persons using the highway or from the duty to exercise due care 
to avoid colliding with a pedestrian. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-21 
Blind pedestrians; yield of right-of-way 
     Sec. 21. A person who drives a vehicle shall yield the right-of-way to a blind pedestrian carrying a 
clearly visible white cane or accompanied by a guide dog. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 



IC 9-21-17-22 
Bridges; entering or remaining beyond signal or gate 
     Sec. 22. A pedestrian may not enter or remain upon a bridge or an approach to a bridge beyond the 
bridge signal, gate, or barrier after a bridge operation signal indication has been given. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-23 
Railroad crossings; passing beyond gate or barrier in operation 
     Sec. 23. A pedestrian may not pass through, around, over, or under a crossing gate or barrier at a 
railroad grade crossing or bridge while the gate or barrier is closed or is being opened or closed. 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

IC 9-21-17-24 
Violations; Class C infraction 
     Sec. 24. A person who violates this chapter commits a Class C infraction.  

 
As added by P.L.2-1991, SEC.9. 

 

 

 

 



McCordsville Overlay District and Master Plan 

Section 156.224 Land Use Requirements. 

1. Compatibility with Surrounding Properties and the Environment 

All proposed developments within McCordsville will be reviewed for their compatibility 
with the surrounding neighborhoods, the natural environment, their ability to create 
pleasing transitions between land uses.  To decrease the level of incompatibility between 
residential and non-residential uses, landscape buffers are required (see Section 156.228). 

2. Residential Uses 

a) Determining Density and Open Space 

1. To allow greater flexibility and variety in the creation of residential subdivisions 
while preserving significant community and natural resources, residential 
subdivisions are required to arrange the residential units on areas of the project 
site best suited for development and protect at least 25 percent of the land for 
open space uses.  A minimum of 6 percent of the land shall be for active 
recreation purposes.  Open spaces must be accessible to residents of the 
subdivision without crossing a private lot. 

2. Residential development within a project may not exceed the gross density of the 
identified on the Future Land Use Map in the Master Plan.  No minimum lot size 
is required, but the applicant must meet all of the other development standards of 
the residential zoning classification and the requirements this Overlay. 

3. The development potential of the property is determined by multiplying the area 
of the tract times the density permitted by the zoning district.   

4. The minimum open space requirement is calculated by multiplying the area of 
the tract by 0.25.  The active recreation open space requirement is calculated by 
multiplying the area of the tract by 0.06. 

5. Land designated for open space uses shall be restricted from further subdivision 
through the use of conservation easements in a form acceptable to the County 
Recorder and duly recorded in the County Recorder’s Office. 

6. Stormwater management ponds or basins, land within the rights-of-way of 
underground pipelines, and floodplain areas may be included as part of the 
minimum required open space.  Road rights-of-way may not be included as a part 
of the minimum required open space. 

b)  Evaluation Criteria 

1. In evaluating the layout of lots and open space, the following criteria will be 
considered by the Hancock County Area Wide Plan Commission as indicating 
design appropriate to the site’s natural, historic, and cultural features and meeting 
the purposes of this ordinance.  Diversity and originality in lot layout shall be 
encouraged to achieve the best possible relationship between development and 
conservation areas.  The Hancock County Area Wide Plan Commission shall 
evaluate proposals to determine whether the proposed subdivision: 

(1) Protects and preserves all floodplains, wetlands, and slopes greater 
than 20 percent from clearing, grading, filling, or construction to the 
greatest extent possible. 



(2) Preserves and maintains mature woodlands and existing agricultural 
fields and creates sufficient buffer areas to minimize conflicts 
between residential and agricultural areas. 

(3) Maintains and creates a buffer of natural species vegetation at least 
100 feet wide adjacent to wetlands and surface waters, including 
creeks, streams, springs, lakes, and ponds. 

(4) Designs around existing hedgerows and tree lines between fields and 
minimizes impacts on woodlands greater than five acres in size.  
Woodlands on highly erodable slopes shall be avoided. 

(5) Protects wildlife habitat areas of species listed as endangered, 
threatened, or of special concern by the US Environmental 
Protection Agency and/or the Indiana Department of Natural 
Resources. 

(6) Improves public safety and vehicular carrying capacity by avoiding 
development fronting directly onto existing public roads. 

(7) Organizes the subdivision where the largest practicable number of 
lots abuts open space areas in order to provide direct views and 
access to open space. 

(8) Provides active recreational areas in suitable locations that offer 
convenient access by residents and adequate screening from nearby 
lots. 

(9) Includes a pedestrian circulation system designed to assure that 
pedestrians can walk safely and easily on the site, between 
properties and activities or special features within the 
neighborhood open space system. 

(10) Provides open space that is reasonably contiguous.  Fragmentation of 
open space should be minimized so that resource areas are not 
divided into numerous small parcels located in various parts of the 
development.  To the greatest extent practicable, this land shall be 
designated as a single block with logical, straightforward boundaries 
with a length-to-width ratio not to exceed 4:1.  Long, thin open space 
areas shall be avoided unless the conservation feature is linear or 
such configuration is necessary to connect with other streams and 
trails.  The open space shall generally abut existing or potential open 
space uses on adjacent parcels.  

 
Section 156.225 Transportation Requirements. 

(1) Parking Requirements 

a. Shared Parking 

1. Cooperative provisions for off-street parking may be made by contract between 
two or more adjacent property owners.  The parking area provided on any one lot 
may be reduced to not less than one-half (1/2) the number of required parking 
spaces for the use occupying such lot. 



2. Parking lots are to be asphalt or concrete and curbing must be installed around 
the entire perimeter. 

3. To the extent that developments wish to make joint use of the same parking 
spaces operate at different times, up to one-half (1/2) of the parking spaces may 
be credited to both uses if one use is a church, theater, or assembly hall whose 
peak hours of attendance will be at night or on Sundays, and the other use or uses 
are ones that will be closed at night or on Sundays. 

b. Accessible parking spaces for the disabled shall be provided in accordance with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities. 

c. Parking Space Dimensions. 

1. Each parking space (other than those designed for the disabled) shall contain a 
rectangular area at least 19 feet long and nine feet wide.  Lines demarcating 
parking spaces may be drawn at various angles in relation to curbs or aisles, so 
long as the parking spaces so created contain within them the rectangular area 
required by this Section. 

2. Wherever parking areas consist of spaces set aside for parallel parking, the 
dimensions of such parking spaces shall not be less the 20 feet long by nine feet 
wide. 

(2) Street Design Standards.   

a. All dedicated and designated rights-of-way shall conform to the minimum 
dimensions specified in Section 155.070 – 155.091 of the Hancock County 
Subdivision Control Ordinance with the follow exceptions:  

1. The minimum right-of-way width on minor collector streets shall be 75 feet. 

2. The pavement width of a local road shall be 30 feet back-of-curb to back-of-curb.  

b. Curved streets shall be encouraged to create visually interesting streetscapes. 

c. Subdivisions with more than 10 lots shall provide more than one entrance into the 
subdivision for public safety and improved circulation.  Adjacent subdivisions shall 
connect to one another.  Where it is not feasible to provide more than one entrance 
due to physical constraints or the size of the lot, at least one easement shall be platted 
to an adjoining parcel that is likely to develop.  The easement shall provide future 
right-of-way for road extensions and utility connections into the adjoining parcel. 

d. Subdivisions with more than five lots shall construct a new road for access to the 
proposed lots rather than creating driveway cuts for each proposed lot directly onto 
existing roads.  In subdivisions with five or fewer lots, shared driveways are 
encouraged to minimize access points along existing roadways. 

e. Street rights of way shall conform with the minimum dimensions of the road cross 
sections below.  Street dimensions from the back of curb to back of curb shall meet 
the minimum standards of: 

  

Road width (minimum) 

Local 30 ft. 

Collector (Major and Minor) 38 ft. 



Arterial 52 ft. 

 

 

Local Road Cross Section 

 
 

 

52’ Right of Way 



Collector Road Section  

 
 

 Arterial Cross Section  

 
 

e. Improvements for streets shall conform to the rules, regulations, and design                               
specifications as set forth and established by the McCordsville Public Works 
Committee as adopted by Resolution. 

f. Sidewalks at least five feet wide are required on both sides of the street in all 
subdivisions, except where a subdivision is adjacent to a Collector (Major or 
Minor) or Minor Arterial street, in which case a Multi-Use Pathway is required 
on the north and east sides of the road as specified and a sidewalk is required on 
the west and south sides of the Collector or Minor Arterial. On US 36, the multi-
use pathway shall be excluded and the road shall have sidewalks on both sides of 
the road.  Sidewalk and Multi-Use Pathway connectivity shall be considered and 
exceptions granted as consistent with connectivity and any plan established by 
the Parks Board.  All other standards for sidewalks shall conform to Section 
155.072(G)(8) of the Hancock County Subdivision Control Ordinance.  The 
Multi-Use Pathway provisions do not apply to Local Arterial Roads. 

65’ Right of Way 

79’ Right of Way 



g. The multi-use path shall be constructed as shown below. 

h. All streets shall be constructed in conformance with the McCordsville, Indiana Town 
Standards. 

 

 

Transportation 
 
Goal:  The goal of the transportation element is to achieve 
and maintain a balanced transportation system that:  
promotes safe, efficient circulation and accessibility 
throughout the entire community; and enhances the visual 
appearance of major streets and gateways. 
 
 Objective a:  Minimize trips on County Roads by linking 

local roads.  Connect new residential developments to 
existing residential developments, and stub roads for 
connections to future residential development. 

 
 Objective b:  Explore the possibility for a new north-

south road or upgrades to an existing road, to alleviate 
traffic on County Road 600 W.  While the earlier 
McCordsville Economic Development, Land Use, and 
Housing Study anticipated the closing of the Depot Street 
crossing, the Town no longer anticipates this happening. 

 
 Objective c:  Improve east-west connections between 

County Road 600 W and Marion County. 
 
 Objective d:  Create design standards for major street 

corridors that address lighting, landscaping, and other 
streetscape amenities. 

 



 Objective e:  Identify gateway points into the 
community. 

 
 Objective f:  Minimize curb cuts on arterials and other 

major thoroughfares. 
 
 Objective g:  Work with neighboring municipalities to 

encourage their linking to the McCordsville multi-use 
trails. 

 
Open Space 
 
Goal #1:  To protect the natural features and open space and 
provide areas for passive and active recreation. 
 

 Objective a:  Identify sites for 
parks and other recreational 
uses. 
 
 Objective b:  Identify areas 

which need to be protected due 
to historic, social or natural 
significance. 
 
 Objective c:  Require the 

designation of open space in 
new development. 
 

 Objective d:  Encourage the acquisition of large scale open 
space. 
 
 Objective e:  Promote small parks and recreation 

management by private entities. 
 
Goal #2:  Establish a network of greenway corridors that 
interconnect the community and link to path systems outside 
the community. 
 
 Objective a:  Create a system of greenway corridors that 

link destinations within the community. 
 
 Objective b:  Work with neighboring communities to 

encourage their linking to the McCordsville multi-use 
trails. 

 

Useable open space
within a neighborhood
can meet some of the

community’s park needs
without placing

additional strain on
taxpayers to fund
recreation areas.



The 1999 Master Plan included specifications for multi-use 
trails and sidewalks along new roadways throughout the 
Town.  These specifications have been incorporated into the 
Town’s Overlay District and should continue to be enforced 
to ensure a safe, off road route for pedestrians and bicyclists 
to navigate throughout the community.  These connections 
are critical in maintaining a small town atmosphere and 
should be considered as important as future roadway 
projects.  The Park Board should plan for trail locations and 
connectivity to further guide the development of trails in 
McCordsville. 

 
PARKS AND RECREATION 
 
Parks and recreation should fall under the purview of the 
Parks Board.  As was stated above, the Board should work 
with developers in obtaining open space for public use.  The 
Board should also work with the School Corporation regarding 
any permitted public use of school facilities. 
 
Sidewalks and trails are important components of the Town’s 
recreation facilities.  The Overlay district should be updated 
to specify where sidewalks and/or multi-use paths will be 
required.  Further, the Parks Board should consider working 
with surrounding communities to encourage connecting to 
the McCordsville multi-use paths. 

 
 
 
 
 
X:\0105A-RegPedPlan\H-Data\McCordsville\pedestrian trails info.doc 
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TOOLKIT 4: FUNDING 
 
Federal funding for transportation projects is competitive. Funds are limited and applicants are 
abundant. However, following is a list of common sources of federal funds for pedestrian and 
transportation-related projects. The America Bikes Web site (www.americabikes.org) provides 
concise summaries of these programs.  
 
Ways to Use Federal Transportation Funding (information from America Bikes) 
 
Directing federal transportation funding to bicycling and walking projects can be tricky, as most 
programs don’t act as straightforward grant programs. But if you know about all the funding 
possibilities, you can work with officials in your area to use a variety of federal funding sources 
to improve bicycling and walking. 
 
Build off-road paths and trails Check in to funding through the Transportation Enhancements, 
Recreational Trails, or Scenic Byways programs  
Build on-street bike lanes, sidewalks Check into funding through the Surface Transportation 
Program, Safe Routes to School, Transportation Enhancements, Highway Safety Improvement 
Program, Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Program. 
Help kids walk and bike to school Safe Routes to School Program, Highway Safety 
Improvement Program (HSIP) 
Complete the streets in your community Surface Transportation Program, Congestion 
Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Program 
Improve bicycle and pedestrian safety Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), Safe 
Routes to School Program, Transportation Enhancements  
Improve air quality with bicycling & walking facilities Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality 
(CMAQ) Program 
Provide for bicycling & walking in natural areas Recreational Trails Program, Transit in the 
Parks Program, Scenic Byways  
Improve transportation-land use connections to better bicycling Transportation, 
Community, and System Preservation (TCSP) Pilot Program  
Improve bicycle & pedestrian access to transit Transit Enhancements, Congestion Mitigation 
and Air Quality (CMAQ) Program 
 
Links to specific programs and additional information at http://www.americabikes.org/waystouse.asp.  
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State STP less TE HSIP (Safety*)
State Planning & 

Research
Metropolitan 

Planning

Equity Bonus 
Program 

(undistributed 
portion)

Alabama $145,176,501 $30,090,363 $11,274,542 $2,856,502 $70,049,441
Alaska $53,903,281 $10,218,038 $4,872,315 $1,481,372 $57,408,929
Arizona $134,785,498 $27,721,199 $10,721,494 $5,750,891 $71,774,834
Arkansas $95,072,441 $19,503,657 $7,625,742 $1,481,372 $37,109,158
California $650,163,465 $111,528,334 $57,821,545 $44,174,132 $207,511,232
Colorado $102,628,095 $20,136,176 $8,092,714 $4,727,916 $27,566,408
Connecticut $72,671,493 $11,697,960 $7,973,954 $4,191,584 $52,151,124
Delaware $30,352,522 $5,575,394 $2,495,874 $1,481,372 $4,441,228
Dist. of Col. $28,089,551 $5,125,305 $2,663,651 $1,481,372 $0
Florida $398,364,623 $81,962,644 $27,404,341 $19,821,357 $227,296,952
Georgia $278,232,981 $50,125,786 $20,275,042 $7,372,424 $150,809,375
Hawaii $30,801,372 $5,650,160 $2,666,433 $1,481,372 $6,318,703
Idaho $46,497,043 $9,656,824 $4,302,046 $1,481,372 $28,006,987
Illinois $241,081,419 $42,814,910 $20,374,565 $14,328,763 $69,738,476
Indiana $190,321,047 $31,190,278 $14,556,177 $5,019,212 $97,978,299
Iowa $84,661,298 $15,778,233 $6,996,165 $1,640,422 $3,716,345
Kansas $88,099,714 $18,264,990 $6,724,169 $1,777,334 $1,909,983
Kentucky $109,896,713 $21,453,968 $9,242,392 $2,305,499 $37,681,410
Louisiana $99,887,096 $19,988,306 $9,559,646 $3,731,175 $35,005,755
Maine $30,108,509 $5,436,848 $2,779,583 $1,481,372 $0
Maryland $104,241,520 $17,370,455 $9,566,740 $6,327,635 $30,938,907
Massachusetts $99,633,067 $14,875,055 $10,623,306 $8,292,134 $21,001,896
Michigan $235,222,769 $41,632,930 $18,731,475 $9,680,425 $78,545,129
Minnesota $140,907,860 $26,467,216 $9,749,543 $3,990,360 $32,290,652
Mississippi $90,667,416 $20,503,834 $7,245,495 $1,481,372 $23,848,546
Missouri $162,497,354 $32,173,838 $14,430,603 $4,547,905 $55,604,109
Montana $48,905,393 $11,229,517 $5,477,206 $1,481,372 $37,153,089
Nebraska $57,999,175 $11,483,435 $4,718,558 $1,481,372 $3,419,037
Nevada $45,364,207 $8,933,065 $3,947,234 $2,466,701 $13,370,749
New Hampshire $32,165,219 $5,917,172 $2,830,226 $1,481,372 $9,505,367
New Jersey $148,651,676 $21,865,730 $15,775,538 $11,409,762 $64,826,242
New Mexico $60,026,062 $12,295,294 $5,776,605 $1,481,372 $27,246,768
New York $238,630,562 $40,384,288 $27,724,193 $22,815,161 $73,275,310
North Carolina $203,109,375 $39,651,929 $16,185,367 $5,534,149 $95,489,748
North Dakota $37,452,261 $7,848,554 $3,761,756 $1,481,372 $6,574,747
Ohio $250,127,588 $43,016,937 $21,394,537 $10,758,622 $104,325,539
Oklahoma $121,969,925 $23,919,394 $9,675,909 $2,183,184 $23,579,658
Oregon $78,784,524 $14,282,453 $7,230,951 $2,907,881 $11,440,327
Pennsylvania $229,751,574 $40,909,434 $26,098,551 $12,082,525 $104,367,340
Rhode Island $28,089,551 $5,125,305 $3,288,947 $1,481,372 $0
South Carolina $123,908,795 $26,069,312 $9,553,787 $2,757,341 $51,922,371
South Dakota $45,458,529 $10,119,914 $4,094,618 $1,481,372 $14,631,877
Tennessee $155,073,111 $29,691,456 $12,397,316 $4,362,610 $62,736,838
Texas $632,563,545 $118,652,221 $47,276,327 $21,772,220 $304,520,056
Utah $52,799,205 $9,435,506 $4,432,452 $2,572,313 $11,328,191
Vermont $28,089,551 $5,125,305 $2,721,110 $1,481,372 $0
Virginia $189,731,633 $31,695,316 $15,133,694 $6,935,659 $78,451,849
Washington $110,294,455 $19,016,096 $10,745,196 $6,333,078 $5,985,341
West Virginia $51,063,047 $11,196,675 $5,005,690 $1,481,372 $19,812,175
Wisconsin $157,718,213 $30,354,143 $11,384,788 $4,182,751 $75,570,157
Wyoming $31,324,853 $5,766,925 $4,275,211 $1,481,372 $10,763,345
Total 
Apportioned $6,903,016,675 $1,280,928,073 $589,675,314 $296,274,313 $2,639,000,000

Information from America Bikes www.americabikes.org.
*Safety programs only averaged over 4 years because they begin in FY2006

Figures include estimated distribution of Equity Bonus Funds (to 6 core programs), and deduct State Planning and Research (2%).

Estimates based on FHWA table RTA-000-1661, for Chairman Young, created 7/28/2005.

SAFETEA-LU Funding: General Programs

Annual Averages
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State
Transportation 
Enhancements CMAQ

Safe Routes to 
School Recreational Trails

Alabama $19,524,626 $11,258,044 $1,609,020 $1,554,018
Alaska $7,853,657 $16,405,702 $1,000,000 $1,110,118
Arizona $18,634,268 $45,526,227 $2,130,440 $1,611,583
Arkansas $12,446,734 $10,469,531 $1,174,209 $1,184,962
California $80,807,080 $415,166,291 $13,675,340 $5,272,176
Colorado $12,047,423 $31,525,231 $1,793,931 $1,382,707
Connecticut $10,239,980 $44,275,795 $1,425,951 $889,736
Delaware $3,643,838 $9,024,712 $1,000,000 $781,810
Dist. of Col. $3,306,782 $8,331,456 $1,000,000 $717,255
Florida $57,594,640 $12,724,091 $5,506,562 $2,769,893
Georgia $39,334,404 $52,893,204 $3,509,411 $1,905,708
Hawaii $3,966,864 $9,222,885 $1,000,000 $808,357
Idaho $6,295,432 $11,447,747 $1,000,000 $1,255,513
Illinois $27,781,070 $86,673,657 $4,746,506 $1,910,640
Indiana $24,115,589 $42,198,905 $2,328,194 $1,254,644
Iowa $9,737,329 $8,542,344 $1,215,459 $1,245,844
Kansas $10,977,073 $8,418,666 $1,220,563 $1,199,151
Kentucky $13,932,668 $11,497,469 $1,621,146 $1,267,403
Louisiana $12,634,581 $9,850,240 $1,695,401 $1,513,548
Maine $3,582,140 $8,331,456 $1,000,000 $1,084,117
Maryland $13,307,480 $51,428,357 $2,064,109 $1,044,275
Massachusetts $12,649,922 $62,039,525 $2,283,917 $1,176,849
Michigan $29,305,485 $71,144,958 $3,874,810 $2,200,260
Minnesota $15,789,015 $26,512,590 $1,891,312 $1,693,540
Mississippi $11,515,717 $9,676,836 $1,233,105 $1,346,158
Missouri $20,596,730 $19,335,029 $2,131,401 $1,406,172
Montana $6,675,837 $11,623,479 $1,000,000 $1,276,041
Nebraska $6,858,425 $8,612,158 $1,000,000 $1,029,287
Nevada $5,570,912 $20,484,856 $1,108,456 $1,003,153
New Hampshire $4,243,448 $9,658,090 $1,000,000 $971,585
New Jersey $19,323,483 $93,549,126 $3,140,955 $1,206,472
New Mexico $7,782,976 $10,387,338 $1,031,436 $1,269,358
New York $31,191,458 $170,361,891 $6,234,260 $1,809,659
North Carolina $26,735,114 $45,513,052 $3,155,334 $1,694,144
North Dakota $4,597,118 $9,002,070 $1,000,000 $897,384
Ohio $30,226,674 $89,329,144 $3,984,167 $1,721,517
Oklahoma $15,533,542 $9,284,746 $1,600,785 $1,308,636
Oregon $9,406,896 $14,852,173 $1,365,377 $1,248,139
Pennsylvania $30,821,427 $103,186,337 $3,884,015 $1,775,856
Rhode Island $3,306,782 $8,834,824 $1,000,000 $775,322
South Carolina $16,875,602 $10,776,045 $1,715,185 $1,146,008
South Dakota $5,698,678 $9,809,407 $1,000,000 $918,257
Tennessee $20,802,202 $30,065,977 $2,195,855 $1,339,639
Texas $87,572,061 $130,569,720 $9,492,505 $3,214,043
Utah $6,560,922 $9,347,499 $1,314,782 $1,258,447
Vermont $3,306,782 $8,331,456 $1,000,000 $881,334
Virginia $24,304,789 $48,669,676 $2,731,872 $1,311,993
Washington $12,616,992 $30,494,278 $2,320,172 $1,680,174
West Virginia $6,355,815 $10,018,075 $1,007,091 $1,082,011
Wisconsin $21,042,521 $23,758,130 $1,986,966 $1,604,562
Wyoming $3,819,150 $9,329,804 $1,000,000 $1,150,541
Total 
Apportioned $892,850,133 $2,019,770,302 $119,400,000 $73,160,000

Information from America Bikes www.americabikes.org.
Estimates based on FHWA table RTA-000-1661, for Chairman Young, created 7/28/2005.

Figures include estimated distribution of Equity Bonus Funds (to 6 core programs), and deduct State Planning and Research 
(2%).

SAFETEA-LU Funding: Specialized Programs
Annual Averages
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City of Carmel, Indiana – § 2-126 Non-Reverting Thoroughfare Development Fund 
(a)     There is established a Non-Reverting Thoroughfare Development Fund #913 ("Non- Reverting 
Thoroughfare Development Fund") to be used exclusively for the purpose of accepting and disbursing 
monies received for City thoroughfare development projects. Consistent with I.C., 36-7-4-1313, the 
monies deposited in such Fund shall reflect obligations voluntarily undertaken by developers to contribute 
the resources necessary, at the time their real estate is being developed, to bring thoroughfares adjacent 
to same into conformance with the City's Thoroughfare Development Plan, without regard to the size or 
number of lots or units to be located within the development. 

(b)     The Non-Reverting Thoroughfare Development Fund shall be administered and maintained as set 
forth herein: 

(1)     The Non-Reverting Thoroughfare Development Fund shall be managed by the fiscal officer 
of the City as required by law; 

(2)     The monies contained in the Non- Reverting Thoroughfare Development Fund shall be 
received and deposited therein from the City, from developers, and from all other lawful sources 
in accordance with applicable law; 

(3)     The funds contained in the Non- Reverting Thoroughfare Development Fund shall be 
accounted for and maintained separate and apart from all other City funds, and shall be invested 
with the interest earned thereon deposited into the Non- Reverting Thoroughfare Development 
Fund; and 

(4)     For purposes of the Non-Reverting Thoroughfare Development Fund, the Department of 
Engineering shall divide the City into "Thoroughfare Development Areas".  When monies are 
deposited into the Non-Reverting Thoroughfare Development Fund, those funds may only be 
spent on thoroughfare development projects located within the same Thoroughfare Development 
Area as the development for which the monies deposited are located. 

(5)     The funds held and accounted for in the Non-Reverting Thoroughfare Development Fund 
shall be withdrawn only: 

a)     At the discretion of the Director of the Engineering Department of the City; 

b)     For the purpose of building, improving, or maintaining streets and roads consistent 
with the City's Thoroughfare Development Plan and this section; and 

c)     Monies in the Non-Reverting Thoroughfare Development Fund shall only be 
withdrawn and spent on projects located within the Thoroughfare Project Area where the 
development for which said monies were deposited is located.  Monies received due to 
commitments for specific improvements may not be reallocated to other projects without 
Council approval. 

(6)     All property acquired from monies held in the Non-Reverting Thoroughfare Development 
Fund shall be titled in the name of the City of Carmel; and 

(7)     The life of the Non-Reverting Thoroughfare Development Fund shall be perpetual, unless 
terminated by subsequent ordinance. 

(Ord. D-1750-05, 5-16-05) 
Information provided by Karyn Ryg, City of Carmel. 
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Subject Comments on Draft Regional Pedestrian Plan 
 

The draft Regional Pedestrian Plan was posted on the project Web site, 
http://www.storrowkinsella.com/projectwebs/0105a_regpedplan/index.html, on August 23, 2006. 
The Regional Pedestrian Plan Steering Committee (all phases) met on August 24, 2006 for a 
presentation of the draft plan. Steering Committee members were asked to forward the plan Web 
link to their constituency groups. Additionally, all participants of the Regional Pedestrian Workshop 
(July 26, 2006) were emailed the draft plan Web link. The draft plan was under review and 
comment from August 23 to September 28, 2006. The following comments were received. 
Responses to the comments are indicated in italics. 
 
1.0 The Regional Pedestrian Plan should reference all funding sources listed in the draft State 

Trails, Greenways and Bikeways Plan. All but one funding source is described in the draft 
Regional Pedestrian Plan.  To make the list complete, a section describing Transit 
Enhancements were added to the Regional Pedestrian Plan. See Chapter 5, page 4.   

2.0 The need for development of a creative, sustainable funding source should be mentioned. 
This could include local option taxes (e.g. food and beverage tax, health and fitness tax, 
recreation tax) or capturing some of the casino revenues for recreational purposes. This 
funding source should be permanent and able to withstand political changes. This 
sustainable funding source should address maintenance of pedestrian facilities. This should 
be a re-occurring topic at Multi-Modal Task Force meetings. See Chapter 5, page 2.   

3.0 A meeting was scheduled with representatives from the Zionsville Pathways Committee, Indy 
Greenways, and the Department of Natural Resources to discuss a better connection 
opportunity from Zionsville to Eagle Creek. To address this concern, a multi-use path was 
added along Moore Road and the collector sidewalk north of 56th Street shown on Lafayette 
Road was changed to a multi-use path. This facility was constructed after the Marion County 
field reconnaissance and public input was completed. Additionally, the plan and connection 
between Marion and Boone counties were discussed at the September 28, 2006, Greenways 
Foundation Meeting. See Chapter 4 – Boone County and Chapter – Marion County.   

4.0 The Marion County section of the plan should reference some notable existing and planned 
facilities including the Cultural Trail, 38th Street project, White River and Fall Creek Trails. See 
Chapter – Marion County. 
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5.0 References to the involvement of the private development community to include pedestrian 
facilities in all new development or redevelopment projects should be increased. See Chapter 
5, pages 5 and 6.   

6.0 It is important to note that very few sources of revenue are available for local governments to 
implement pedestrian projects. Both state (Indiana) and federal gasoline tax laws are 
structured to decrease funding to local governments that provide and encourage multi-modal 
transportation. A collaborative effort among federal, state, and local governments is needed 
to address this disincentive and find a way to more equitably disperse transportation funding. 
Without a solution, local government will find it increasingly difficult to expand and maintain 
pedestrian facilities. See Chapter 5, page 2.   

7.0 Wording in the Johnson County section (Chapter 4) may imply that sidewalk requirements do 
not apply to developments outside of the incorporated jurisdictions. The County has 
development standards requiring sidewalks in all residential subdivisions and commercial 
developments in unincorporated areas. This includes a four-foot sidewalk in front of and 
throughout the developments. See Chapter 3 – Johnson County, page 12.   

8.0 There is a request for the MPO to provide communities with assistance to identify potential 
funding opportunities. See Chapter 5, page 2.   

9.0 “Thirty years ago, the president of a national organization called Partners for Livable Places 
stated that 38th Street and Meridian Street were the two most important streets in Indianapolis 
because they were the natural gateways to the capitol city and its neighborhoods. 
Completion of work on 38th Street will soon make that statement a partial reality by using 
good design in the medians, landscape, sidewalks, and the promise of compatible lighting 
from Fall Creek Parkway to Michigan Road/MLK Boulevard. After lengthy discussion, DPW 
recently approved a 45 mph speed limit west of Michigan Road/MLK Boulevard to I-65. This 
reduction of speed from 55mph will help connect the IMA (Indianapolis Museum of Art) with 
its internationally well regarded collections, newly expanded building, award winning 
landscape, historic landmark gardens, country home and the unique and innovative Art & 
Nature Park to Marian College with its historic landmark residence and gardens, 
wetlands and Civic Theatre and both institutions to IPS's Cold Spring Academy, the 
Veladrom, Riverside Park, Sullivan Lake and neighborhoods west, south and north of 
Michigan Road/MLK to one another and to the rest of Indianapolis. 
The composition of development west of Michigan Road/MLK now includes many more 
neighborhoods and institutions since the White River Bridge and thoroughfare were designed 
in the 50s and completed in 1962. People living and working in the area west of Michigan 
Road/MLK want to be connected to their city, cultural and academic institutions, and park 
systems by pedestrian and bicycle friendly paths as well as 38th Street. A vast majority of 
these citizens believe that these additions will enhance their quality of life, increase the 
desirability of their neighborhoods and result in a significantly increased tax base for their 
City.” 

10.0 “Why the Western Gateway to Indianapolis should be at Cold Spring Road: 
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10.1 The White River Bridge and 38th Street at Cold Spring Road are the natural western gateway 
to Indianapolis neighborhoods, cultural and academic institutions, businesses and park 
systems. General comment, not directly relevant to Regional Pedestrian Plan. 

10.2 38th Street, Golden Hill Neighborhood, Riverside Park, the IMA's Lilly House and Kessler's 
Indianapolis Park and Boulevard System, Oldfields grounds and gardens, are on the National 
Register of Historic Places. General comment, not directly relevant to Regional Pedestrian 
Plan. 

10.3 A well designed western approach to Indianapolis with pedestrian and bicycle friendly paths 
will connect neighborhoods, businesses, cultural and academic institutions to one another 
and to the city, including the Knoll, Spring Hill, Wyndale, Oldfields, Golden Hill Neighborhood, 
Butler Tarkington, Meridian Kessler, Crown Hill, Marion College, Cold Spring Academy, 
Crown Hill Cemetery, Riverside Park, Woodstock Club, the IMA, the International School of 
Indiana, the Children's Museum, Butler University, Christian Theological Seminary, Light of 
the World Christian Church, the Veladrom, the State Fairgrounds, the Barn, Indy Greenways, 
the Canal Path, the Cultural Trail, businesses and homes, and public transit along 38th Street 
and contiguous neighborhoods. These considerations are incorporated into the final plan.  

10.4 A safe and aesthetically distinctive bridge for pedestrians and bicyclists west over the White 
River will be a destination for viewing the IMA's Art & Nature Park, the Taggert Memorial, 
Sullivan's Lake, the White River and in itself would be a cultural destination. There 
are examples of architecturally important bridges serving pedestrians and bicyclists 
throughout the world including Columbus, Indiana. Schematic drawings are provided. The 
Regional Pedestrian Plan supports the concept of providing separate pedestrian facilities 
where feasible. A bicycle and pedestrian bridge over the White River parallel, and within sight 
of 38th Street, would support the Regional Plan. 

10.5 A well designed approach to Indianapolis will be a catalyst for compatible development and 
renovation of businesses and homes along 38th Street and contiguous neighborhoods. The 
increased desirability and market value of homes, buildings, and land adjoining these areas 
will significantly enhance the tax base for the city.” These are valuable considerations in the 
designation of pedestrian districts.  

11.0 “Alternatives to the Current Plan: 
11.1 Add the historic name Maple Road Parkway to the 38th Street designation from Fall Creek 

Parkway to Cold Spring Road. General comment, not directly relevant to Regional Pedestrian 
Plan. 

11.2 Designate 38th Street (Maple Road Parkway) a cultural district from the State Fairgrounds to 
the IMA making the institutions cultural bookends. Currently, the Regional Pedestrian Plan 
only recognizes the official, City-designated five cultural districts. Should the City designate 
additional cultural districts, the Regional Pedestrian Plan could be amended to reflect that 
change. 

11.3 Designate 38th Street a city street instead of a thoroughfare from Michigan Road/MLK west 
past the IMA over the White River to Cold Spring Road and maintain the 45 mph speed limit. 
This comment is not directly addressed in the plan recommendations. However, in the 
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general design guidelines, it is recognized that slowing vehicular traffic creates a more 
pedestrian-friendly environment.  

11.4 Extend the median, landscape, lighting, and sidewalk designs used on 38th Street 
from Michigan Road/MLK to Cold Spring Road. The plan recommends that context sensitive 
design solutions be used when developing pedestrian facilities. These are excellent context 
sensitive design considerations. 

11.5 Create a pedestrian and bicycle friendly approach to Indianapolis beginning at Cold Spring 
Road east over the White River. See Chapter 4 – Marion County, page 54. 

11.6 Design and build a separate pedestrian and bicycle friendly bridge beside the current bridge 
over the White River. This concept is supported by plan recommendations. See item 10.4 
above. 

11.7 Solve pedestrian and bicycle conflict areas; eliminate off ramps; add metered ramps, 
pedestrian and bicycle crossings, and lights which can be activated by pedestrians and 
bicyclists when needed. Integrate the Pedestrian Plan with the IMA's Art & Nature Park, 
Marian College's historic gardens and wetlands, IPS's environmental magnet at Cold Spring 
Academy, Indy Greenways and Indy Park's Historic Kessler Boulevard. These considerations 
are incorporated into the final plan. 

11.8 Recognize and treat Kessler's Indianapolis Park and Boulevard system, cultural and 
academic institutions, and neighborhoods west of Michigan Road/MLK as city assets capable 
of contributing significantly to strong social, economic, cultural and educational resources for 
our capitol city. These considerations are incorporated into the final plan. 

11.9 Include in the long term Regional Plans (DMD, DPW, MPO) the creation of a new bridge over 
the White River which is worthy of being a gateway to our capitol city, its 
neighborhoods, cultural and academic institutions.” This concept is supported in plan 
recommendations. See item 10.4 above. 
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